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ABSTRACT

This dissertation investigates the Late Chosŏn Korean vernacular music genre known
as chamber music and a new music community comprised of professional musicians from
diverse social strata, including female musicians in chamber music practice. I raise a series of
questions about music practice in social relations: the formulation of the court music domain
in the Confucian platform; cultural assumptions surrounding musical activity and the place of
musicians; the characteristics of chamber music among the cultivated and the vulgar; the
agency of musicians in social distinctions, such as class, gender, and region, in the Late
Chosŏn and the specific positionality of female musicians in diverse music venues.
The dissertation is divided into four major chapters. The first chapter covers the issue
of ideal music within a Confucian framework, the taxonomy of court music, the contentions
surrounding the enjoyment of music, and the movement of court musicians into private
music venues in Late Chosŏn society. The second chapter deals with the formation of
chamber music, focusing on the specific location of chungin (second status) musicians who
had multifaceted relationships with the patron group from the upper class and their
interventions in the reshaping of chamber music as cultivated. The third chapter deals with
female musicians called kinyŏ (known as female entertainers; courtesans), not least
interrogating the complex character of the female musicians who performed both for official
ceremonies and in private chamber music venues. The fourth chapter delves into the voices
and narratives of kinyŏ that included their strategies as part of the struggle for social
recognition. I further examine the environments of kinyŏ who engaged in commodifying the
musical and cultural assets in the kibang (known as pleasure quarters) and pursue the
intricate connection between female musicians and the urban entertainment business in the
iii

Late Chosŏn period.
My analysis of chamber music and professional musicians articulates the dynamic
cultural forces that reformulated the dominant aesthetic based upon Confucian morality. The
heterogeneous social realities captured in the music scene will enable us to reconsider Late
Chosŏn society, which has been explained with the blanket term “Confucianization” applied
to all social levels.
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LAY SUMMARY

This dissertation deals with cultural topics revolving around the chamber music, which
was loved by the upper-middle class audiences in private music sectors in Late Chosŏn Korea.
The issues of vernacular music and musicians, in particular female musicians, in Chosŏn Korea
have not been fully debated within the departments of social history and musicology in Korea.
In this dissertation, I bring light to the music scenes through the position of musicians, placing
musical issues as a window through which to explore the multi-layered realities of Late Chosŏn
society. The queries of the vernacular music and professional musicians are expected to offer
a new framework illuminating the patterns of the culture behind music practice beyond the
modes of inquiry in the master narratives of Korean historiography.
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PREFACE

This dissertation is original, unpublished, independent work by the author, Jiyoung Suh.
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INTRODUCTION

Why Vernacular Music and Musicians in Late Chosŏn Korea?

Chosŏn Korea (1392—1897) adopted and practiced Neo-Confucianism as a state
ideology and the basis for its system of government for more than five hundred years. A
majority of studies on Chosŏn Korea have dealt with Confucian ideas and philosophy,
institutional or political history with a focus on rulers and rulership, and the history of social
life illuminating the upper class called yangban, who held a monopoly on discursive
production, economic privilege, and political administration. This dissertation examines the
cultural sites of Chosŏn Korea, focusing on the landscape of music practice and the position
of musicians, which were inherently affiliated with the ideological dimensions and social
devices of the Neo-Confucian frame but reveal various social realities that have not
previously been fully explored. In mainstream historical and philosophical scholarship, the
theme of “music” (ak, 樂) has been less noted as a domain for revealing the essence of
Chosŏn society, as compared with “rites” (ye, 禮), one of the core terminologies of
Confucian ideas. A few philosophical approaches have dealt with music as part of the rituals
of state administration, a tool of governance from the perspective of the ruler, or one medium
of self-cultivation for Confucian scholars.1 Furthermore, there have been few examinations
into the music scenes in everyday life and the different layers of music practices in Chosŏn

Kŭm Chang-t’ae dealt with the ideas and theories of music of five Confucian scholars in Chosŏn Korea,
namely Kwŏn, Kŭn, Yi Hwang, Hŏ Mok, Chŏng Yak-yong, and Yu Chung-gyo. See Kŭm Chang-t’ae, Han’guk
yuhak ŭi angnon (Music theory in Korean Confucianism) (Seoul: Yemunsŏwŏn, 2008).
1
1

society that operated in the spread of (Neo-) Confucian doctrines on multiple levels.
Additionally, the presence of musicians from the low class in the performance field has been
largely overlooked in the historical writings that have prioritized the position of the ruling
elites who led the discussion of music on a discursive level.
In Chosŏn society, ak (music)—one constituent of state policy—was used to promote
social harmony that essentially helped strengthen the social order based on the principle of ye
(rites) by embracing disparity and attenuating conflicts resulting from social distinctions.2 In
this dissertation, I explore the actual music scenes in relation to the ideological and political
purposes of music policies, particularly the secular music sector in the Late Chosŏn period,
when the musical terrain brought about a structural change. This research focus starts from
the premise that musical experience generates immediate physiological and cognitive
responses in the participants via the direct circuit between the musical media and the human
subject with less ideological intervention in performance practice than discursive space.3
Scholars in Korean musicology have greatly contributed to the canon of traditional
Korean music history by examining the etymology of musical terms, the various genres and
instruments, musical principles, the restoration of the performance stage, the transcription of
scores and musical notation, and by unearthing and recording musicological data.4

For the formation of the view of music based on Confucian classics including Akki/Yue Ji 樂記 (Record of
Music), see the Preface of the Akhak kwebŏm 樂學軌範 (Guide to the study of music), trans. Yi Hye-gu
(Seoul: Kugnip Kugawŏn, 2000), 31–36.
3
Marie Thompson and Ian Biddle, “Introduction: Somewhere between the Signifying and the Sublime,” in
Sound, Music, Affect: Theorizing Sonic Experience, eds. Marie Thompson and Ian Biddle (New York; London:
Bloomsbury, 2013), 3–8.
4
A great part of this dissertation is indebted to the previous significant achievements by musicologists
including pioneering Korean scholars such as Yi Hye-gu, Chang Sa-hun, Yi Po-hyŏng and Song Bang-song in
reconstructing music practice in Chosŏn society. Without their seminal works, the development of my ideas in
this dissertation would not have been possible. I also gained great insights from compelling works on Korean
2
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Nevertheless, much of the research employs the emic approach to music rather than an
external view that might shed a different light on the subject. This dissertation shares some
tenets of “cultural history” that arose in the early 1970s within the flow of a wider “cultural
turn” in the humanities and social sciences, tenets that are distinct from the perspective and
practices of empiricist and positivist history. As manifested by Peter Burke, the principal aim
of cultural historians including Johan Huizinga—the Dutch historian and a founder of
modern cultural history—is to portray patterns of culture: to describe the particular thoughts
and feelings of an age and their expressions or embodiments in works of literature and art. To
discover the forms and deep structure of culture by investigating “themes,” “symbols,”
“sentiments,” and “bodily matters” in history is the key aim of this dissertation.5
Furthermore, as Jim Sharpe asserts,

narratives in cultural history are increasingly focused

on ordinary people and how they make sense of their experiences, their lives, their world,
rejecting the longstanding narrative that emphasizes “the doings of the great,” especially elite
politics—“top person’s history”—enacted at the expense of the ruled.6 A multiplicity of
viewpoints from the so-called “history from below” suggested by Edward Thompson is
expected to provide not only “a body of work that permits us to know more about the past,”

traditional music based on the comparative perspective in the East-Asian context, such as by Robert C. Provine
who investigated the system of Korean court music and its musical identity under the influence from (Neo-)
Confucianism within a Chinese context, and Nathan Hesselink, who dealt with the reconstruction of traditional
Korean folk music in the contemporary context (Robert C. Provine, “State Sacrificial Music and Korean
Identity,” in Harmony and Counterpoint: Ritual Music in Chinese Context, eds. Bell Yung, Evelyn S. Rawski,
and Rubie S. Watson (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1996), 54–75; “Rethinking Authenticity in Korean
Traditional Music,” in Yi Hyegu paksa kusun kinyŏm ŭmakhak nonch’ong (Essays in musicology: An offering in
celebration of Lee Hye-Ku on his ninetieth birthday), ed. festschrift committee (Seoul: Yi Hyegu haksulsang
unyŏng wiwŏnhoe, 1998), 585-596; Nathan Hesselink, Samulnori (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
2012).
5
Peter Burke, What is Cultural History? (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2004), 7–9, 41
6
Jim Sharpe, “History from Below,” in New Perspectives on Historical Writing, ed. Peter Burke (Cambridge:
Polity Press 1991), 26.
3

but also “much of its secrets still lurking in unexplored evidence,” retaining “its subversive
aura” against the historical mainstream.7 Due to the scope of cultural history, employing an
interdisciplinary approach to the theme of music offers a novel way to interpret the meanings
and symbols surrounding both musical performance and musicians themselves, and to
illuminate the deep structure of the society that practiced specific music at specific times.
This dissertation particularly examines so-called p’ungnyubang 風流房 music, one
form of vernacular music favoured mainly by connoisseurs from the upper-middle class in
the private sector—as a site for musical enjoyment—in the Late Chosŏn, 1700—1897.
P’ungnyu 風流, one key term in Chosŏn culture, signifies “elegant taste” and p’ungnyubang
(or yulbang 律房) designates a venue for enjoying p’ungnyu, specifically a venue for
performing one mode of vernacular music. Musicologist Yi Po-hyŏng referred to
p’ungnyubang music as “Pangjungak” 房中樂, which literally translates to “chamber
music” in English. Yi claims that “-pang” 房 refers to a detached building or the far wing of
a gentlemen’s house for receiving friends and guests, which had a beautiful garden in the
front and was furnished with calligraphic works and paintings, as well as with stationery
goods and musical instruments, such as drum, harp, and flute. Such rooms were meant for
poets, calligraphers, musicians, and artists to listen to performances in and the main
repertories of the genre included instrumental music, such as Yŏngsan hoesang 靈山會相
(orchestral suites) and kagok 歌曲 (lyric songs), a vocal performance featuring solos, duets,

7

Ibid., 39.
4

and choral works sung by male and female singers.8
Chamber music reflects the specific musical taste of highbrow audiences in Late
Chosŏn society, but it also contains significant sub-themes: its contestation with orthodox
music in terms of aesthetic dispute within the framework of Confucian discourses in the
Chosŏn era, the relationship between the flourishing of chamber music and the Confucian
ideologies that predetermined the entitlement of the musician, and the vernacularity of
chamber music which was fundamentally linked to sogak 俗樂─music of secular and
(Korean) native origin in court music. In particular, I pay attention to the historicity of “the
vernacular” of chamber music in Late Chosŏn Korea, which did not exactly correspond to
the categories of vernacular music in Western terms.9 The discussion of the rise of chamber
music composed of secular tunes in the private music sector under the (Neo-) Confucian
social fabric of Late Chosŏn Korea offers a new view of “the vernacular” as a dynamic force
penetrating cultural hegemonies in the aesthetic realm—center and periphery asymmetries in
Korean domestic context and in premodern East Asia.

Yi Po-hyŏng, “Performing Style of Korean Traditional Music,” in Traditional Korean Music, ed. The Korean
National Commission for UNESCO (Seoul: The Si-sa-yong-a-sa Publishers, Inc., 1983), 99.
The term “chamber music” in English comes semantically loaded with a European concept referring to
“intimate, solistic, instrumental music for small ensemble” including string quartets that fit in a chamber of a
private mansion or palace (John Herschel Baron, Intimate Music: A History of the Idea of Chamber Music
(Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1998), 1–2). This Western music term might not be identical to
p’ungnyubang music in the Late Chosŏn, but I employ it in that both were performed by a small number of
musicians in small venues (chambers) in an intimate musical ambiance.
9
In the Western context, “vernacular” music has multiple meanings: (1) “lowbrow” music (in terms of taste
publics) as opposed to “highbrow” music, (2) “popular” or “folk” music (the music of the people or of the
uneducated and unsophisticated) as opposed to music for the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie, (2) “ordinary,”
“everyday,” “mass/popular” music (in terms of accessibility and commodification) as opposed to “art” music,
(4) music for “entertainment”; “pejorative,” “not approached self consciously,” as opposed to “serious” music,
(5) “plebeian,” “native/primitive” (related with vernacular tongue), “utilitarian-valued” music as opposed to
“cultivated” music (Jochen Eisentraut, The Accessibility of Music: Participation, Reception and Contact
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 177–197.
5
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Furthermore, this dissertation aims at clarifying the positionality of musicians,
particularly chungin (second status) musicians and female musicians, who were deeply
engaged in creating and operating chamber music practice, which can be used as a lens
through which to examine Late Chosŏn society: not only were they actual agents of
musical performance in diverse cultural fields, but they also reflected the multiphasic
realities of mainstream Chosŏn society, as filtered through music and from the standpoint of
the minority who took ownership of performing music on the stage. Finally, I aspire to
illustrate how the particular music mode reformulated aesthetics, sensibility, and the structure
of feeling in Late Chosŏn society, through the gaze of musicians who intervened in the
process of cultural production and circulation.

Thesis
In this dissertation, I propose that the issues of music in Chosŏn society and their
entanglement with the ideological and political spheres include multifarious cultural
indicators beyond philosophical propositions related to the ideas of ye (rites) and ak (music)
that served as two essential principles of creating and enforcing the order of things in the
Confucian platform. In particular, vernacular music practice opened up dynamic cultural sites
when chamber music, situated in some in-between space which was neither court music nor
folk music, ushered in new forms of musical activities among performers and audiences from
the upper-middle class of the private sector in the Late Chosŏn. To clarify the multiple layers
of social landscapes seen through the prism of music at the time, I address three subjects with
which I weave the overall context of this dissertation by answering specific questions in
6

detail.
This dissertation first explores the cultural and social climate in which the vernacular
music genre of the Late Chosŏn germinated, examining the conceptual framework of
Confucianism’s ideal music and its discursive topography over time, and the uneven terrain
of musical practices that competed with Confucian discourses on music. The first question I
address is how court music underwent the conceptual challenges and transitions in the
codification of a-ak (Confucian ritual music) as orthodox. In particular, I pay attention to the
cultural symbols related to the embodiment of the Confucian ideal in the music domain, such
as the Yellow Bell pitch (the basic pitch of the Chinese tonal system). The second point of
examination is how court music discourses classified disparate aesthetic traits in the
authorization of a-ak. My analysis of the taxonomy of court music includes the discernment
of what was considered aesthetically superior and what was excluded. I also look at which
musical traits coalesced beneath the formation of the cultural hierarchy, as well as the gaps
between music discourse and music practice.
The third point addresses the conceptual distinctions surrounding music activities in
the private sector in the Chosŏn period. Within the Confucian framework, the idea that
musical activities performed during spare time were part of the self-cultivation ingrained in
the ethos of the yangban worked to discourage yangban themselves from immersion in the
music field. Exploring the determining ideological and social factors that underlie the
positioning of music and musician in the Confucian context, I raise the question of what
social implications the shared ideas of amateur music activities in the daily lives of the
yangban had on the rise of the vernacular music genre that was spearheaded by hired
7

professional musicians in the Late Chosŏn. In pursuit of an answer to this question, I follow
the trajectory of the court musicians who extended their careers in the private music sector,
including in chamber music, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. I examine what light
the chamber music venues sparked in the musicians, giving special attention to accomplished
court musicians who reimagined themselves as independent performers.
The second subject of this dissertation is the exploration of what characterized
chamber music in the Late Chosŏn period, which I accomplish by zeroing in on a new type
of performer from the chungin (second status). I begin with a look at the driving force behind
music production in the shaping of chamber music practice and its musical identity. In
contemporary scholarship, the categorization of chamber music leaves room for
reinvestigation since it was defined as “respectable music for the recreation of the literati, not
performed by the hired musician.”10 This definition highlights the point that audiences for
chamber music were largely made up of members of the yangban, while it obscures the roles
of professional musicians from the lower class, including the chungin (second status), in the
chamber music scene. As Chŏn Chi-yŏng points out, I note that the literati did not have a
monopoly on chamber music.11 Several scholars have shed light on the roles of both the
musicians from the chungin and the commoners as prime performers of chamber music.12

Yi Hye-gu, “Introduction to Korean Music,” in Traditional Korean Music, 7.
See Chŏn Chi-yŏng, “Sŏnbi ŭmak ŭrosŏ ŭi kagok hyangyu chaeron: palmyŏngdoen widaeham e kwanhan
sogo” (Rethinking of the enjoyment of kagok as music for the literati: A sketch on the invented greatness), in
Chŏsŏn chisigin ŭi ŭmak, kagok: Kŭ kwagŏ hyŏnjae kŭrigo mirae (Music of the intellectuals in Chosŏn Korea,
kagok: Its past, present and future), ed. Institute of Korean studies, Kyemyŏng University (Taegu: Press of
Kyemyŏng University, 2015), 69–71.
12
Han Man-yŏng, “Chŏngak: The Rise of Music for the Middle Class,” in KUGAK: Studies in Korean
Traditional Music (Seoul: T’amgudang, 1991), 61; Song Chi-wŏn, “Chosŏnhugi chunginch’ŭng ŭmak ŭi
sahoesajŏk yŏn’gu” (A sociological approach to the music of the second status group in the Late Chosŏn),
Minjok ŭmak ŭi ihae (Understanding of Ethno-Music) 3 (1994): 163–165; Song Bang-song, Han’guk ŭmak
t’ongsa (Historiography of Korean music) (Seoul: Ilchogak, 2001), 412–414; Yi Po-hyŏng, “Chosŏnhugi
10
11

8

Nevertheless, the problems in this characterization of chamber music remain unresolved due
to the ambiguous standards applied to the assessment of music phenomena and to the lack of
a more comprehensive approach that encompasses both the social environments of music
production and musical quality. My premise is that chamber music was one mode of the
vernacular music genre in the Late Chosŏn whose secular musical properties were
continually renovated under the initiative of the chungin musicians in Seoul. My questions
are about the extent to which the chungin musicians were involved in establishing chamber
music practice and the social implications of the aesthetic transition chamber music
underwent from the eighteenth to the nineteenth century: how can we account for the
Saktaeyŏp (a tune played in a fast tempo)—the basic tune of chamber music—which gained
massive popularity in music venues, despite its condemnation by Confucian scholars as
lewd? How should we characterize the aesthetic transformation of chamber music from
“lewd” to “genuine” to “proper” in the discourses on chamber music at this time? In
answering these questions, I explore how the stylization of chamber music in musical
variations evolved into the mainstream music culture in the nineteenth century.
Secondly, I examine ways to estimate the intervention of chungin musicians,
particularly in the reclassification of chamber music on a discursive level. Interestingly, the
vocal genre of chamber music called kagok, based upon the secular tune Saktaeyŏp, which
carried the stigma of lewdness, was redefined as “a proper tune” by chungin singers in song
collections published in the nineteenth century. This discursive involvement by chungin

chŏngga chiptan ŭi yuhyŏng kwa sŏnggyŏk-P’yŏngmin chŏngga chiptan ŭl chungsimŭro” (The types and
characters of chŏngga communities in the Late Chosŏn-focusing on the singers from commoners), Tongyang
ŭmak (Asian Music) 24, Asian Music Institute, Seoul National University (2004): 149–167.
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musicians who repositioned kagok within the ranks of orthodox music sheds light on what
changed the location of chamber music within the music institution of this period.13 I also
address the issue of the ambiguous positionality of chungin singers: did they represent the
cultural needs of yangban patrons in the authorization of chamber music as orthodox using
the term “proper tune”? Or did they strategically appropriate the cultural hegemony of the
upper class in the music domain to elevate the musical standing of the very chamber music
they spearheaded? Through the clarification of these inquiries, I reassess the place of chungin
musicians who were at the forefront of the chamber music scene and instrumental in its
aesthetic turnaround from “lewd” to “proper” in the nineteenth century.
The third subject of this dissertation is female musicians and the way they engaged in
the vernacular music domain in the Late Chosŏn period despite a double bind of status and
gender. These female musicians, called yŏak when they took the part of court musicians,
performed at various music venues, such as royal ceremonies, official local government
events, and private music performances including chamber music. But the presence of female
musicians in the public sphere constantly provoked controversy due to their gender,
regardless of the fact that they functioned at varying levels throughout the Chosŏn period. A
starting point for my arguments is that the position of female musician was one facet of the
official duties of government kinyŏ (known as female entertainers; courtesans), which

Chŏn Chi-yŏng first took issue with the estimation of chamber music as chŏngak 正樂 (proper music) in
contemporary Korea, which enhanced the idea of chamber music as “music for the literati.” His counterargument about the contemporary appraisal of chamber music is based on two points: Confucian scholars’
denigration of saktaeyŏp as a lewd tune and the lyrics of kagok which had little or nothing to do with the selfcultivation of the literati (Chŏn Chi-yŏng, “Rethinking of the enjoyment of kagok,” 72–80). My standpoint in
this dissertation concurs with Chŏn’s sharp critique of the identity of chamber music which, he asserts, has been
constructed by contemporary scholars and music institutions. However, Chŏn’s rather short account does not
deliver a full-scale historical investigation of the cultural identity of chamber music in its connection with the
intricate positionality of chungin singers in Late Chosŏn society.
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included not only musical and dance performances but also everyday labor and sexual
service for the officials in local government or soldiers on the frontiers. The diverse layers of
duties that marked differences within their group complicated their positionality, which
might have led them to disguise many of their social personas at the intersection of the public
and private spheres.
Few scholars in Korean musicology have paid attention to the female musicians
except for the studies of the official activities of the yŏak.14 The careers and lives of female
musicians in the private music sectors, including chamber music and kibang (kinyŏ houses in
the pleasure quarters) in the Late Chosŏn period have rarely been discussed within music
history.15 Previous research about kinyŏ by scholars of Korean classical literature has dealt
with the marginalized status of these women, whose labor and performance were mobilized
to serve the demands of the state and of upper-class males.16 As presented in the study by
Park Hyun-suk, kinyŏ who provided music and dance performances and entertainment at

Chang Sa-hun’s article is the first work that presents an outline of the yŏak system in the Chosŏn period
(Chang Sa-hun, “Ijo ŭi yŏak” (Female music in the Chosŏn period), Asia yŏsŏng yŏn’gu (The Journal of Asian
Women) 1 (1962): 135–155). Kim Chong-su presents a full-fledged discussion on yŏak performing at royal
banquets in her book but does not include their activities outside the court. See Kim Chong-su, Chosŏnsidae
kungjungyŏnhyang kwa yŏak yŏn’gu (A study on royal banquets and female music) (Seoul: Minsogwŏn, 2001).
15
An article by Kwŏn To-hŭi deals with a brief sketch of female musicians outside the court in the nineteenth
century (Kwŏn To-hŭi, “Sipkusegi yŏsŏng ŭmakkye ŭi kudo” (The contour of female musicians in the
nineteenth Century), in Sipkusegi ŭmak sahoe (Music society in the nineteenth century) (Seoul: Asian Music
Research Institute, Seoul National University, 2002), 5–19). The scholar of Korean classical poetry Shin
Kyŏng-suk initiated the investigation of professional performers in the chamber music field including female
musicians and has broadened the understanding of this topic (Shin Kyŏng-suk, “Anminyŏng sarang norae ŭi
saengsanjŏk t’odae” (The material and social ground for producing love songs by An Min-yŏng), Hansŏng
ŏmunhak (Hansŏng Language and Literature) 24 (2005): 79–101).
16
See Pak, Yŏng-min, “Sihwa ŭi kisaenghansi tamnon kwa simmi ŭisik” (Discourses on the aesthetic
consciousness of kisaeng’s poems in classical Chinese), Hanmun kyoyuk yŏn’gu (A Journal of Korean Classical
Chinese Education) 20 (2003): 331–356; Pak, Ae-gyŏng, “Kinyŏ si e nat’anan naemyŏn ŭisik kwa kaein ŭi
palgyŏn” (Inner consciousness of kinyŏ and discovery of individual in kinyŏ's poetry), In’gan yŏn’gu (Journal
of Human Studies) 9 (2005): 75–98; Pak, Mu-yŏng, “Kinyŏ wa hanmunhak- kŭ tokpŏp kwa yulli” (Kinyŏ and
Korean classical literature- Its methodology and ethics), Tongbang hanmunhak (Tongbang Korean Classics) 64
(2015): 16–22.
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various banquets have been highlighted more for their position as “government courtesans”
who, in particular, formed intimate relationships with the yangban men.17 My premise,
however, is that what most characterized kinyŏ was the social institution that located them as
female musicians belonging to the realm of the rites and music policy of the Chosŏn dynasty.
It might be impossible to single out the portion that was the female musician from the multifaceted character of kinyŏ in Chosŏn society. Nevertheless, I interpellate female musician
from the vexing term kinyŏ in the pre-modern era while pursuing the way the status of female
musicians and their careers in music venues made a difference in building the subjectivity of
kinyŏ on the margins of the social hierarchy.
The mechanism that propagated the stigmatization of female musicians using the
marker of lewdness at the ideological, political, and (musical) institutional levels in the
Chosŏn is of prime importance. This includes the question of how female musicians could
survive until the end of the Chosŏn dynasty despite the constant disparagement of female
music and kinyŏ in particular. Tracking down the structural change in the yŏak system in the
court which occurred beginning in the early seventeenth century, I examine the social
environment that propelled female musicians to extend their activities into the private music
sector, particularly the chamber music field, which was closely affiliated with urban
entertainment zones like kibang. The second point is about the public images of kinyo in both
government-promoted music performances and the private music domain, an area that has
rarely been explored. My analysis of the operating system and tasks of kinyŏ in prefectural

For the arguments of Park who adopted the English term “courtesan” as a translation of ki 妓, see Hyun-suk
Park, “The Government Courtesan: Status, Gender, and Performance in Late Chosŏn Korea,” Ph.D. diss., The
University of Chicago, 2015, 1-2, 4–14, 25-56, 59–222).
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music bureaus and the ceremonies and banquets hosted by the Royal Music Bureau will cast
light on the kinyŏ who were engaged in music and dance performances as a lifetime career.
On the other hand, I highlight the female musicians who, as members of chamber music
ensembles, created a new setting in which the singing kinyŏ could make her name in the
vernacular music sector. One crucial point is the various relationships of the kinyŏ with
chungin males in vernacular music practice: chungin singers on the performance stage and
chungin kibu (kinyŏ’s male agents) who took charge of the management of the kinyŏ’s
activities in the private music sector including the kibang. My analysis of the kinyŏ’s
involvement in chamber music practice in association with a group of chungin in Seoul will
shed light on the aspects of kinyŏ as female musicians in the private sector, aspects that have
been less noted than the kinyŏ’s entanglement with yangban males, which usually
highlighted their position as courtesans.
A further goal of my dissertation is searching for, teasing out and revealing the
unarticulated voices of kinyŏ from their diverse cultural representations, most of which were
produced by upper-class males. This issue is related to the exploration of the specific
subjectivity of kinyŏ based upon the contradictory condition that trained them to attain
cultural literacy and integrated them into dominant norms despite their low social status, with
a view to mobilizing them in high society. My interest lies in the way the various faculties of
kinyŏ, such as poetic genius, musical talent, and social skills, became the sources of their
self-narratives in the face of the social restrictions under which they labored under during the
Chosŏn. Through comparison of the established kinyŏ known as poets or singers, I examine
how their literary expression and social leverage as outstanding musicians functioned in the
various forms of the kinyŏ struggle either to gain recognition from high society or to wrestle
13

with it.
Furthermore, I undertake the task of parsing the complicated positionality of kinyŏ in
the growing urbanization of the Late Chosŏn, when kinyŏ themselves became operators of
kibang. The features of the kibang in the Late Chosŏn are hard to comprehend because of the
scarcity of documentation. Nonetheless, fragmentary sources hint that the kibang had
different mechanisms depending upon the region and the individual level of kinyŏ who ran
them in terms of accomplishments and reputation. What is more, the kibang manifests the
condition of kinyŏ in the Late Chosŏn period who also engaged in circulating musical
properties with an economic motivation along with commodified urban pleasures, while
fulfilling official duties at royal rituals and government events. I look at the way the kibang,
as a cross-bordering cultural space fusing music into entertainment, had an impact on
reshaping the kinyŏ’s self-identity as a musician and more.
Martina Deuchler has argued that the transformation of Chosŏn society, guided by
aristocratic groups whose driving force was Neo-Confucianism, was a gradual process. That
is, the fifteenth century, which was still marked by a great deal of fluidity and uncertainty,
maintained the previous Koryŏ traditions but as the dynasty moved into its second century
the internalization and application of lineage ideology developed momentum. Deuchler
concludes that the transformation reached its climax in the course of the seventeenth century
through the profound and lasting reorganization of social institutions in a patrilineal way.18
Jahyun Kim Haboush also argues that by the eighteenth century Korea had become a

Martina Deuchler, The Confucian Transformation of Korea: A Study of Society and Ideology (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1995), 283, 286, 295.
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normative Confucian society in its own right in many practices, and at the political, social,
and intellectual levels.19 In previous studies however, the multi-layers of “Confucianism” in
Late Chosŏn Korea have been interrogated particularly through reconsideration of the
complex relationships between women and Confucianism and diverse forms of negotiation
and strategies employed by women.20 In this dissertation, I explore the interior landscape of
Late Chosŏn society which displayed ways to deal with emotion, passion, and bodily matters
(sexuality) through the medium of vernacular music and musicians, penetrating or
circumventing social norms based on (Neo-) Confucianism. Ultimately, I reexamine the Late
Chosŏn Korea by inquiring into how musicians in vernacular music venues intervened in the
creation of cultural interstices, intersecting social boundaries and distinctions built on the
grand narrative of Confucian dominance.

Theoretical Framework
This dissertation is largely a socio-historical investigation of vernacular music and
musicians in Late Chosŏn Korea based on discourse analysis of diverse representations of
music and musicians at the time. It strives to straddle the realm of “cultural studies,” which
requires an interdisciplinary approach concentrating on the way that particular cultural
ideologies relate to broader systems of power associated with or operating through the social

Jahyun Kim Haboush, “The Confucianization of Korean Society,” in The East Asian Region: Confucian
Heritage and Its Modern Adaptation, ed. Gilbert Rozman (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2014),
84–86.
20
Jungwon Kim, “Negotiating Virtue and the Lives of Women in Late Chosŏn Korea,” Ph. D. diss., Harvard
University, 2007; Young-min Kim and Michael J. Pettid eds. Women and Confucianism in Chosŏn Korea: New
Perspectives (New York: Sate University of New York Press, 2011); Jisoo M. Kim, The Emotions of Justice:
Gender, Status, and Legal Performance in Chosŏn Korea (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2015).
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fabric—such as status/class structure, gender, and sexuality—and beneath cultural
phenomena or cultural practices. It also follows the stream of cultural studies that insists on
understanding “historical contingencies” and “local specificities” of the culture in different
geopolitical locations.21
To clarify the analytical points regarding vernacular music and musicians in Korean
history, I borrow terminology and theoretical frameworks from contemporary philosophers
and cultural theorists. First, to explore the characteristics of vernacular music and its effects
on everyday life in the Late Chosŏn, I refer to ideas from affect theory that raise issues
regarding the uses and functions of sound and music as an affective force, shifting the main
question from what music means to what music does.22 Affect theorists start from how
music mobilizes bodies through “affective transmission” when sound is used to create “a
particular ambience or atmosphere” via the “induction, modulation and circulation of moods,
feelings, and intensities.”23 Attention to affect sheds light on the experience in chamber
music practice that embraced an aesthetic turn from the semantic system of Confucianism
that, in the name of orthodoxy, had previously assigned absolute power over the meaning of
music. In particular, I pay attention to the change of rhythm and melody that generates
specific affects in the music scene prior to and not always in accordance with the ideas and

Kuan-Hsing Chen, “The Decolonization Question,” in Trajectories: Inter-Asia Cultural Studies, eds. KuanHsing Chen et al (London; New York: Routledge, 1998), 2–3.
22
Marie Thompson & Ian Biddle, “Introduction,” 19–20.
Affects, generally defined as subjectively experienced feelings such as enjoyment, excitement, surprise,
anger, disgust, fear, shame, are prior to concepts like identity, pointing to the priority of experience. Affect has
been consistently ignored or denigrated, along with other concepts like emotion and body, in both Western and
Eastern intellectual traditions. Currently it has emerged as the new frontier for politics, unleashing discussions
about issues such as culture, subjectivity, identity, and bodies in critical theory and cultural criticism. See
Lawrence Grossberg, “Affect’s Future-Rediscovering the Virtual in the Actual,” in The Affect Theory Reader,
eds. Melissa Gregg and Gregory J. Seigworth (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010), 317.
23
Marie Thompson and Ian Biddle, “Introduction,” 5.
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concepts of music in a specific time as accumulated as part of habitus.24 According to
Margaret Wetherell, who connects affect with “habitus,” social actors are bound to social
fields by a strong affective grip.25 Affect—which finds “shifting, flexible and often overdetermined figurations rather than simple lines of causation, character types and neat
emotion categories”—has both possibilities: to bring a new scene for change as well as to
reinforce habitus.26 Lawrence Grossberg claims that the terms of cultural studies, “the
structure of feeling” (of Raymond Williams) and something like “what it feels to be alive”
(of Hoggart) at a certain time and place were “more than” what the notion of ideology—
drawn out of Althusserian ideas—and any theories of experience captured. In other words,
Grossberg highlights a historical articulation of the realm of “how one lives” from all of the
variety of material, social, economic, and cultural practices that form the relationality of a
conjuncture in the academic work with music, situating “everyday life” not simply in
material relationships, but in a structure of feeling: where affect is located.27 In this vein, the
notion of affect will be of use to explain the contestations between the Confucian concepts of
music as part of the habitus of the nobility and the new sentiments of vernacular music
venues endorsed by the chamber music community in the Late Chosŏn.
Second, the discussion of musical activities and the subjectivity of professional

The embodied dispositions of “habitus” (suggested by Bourdieu), which carry their cultural capital as a kind
of privileged aesthetic sense, tastes, and preferences, are tied to social relations, social class and social
positions, and thus to forms of distinction and opportunity. See Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique
of the Judgment of Taste, trans. Richard Nice (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1984), 7; Margaret
Wetherell, Affect and Emotion: A New Social Science Understanding (London; Thousand Oaks, Calif.: SAGE,
2012), 107–109.
25
For example, those who transgress the boundaries set by habitus can provoke “visceral, murderous horror,
absolute disgust, metaphysical fury” (ibid., 107).
26
Ibid., 13–14, 107.
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musicians in Late Chosŏn Korea include the issue of aesthetics, which was coupled with a
reshaping of sentiments and ethos in the chamber music field. Aesthetics is fundamentally
concerned with taste and the appreciation of beauty⎯by intuitive and sensorial perception,
or conceptual and rational judgment. However, French philosopher Jacques Rancière
reinterprets aesthetics as a specific regime for identifying and reflecting on the arts, a mode
of articulation between ways of doing and making, thereby creating new patterns of sense
perception and inducing novel forms of political subjectivity.28 That is to say, aesthetics
refers to “the system of a priori forms determining what presents itself to sense experience”
that simultaneously determines “the place and the stakes of politics as a form of
experience.”29 Here the essence of politics consists of interrupting “the distribution of the
sensible” by placing those who have no part in the perceptual coordinates of the community
as modifiers of the very aesthetic-political field of possibility.30 In Confucian tradition, the
artisan group was relegated to mundane craft practices and alienated from metaphysics and
politics, as compared with the noblemen who learned to reach the Dao, 道 (universal truth),
perceiving it as the high path.31 The terms of aesthetics and politics suggested by Rancière
offer a new frame for pondering the agency of chamber musicians from the middle and low
class in that they were deeply involved with the reformulation of the aesthetic coordinates

Jacques Rancière, “The Distribution of the Sensible,” in The Politics of Aesthetics, trans. Gabriel
Rockhill (London, New York: Continuum, 2004), 10–12.
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Ibid., 13.
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Ibid., 3.
Rancière has argued that the true threat to the existing order comes when the cultural event challenges the
boundaries between labor and leisure, producer and consumer, worker and bourgeois, as was seen in the
audience “performances” at Paris theaters in the first half of the nineteenth century, when bourgeoisie and
workers attended the same playhouses. See Jacques Rancière, Proletarian Nights: The Workers’ Dream in
Nineteenth-Century France (London and New York, Verso, 2012), xix–xxvi.
31
Analects 19: 7; The Essential Analects: Selected Passages with Traditional Commentary, trans. Edward
Slingerland (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc., 2006), 54.
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given by the Confucian framework in Late Chosŏn society.
Third, for a more persuasive analysis of the subjectivity of professional musicians,
particularly female musicians from lowly origins, I invoke the philosophical hypothesis of
the inter-subjectivity of human beings suggested in G. W. F. Hegel’s “master-slave dialectic”
and its contemporary reinterpretations. The essence of Hegel’s dialectic is that all beings are
constituted by being recognized as self-conscious by the Other, as the ontological base for all
human interaction. The problem is that they confront a paradoxical state in that both require
mutual recognition in the hierarchical form of master and slave.32 Hegelian subjectivity has
been deconstructed by contemporary thinkers who focus on the dynamic relationship
between the Subject and the Other.33 In Judith Butler’s interpretation of the Hegelian
narrative, the Subject and the Other become situated in terms of an embodied identity, not an
abstract universal, as both are beings with the desire to live and be free.34 Butler’s
elaboration of the inter-subjectivity which flourishes through reciprocal recognition and
human identity as a “desiring being” gives the insight to reflect on confrontations between
the privileged class and hired professional musicians under the status, gender, and cultural
hierarchy in Chosŏn society.
In particular, for the issue of the tangled web of the agency of female musicians, the

Here, the master negates the slave as a self-conscious being because the Subject can constitute itself only on
the basis of a denial of the Other’s difference. However, there is a stage of inversion at which the slave becomes
conscious of his existence and transcends the given reality through labor. The work of the slave for his own
survival or freedom is said to be “life-death struggle.” See G. W. F. Hegel, “The Truth of Self-certainty,”
Phenomenology of Spirit, trans. A.V. Miller (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1977), 104–119; Meyda Yogenoglu,
Colonial Fantasies: Towards a Feminist Reading of Orientalism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1998), 7.
33
Meyda Yogenoglu, Colonial Fantasies, 7–8.
34
Judith P. Butler, Subjects of Desire: Hegelian Reflections in Twentieth-century France (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1987), 55–56.
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term “supplement” by Jacques Derrida gives more clues to elucidate the dynamic
relationship between the Subject and the Other, challenging its binary structure. In his
Grammatologie, Derrida deconstructs the teleological argument in Hegel’s Dialectics,
suggesting the concept of ‘‘supplement,” which comprises a double meaning: “to add” as a
surplus which accumulates the plentitude of the “presence”/“Self” and “to replace” as a
compensatory and vicarious “adjunct” and a “subaltern instance” which cuts across the
boundaries between “Self” and “Other” and creates a space of “in-between.”35 In other
words, the Other supplements the Self as a surplus or a substitute that fills the void of the
Self. But Derrida’s “supplement” includes a subversive Other when it discloses the lack and
contradiction of the Self while corrupting the original nature of the Self as presence, origin or
essence. Derrida states that “supplement” is “exterior addition and alien,” and if it replaces
the Self it must be “other than the Self.”36 Derrida’s polysemic concept of “supplement” is
useful in considering the fluidity of kinyŏ subjectivity across professional musicians,
entertainers, and courtesans in social hierarchies of the Chosŏn dynasty.
Lastly, using Judith Butler’s idea of “performativity,” I delve into the subjectivity of
kinyŏ, who “performed” multiple duties in disparate spaces and situations beyond simply
carrying out music and dance performances. Butler asserts that gender ought not to be
construed as “a stable identity or locus of agency from which various acts follow,” but as a
“constituted identity” in time and “in an exterior space through a stylized repetition of
acts.”37 In other words, gender identity is constructed through repetitive social

Jacques Derrida, “Nature, Culture, Writing,” Of Grammatology, trans. Gayatri Chakravarty Spivak
(Baltimore & London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997), 145.
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performances—acts, gestures, enactments—and symbolic communication with social
conventions and ideologies. Butler also asserts that if gender attributes are performative,
“agency” can be located within the possibility of “a variation on the very repetition,” that is,
“the potential interruption and reversal of regulatory regimes.”38 By drawing on the
performativity that highlights the constructive features of gender identity, I will discuss the
kinyŏ’s precarious position in the historical and social domain that disrupted their integrity as
female subjects in a Confucian context, and identify any possible territory where their fluid
condition created room for agency.

Sources
For socio-historical investigation into music and musicians in the Late Chosŏn
period, I deal with a variety of primary archival sources whose perspectives serve to
invigorate this hazy landscape in Korean history. For the policies of rites and music and the
social conditions of professional musicians including female musicians in Chosŏn Korea, I
refer to official documents, such as Chosǒn wangjo sillok (Veritable records of the Chosŏn
dynasty), Kyŏngguk taejŏn (National Code, 1470), Akhak kwebŏm (Guide to the study of
music, 1493), Akchang tŭngnok (The diary of the Royal Music Institute, 1637─1753),
T’ongmun kwanji (Record in the Office of Translators, 1720), Taejŏn hoet’ong
(Comprehensive compendium of the National Codes, 1865).
In order to examine the musical theories and personal ideas of music supported by
(Neo-) Confucianism, the historical restoring of music venues in the private sector, and

Routledge, 1999), 179.
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information on vernacular music and musicians, I use excerpts from personal anthologies and
miscellaneous notes by the literati from the Han’guk munjip ch’onggan (Korean literary
collections in classical Chinese). I also use two contemporary source books of selected
writings on music by Confucian scholars in the Chosŏn period: Chosŏnhugi munjip ŭi ŭmak
saryo (Historical materials of music from the scholars’ anthologies in the Late Chosŏn, 2002)
and Chosŏnsidae angnon sŏnjip (Selected writings of music in Chosŏn period, 2008). The
records from the yadam (unofficial history books) are also essential materials that contain
biographies of musicians, scattered remarks on music and musicians, and reviews and
fragmentary episodes of performances including court music and chamber music, such as
Yongjae ch’onghwa (Assorted writings of Yongjae Sŏng Hyŏn), P’aegwan chapki
(Miscellaneous records by a lowly official), Ch’ŏnggu yadam (Unofficial tales from the
green hills), and Ǒu yadam (Unofficial histories by Ǒu Yu Mongin).
To shed light on chamber music venues including the contours of singers, music
repertories, songwriters, and song lyrics in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, I analyze
song collections compiled by chungin musicians such as Ch’ŏnggu yŏngŏn (Songs of the
green hills, original version 1728, Yuktang version 1852), Haedong kayo (Songs of the East,
the 1760s), Kagok wŏllyu (Origin of kagok, Kugagwŏn version, the 1870s), Kŭmok ch’ongbu
(Collection of valuable songs, 1885). Kosijo taejŏn (The great compendium of Korean
vernacular songs, 2012), which is the comprehensive database covering all song collections
compiled in the Chosŏn period, is a useful source book for identifying original source
materials and clarifying songwriters, song titles and lyrics, and includes modifications in
various versions and editions.
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For examination of the public life of kinyŏ in prefectural music bureaus, chamber
music fields, and kibang, I use a wide range of literary sources from Sino-Korean poems,
narrative poems, novels, essays, yadam, song lyrics, memoirs, biographies, p’ansori scripts,
and histories of manners and customs, such as Maech’ang chip (Collection of the poems of
Maech’ang, 1668), Chosaeng ch’ŏp (Collected poems of Chosaeng, early-mid seventeenth
century), Sunch’angga (A song of Sunch’ang, 1760), Han’gyŏngsa (Verses on the scenery of
Seoul, late eighteenth century), Collected Works of Yi Ok (late eighteenth century), Nokp’a
chapki (Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang kibang, early nineteenth century), Hanyangga
(A song of Seoul, 1843), Kyobang kayo (Songs of prefectural music bureau, 1872),
Kunsanwŏl aewŏnga (A song of Kunsanwŏl lamenting lost love, mid- nineteenth century),
Sosurok (Records of relieving woe, mid- late nineteenth century), Keusa (Preaching on folly,
late nineteenth century), Chijaedang ko (A collection of Chijaedang Kang Tam-un’s poems,
late nineteenth century), Chosŏn haeŏhwasa (A history of kisaeng, 1926), Akbu (Collection
of music bureau poems, the 1930s).
For detailed information on female musicians who performed at royal banquets and
visual data on female musicians in chamber music and kibang in the Late Chosŏn, I use
sources from the Uigwe (Royal protocols of the Chosŏn dynasty) and genre paintings
produced from late eighteenth to late nineteenth century.

Organization
I have divided my dissertation into four major chapters that progress in the following
order. The first chapter maps out the topography of music practice and the location of
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musicians in association with the rise of chamber music since the eighteenth century. First, I
examine the conceptualization of ideal music in a Confucian framework and its discursive
variations over time by analyzing representations of the fundamental pitch of the Chinese
tonal system called hwangjong (Yellow Bell pitch) as emblematic of an absolute sound. I
scrutinize the construction behind the taxonomy of court music that entailed competitions
between a-ak (Confucian ritual music) as orthodox and sogak (music of secular origin) as
unorthodox. Next, I explore the social implications surrounding the enjoyment of music,
which differentiated the amateur music activity of the yangban from the professional
performances of the hired musicians. Finally, I examine the social conditions of court
musicians and the musical environment in the Late Chosŏn which led them to private music
venues and created new paths for professional musicians.
The second chapter deals with the historical development of chamber music practice
from the eighteenth century, interrogating the driving force of production and musical
identity. First, I deal with the significant roles of chungin (second status) musicians who led
not only the organization of music practice but also the aesthetic stylization of chamber
music. Second, I explore the traits of chamber music and the disparity between the acclaim
of the audiences and Confucian scholars who denounced Saktaeyŏp, the basic tune of
chamber music, as lewd. Third, I examine the debates on lewd music which accompanied a
reinterpretation of the folk songs in the Book of Odes, and the rediscovery of the vernacular
song as a bearer of the genuine human nature among a group of intellectuals in the late
eighteenth century. Fourth, I explore the social implications of repositioning kagok (the main
vocal genre of chamber music) as “proper tune” in the song collections compiled by chungin
singers in the nineteenth century.
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The third chapter investigates the presence of kinyŏ as female musicians who
performed at various strata of music venues, such as the royal banquets, government events
in local areas, chamber music fields and kibang at urban entertainment zone. I analyze the
stigmatization of yŏak (female musician or female music) as the marker of lewdness which
proceeded in tandem with the condemnation of secular music in the court music discourses. I
discuss the systematic change of yŏak in the Late Chosŏn in its connection with the
activation of yŏak in the private music sector, including the chamber music field. I also
pursue the public images of yŏak in the royal court and prefectural music bureaus which
marked kinyŏ as professional musicians, and the material condition of kinyŏ that necessitated
personal patrons (or agents) called kibu. Additionally, I explore the configuration of singing
kinyŏ, who made their names in the private music sector and interrelationships with chungin
singers at chamber music venues, and I delve into the multifaceted interactions between
kinyŏ and chungin groups in the private music sector, including the characterization of kibu
from the second status as a byproduct of music institution in Late Chosŏn Korea.
In the fourth chapter I analyze the heterogeneous representations of kinyŏ in official
discourses and literary works, and trace their voices in the self-narratives of kinyŏ, who
devised diverse forms of survival tactics in the face of social otherness. I explore the
incompatible images of kinyŏ—sublime and uncanny—and the representational frame that
prioritized the view of the gazers in their objectification. I also examine the textual features
of kinyŏ’s poetic expressions, which relied on the privileged literary conventions of the upper
class, pursuing the ways in which kinyŏ’s poetic talents were used as the source for their selfrepresentation. I shed light on the specific strategies of the accomplished kinyŏ for gaining
recognition or autonomy from the high society using their virtues and cultural assets,
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especially musical accomplishments. And I examine the features of kibang in the Late
Chosŏn by comparing the operating system of kibang in Seoul and local districts
(P’yŏngyang), and the complexity of kinyŏ’s positionality in the kibang, that included the
markers crossing the social mores and cultural codes.
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Chapter 1. The Realm of Music and Musicians in Chosŏn Korea

Introduction
Every culture has its own social dynamic with which to answer general questions
such as “what is music?” and “what is music for?” Notwithstanding diverse viewpoints on
and knowledge of music, one notable premise, as presented by Andrew Bowie, is that
music—though deficient as a means of articulation—overcomes the lack of a philosophical
master vocabulary when it communicates in a manner that goes beyond verbal expression.39
Instead of offering a rationally comprehensible account of all things surrounding us, music
can serve to “suspend” or “transcend” discriminations inherent in “conceptual thought.”40
However, music as a different kind of communication has been a critical device in
realpolitik. As claimed by Jacques Attali, every code of music is rooted in the ideologies and
technologies of its age, wielding its power in many respects: “ritual power” to make people
forget the fear of violence, “representative power” to make them believe in order and
harmony, and “bureaucratic power” to silence those who oppose it.41
In the Confucian tradition of East Asia, the function of music in diagnosing the
current state of society and heralding its future was considered significant among rulers.42 In

Andrew Bowie, Aesthetics and Subjectivity: From Kant to Nietszche (Manchester: Manchester University
Press, 1990), 221–222.
40
Ibid., 226–227.
41
Jacques Attali, Noise: The Political Economy of Music, trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1985), 19–20.
42
According to the Record of Music, “the airs of an age of good order” indicate “composure and enjoyment,”
whereas “the airs of an age of disorder” indicate “dissatisfaction and anger,” which signal that its government is
bad. See Akki 樂記 (Record of Music) 3; Yegi 禮記 (Book of Rites), ed. and trans. Yi Sang-ok (Seoul:
Myŏngmundang, 2003), 968–969; The English translation of the Record of Music (by James Legge) can be
accessed online at https://ctext.org/liji/yue-ji.
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this chapter I start with the point at which music practice in the Chosŏn dynasty (1392—
1897) was coordinated with the adoption of Neo-Confucianism, which viewed music as an
essential medium for delivering good governance in connection with the various nets of the
social system, as the state ideology.
To answer the questions about music I bring up an underlying agenda: how Chosŏn
Korea weathered the competition between “cosmopolitan” music—the universal imagination
of music in Confucianism—and “vernacular” music—the recognition of music in the geocultural space of the local level. Scholars of European intellectual history have discussed the
plurality of vernacular modes of culture in local histories, which compete with a
“transcendent” knowledge or “universal” discourse such as Christianity or modernity. This
framework applies to the elucidation of vernacular music in the Late Chosŏn, which located
itself in relation to the Confucian discourses that had envisioned the concepts of music as
universal.43 Along with the competition among disparate values in music discourses in the
Chosŏn period, I shed light on performers in private venues whose activities were seen
differently by different social ranks in the cultural hierarchy based upon Confucian concepts
of music. Mapping the musical terrain in its connection with Confucian music discourses and
the places of musicians within them is a preliminary step in clarifying the emergence of
vernacular music outside the court in the Late Chosŏn that fit local tastes in contesting and
bargaining with political and ideological realities.
First, I explore how the basic pitch of the Chinese tonal system called hwangjong 黃

For issues of vernacularism and cosmopolitanism as part of current intellectual debates on the centre and the
periphery, see Sheldon Pollock, Homi K. Bhabha, Carol A. Breckenridge, and Dipesh Chakrabarty,
“Cosmopolitanisms,” Public Culture 12. 3 (2000): 581–583.
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鐘 (Yellow Bell pitch; huangzhong in Chinese pronunciation) acquired the absolute and
universal value assigned to music terms as an embodiment of Confucian ideals since the
codification of a-ak 雅樂 (Confucian ritual music) in the Early Chosŏn court. I focus on
how the production of the Yellow Bell pitch in actual music practice reached an impasse
because of the geographical condition of the Chosŏn dynasty in its initial stage and then on
the gradual move toward diversifying the idea of the ideal tune, tracing the various
perceptions of the Yellow Bell pitch over time.
Second, I discuss the taxonomy of court music based upon the distinction of a-ak as
orthodox compared with other genres, which included tangak 唐樂 (Chinese native music),
hyangak 鄕樂 (Korean native music), and sogak 俗樂 (music of secular origin). In
particular, I investigate how a-ak deployed aesthetic traits in combination with Confucian
ethics, such as a 雅 (elegant) or chŏng 正 (proper), and sok 俗 (secular or vulgar) or ŭm
淫 (lewd). Moreover, I shed light on the layers of the classification, showing how the ethical
value of music contended with other values such as hyang 鄕 (indigenous), or political
reasons that accelerated the dichotomization of court music. I also investigate the domain of
court music during the first half of the Chosŏn period, paying attention to the discord
between ideological directives and music practices. The examination of court music
discourses will provide the sketch of cultural hierarchy which the vernacular music practice
in the private sector cut through and transformed in Late Chosŏn period.
Third, raising the issues of aesthetic subjectivity in a Confucian context, I examine
the musical activities of the Chosŏn yangban (aristocratic elites), who represented
themselves as the genuine recipients of music as part of self-cultivation. I clarify the nature
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of the joyfulness of the yangban in their private music pursuits compared with professional
musicians, who performed at official ceremonies or private music venues. In doing so, I
elucidate the social implications of the boundary drawn up to partition the leisurely activity
of the yangban from professional performances demanding a high degree of skill, and how it
relates to the flourishing of chamber music spearheaded by non-yangban musicians.
Fourth, I discuss court musicians installed as functionaries serving the royal court. I
focus on the structural conditions of court musicians in the Late Chosŏn that required them to
participate in performances in non-governmental sectors, including chamber music, separate
from carrying out their duties at royal rituals and ceremonies. Paying attention to their
crossing royal court and chamber music venues in this period, I bring to light the cultural
scene in which hired musicians situated themselves as individual music masters.

Pursuit of the Yellow Bell Pitch as the Absolute Sound in Chosŏn Korea
Music in the Confucian tradition was one constituent of governing devices, such as
rites 禮, punishments 刑, and laws 政.44 In particular, rites and music 禮樂 were regarded
as means of building up righteous human behaviour and realizing ideal governance—a
doctrine of ruling the people with virtue.45 As represented in the Record of Music, music is

The Record of Music states that “ceremonies (rites) to direct men’s aims aright; music to give harmony to
their voices; laws to unify their conduct; and punishments to guard against their tendencies to evil. The end to
which rites, music, punishments, and laws conduct is one; they are the instruments by which the minds of the
people are assimilated, and good order in government is made to appear.” See Akki, 966–968; Record of Music
2 (James Legge).
45
For the statements of the ancient philosopher Confucius (551─479 BC) regarding rites and music as basic
mechanisms for Confucian statecraft, see the Analects 3:3, 13:3, 17:11 (Nonŏ chipchu, a variorum edition of
Analects), trans. Sŏng Paek-hyo (Seoul: Chŏnt’ongmunhwa yŏn’guhoe, 2002), 51, 255, 349–350; The Essential
Analects), 7, 38, 50). Mencius also emphasized the significance of music in the realization of a reign of virtue.
See Mencius 2:1 (The Chinese Classics Ⅱ–The Works of Mencius, trans. James Legge (Hong Kong: Hong Kong
University Press, 1960), 150–153.
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one principle of promoting harmony among all things in the universe in a way that
complements rites reflecting orderly distinctions in the world.46 In the Confucian tradition,
the term ak 樂 (music) has the broad sense of “performing arts” that integrate instrumental
music (ak 樂), song (ka, 歌), and dance (mu, 舞).47 On the level of practice in the public
domain, as Peter Yih-Jiun Wong indicates, music (including song and dance) was an integral
part of rituals and ceremonies, with the specific functions of “enhancing, refining and
promoting a greater degree of engagement for those participating in ritual practices.”48 This
suggests that, in the rituals of Confucian rulership, the aesthetic traits of music were designed
to maximize its political role as a complementary apparatus to implement rites. Entering
discussions of music practice in the Chosŏn period, in which Neo-Confucianism launched an
effort to reshape the entire social system, I examine how a policy of rites and music was put
into practice in tandem with its theoretical abstraction in the Early Chosŏn. I start with the
most basic of the Chinese twelve pitches, the Yellow Bell pitch, codified as the foundation of
the court music system in the Chosŏn context. The pitch became culturally iconic,
representing an absolute sound as an embodiment of the Confucian ideal.
It is well known that the reign of the fourth king of the Chosŏn dynasty, King Sejong
(r. 1418─1450), was an outstanding period in the establishment of the court music system,

Akki, 979–981; Record of Music 14 (James Legge).
For use of the inclusive term of music in the Chinese classics, see Akki, 966–968; Record of Music 1 (James
Legge).
Contemporary musicologist Robert Provine advised me that the Chinese syllable ak 樂 is much more
comprehensive than “music,” and is closer to “performing arts.” On the other hand, the conjunction with ŭm 音
(ŭmak 音樂) makes it more specific, as the “sound-performing art,” i.e., what we call music in the West.
48
Peter Yih-Jiun Wong, “The Music of Ritual Practice: An Interpretation,” SOPHIA 51 (2012): 244.
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including the reconstruction of ancient ritual music called a-ak,49 the determination of the
standard Yellow Bell pitch of the Chinese twelve pitches,50 the development of various
musical instruments, and the invention of Chŏngganbo 井間譜 (Korean Mensural
Notation).51 King Sejong commissioned the revision of a-ak under the banner of recovering
the old music, koak 古樂, signifying that ancient Confucian ritual music was seen as a
counterpart of decadent contemporary music.52
In the preface to Aakpo 雅樂譜 (Treatise on Ceremonial Music) published in 1430,
scholar-official, Chŏng In-ji 鄭麟趾 (1396—1478), offered a definition of music that relied
on traditional Confucian ideas: “The sages have used music to nurture temperament, to put
spirits and men on good terms, keep heaven and earth in natural accord, and harmonize the

The term a-ak 雅樂 (Ch. yayue, Jp. gagaku) has its origin in ancient Confucian ritual music but has been
used to refer to the whole repertoire of court music in a broad sense as well as to designate specific types of
court music, including munmyo (Confucian temple music) and chongmyo (ancestral shrine music) in a narrower
sense. See Song Bang-song, Korean Music: Historical and Other Aspects (Seoul: Chimoondang, 2000), 40–41.
As asserted by Robert C. Provine, the concept of a-ak in Chinese history was repeatedly re-codified as ideal
music by the royal court of each dynasty that lamented the loss of genuine ancient music in the Confucian
tradition and justified musical alteration by citations of theoretical passages from canonical Confucian texts.
See Robert C. Provine, “‘Chinese’ Ritual Music in Korea: The Origins, Codification, and Cultural Role of aak,” in Traditional Korean Music, ed. The Korean National Commission for UNESCO (Seoul: The Si-sa-yonga-sa Publishers, Inc., 1983a), 60–62.
50
The Yellow Bell pitch was also used for the standard pipe measurements of length, weight, and volume in
China’s long history. See Walter Kaufmann, Musical References in the Chinese Classics (Michigan:
Information Coordinators, 1976), 148. Indeed, under the reign of King Sejong in the Chosŏn period, the
production of the Yellow Bell pipe was designed not only for making musical instruments but also for
standardizing measurements of length, weight, and volume with the name of hwangjong-ch’ok 黃鐘尺. See
Jeon Sang-woon, Science and Technology in Korea: Traditional Instruments and Techniques (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 1974), 132–134.
51
Song Bang-song, Source Readings in Korean Music (Seoul: Korean National Commission for UNESCO,
1980), 6.
52
A scholar-official, Sŏng Hyŏn 成俔 (1439—1504), described the circumstances related to the music
policies of King Sejong in the nascent stage of codifying a-ak. See Changagwŏn chemyŏnggi 掌樂院題名記,
Hŏbaektang munjip 虛白堂文集 (Collected works of Hŏbaektang Sŏng Hyŏn) vol. 3; [Yŏngin p’yojŏm]
Han’guk munjip ch’onggan [影印標點] 韓國文集叢刊 (Korean literary collections in classical Chinese) vol.
14, edited by Minjok munhwa ch’unjinhoe (Korean Classics Research Institute) (1989), 433-434; Chosŏnsidae
angnon sŏnjip (Selected writings of music in the Chosŏn Period, ed. and trans. Chŏn Chi-yŏng (Seoul:
Minsogwŏn, 2008), 31. Henceforth, SWM.
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ways of Yin and Yang.”53 Following Chinese precedents, the Yellow Bell pitch took root as
“an absolute sound” more than the designation of the fundamental pitch of the Chinese tonal
system that the Chosŏn court adopted. It emerged as a symbol of the universal and canonical
sound on the belief that there was an essential communion between the forces of the universe
and music. Indeed, for a ruler seeking accordance with these forces to avoid any kind of
calamity, the embodiment of the absolute pitch was of great importance.54 In the Akhak
kwebŏm 樂學軌範 (Guide to the study of music, 1493), it is said that the yellow colour of
hwangjong 黃鐘 signifies the centre (chung 中) and that the Chinese character chong 鐘,
meaning bell, corresponds to the homonym chong 種, meaning seed, which in turn renders
the Yellow Bell pitch as representative of the root of worldly order.55 In the Confucian
political context, “control of the twelve pitches, exemplified by the possession of highquality, credible tuning instruments,” was an important sign of the authority to govern, as
indicated by Kenneth J. DeWoskin.56 At the incipient stage of the Chosŏn era, it seems that a
more urgent practical reason for striving to achieve the Yellow Bell pitch was the need to
establish the authority of the new Confucian regime through the reconstruction of the court
music system.
King Sejong intended to get rid of the old instruments of sacrificial music bestowed

Chosŏn wangjo sillok 朝鮮王朝實錄 (Veritable records of the Chosŏn dynasty), December 1, 1430, King
Sejong; cited from the translation by Robert Provine, “The Treatise on Ceremonial Music [1430] in the Annals
of the Korean King Sejong,” Ethnomusicology 18 (1974): 13. Henceforth, the Veritable records of the Chosŏn
dynasty will appear as Sillok, month/day/year/enthronement in following footnotes. The numbers for the month
and the date in Sillok are based upon the Chinese calendar system. Sillok can be accessed online at
http://sillok.history.go.kr/main/main.do.
54
Kaufmann, Musical References, 148.
55
黃鐘 黃者 中之色也. 鐘種也 (Guide to the study of music, 47).
56
Kenneth J. DeWoskin, A Song for One or Two: Music and the Concept of Art in Early China (Ann Arbor:
Center for Chinese Studies, University of Michigan, 1982), 46.
53
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by Chinese emperors in previous dynasties, including bells and chimes, and to renovate
them.57 He commanded scholar-official Pak Yŏn 朴堧 (1378—1458), to create a Yellow
Bell pitch pipe, thereby producing new musical instruments on the basis of this new
fundamental standard. There were two choices for making a Yellow Bell pitch pipe: the hugi
候氣 method (watching for the ethers) and the kŏsŏ 秬黍 or nusŏ 累黍 method (lining up
grains of black millet). The hugi method refers to a way of producing the twelve pitches
based upon a belief in harmonization of the rhythms and patterns of the cosmos. As
explained by Derk Bodde, twelve bamboo pipes of different lengths were planted in the
ground on the winter solstice. The length of the Yellow Bell pitch was determined through
the arrival of the vital force, ki 氣 as it blew off ashes resting on a silk cloth covering the
twelve bamboo pitch pipes. The theory of watching for the ethers, codified during the Han
dynasty (206 BC—220 AD), was based upon the belief that the arrival of yin and yang ethers
during the successive months of the year could be visually detected by means of the twelve
musical tubes known as lü 律 or pitch pipes. Among these, the longest and lowest-pitched
tube was the Yellow Bell pitch pipe, the standard from which the other eleven sounds were
calibrated.58 The kŏsŏ method was another traditional Chinese way of creating a
standardized Yellow Bell pitch pipe that lined up grains of black millet to determine its

The historical origin of Korean a-ak has been researched by many scholars. A-ak was first introduced to
Korea in the eleventh year (1116) of King Yejong’s reign in the Koryŏ dynasty, and it became the foundation of
Chosŏn court music. Chinese Emperor Hui-tsung (r. 1101—1125) of the Song dynasty sent the Taesŏng a-ak
大晟雅樂 to the Koryŏ court, including an imperial gift from Hui-tsung of musical instruments necessary for
various ritual performances. See Chang Sa-hun, Ch’oesin kugak ch’ongnon (The newest introduction of Korean
national music) (Seoul: Segwang ŭmak, 1989), 25–26; Song, Source Readings, 90.
58
For more details, see Derk Bodde, “The Chinese Cosmic Magic Known as Watching for the Ethers,” in
Essays on Chinese Civilization, eds. Charles Le Blanc and Dorothy Borei (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, 1981), 351–354.
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length. According to the description of the kŏsŏ method in sillok, the pitch pipe had to have
the capacity to hold 1,200 grains of millet, thereby fixing its volume and diameter. After
creating the basic pitch pipe, the rule of the circle of fifths 三分損益法 (three-part
subtraction-addition) was employed to generate the remaining pitches.59
According to the introduction to the Treatise on ceremonial music (1430) by Chong
In-ji, the restructuring of ceremonial music (a-ak) in the Early Chosŏn period was
theoretically based on the “Poetry and music” 詩樂風雅 of Zhu Shi’s General survey of
ritual 儀禮, Music for the Confucian temple 釋奠樂譜 by Lin Yu 林宇, and Lülü xinshu
律呂新書 (New treatises on the system of pitches) by Cai Yuanding 蔡元定 (1135—
1198).60 The Neo-Confucian music theory from the New treatises on the system of pitches,
which seems to have been the most influential material in laying the foundation of the
codification of a-ak, suggested the hugi method as a proper way to determine the Yellow Bell
pitch.61
As presented in the Sillok, however, the Chosŏn court during the time of King Sejong
decided to use the kŏsŏ method, and Pak Yŏn twice attempted to make a pitch pipe based on
millet grown in Chosŏn soil, only to fail both times because of the many different sizes of
millet produced.62 In this embarrassing situation, the officials of the Chosŏn court were still

Sillok, January/1/1433/Sejong. For more details on the kŏsŏ method, see DeWoskin, A Song, 46–48; Robert
C. Provine, “Music, Measurements, Pitch Survivals, and Bell Shapes in Korea,” The World of Music 49. 3
(2007): 15–20.
60
Sillok, December/1/1430/Sejong. The New treatises on the system of pitches was estimated to be the first
major musical treatise of the Southern Song, and Cai Yuanding was known as a friend of the Neo-Confucian
philosopher Zhu Xi (朱熹, 1130—1200), who wrote the preface to this book. See Rulan Chao Pian, Sonq
Dynasty Musical Sources and Their Interpretation (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1967), 7.
61
Sillok, August/23/1430/Sejong; Lülü xinshu 律呂新書 (New treatises on the system of pitches), trans. Yi
Hu-yŏng (Seoul: Munjin, 2011), 149–152, 267.
62
地有肥磽, 黍有大小, 聲音高下, 代各不同 (Sillok, January/1/1433/Sejong).
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not sure that the hugi method would be a feasible way of making a Yellow Bell pitch pipe
because Korea had geographical conditions and a climate different from those of China.63
Looking for a possible solution, Pak finally employed an expedient for making a Yellow Bell
pitch pipe by using both artificial beeswax grains and millet grown in the southern area of
Korea and modelling it on the Yellow Bell pitch of old Chinese bells bestowed on the Koryŏ
king by the Song emperor. In consequence, Pak ended up making new musical instruments,
such as the p’yŏn’gyŏng (a set of stone chimes) and the p’yŏnjong (a set of bell chimes).64
However, the experiment showed that it was impossible to make the absolute pitch with
black millet from Chosŏn land by adopting the theory of the kŏsŏ method.These
circumstances demonstrate the quandary over theory and practice revolving around
production of the Yellow Bell pitch, but it is notable that for music administrators setting the
pitch was essentially a political act. Pak Yŏn’s pertinacious pursuit of the pitch pipe,
essentially a quest to implement Confucian doctrine—even trying to match the Yellow Bell
pitch of Chinese instruments in the Chosŏn court’s possession—was grounded in the belief
that measurements of pitches, dimensions, and weights were affairs of the son of heaven (the
Chinese emperor) and not of vassal states (the Chosŏn king).65

In the New treatises on the system of pitches, Cai Yuanding claimed that the kŏsŏ method would not be proper
as a way to construct the Yellow Bell pitch pipe because of the different sizes of millet depending on local
natural conditions and different outcomes of harvest every year (New treatises on the system of pitches, 290–
291).
63
陳暘亦云: "不如多截竹候氣之爲正." 然我國地偏東域, 其與中土風氣頓殊, 候氣求律, 料應無驗
(Sillok, January/1/1433/Sejong).
64
Sillok, February/19/1430/Sejong; January/1/1433/Sejong. For a detailed description of the process of
producing the Yellow Bell pitch pipe by Pak Yŏn, see Yi Hye-gu, Essays on traditional Korean music (Seoul:
Chimmundang, 1975), 387–409; Provine, “Music, Measurements,” 19–20.
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然同律度量衡, 乃天子之事, 非侯邦之所自專也. 若今秬黍, 終不協於中國之黃鍾, 則姑從權宜,
假用他鍾之黍, 纍成律管, 求協於中國黃鍾, 然後依法損益, 以正聲律可也 (Sillok,
February/19/1430/Sejong).
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Interestingly, as Provine argues, music policy was deeply involved with the power
dynamic between the king, who had reason to be strong and independent, and his ministers,
who wished—in their self-interest—to keep him weak and subordinate to the Chinese
emperor.66 This premise applies to the project of producing the Yellow Bell pitch pipe. I
focus more, however, on the point that the symbol of the Yellow Bell pitch as a sound with
an absolute value was not convincing cognitively to the entire court in its early stage. It is
evident that from the outset King Sejong thought it nonsensical to apply the kŏsŏ method
given Korea’s specific geographical conditions, unlike officials such as Pak Yŏn who pushed
for making the Yellow Bell pitch the “universal” sound beyond time and space.67 Indeed,
compared with Pak, Sejong took a more flexible and relative stand on music policies in the
codification of a-ak. For example, he recognized that a-ak, which originally came from
Chinese music, was distinct from native Korean music, stating that it would be awkward for

One example presented by Provine is the performance of the sacrificial ritual to heaven, a symbol of personal
strength and a statement by the Early Chosŏn kings of their independence from China. As Provine argues, the
kings tried to carry out this symbolic act, which would place them in a position of greater authority over their
ministers, who opposed it because they were in competition for the kings’ power. See Robert C. Provine, “State
Sacrificial Music,” 72. Provine also raises significant musicological and cultural issues, including the
authenticity and vernacularization of Korean court music and the complexity of Korean musical identity in
inner politics and the geopolitical situation between Ming China and Early Chosŏn Korea. See Provine, “Sejong
and the Preservation of Chinese Ritual Melodies,” in Traditional Korean Music, ed. The Korean National
Commission for UNESCO (Seoul: The Si-sa-yong-a-sa Publishers, Inc., 1983b), 48–59, 68–77; Provine, “State
Sacrificial Music,” 54–75.
67
“The king said: It is not right to determine the pitch pipe of Yellow Bell with black millet now. The Chinese
people in ancient times said that the length of the Yellow Bell pitch pipe should be determined only with the
black millet produced in Shangtang area. Therefore, it is impossible to determine the pitch pipe of Yellow Bell
with black millet grown in Chosŏn soil”; 上曰: “今以秬黍, 定黃鍾之管, 未可也. 中國之人以黃鍾之管,
盛秬黍而知其量也, 非以秬黍而正黃鍾也. 古人云: ‘定律以上黨之黍,’ 則以我國之黍, 而定黃鍾之管,
甚不可也 (Sillok, September/11/1430/Sejong). In another record, King Sejong commanded his officials to stop
producing hwangjong gwan or chuch’ŏkkwan (the pipe of measuring length) or, stating that to make any
fundamental pipes including Yellow Bell in Korea by applying ancient theories would not be successful because
the sound of the pipes themselves in each country is essentially different. He was afraid that the attempt to make
the pitch in Korea would become the object of ridicule later; 上曰: "周尺之制, 歷代皆不同,
而黃鍾之管亦異. 古人因聲制樂, 我國之人, 聲音異於中國, 雖考古制而造管, 恐未得其正也. 與其制之,
而取笑於後, 寧不造.” 命停鄭麟趾, 鄭穰等, 造周尺管 (Sillok, October/18/1430/Sejong).
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Korean people to listen to Chinese tunes in their sacrificial rites for those who had died.
In addition to the problems of achieving the Yellow Bell pitch pipe in Chosŏn
practice—regardless of which method, kŏsŏ or hugi, was employed—there were reasons that
King Sejong did not fully buy in to the systemic completeness of a-ak in China, raising the
following issues. First, the institutionalization of the a-ak system in Chinese history had not
been uniform. Second, the sound of the Yellow Bell pitch had not been constant over time.
Third, the production of musical instruments based upon music theories did not always work
perfectly. Fourth, historically, the repertoire of court music in China had included hyangak—
Chinese native music or music of secular origin, not exclusively restricted to Confucian ritual
music, Chinese yayue.68 Despite his position as the head of a province (a marquis) bound to
codify the Yellow Bell pitch based upon Chinese instruments,69 Sejong’s pliable and relative
attitude towards music policy diverged from the views of some of his party officials.70
The conflicts arising from different positions on the codification of a-ak, including
the issue of the Yellow Bell pitch, are articulated in the following words of King Sejong: “I

上謂左右曰: 雅樂, 本非我國之聲, 實中國之音也. 中國之人平日聞之熟矣, 奏之祭祀宜矣, 我國之人,
則生而聞鄕樂, 歿而奏雅樂, 何如? 況雅樂, 中國歷代所製不同, 而黃鍾之聲, 且有高下. 是知雅樂之制,
中國亦未定也, 故予欲於朝會及賀禮, 皆奏雅樂, 而恐未得製作之中也. 以黃鍾之管而候氣,
亦未易爲也. 我國在東表, 寒暑風氣, 與中國頓殊, 豈可用我朝之竹, 而爲黃鍾之管乎?
黃鍾須用中國之管可也. 今講《律呂新書》, 且稽歷代應候, 不可一二計, 而樂器之制, 皆未得其正也.
至宋 朱文公門人蔡元定, 考古人遺制而造樂器, 文公稱美之. 其後元定見放于外, 文公通書云:
‘所製音律未協, 待還更定.’ 宋朝之樂, 亦未正也. 令伶人黃植入朝, 聞奏《雅樂》,
長笛、琵琶、長鼓相間而奏於堂上, 中國亦雜用鄕樂也 (Sillok, September/11/1430/Sejong).
69
King Sejong did not believe that it was possible to produce the Yellow Bell pitch pipe with black millet from
Chosŏn land, but he agreed to create an alternative pitch tuned to the Chinese pitch pipe that the court had
received from China (ibid.).
70
For example, Pak Yŏn took a leading role in the codification of a-ak under the patronage of King Sejong, but
he was seen as a fundamentalist who strictly tried to embody Confucian precepts in music practice. Provine
described Pak as “an intransigent Sinophile,” basing his music proposals on authoritative Chinese writings
ranging from Confucius to philosophers and theorists of the twelfth century. See Provine, “‘Chinese’ Ritual
Music in Korea,” 69.
68
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intend to invent a-ak for royal assemblies, but it is hard to constitute it. The ministers
sometimes oppose the king’s plan, and the king refuses what the ministers try to promote.
Although both sides have a consensus, sometimes the situation is unfavourable. Now the
process serves my will, and it looks well timed. Implement it rightly.”71 This statement sheds
light on how Sejong worked out diverse strategies of music in the face of conflicts with his
officials in the implementation of music policies. Notably, this is evidence of how the
codification of a-ak driven by ruling elites in its initial stage competed with those who still
valued native custom and polyvalent thinking in the complex political domain.
However, at issue in this chapter is how the perception of the Yellow Bell pitch as the
absolute musical standard varied in the intensification of the Confucian platform in the music
sector throughout the Chosŏn period. Indeed, the issue of the Yellow Bell pitch was
continuously discussed by Confucian scholars who put the matter of music on their
philosophical agenda. Their discourses reproduced the concept of the Yellow Bell pitch as “a
root of all things in accord with the cosmic order” or the sound of chunghwa 中和, which
signifies perfect equilibrium in the cosmic sphere as well as harmony in the human realm.72
As indicated in the passage from Pak Sang, discussions of the Yellow Bell pitch were largely
based on “the origin of vital forces” 聲氣之原—the essential concept of the hugi—from the

上又命堧曰: “予欲創制朝會雅樂, 立法創制, 自古爲難, 君所欲爲, 臣或沮之; 臣所欲爲, 君或不聽,
雖上下皆欲, 而時運不利. 今也我志先定, 國家無事, 宜盡心成之” (Sillok, January/1/1433/Sejong).
72
For example, literatus Pak Sang 朴祥 (1474—1530) stated that “the Yellow Bell pitch is the root of the
universe and the beginning of all things. . . . This is what the sage pursued for the harmony of heaven and
earth….When we blow the pipe, if the sound does not match, we should measure the ethers to achieve the
correct pitch ”; 黃鐘兮 乾坤元之資始. . . . 此聖人探天地之和….吹焉而靡律不應, 候之而有氣必叶
(Nuljaesŏnsaeng chip 訥齋先生集 (Collected works of Nuljae Pak Sang) vol. 1; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan
vol. 18, 1989; SWM, 50–51). Kwŏn Ho-mun 權好文 (1532—1587) also described the Yellow Bell pitch as “a
sound for equilibrium and harmony between heaven and earth”; 天地自然中和之理 (Songam chip 松巖集
(Collected works of Songam Kwŏn Ho-mun) vol. 5; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 41 (1990), 176; SWM, 64).
71
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cosmology of yin and yang. As examined by Derk Bodde, the theory of the hugi (watching
for the ethers), which originated from Ching Fang 京房 (79—37 BC), became a part of the
intellectual legacy of educated men after the downfall of the Sui 隋 dynasty (581─618).
The Song dynasty brought renewed interest in the theoretical aspects and attempts to explain
the hugi in “scientific” terms. That is, the known times of arrival of the ethers were
considered as a means of checking the accuracy of measurements of a newly constructed set
of pitch pipes. From the sixth century to the Song dynasty, the hugi theory apparently was
not verified through experiments. But Neo-Confucianists writing on this subject, including
Zhu Xi, seemingly accepted it. One of the representative theorists was Cai Yuanding, who
wrote the New treatises on the system of pitches.73 Since the Early Chosŏn period, when
King Sejong and his officials promoted the codification of a-ak referring to the New treatises
on the system of pitches, the hugi method was repeatedly mentioned in the writings of
Confucian scholars dealing with the Yellow Bell pitch. This suggests how the core music
term was subsumed in Neo-Confucian discourses in the Chosŏn era.
The issues of the Yellow Bell pitch pipe and the hugi method mark the junction where
the different philosophical views on music competed with the dominant ideology beyond the
music sector, particularly in the Late Chosŏn.74 One quandary raised by scholars who

It was not until the Ming dynasty—in the sixteenth century—that serious doubts and criticism of the hugi
theory arose. For more details, see Bodde, “The Chinese Cosmic Magic,” 355–368.
73

In the Late Chosŏn, more diverse interpretations of the hugi method are found in music discourses produced
by Confucian scholars. On the one hand, the accomplished music theorist Sŏ Myŏng-ŭng 徐命膺 (1716─
1787) showed his interest in the theory of Zhu Zaiyu 朱載堉 (1536—1610), who, in criticizing the hugi
method, discarded the “circle of fifths” and promoted the technique of average tones in the twelve-tone scale in
Lülü zhengyi 律呂正義 (The correct principles of music, 1606); 朱載堉律呂正義 不用三分損益 以黃鐘徑
圍體 積連比例 相生十日律者 術數精密 意致迢邁 有非古今樂家所可及 然葭管候氣之法 自朱蔡尊信
74

無他議 而直歸之悠謬荒誕 則恐是過高好奇之病爾 (Pomanjae chip 保晩齋集 (Collected works of
Pomanjae Sŏ Myŏng-ŭng) vol. 16; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 16 (1989), 412; SWM, 153–154). On the
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questioned the feasibility of the hugi method was the discord between the quest for the
absolute value of the sound at the ideational level and the absence of the pitch at the practical
level. For example, the scholar Cho Sŏng 趙晟 (1492—1555) lamented the dilemma of the
imperative to seek equilibrium and harmony through the immutable sound symbolized by the
Yellow Bell pitch and the reality that there was no way to create the Yellow Bell pitch pipe to
measure the ether in Chosŏn Korea.75 A critical turning point occurred in the Late Chosŏn,
when the literatus Hong Tae-yong 洪大容 (1731—1783) presented his speculation on music
as distinct from the established concept of ideal music based upon Confucian precepts.
Hong’s questioning of the hugi method went further than simply addressing its practicality in
making the Yellow Bell pitch pipe. He problematized the hypothesis of determining the
Yellow Bell pitch based upon the yin and yang principle, which laid the basic foundation of
the hugi method:
Is it the right case to determine the Yellow Bell pitch from the disequilibrium of yin
and yang if the pitch starts with the descent of yin and the ascent of yang? The Yellow
Bell pitch is the outset of the twelve-pipe scale. So, isn’t it right to determine the pitch
from the concurrent interaction of yin and yang? That is why it has been so difficult to
create the correct sounds.76
other hand, the scholar Hwang Yun-sŏk 黃胤錫 (1729—1791) still insisted on the hugi method as a way of
finding the Yellow Bell pitch for pursuing the ultimate root: 西山不得不歸本於候氣驗應 將以天地之元氣,
定天地之元聲 此極本窮原之論 (Ijae nan’go 頤齋亂藁 (Collected works of Ijae Hwang Yun-sŏk) vol. 2,
published by Han’guk chŏngsin munhwa yŏn’guwŏn (1995), 402; SWM, 173–174).
Cho Sŏng stated that “the current Yellow Bell pipe is different from that of the past because the pipes for
length and measurement have never been identical. There was not a constant standard for that. Therefore,
measuring the ethers with the pitch pipe would not result in determining the correct pitch. If this is so, how can
we achieve the Yellow Bell pitch? The Yellow Bell pitch is the sound of equilibrium and harmony. The sound of
equilibrium and harmony should be necessarily immutable, but it is virtually not. So how else should we
achieve equilibrium and harmony?” 今之黃鐘 與古異耶 然則律度量衡 代格異制 無一定之準
而管以氣應者 亦不可爲正矣 黃鐘者 中和之聲 中和之聲 必常于一 不常于一 焉則爲中和
(Yangsimdang sijip 養心堂詩集 (Collection of poems by Yangsimdang Cho Sŏng); Han’guk munjip
ch’onggan vol. 25 (1989), 385; SWM, 56).
75

76

夫黃鐘之始, 陰消陽昇, 則求之於陰陽之偏, 可乎? 實爲律呂之首, 則求之於陰陽之俱感, 可乎?
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It was said that the “ethers” or “vital forces” in the hugi method were based upon the yin
(negative) and yang (positive) principles, for “they ceaselessly interact to generate the eternal
round of cosmic phenomena.”77 But Hong questioned the scheme of hugi per se, presenting
a different paradigm for conceiving the resonance between natural objects and ki 氣 (vital
force):
Water is also ki (vital force), but it is ki that has not yet solidified and therefore can
evaporate. Wood is also ki, but it is ki that has not yet been carved into anything, and
therefore it can become dry and withered. Ki changes the way it is manifest from
morning to night. There is no need to point out that it also changes depending on
whether the conditions it is in are wet or dry or whether it has newly formed or is
getting old. So, if we merely take the standard Yellow Bell length to be nine-ch’on
(length unit), then we face the problem that ki of some objects has not yet ascended
but ki of other objects already interacts. How can we be sure the sound it produces is
the right sound?78

Here Hong re-examined the procedure of hugi, designed as an experiment to measure the
resonance between the cosmic force and the bamboo pipes during the winter solstice to
determine the Yellow Bell pitch. Hong regarded ki not as an a priori cosmic force but as the
vital force that generates resonance among natural objects in heterogeneous physical
conditions. Notably, his suggestions were the antithesis of what Pak Yŏn had argued
centuries prior. Hong’s empirical and scientific approach to the hugi method illustrate not

此所以審聲之爲最亂也 (Hwangjong kogŭm idongjiŭi 黃鐘古今異同之疑, Tamhŏnsŏ woejip 湛軒書外集
(Collected works of Tamhŏn Hong Tae-yong) vol. 6; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 248 (2000), 240; Chosŏn
hugi munjip ŭi ŭmak saryo (Historical materials of music from the scholars’ anthologies in the Late Chosŏn),
ed. and trans. Chŏn t’ong yesulwŏn (School of Korean traditional arts) (Seoul: Minsogwŏn, 2002), 64).
Henceforth, HMM.
77
Bodde, “The Chinese Cosmic Magic,” 351.
78
夫水亦氣也, 此未落者 彼已消矣; 草木亦氣也, 此末彫者, 彼已謝矣. 其氣應固有早晩先後,
而無論燥濕, 只以黃鐘九寸爲準, 則亦豈無此未升而彼已應者耶 (Hwangjong kogŭm idongjiŭi; HMM, 64,
71).
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only his distinctive view that resisted the ideational frame of Neo-Confucianism on nature
but also a different premise of ideal music itself.79 This is clearly presented in his view on
the kŏsŏ method discussed in previous generations. Hong asserted that the kŏsŏ method was
no longer available to create the Yellow Bell pitch pipe in the Chosŏn period because of the
irregular harvests of black millet in different localities in Korea, affirming that this was the
lesson learned from Pak Yŏn’s experiments during the reign of King Sejong.
A point at issue is Hong’s direct refutation of Pak’s stance on the Yellow Bell pitch
pipe. Hong Tae-yong stated:
Pak Yŏn has been praised as a person well acquainted with pitch in the East. Pak said,
“In previous generations, the use of black millet turned out inconsistent results,
including the different lengths of the pitch pipe. Today, between the (present) Chinese
black millet and our black millet, we are not sure which one is the genuine article.
Then, if our present project does agree with the Chinese pitch, we should take a
temporary expedient. Using a different kind of millet, we would line it up and just
make a pitch pipe that agrees with the Chinese pitch.” I think that if we cannot verify
which, Chinese black millet or our black millet, is the genuine article, why should we
agree with the Chinese pitch? If, based on the Yellow Bell pitch made by our black
millet, we assign people with great knowledge of pitches and figures to probe the
circle of fifths precisely, it would not do harm to our achievement of chŏngŭm 正音
(proper tune).80

According to Kim Yong-hŏn, Hong Tae-yong tried to explain the change of climate in each new season on
the basis of scientific principles, such as the distance of the earth from the sun and the angle at which the sun
hits the earth, rather than relying on the generalized term of yin and yang (passive and active cosmic forces).
Since the seventeenth century, Western science had been introduced in Chosŏn society via China, and Hong was
one of the progressive scholars who criticized the mythic interpretations of the relationship between nature and
humans, such as the crystalized yin and yang theory, astrology, and geomancy. For more details, see Kim Yonghŏn, “Chosŏn hugi silhakchŏk chayŏn’gwan ŭi myŏtkkaji kyŏnghyang” (Several tendencies of the view on
nature in practical learning in the Late Chosŏn), Han’guk sasangsahak (History of Korean Thought) 23 (2004):
134–155.
80
蘭溪朴氏堧, 東方之號稱曉律者也 其言曰: “歷代制律, 用黍不一, 高下差異, 則今日中國與我東
未知熟得眞黍. 若不合於中國, 則姑從權, 宜用他黍, 求協於中國黃鐘”云. 愚謂中國我東之黍,
未知熟是, 則何可强協於中國之黃鐘乎. 第因我東黃鐘, 使明於律數者 十分精密於三分損益,
亦不害爲一國之正音耶 (Hwangjong kogŭm idongjiŭi; HMM, 65–66, 71–72). The memorial of Pak Yŏn
quoted by Hong Tae-yong is found in the Sillok, February/19/1430/Sejong.
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Here Hong Tae-yong adduces Pak Yŏn, who had lived 300 years before him, highlighting his
suspicion that the supposedly genuine Yellow Bell pitch pipe produced in China might not in
fact have been genuine. Crucial here is that this idea contained his denial of the hypothesis of
an absolute and universal sound, instead suggesting that the tune measured by the pitch made
from local black millet could be a genuine or proper one. It is notable that Hong’s rational
and relative interpretation of the Yellow Bell pitch led to a redefinition of the “proper tune.”
For Pak Yŏn, the proper tune meant the one that could be achieved by the absolute standard
of the Yellow Bell pitch, believed to embody itself only in a-ak, in opposition to its
counterpart improper tune 邪音, referring to Korean native music or the music of secular
origin.81 However, Hong’s proper tune directly denied Pak’s dichotomous frame and
presented the “proper tune,” a constructive and plural term, as measured or adjusted by
vernacular standards.
Music was a crucial part of state policy targeted at Confucian edification since Early
Chosŏn. Hong’s critique of Pak hints at the point where the conceptual assessment of ideal
music—“the proper” in chŏngŭm (proper tune), by extension the ideological frame of (Neo-)
Confucianism itself—was squarely rebutted in the Late Chosŏn. More significantly, dispute
over the absolute sound as one signifier of the Confucian ideal ascribed to the Yellow Bell
pitch and the different supposition of the proper tune by Hong Tae-yong provide some clues
to the issues that I explore in following chapters: the linkage between the vernacular

永寧殿之樂, 無中律之鍾, 不得成調, 故分校正一二架, 設於前面, 不中者換入於宗廟之庭,
故兩祭之樂, 皆未純正. 若盡數扣擊, 則聲音錯雜, 邪正交喧, 全無諧協之理, 故只以正律奏之,
餘皆懸設而已. 此亦小臣之妄計也. 然比之往日邪正雜奏, 則小愈耳. 願命備鑄, 以正一代之樂,
垂之萬世, 我朝編鍾元數, 只二百八十六顆. 臣今以中國方響簫管等器, 校正音律, 其正合黃鍾者十顆
(Sillok, February/19/1430/Sejong); 俗樂當革, 而從正音, 甚美事也 (Sillok, August/29/1517/Chungjong).
81
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transformation of the proper tune at the epistemological level and the rise of vernacular
music genres, including chamber music, in private music practice in the Late Chosŏn.

Contestations of Orthodoxy and Indigenousness in Music Discourses
In the institutionalization of a-ak in the Chosŏn court, the aesthetic valorization of
music was inseparable from the assignment of ethical traits to sound. In the music policies of
the reign of King Sejong, the ethical component was clearly articulated in Pak Yŏn’s
classification of music genres: the tunes of a-ak were assigned the value of “proper” 正,
whereas those of hyangak or sogak were assigned the value of “improper” 邪.82 Official
discourses, including the Veritable records of the Chosŏn dynasty, display the organization of
court music and discuss how it entailed the redistribution of musical genres within an ethical
framework. The codification of a-ak as proper was linked to the quest for orthodoxy in
music, a quest that necessitated a hierarchy within court music genres. In this section, paying
attention to the representational framework of court music genres interlocked with the
construction of Confucian orthodoxy, I explore the multiple layers of the taxonomy of music
in which the different categories of values—such as the ethical and the aesthetic, the
universal/cosmopolitan and the particular/vernacular—were intricately entangled.
A point at issue is how the hierarchization of court music led to the redistribution of
aesthetic traits that consolidated a 雅 (elegant), hyang 鄕 (indigenous), and sok 俗
(secular or vulgar) into a dichotomous frame—chŏng 正 (proper) and sa/ŭm 邪/淫

82

Sillok, February/19/1430/Sejong.
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(improper/lewd)—in the authorization of a-ak as orthodox.83 In the Early Chosŏn, court
music was classified by a scholar-official, Sŏng Hyŏn (1439—1504), , into three subgenres:
a-ak 雅樂 (Confucian ritual music), tangak 唐樂 (music of Chinese origin), and hyangak
鄕樂 (music of Korean origin): “A-ak refers to the ‘proper music’ that is performed for royal
ancestral worship, and tangak refers to the ‘lofty music’ that is used for court assembly, and
hyangak refers to the ‘lewd music’ of Korean native origin that is used for other court
ceremonies.”84 However, the codification of a-ak as orthodox and aesthetically superior
progressed in the demotion of tangak and hyangak as unorthodox and aesthetically inferior
with the name of sogak (music of secular origin).85

In the Sillok, the use of a-ak has multiple connotations. It signifies one type of Chosŏn court music called
chwabang 左坊, performed in Confucian shrine music, royal ancestor shrine music, and official ceremonies
(Sillok, October/5/1395/T’aejo; April/7/1409/T’aejong; August/2/1431/Sejong; April/25/1426/Sejong;
February/2/1455/Sejong; July/28/1430/Sejong). A-ak also refers to Taesŏng a-ak, a Chinese a-ak bestowed by a
Song emperor in the Koryŏ period (Sillok, August/24/1406/T’aejong; January/1/1433/Sejong;
June/29/1469/Yejong). A-ak is synonymous with chŏngak 正樂 as proper music, antithetical to hyangak or
sogak as vulgar or lewd music (Sillok, December/15/1411/T’aejong; January/23/1434/Sejong;
October/26/1450/Munjong; January/15/1472/Sŏngjong; January/9/1473/Sŏngjong; April/17/1484/Sŏngjong;
March/3/1488/Sŏngjong; April/11/1509/Chungjong; January/21/1510/Chungjong; August/11/1519/Chungjong;
August/11/1520/Chungjong; December/21/1527/Chungjong; October/11/1616/Kwanghaegun;
April/5/1630/Injo).
84
所謂雅樂者 祭祀正樂之歌 唐者 朝會明廷之樂 鄕者 本朝國俗之淫也 (Changagwŏn chemyŏnggi
掌樂院題銘記; Hŏbaektang munjip vol. 3; SWM, 31).
83

The original musical structure of a-ak was not identical to that of Korean native music according to the New
treatises on the system of pitches, which indicated the differences between the Chinese music system and the
Korean music system: “Each of the twelve (Chinese) pitches can act as a tonal centre by turns. The tonal centres
(kung 宮) of the pitches are grouped into six yang lü 律, including hwangjong/huangzhong 黃鐘, t’aeju/taicu
太簇, kosŏn/guxi 姑洗, yubin/ruibin 蕤賓, ich’ik/yize 夷則, muyŏk /wushe 無射, and six yin lü 呂, including
taeryŏ/dalü 大呂, hyŏpjong/jiazhong 夾鐘, chungryŏ/zhonglü 仲呂, imjong/linzhong 林鐘, namryŏ/nanlü
南呂, ŭngjong/yingzhong 應鐘. There are five scale systems (five 旋法), making sixty modes 調 (125)
altogether. In the present music for sacrifices (a-ak), the twelve pitches are indeed used as tonal centres,
whereas the present secular music (sogak) employs only seven modes. . . . The pitches of sacrificial music are
low since the first pitch is tuned to hwangjong. But those of secular music are higher, the first pitch being
hyŏpjong.” “In Chinese music, there are five modes: kung 宮, shang 商, chiao 角, chih 徵, yu 羽. In Korean
music, there are seven modes: naksijo, ujo, p’yŏngjo, kyemyŏnjo, harimjo, ch’oejajo, t’angmokcho. The
Chinese chih mode is identical with the Korean p’yŏngjo, and the yu mode is the same as our kyemyŏnjo. In the
kyemŏnjo, there is no fixed pitch” (Guide to the study of music, 39–44, 91).
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The construction of court music centred on a-ak was manifested in the modification
of the tonal system by Pak Yŏn during the reign of King Sejong. Pak differentiated the mode
and tonal system of a-ak from hyangak as follows:
The naksijo (low register of a mode) used in Korean music (hyangak) has two tonal
centers, chungryŏ (Ab) and imjong (Bb), which are interchangeable. The tonal center
(kung 宮) of chungryŏ is the sound of iji (the second tuning) of the Korean transverse
flute (taegŭm) while the tonal center of the imjong is the sound of the samji (third
tuning) of the taegŭm. The tonal center of the chungryŏ was frequently avoided by
the ancients because its scale was thought to have improper pitch. The imjong
originally corresponded to the chih (徵, the fourth mode of the Chinese Five Modes)
which is one of the fundamental sounds of the universe. When the [imjong] tonal
center is used in music, the correct musical relations are established between king and
minister; all creatures on earth keep their tempers; four prosperous seasons happen;
and there is always a favorable climate. Therefore, imjong must be used as the tonal
center. I request that we mainly use imjong as a tonal center in our music for royal
banquets. In the so-called “native” music there are vulgar texts. I desire that your
majesty order alteration of the texts. In the ujo (high register of a mode) of our
country, muyŏk (Db) is the tonal center. The ancients said that “hwangjong (Eb) was
the second degree (shang 商) of the muyŏk scale.” The mode (ujo) cannot be used
because the sound of the second degree, representing the minister, is improperly more
substantial than the sound of [the] king. Our nation enjoys using this mode, but it is
inappropriate. Having written this down, I recommend omitting the tunes in the ujo.86

This passage presents the Chinese tonal system, based upon a hierarchy among the pitches,
each having a different symbol depending on the pitch and tonal quality of the sound.
According to the Guide to the study of music (1493), the low, weighty, murky sound was
regarded as noble, whereas the high, light, clear sound was regarded as humble. Of the
twelve pitches (six yang lü 律 and six yin lü 呂), the yin and yang pitches alternate in both
the sequence of ascension and the sequence of generation. Each can serve as the tonal centre
by turns. But the hierarchy of the twelve pitches was from the lowest hwangjong (Yellow

86

Sillok, February/19/1430/Sejong; cited from the translation by Song Bang-song, Source Readings, 36–37.
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Bell pitch) to the highest ŭngjong. If the taeryŏ pitch was transposed to a second degree of
scale on the ŭngjong pitch, then it was not acceptable because it was as if the minister (the
symbol of ŭngjong) was subduing the king (the symbol of taeryŏ).87 Therefore, music
performers had to ignore the case when the lowest tone of hwangjong was transposed to the
second degree (shang 商) on any pitch because hwangjong—representing the emperor or
king—was not expected to be less substantial than the pitches representing the ministers and
subjects.88
According to the above quotation, the pitches of chungryŏ and imjong in the naksijo
were used as the tonal centres in the performance of Korean native music, hyangak. But Pak
Yŏn promoted the use of imjong rather than chungryŏ because imjong belonged to one of the
fundamental sounds in the universe, signifying proper relations in the social order and
harmony between nature and humans, whereas the tonal centre of chungryŏ was not regarded
as a proper pitch. Furthermore, Pak recommended not using muyŏk as the tonal centre in the
ujo in hyangak performance because it placed a hwangjong pitch as a second degree of the
scale.
Along with the tonal system under the strict hierarchical order, Pak Yŏn proclaimed
the ordinance of the song text in Chosŏn court music, based upon Confucian precepts:
A satisfactory song text must consider one of the following subjects: right
The alternative was to use ch’ŏngsŏng 淸聲, “an upper octave of the specific pitch,” because of the rule that
the tonal centre of every pitch should be lower than a second degree of scale on the pitch. In the above case,
ch’ŏng- taeryŏ 淸大呂, an upper octave of taeryŏ, could be used in place of the taeryŏ pitch. When the
hwangjong was placed as the tonal centre, its relationship with the other pitches was regarded as the most
harmonious. 如應鐘爲宮 其聲最短 而淸或大呂爲之商 則是商聲高似宮聲
爲臣凌君不可用遂大呂乃用 律減半爲淸聲以應之. . . . 若以黃鐘爲宮則餘律皆順 若以其他律爲宮
便有相凌處 (Guide to the study of music, 42). For details on the pitches, see ibid., footnote 47.
88
樂家 大率最忌臣民凌君 故商聲不得過宮聲 (ibid., 42); Sillok, November/5/1431/Sejong.
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relationship between king and minister; deep kindness between father and son;
fidelity between husband and wife; affection between brothers; faithfulness between
friends; and convivial rejoicing between host and guest. All of these which arise from
the propriety of human nature and are related to teaching human morality can be
recommended as the proper style of airs. The texts describing pleasure between men
and women, expressing immoral and adulterous conduct, or pleasing oneself by
desire without shame are the mutant style of airs.89

Here Pak claimed that a song text should aim at embodying the social values prescribed by
Confucian doctrines, such as the Three Bonds and Five Relationships, which signify the ideal
relationships built upon benevolence and reverence between ruler and subject, father and son,
husband and wife, older and younger siblings, and elder and junior friends. Finally, Pak
summarized two kinds of song texts that would be valorized by the standard of human
morality: “the proper style of airs” 正風 and “the mutant style of airs” 變風.90 The primary
criterion for the mutant style was to deal with the issue of human desire, particularly
“pleasure between men and women” 男女相悅. Ultimately, hyangak was labelled the
mutant style of airs by Pak when it employed the improper pitch, chungryŏ, as the tonal
centre in the naksijo and muyŏk in the ujo and contained lyrics about love affairs between
men and women.
Here, however, I pay more attention to how the codification of a-ak comprised the
simplification of disparate musical traits in the dichotomous categorization of court music—
the orthodox a-ak versus the unorthodox sogak, particularly in the reframing of tangak and
hyangak in the sogak category as vulgar and lewd music. As indicated by contemporary

如此, 然後擇其歌曲之詞, 其中君臣道合、父子恩深、夫婦節義、兄弟友愛、朋友講信、賓主同歡,
發於性情之正, 有關於人倫世敎者, 以爲正風. 其男女相悅、淫遊姦慝、逞欲無恥, 有愧於綱常者,
以爲變風 (Sillok, February/19/1430/Sejong).
90
Ibid.
89
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scholars, tangak literally referred to the music of Tang China, but more broadly to “Chinese
native music,” as opposed to hyangak, which signified “Korean native music.”91 But the
moment that merged the boundaries of two genres in the early Chosŏn is notable. In the
Veritable records of the Chosŏn dynasty, tangak is described as one type of court music of
Chinese origin, mainly classified as music for royal assemblies, banquets, and other
ceremonies, including royal processions.92 The scholar Sŏng Hyŏn classified a-ak and
tangak as “proper” and “lofty” court music originating from China, both of which were used
for court ceremonies. But in his memorial to the king in 1430, Pak Yŏn clarified that tangak
(which covered a long line of Chinese music, not just restricted to that from the Tang
dynasty) partially included “Chinese music of secular origin,” and thus should be renamed
Chinese secular music, with a view to differentiating it from a-ak.93
Pak also problematized the term hyangak, asking King Sejong to change its
designation as part of court music because he thought that hyangak using the chungryŏ pitch
at royal banquets was too indecent.94 From then, despite their different ethnic identities,
tangak and hyangak were placed in the same category of sogak as music of secular origin.95

91

See Yi Hye-gu, “Introduction to Korean Music,” in Traditional Korean Music, 3–5; Song, Korean Music, 42.

Sillok, April/7/1409/Taejong; February/2/1445/Sejong; Guide to the study of music, 35.
Pak Yŏn also remarked that one hundred pieces of tangak were passed down to the Chosŏn dynasty and only
thirty pieces could be understood by the performers; 其唐樂一部則乃中國俗部之音也. 其樂摠百有餘篇,
而我朝工人所解者, 只三十餘聲而已, 餘皆不曉… 其樂之名, 世稱唐樂. 唐字旣爲漢、唐之唐,
則歷代中國之樂, 皆以唐稱之, 其可乎? 願以華樂俗部改稱之 (Sillok, February/19/1430/Sejong).
94
鄕樂所用之律, 則樂始調, 互用仲呂林鍾二律之宮….仲呂宮, 古人多忌用之, 以其所用之聲,
皆非正律也….願自今宴享鄕樂, 主用林鍾爲調, 樂名世稱鄕樂, 亦甚鄙俚, 願殿下改之 (Sillok,
February/19/1430/Sejong).
95
In fact, it is verified in the record of the sogak list during the reign of King Sejong, which grouped the tunes
of tangak and hyangak within the same category of sogak. The repertoires labelled sogak include pieces of
tangak, such as Hwanhwan’gok 桓桓曲, Mimigok 亹亹曲, Hŏnch’ŏnsu 獻天壽, Chŏlhwa 折花,
Manyŏpch’iyodo 萬葉熾瑤圖, Choeja 嗺子, Sop’ogurak 小抛毬樂, Pohŏja 步虛子, P’aja 破子,
Chŏngp’yŏngrak 淸平樂, Oungaesŏjo 五雲開瑞朝, Chungsŏnhoe 衆仙會, Paekhakcha 白鶴子, Panhamu
班賀舞, and Suryongŭm 水龍吟, and the pieces of hyangak, such as Yuhwanggok 維皇曲, Yuhwanggok
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This was connected with the hierarchical placement of the section of chwabang 左坊, in
charge of key ceremonial music (a-ak), whereas tangak and hyangak were relegated to the
section of ubang 右坊, in charge of performing sogak.96 The hierarchy between chwabang
(a-ak) and ubang (tangak/hyangak) in the court music system was confirmed in the
differentiation of the social statuses of musicians: aksaeng 樂生 from the commoners
performing a-ak in chwabang, and akkong 樂工 from the lower class performing hyangak
in ubang.97
The porous borders of the aesthetic terms of court music practice—such as
“indigenous” and “secular/vulgar” or “lewd”—in the process of prioritizing the orthodoxy of
a-ak require more attention. For example, the lines between tangak and hyangak were
blurring because of the vernacularization of tangak in the Chosŏn context, aside from their
affinities as music of secular origin.98 As indicated by Song Bang-song, some historical
vestiges prove that there had been exchanges between Chinese music and native Korean

維天曲, Chŏngdong panggok 靖東方曲, Muae 無㝵, Tongdong 動動, Chŏngŭp 井邑, Chinjak 眞勺,
Isanggok 履霜曲, Ponghwangŭm 鳳凰吟, Manjŏnch’un 滿殿春 (Sillok, June/4/1447/Sejong). Song Hye-jin
indicated that use of the term sogak to cover both hyangak and tangak was motivated by the memorial of Pak
Yŏn, who problematized the definitions of both terms. See Song Hye-jin, “Sejongdae tongasia yeangnon ŭi
insik yangsang kwa ŭirye ŭmak chŏngbi” (Recognition of Lie-Yue in East Asia and reorganization of state ritual
music during the reign of King Sejong), Han’gukhak yŏn’gu (The Journal of Korean Studies) 51 (2014): 132. In
this dissertation, I question the social implications of this classification from a larger context beyond the music
terrain.
96
Song, Korean Music, 25–26.
97
Sillok, November/27/1457/Sejo.
98
Yi Hye-gu discovered that Pohŏja, one of two extant pieces of tangak, was labelled hyangak in the Taeak
hubo 大樂後譜, a collection of songs of the fifteenth century. In musical structure, Pohŏja actually exhibits the
Korean style of many notes to one syllable, while the other piece of tangak called Nagyangch’un retains the
Chinese style of one or a few notes to one syllable (Yi Hye-gu, “Difference between Hyangak and Tangak,” in
Traditional Korean Music, 35–47). Another example is found in the musical instruments of court music in the
Guide to the Study of Music. According to Song Bang-song, six of the thirteen Chinese-originated instruments
used for tangak, such as the pak (clappe), kyobanggo (long-barrelled drum), changgo (hourglass-shaped drum),
tangbip’a (four-stringed Chinese lute), ajaeng (bowed woven-stringed zither), and t’aep’yŏngso (conical
wooden oboe), were used widely for hyangak and tangak in the Chosŏn era, which, Song argued, marked the
Koreanization of tangak in this period (Song, Korean Music, 25–26).
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music since ancient times.99 The Chinese syllable hyang 鄕 in hyangak indicates the
“nativeness” of Korean music, but the fluidity between hyangak and tangak indicates how
both genres underwent acculturation, crossing temporal and spatial borders. Besides this, the
uses of sogak seem to have been more multifaceted. The term was frequently interchangeable
with hyangak when sogak signified the abbreviation of t’osogak 土俗樂, which means
indigenous music.100 As I discussed above, however, sogak was used as a more
comprehensive term to cover both hyangak and tangak in distinction to the term a-ak.101 In
this usage, sogak signified music of secular origin, with the syllable sok- 俗 in sogak
representing vulgarity or lewdness, in contrast to the syllable a- (雅) in a-ak, which
represents elegance. Sogak in many cases was identified with the “Airs of Zheng and Wei”
鄭衛之樂, which represented lewd music in the Confucian tradition,102 in association with
yŏak (female musicians).103 In addition to the multilinear classification system, including
overlapping, polysemy, and semantic transfiguration of the terms in a discursive layer, the
actual landscape of music practice, interestingly, hints at the structure of court music, not
completely commensurate with the ideological codification of a-ak.
The court music system during the early days of the Chosŏn period reflects
competing claims between pursuit of Confucian causes and adoption of indigenous customs.

For the historical interaction between tangak and hyangak since the Unified Silla period (668—935) as
found in the influx of hyang-pip’a (five-stringed lute) from Central Asia via China, see Song, Source Readings,
141, 151–152.
100
Sillok, December/27/1430/Sejong; March/10/1537/Chungjong.
101
Sillok, February/2/1445/Sejong. A number of illustrations of this case are found in the Sillok.
102
Sillok, February/2/1519/Chungjong; April/5/1630/Injo. The use of the “Airs of Zheng and Wei” as lewd
music is from the Record of Music: “The Airs of Zheng and Wei were those of an age of disorder, showing that
those states were near such an abandoned condition.” See Akki, 968–970; Record of Music 4 (James Legge).
103
Sillok, April/4/1488/Sŏngjong; August/29/1517/Chungjong; April/5/1630/Injo.
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Indeed, the construction of a-ak as orthodox music confronted the insistence on the validity
of indigenousness in music practice that eventually led to the vernacularization of court
music. As pointed out above, King Sejong ensured the implementation of hyangak in royal
ancestral rites, stating that it would be more reasonable to use it in memorial services because
it was the kind of music that people enjoyed when they were alive.104 His opinion suggests
an eclectic approach to music policies based upon his consideration that the codification of aak should not exclude native Korean music culture under the power dynamic with ministers
such as Pak Yŏn.105 In the Early Chosŏn, approximately forty pieces of hyangak had
survived from the Three Kingdoms period (57 BC—668 AD).106 King Sejong laid the
foundation for a court music policy that validated the extant hyangak by introducing new
pieces in the same genre.107 Contemporary scholars, including Song Hye-jin, have found that
the repertoires of tangak and hyangak were constantly performed in court rituals as well as at
banquets, sometimes through a mixture of the musical styles of a-ak and sogak.108
The polysemic term sogak, which generally meant music of secular origin but

Sillok, October/15/1425/Sejong.
King Sejong’s plan, simply put, was to “give priority to a-ak and then combine it with hyangak.”
先奏雅樂, 而兼用鄕樂可矣 (Sillok, August/2/1431/Sejong).
106
Sillok, February/19/1430/Sejong.
107
The six pieces of hyangak created by King Sejong include an epic poem, Yongbiŏch’ŏn’ga 龍飛御天歌
(Song of the dragons flying to heaven), and the tunes using lyrics taken from Yongbiŏch’ŏn’ga, such as
Yŏmillak 與民樂 (Enjoyment with people), Ch’ihwap’yŏng 致和平 (Attaining peace), Ch’wip’unghyŏng
醉豐亨 (Drunken in richness), and dance suites, such as Pot’aep’yŏng 保太平 (Maintaining peace),
Chŏngdaeŏp 定大業 (Founding a great dynasty), and Palsang 發祥 (Arousing auspiciousness) (Sillok,
June/4/1447/Sejong).
108
According to Song Hye-jin, the tunes of tangak and hyangak were used in royal ancestral rituals, royal
assemblies, as well as royal banquets. For example, the pieces of tangak, such as Hwanhwan’gok 桓桓曲 and
Mimigok 亹亹曲, and the pieces of hyangak, such as Yuhwanggok 維皇曲 and Yuch’ŏn’gok 維天曲, were
used in royal rituals, and Chŏngdong panggok 靖東方曲 from hyangak was used in royal rituals and royal
assemblies. Song also noted that the newly invented music and dances designed to celebrate the achievements
of late kings were based on the tunes of sogak but reconstructed in a style of a-ak with a view to using hyangak
in royal rituals and banquets. For more details, see Song Hye-jin, “Recognition of Lie-Yue,” 132, 134–137.
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etymologically signified indigenousness (t’osok 土俗) of t’osogak and vulgarity or
lewdness, was controversial because it often included lyrics describing love affairs.
Particularly in its affiliation with yŏak, sogak became the target of harsh criticism from a-ak
admirers.109 During his reign, when criticism of performances by female musicians at royal
banquets began, Sejong declined to dispense with female musicians, stating that it was not
acceptable to abandon yŏak, part of hyangak, to follow Chinese protocol in ceremonies for
receiving Chinese envoys.110 Yet the criticisms of yŏak caused political struggles between
rival factions and accelerated the denigration of sogak throughout the reigns of both King
Sŏngjong (r. 1469─1494) and King Chungjong (r. 1506—1544).111 Nonetheless, as
explained by musicologist Shin Tae-ch’ŏl, hyangak and tangak were constantly employed as
pivotal tunes for royal ceremonies and banquets in this period, until at least the reign of
Yŏnsan’gun (r. 1494—1506).112
Moreover, it is significant that the discursive persecution of sogak under the reigns of
Sŏngjong and Chungjong did not immediately lead to the decline of sogak in court music
performances. For example, after one royal lecture under the reign of King Sŏngjong, a

Sillok, April/4/1488/Sŏngjong; January/17/1490/Sŏngjong; October/8/1504/Yŏnsan’gun;
August/29/1517/Chungjong; February/8/1537/Chungjong; April/5/1630/Injo.
110
The king said to Maeng Sa-sŏng that “people say that the use of yŏak in banquets for envoys should not be
allowed. It would be fine if a namak (male musician) could take the place of a yŏak. But I am afraid that it
would not be fitting. The costumes for the civil and the military dance are not the same as those of China.
Would that be fine? It would be definitely not possible to abandon hyangak in pursuit of Chinese music”;
上謂孟思誠曰: 人言會禮不可用女樂, 若罷女樂, 而男樂足觀則可矣, 若不合音律, 則奈何?
且文武舞者之服, 恐不似中原, 其於旁觀何? 欲用中朝之樂, 而盡棄鄕樂, 斷不可也 (Sillok,
August/2/1431/Sejong).
111
I return to arguments on sogak in this period in relation to yŏak in Chapter 4.
112
Hyangak tunes such as Pot’aep’yŏng and Chŏngdaeŏp were used for Chongmyo cheryeak (royal ancestral
worship), and Yŏmillak and Ch’ihwap’yŏng were used for various royal banquets, including the feast for elderly
members of the court and the ceremonies for foreign envoys. See Shin Tae-ch’ŏl, “Sejongdae ihu Yŏnsan’gun
ŭi hyangak kwa tangak” (Hyangak and tangak from the Sejong period through the Yŏnsan’gun period),
Han’guk ŭmak yŏn’gu (Journal of Korean Music) 29 (2001): 98–116.
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scholar-official named Yi Se-jwa (1445─1504) presented a petition to the king:
The present music employs texts of love between men and women. The songs can be
used at kogyŏn 曲宴 (occasions of royal banquets), kwansa 觀射 (viewing
archery), or haenghaeng 行幸 (royal processions). If these vulgar texts are
performed at the times when all the government officials are gathered together in
front of the court, how can Your Majesty retain dignity and respectability? Although I
am the chejo (the senior first rank) of the Royal Music Bureau, I am not well versed
in music. According to what I have learned, however, even though the tune Chinjak
眞勺 (Royal feast) has a vulgar text, the text describes a story in which a loyalist is
longing for his lord, so that it is quite all right to use the song. But among the texts,
there are a couple of vulgar ones transmitted from Koryŏ, such as Hujŏng-hwa
後庭花 (Flower of the back pavilion)—also called Pukchŏn 北殿 (North hall)—
Manjŏnch’un 滿殿春 (Spring overflows the pavilion). Song texts composed by King
Sejong, such as Ch’ihwap’yŏng 致和平 (Bringing about a peaceful reign),
Pot’aep’yŏng 保太平 (Protecting the peaceful reign), and Chŏngdaeŏp 正大業
(Settling the great achievement), praising the achievement of the royal ancestors,
should be sung so as to applaud the great accomplishments of sage kings. Today,
female entertainers and musicians would like to omit proper music, practising
licentious music. This is extremely bothersome. I desire [that Your Majesty give an
order] not to allow any practice of the vulgar songs.113
Yi Se-jwa classified the tunes of hyangak into old texts with vulgar lyrics, including Chinjak,
Hujŏnghwa, and Manjŏnch’un, and new texts composed by King Sejong with lyrics praising
the achievements of royal ancestors, including Ch’ihwap’yŏng, Pot’aep’yŏng, and
Chŏngdaeŏp. And he petitioned the king not to use the vulgar texts in royal assemblies held
in the main throne hall. However, this quotation suggests how frequently hyangak (sogak)
with lyrics about love affairs—so-called vulgar texts—were performed in court ceremonies
during the reign of King Sŏngjong. Yi deplored court musicians who were tainted by the old
custom of playing licentious music and disregarding proper music. However, the fault was
with a music practice that widely used sogak in court rather than with the habits of the hired

Sillok, August/13/1488/Sŏngjong; I partially modified the translation by Song (Song, Source Readings, 42–
46).
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musicians themselves.
The gap between discourse and practice signifies the landscape of court music during
the first two centuries, but the debates on hyangak/sogak shrank markedly after the
seventeenth century, presumably because of the diminution of court music per se.114
However, controversies regarding lewd music continued in private music sectors outside the
court in the Late Chosŏn, which signified the prosperity of secular music in vernacular music
practice. In his description of the landscape of court music practice, the scholar Yu Tŭk-kong
柳得恭 (1749—1807) described a quite different music world than the one found in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries:
There are two types of music; one is a-ak, which refers to the music of the old days,
and the other is sogak, which designates the later music. A-ak is used in ritual to Gods
of Earth and Grain (sajik 社稷) and Confucius shrine music (munmyo 文廟), while
sogak is partially used in royal ancestral shrine music (chongmyo 宗廟). This is the
bylaw of the Royal Music Bureau. Seak 細樂 (small band music), which belongs to
military music, not only escalates brave spirit and triumphant mood but also makes a
gentle and subtle sound. It is used in banquets as well. Besides, a kŏmun’go (sixstringed zither) player Ch’ŏl 鐵, a chŏttae (flute) player An 安, a yogo (waist drum)
player Tong 東, a p’iri (oboe) player Pok卜, and haegŭm (two-stringed fiddle)
players Yu Wu-ch’un 柳遇春 and Ho Kung-gi 扈宮其 are all such prominent
performers.115

Shin Tae-ch’ŏl noted that, since the enthronement of King Chungjong 中宗反正 in 1506, the ground of
hyangak and tangak in court music was undermined, even though both music genres were still popular as
performance pieces, for the political turmoil accelerated a modification of the music policy in a way that
strengthened Confucian doctrines. Court music gradually began to weaken in the Late Chosŏn after Japanese
(1592) and Manchurian (1636) invasions that led to the temporary collapse of the state system. See Shin Taech’ŏl, “Chosŏnjo Chungjong ihu Kyŏngjongdae ŭi hyangak kwa tangak” (Hyangak and tangak from the early
sixteenth century to the early eighteenth century in Chosŏn dynasty), Chŏngsin munhwa yŏn’gu (Korean
Studies Quarterly) 30. 2 (2007): 391–393, 397–406.
115
國之二樂, 曰雅樂, 曰俗樂. 雅樂者, 古樂也. 俗樂者, 後代之樂也. 社稷文廟, 用雅樂,
宗廟參用俗樂, 是爲梨園法部. 其在軍門, 曰細樂, 鼓厲凱旋, 嘽緩要妙之音無所不備, 故遊宴用之.
於是而有鐵之琴, 安之笛, 東之腰鼓, 卜之觱篥, 而柳遇春扈宮其, 俱以奚琴名 (Yu Wuch’un chŏn
柳遇春傳, Yŏngjae chip 泠齋集 (Collected works of Yŏngjae Yu Tŭk-kong) vol. 10; Han’guk munjip
ch’onggan vol. 260 (2000), 122; HMM, 104–105, 110).
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Notable in Yu Tŭk-kong’s remark about the crystallized dichotomy of a-ak and sogak is that
he regarded a-ak as “the music of the old days” 古樂 and sogak as “the later music”
後代之樂, suggesting that sogak represented contemporary court music. Yu’s passage hints
that sogak survived as the essential part of court music—played at royal ancestral shrines and
royal banquets—until the eighteenth century. The more important point is Yu’s reference to
small band music called seak 細樂, which belonged to a royal military band that performed
at processions and banquets but was actively engaged at private events outside the court in
the Late Chosŏn.116 The kŏmun’go player Ch’ŏl, chŏttae player An, yogo player Tong, p’iri
player Pok, and haegŭm players Yu Wu-ch’un and Ho Kung-gi mentioned above were all
presumably court musicians who belonged to the seak band and made their names as
individual performers outside the court.
Yu Tŭk-kong’s description of the musical scene in the Late Chosŏn indicates how
closely court music had aligned with vernacular music outside the court through the
mediation of court musicians who engaged with both domains. Particularly, the seak band of
Yonghoyŏng 龍虎營 (Royal Guard), which was considered the best in the chamber music
field and included the well-known player Yu Wu-ch’un,117 raises connections between court
music (presumably the sogak genre) and chamber music in terms of musical influences since
the eighteenth century. I explore this hypothesis in more detail in the discussion of chamber

Seak players 細樂手 were originally the royal military music contingent belonging to Ogunyŏng 五軍營
(Five Military Division) in Seoul. But seak is characterized musically as a small-scale wind and string
orchestration, different from the military band called Ch’wit’a, when it was performed in private music sectors.
See Han’gyŏre ŭmak taesajŏn (Han’gyŏre music dictionary), ed. Song Bang-song (Seoul: Pogosa, 2012), 958–
959.
117
Ijohanmun tanp’yŏn (Sino-Korean short stories in the Chosŏn period) 2, ed. and trans. Yi Wu-sŏng and Lim
Hyŏng-t’aek (Seoul: Iljogak, 1996), 212–214.
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music in the Late Chosŏn period in Chapter 2.

Who Enjoys Music? Ethics versus Aesthetics
In the ancient Confucian tradition, music was one of the subjects of aristocratic
education.118 In the Analects, the cultural arts, such as poetry and music, are emphasized for
Confucian self-cultivation. The ideal image of a nobleman 君子 is represented as a man
who integrates the achievements of the true (for the Way), the good, and the beautiful
(cultural arts), which function as inseparable units of self-cultivation.119 Particularly, along
with the image of Confucius as a musician or music connoisseur that escalates the aesthetic
sensibility of the nobleman,120 the profound respect of Confucius for a music master in the
Analects presents his special concern for music, though it can also be interpreted as an
example of a sage whose manner was consistently respectful to everybody.121 But obviously,
in the Analects, Confucius admires the classical court music called Shao and Wu 韶舞,
which refers to yayue (elegant music), opposed to the sound of Zheng 鄭聲 (licentious
music), drawing a basic line between good music and bad music.122

Music was one of the six subjects 六藝 (ritual, music, archery, horsemanship, history, arithmetic) of
aristocratic education in ancient China. Confucian education including music was later broadened to include
commoners during the Spring and Autumn (770─476 BC) and the Warring States (476—221 BC) periods. See
Wong, “The Music of Ritual Practice,” 243–244.
119
For the interconnectivity of learning, morality, and aesthetics in self-cultivation, see the Analects 7: 6 and 8:
8; The master said, “Set your heart upon the Way 道, rely on Virtue 德, lean upon Goodness 仁, and explore
widely in your cultivation of the arts 藝” (The Essential Analects, 19, 84); The master said, “Find inspiration in
the Odes 詩, take your place through ritual 禮, and achieve perfection with music 樂” (ibid., 23).
120
One anecdote in the Analects 7:14 reveals that Confucius was a music lover. He was so fascinated with
Shao music—the court music of the ancient sage-emperor Shun—that he forgot to eat for three months during
his sojourn in Qi (ibid., 68, 85).
121
In the Analects 15: 42, Confucius showed deep respect for the blind music master Mian 冕 when Mian
came to see Confucius (ibid., 46, 125).
122
The Shao and Wu represent the best of classical, proper music, in contrast to the licentious, seductive,
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The ideal music for a nobleman is “aesthetically sublime” based upon the principle of
harmony.123 Furthermore, the canonical Confucian texts declare that only “virtuous”
noblemen are entitled to be genuine aesthetic subjects who can enjoy aesthetically proper
music. Compared with the inferior or small man 小人 who pursues merely sensory desires
through music, never reaching philosophical awareness, the nobleman is seen as a man of
moral rectitude who, by regulating himself, eventually attains joy through music, not
succumbing to disorder or delusion.124 These concepts based upon the Confucian classics
were the basic metatexts that created the ideal image of the yangban as a nobleman in regard
to music in the Chosŏn period. It is thought that in the Confucian classics the distinction
between the nobleman and the small man does not articulate specific social status.125
However, when we consider it historically in the context of the Chosŏn era, the attribute of
virtue—that is, moral character—was perceived as the integrity of the upper class, and the
enjoyment of proper music belonged to the yangban, who presided over Confucian
practice.126 If we place the yangban as the main agent of enjoying music with elegant tastes
as well as the producer of discourse on music, what role did music play in the everyday lives

popular music of Zheng. See the Analects 15: 11 and Analects 17: 18 (Nonŏ chipchu, 313, 353; The Essential
Analects, 44, 50).
123
The dialogue between Confucius and a music master about the aesthetic traits of ideal music is found in the
Analects 3: 23 (Nonŏ chipchu, 67–68; The Essential Analects, 8).
124
The distinction between the enjoyment of music among noblemen and small men is described in Record of
Music: ‘Where there is music there is joy.’ Superior men rejoice in attaining…. the course (which they wish to
pursue); and smaller men in obtaining the things which they desire.” See Akki, 999–1001; Record of Music 32
(James Legge).
125
In the Analects 17: 25, women and servants (small men) are represented as beings inferior to noblemen
(Nonŏ chipchu, 359; The Essential Analects, 51). Slingerland comments that the nobleman/small man
distinction in the Analects refers to moral character rather than social status (The Essential Analects, 70).
126
The habitus presented by Pierre Bourdieu signifies a property of actors (whether individuals, groups, or
institutions)—such as practices, beliefs, perceptions, feelings, predispositions, tendencies, propensities, or
inclinations—and is linked to the social structure (class, gender, ethnicity, sexuality, and so forth) as a material
condition of existence in a specific time. See Karl Maton, “Habitus,” in Pierre Bourdieu: Key Concepts [2nd.
ed.], ed. Michael Grenfell (New York; London: Routledge, 2014), 48–52.
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of the yangban in the Chosŏn period? How can their music activities be contextualized from
a sociohistorical perspective?
Considering the aesthetic enjoyment of the yangban in their cultural activities in
Chosŏn society starts with the term p’ungnyu 風流, literally the “flow of wind,” signifying a
“free spirit” and “the state of unworldliness.” Etymologically the term was derived from the
ideas of Taoism but it was transformed into an aesthetic concept encompassing the
philosophy, art, and taste of the upper class in their leisure time in East Asian cultural
history.127 Generally, p’ungnyu designates the enjoyment of elegant taste through cultural
activities, such as writing poetry, creating calligraphy, painting, and enjoying music, that
mark the habitus of the yangban class in the Chosŏn.128 However, the embodiment of
p’ungnyu varied over time and produced polysemous meanings depending on the agents who
appropriated it and how it was manifested in different cultural environments. For example, in
mid-Chosŏn society, p’ungnyu was associated with the idyllic life of the yangban called
sarim 士林 (rural Neo-Confucian literati), who enjoyed writing poems and composing
music in communion with nature, residing in rural areas away from social life and political
activity.129
Yet p’ungnyu was also deeply associated with entertainment and pleasure at the
yangban’s social gatherings, which were accompanied by music and dance performances. In
the Early Chosŏn, the literatus Sŏng Hyŏn 成俔 reported an episode in which a couple

For definitions and the historical origins of p’ungnyu, see Shin Ŭn-gyŏng, P’ungnyu: Tongasia mihak ŭi
kŭnwŏn (P’ungnyu: The aesthetic root in East Asia) (Seoul: Pogosa, 1999), 19–31, 52–54.
128
Han’guk minjok munhwa taebaekkwa sajŏn (Encyclopedia of Korean culture) 23 (Sŏngnam: The Academy
of Korean Studies, 1994), 628–629.
129
For more details about the p’ungnyu of the sarim, see Yi Min-hong, Sarimp’a munhak ŭi yŏn’gu (A study of
literature of Sarim faction) (Seoul: Hyŏngsŏl ch’ulp’ansa, 1985), 238–262.
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enjoyed a drinking gathering at midnight in a private place while playing a tune called
P’ungipsong 風入松 (a Koryŏ song of folk origin) with the kŏmun’go. A scholar impressed
by this scene exclaimed “Such a fascinating couple! They must be Taoist immortals!”130
This scene contains evidence of the way that p’ungnyu with music could be associated with
hedonic pleasure with a woman (concubine or courtesan) in the yangban’s fantasy, thus
unmasking the “ostensibly noble” persona of the Confucianist. In his miscellaneous record,
Sŏng Hyŏn deplored the prevailing lavish customs that frequently used music in private
spaces in the early days of the Chosŏn dynasty, stating that “even when only three people
gather for a meeting, they invite musicians.”131 This implies that the enjoyment of p’ungnyu
that included sensual pleasure boosted by wine, romance, and musical performance in social
gatherings was one part of yangban culture.132 The meaning of p’ungnyu was transfigured
into pleasure-seeking cultural activities in urban environments in the Late Chosŏn period,
particularly when p’ungnyu was appropriated by intellectuals from the second status.133
In the writings of Confucian scholars, however, the representation of music was
mostly associated with self-cultivation or the embodiment of Confucian tenets and not with

士人權某, 嘗言學樂之由曰, 少時爲夜半往友家, 適路旁家張燈談笑, 予依窓外, 因隙窺見,
有一男子, 與一女擁衾同坐, 男子年少俊逸, 女則窈窕無雙. 女起取架上小筐, 解筐列脯栗,
遂於銀盂煖酒, 各飮三四, 男取琴調弄, 女曰, 可彈風入松, 男操絃轉柱, 舒舒而彈, 聲甚要妙.
女亦隨而低唱, 聲如貫珠. 予心, 艶慕無已, 世間, 安有如此人. 必神仙曹也, 由是, 學樂先習風入松,
遂通衆音, 亦娶妾終老 (Yongjae ch’onghwa 慵齊叢話 vol. 10; Taedong yasŭng 大東野乘 (Unofficial
History of the Great East) vol.2; Song, Source Readings, 78–79).
131
三人相遇, 必用妓樂 (Yongjae ch’onghwa vol. 1; Taedong yasŭng vol.1, 563; Han’guk kojŏn chonghap
DB (DB of Korean Classics) (Seoul: Institute for the Translation of the Korean Classics). The original texts
from the Database of Korean Classics can be accessed online at db.itkc.or.kr. Henceforth, DB of Korean
Classics.
130

Shin Ŭn-gyŏng claimed that the classification of p’ungnyu as the enjoyment at cheerful feasts and various
social gatherings was the most generalized use and most frequently found in the written materials of the Chosŏn
period (Shin, P’ungnyu, 52–53).
133
The chamber music (p’ungnyubang music) in the Late Chosŏn was derived from the term p’ungnyu. I will
deal with this issue in Chapter 2.
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indulgence in music (and dance) performance. For example, in the Early Chosŏn, Pak Yŏn
suggested that learning to play musical instruments, to dance, and to sing a song in the house
could be a cause of family ruin. To him, the kŏmun’go was not a tool for amusement but only
a vessel for proper music that the nobleman always kept by his side to cultivate himself.134
Indeed, a figure playing the kŏmun’go was established as one iconic image of a Confucian
scholar who enjoyed p’ungnyu life. Although not entirely free from Pak’s doctrine on music
as a means of self-cultivation, the musical activities of the literati in Chosŏn society showed
more pliant and entertaining approaches to music in everyday life. Furthermore, the act of
singing was represented as another cultural activity of the yangban in their leisure time.
Although a poem was a written literary text, reciting Chinese classical poems or Sino-Korean
poems called sich’ang 詩唱 or yulch’ang 律唱 was one of the yangban’s p’ungnyu.
According to musicologist Kim Yŏng-un, there were two ways to recite a Sino-Korean
poem: without the accompaniment of music and with a wind instrument such as the tanso
(small vertical flute). Depending on the singers and the region, the poems were sung in
different ways, but the basic common melodies of the specific poem were circulated and
transmitted among the literati. In the tradition of sich’ang, the literati usually enjoyed
“reciting” poems for themselves without musical accompaniment 吟誦. But professional
kagi 歌妓 (singing kinyŏ, female musicians) invited to the yangban’s social gatherings
performed sich’ang in a more “singing” way 歌唱.135

家庭之內, 三絃歌舞之敎, 實乃敗家之源, 愼勿作. 若其琴瑟正樂之器, 君子不離於側, 以養性情者,
靜中手自撫弄可也 (Kahun sipch’ilch’ik 家訓十七則, Nan’gyesŏnsaeng yugo 蘭溪先生遺藁 (Collected
works of Nangye Pak Yŏn); Han’guk yŏktae munjip ch’ongsŏ 韓國歷代文集叢書 vol. 203; SWM, 18).
135
One of the popular repertoires in sich’ang that has survived to the present day is Kwansan yungma
關山戎馬 (Caparisoned horses at the mountain pass), written by the literatus Shin Kwang-su 申光洙
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It is notable that in the sixteenth century Confucian scholars regarded song as a
means of Confucian enlightenment in the everyday space as well as a sort of pastime. In a
royal lecture exchanged between King Chungjong (r. 1506─1544) and a minister, Kim Sik
金湜 (1482—1520), Kim told the king about the utility of reciting poetry as part of
Confucian education in order to purify the temperament of children:
In the past, the educational curriculum included teaching poetry which targeted all
children. The act of reciting poetry brings about spontaneous inspiration, which led to
the cultivation of their temperament. But nowadays education about poetry and music
has been abolished, and there is no vehicle to move people’s minds. That makes it
harder to enlighten people.136

The minister Han Ch’ung 韓忠 (1486—1521) also raised this issue with Kim’s belief in the
importance of poetry and music to education:
Han Ch’ung, a participant in the royal lectures . . ., said, “In the Central Plains, the
written form of the language corresponds to its spoken form. Even when illiterate
people sing songs, they all sing in the classical style. Therefore, those who are literate
are able to understand the meaning[s] of their songs and are able to respond
emotionally to [their] rhythm[s]. But in our kingdom, since our written language and
our spoken language are different, the songs that are sung in villages and alleyways
are a real mess and can have an obscene meaning. This can easily cause people to
become irresponsible and lazy.137

In this passage, Han Ch’ung named two problems that could arise in the song culture of the
time. The first was the difficulty of communication in the recitation of Chinese poems

(1712─1775). For more details on sich’ang, see Kim Yŏng-un, “Sich’ang ŭi ŭmakchŏk yŏn’gu” (A study on the
musical aspects of sich’ang), Han’guk ŭmak yŏn’gu (Journal of Korean Music) 37 (2005): 35–46.
136
參贊官金湜臨文曰: 古者設詩敎, 使童稚無不學, 而吟詠之間, 自然鼓舞振作, 變化氣質,
今則廢詩敎與樂敎, 無感動之幾, 故人之變化氣質, 尤難焉 (Sillok, August/8/1519/Chungjong).
137
參贊官韓忠曰: 中原則以文爲言, 故雖不知文者, 其詠歌, 皆擬古文, 而其中有知文字者, 則知其意,
而自有鼓舞感動之幾. 我國之人, 語音與文字頓異, 又村巷所歌者, 皆厖雜淫褻,
由是易入於輕蕩怠惰之中 (Sillok, August/8/1519/Chungjong).
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usually enjoyed by the yangban. Han suggested that when Korean people sang a Chinese
poem they encountered a barrier in comprehending the overall structure of the song, and
therefore it was difficult to feel its essence. This was the result of the diglossia system—
using Sino-Korean as a written form and the Korean vernacular as a spoken form—in
Chosŏn times. The second problem was the issue of the lyrics of popular songs. Han
characterized the obscene words of the secular songs—presumably including the Korean
vernacular songs—as detrimental to Confucian enlightenment, which aimed to purify human
temperament.
Indeed, the adoption of Korean vernacular song as a cultural medium was a critical
issue among Confucian scholars concerned about Confucian enlightenment in this period.138
For instance, the distinguished Neo-Confucian scholar Yi Hwang 李滉 (1501—1570)
composed twelve pieces of Korean vernacular verse entitled Tosansibigok 陶山十二曲
(Twelve Songs of Tosan) to extend Confucian teachings to the common people. In the
preface to the collection, Yi criticized the current songs for being generally licentious, vulgar,
lazy and frivolous, far from generating the state of being “gentle and sincere” 溫柔敦厚.139
Notably, Yi recognized that vernacular songs using the Korean system of syllables and full of
indigenous sentiments using worldly words would be more effective in making children sing,

Kil Chin-suk examined how the eminent literati of the sixteenth century, such as Chu Se-bung 周世鵬
(1495—1554), Yi Hyŏn-bo 李賢輔 (1467—1555), and Yi Hwang 李滉 (1501—1570), played crucial roles in
producing Korean vernacular songs designed to embody Confucian aesthetics, including the Constant Mean
中庸 as represented in the phrase “joy without becoming licentious, sorrow without falling into excessive
pathos” 樂而不淫, 愛而不傷. For more details, see Kil Chin-suk, “Chosŏn chŏn’gi yeangnon ŭi ch’ui wa
kungmun sigaron chŏngnip yangsang” (The progress of the discussions of rites and music and the arguments on
Korean vernacular songs in the early Chosŏn period), Ph.D. diss., Ehwa Womans University, 1999, 155–233.
139
Tosansibigok pal 陶山十二曲跋, T’oegyesŏnsaeng munjip 退溪先生文集 (Collected works of T’oegye Yi
Hwang) vol. 2; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 30 (1990), 468; SWM, 59.
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dance spontaneously, and eventually purge their vulgar and insular habits.140 As Kil Chinsuk argues, the invention of Korean vernacular songs based on Confucian doctrines by the
literati was associated with the innovation of music culture under the reign of King
Chungjong (r. 1506─1544), when the sarim faction 士林 (Neo-Confucian scholar-officials)
tried to sweep away sogak in the name of cleaning up improper rites in the court, targeting
the extravagant consumption of music for entertainment under the reign of Yŏnsan’gun (r.
1494—1506).141 However, a point that I want to address here is how the recitation of SinoKorean poems or Korean vernacular songs took root as a pastime in the yangban’s everyday
life and what it meant culturally apart from the ideological motivation or political context
behind it.
In this period, the sich’ang activities of the yangban included various genres such as
Chinese classical poems, Sino-Korean poems, and Korean vernacular verses such as sijo
(short lyric poems) or kasa (narrative poems). These activities presented some issues of the
bodily experience through the medium of song with an awareness of indigenous sentiments.
For example, the record of a personal episode between Shin Hŭm 申欽 (1566—1628) and
Yi Su-gwang 李晬光 (1563—1628) presented how these two literati enjoyed reciting poetry
in daily life and exchanged music tastes and ideas:
In 1582, when I [Shin Hŭm] was seventeen and Chibong [Yi Su-gwang] was twenty
years old, we stayed together studying under the Chongnam Mountain. While
reading a book, we sometimes enjoyed singing songs. We were not so good at
singing and used to make fun of each other’s talent after singing. This year Chibong
came back from Beijing and showed me Choch’ŏnsa 朝天詞 (A song of heavenly
然今之詩異於古之詩, 可詠而不可歌也. 如欲歌之, 必綴以俚俗之語, 蓋國俗音節, 所不得不然也.
故嘗略倣李歌, 二作爲陶山六曲者二焉. 其一言志, 其二言學, 欲使兒輩朝夕習而歌之, 憑几而聽之,
亦令兒輩自歌而自舞蹈之, 庶幾可以蕩滌鄙吝 (ibid., 59–60).
141
Kil Chin-suk, “Progress of the discussions,” 135–146.
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tribute) and sang it. His sound was so clear, tender, and right. It was beautiful,
elegant, pure, but robust. Any celebrated singer of the time might not beat him. I
forgot how poorly he sang when we were both younger. I realized that Chibong had
such an inborn gift, and he reached a profound degree of skill in singing a song, as
well as writing a poem.142
In his memoir of Yi, Shin added:
The so-called Chinese songs 歌詞 include the ones that set the lyrics of old and
contemporary Chinese poems to music. Our songs are a case that combines our
vernacular phonetic system with Chinese written expressions. Despite the differences
in linguistic structure, our songs are not different from Chinese songs in that both
address the atmosphere of the sceneries with a depth of feeling and embody the
harmony of Five Notes. Our songs compel people’s admiration and arouse affective
reactions. Our songs are not much different from Chinese songs in that they make
people naturally move their bodies and dance.143
When Yi sang his Sino-Korean poem Choch’ŏnsa, Shin pointed out the dual structure of
singing a poem written in Chinese that used the Korean oral form and the Chinese written
form. But Shin specified that Choch’ŏnsa fully functioned as a song in that it emotionally
conveyed the harmony of the shared tonal system, like Chinese songs. More significantly,
Shin defined the universal nature of song, whether Chinese song or Korean, as arousing
affective responses (overflowing emotions 詠嘆淫佚) and spontaneously making people

嘗記壬午年間. 欽年十七, 芝峯公年二十, 同榻於終南山下, 誦讀之暇. 時戲爲歌曲, 欽於歌,
固所不能, 而芝峯云亦泥而未暢, 歌罷未嘗不以此相嘲謔也. 今歲公自燕回, 示欽朝天詞, 其響瀏瀏.
艶而不失於正, 麗而不爽於雅, 淸而不病於萎, 婉而不落於靡, 雖近世以歌曲名者, 皆莫及也.
昔之泥而未暢者, 果安在哉. 欽於是始知公之才之得於天者全. 由詩而歌, 而歌亦臻於妙也 (Sŏchibong
choch’ŏnnok kasahu 書芝峯朝天錄歌詞後, Sangch’on’ go 象村稿 (Collected works of Sangch’on Shin
Hŭm) v. 36; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 72 (1991), 220; SWM 75–76). There are two volumes of
Choch’ŏnsa that refer to a collection of poems composed by Yi Su-kwang when he went to Beijing as an envoy
from August 1597 to January 1598 and again from August 1611 to May 1612. The collection in the Shin Hŭm
memoir is presumably the second volume, composed of 240 Sino-Korean poems containing his travel
experiences and nostalgia for his home country. See Yi Chae-wŏn, Chibong Yi Sugwang ŭi munhak segye (The
literary world of Chibong Yi Su-gwang) (Seoul: Han’guk haksuljŏngbo, 2007), 86–91.
143
中國之所謂歌詞, 即古樂府曁新聲, 被之管絃者俱是也. 我國即發之藩音, 協以文語, 此雖與中國異,
而若其情境咸載, 宮商諧和, 使人詠嘆淫佚手舞足蹈即其歸一也 (Sŏchibong choch’ŏnnok kasahu,
Sangch’on’go; SWM, 75–76).
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“move their bodies and dance” 手舞足蹈. This illustrates that the musical elements of
sich’ang performed by the yangban sufficiently contributed to aesthetic enjoyment through
singing and appreciating, though still considering its ideological purpose.
However, Shin Hŭm’s appreciation of song as an aesthetic experience was
reconsidered by the scholar Hong Man-jong 洪萬宗 (1643—1725) some fifty years later in
his writing entitled Sunoji 旬五志 (Essays written in fifteen days):
Our people (in the eastern country) mainly composed the kagok (Korean vernacular
song) in the Korean dialect. Sometimes we mixed Chinese characters in the
vernacular song, and the songs have been transmitted in a collection of vernacular
scripts. It is inevitable because it is our native culture to deliver the folkways.
Although Chosŏn songs cannot be comparable to Chinese classical ballads, several
Korean songs are worth listening to.144
Here Hong described the nature of Korean vernacular song in the Korean dialect—as a
counterpart of Chinese as the central language—occasionally blending Chinese characters in
oral performance. Unlike Shin Hŭm, who dealt with the Sino-Korean poem as a song text for
sich’ang, Hong Man-jong’s primary focus was on the Korean vernacular song. It is assumed
that around 1678, when Hong wrote the Sunoji, the singing of Korean vernacular songs was
more pervasive in Confucian scholars’ daily lives as a form of self-cultivation or pastime.
Interestingly, however, Hong quoted the phrase from Shin’s statement of Yi Su-gwang’s
Choch’ŏnsa in his writing. This suggests that Hong, like Shin, intended to emphasize the
universal value of song as a bearer of emotions and a trigger of bodily reactions. The

我東人所作歌曲, 專用方言, 間雜文字, 率以諺書, 傳行於世. 蓋方言之用, 在其國俗, 不得不然也.
其歌曲, 雖不能與中國樂譜比竝, 亦有可觀而可. 聽者, 按象村集, 其書芝峯朝天錄歌詞曰
“中國之所謂歌詞, 卽古樂府曁新聲, 被之管絃者, 俱是也. 我國則發之藩音, 協以文語, 此雖與中國異,
而若其情境咸載. 宮商諧和, 使人詠淫佚, 手舞足蹈, 則其歸一也 (Sunoji 旬五志 (Essays written in
fifteen days) (Seoul: National Library of Korea), 134–135).
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difference is that Hong discovered the value of song from vernacular texts full of indigenous
sentiments based on the Korean dialect and native customs. Moreover, he brought light on
the function of song as a medium of affective responses, somewhat distinct from Confucian
scholars who highlighted vernacular Korean songs as a means of self-cultivation in the midsixteenth century.145 These markers in Shin Hŭm and Hong Man-jong illuminate another
facet in perception of song among Confucian scholars in the seventeenth century.
Nonetheless, for the yangban, singing was usually a mode of amateur entertainment
done in their spare time. Following the classification of contemporary scholar Kim Haksŏng, there was a certain borderline between ka 歌, enjoyed by music connoisseurs as a form
of recitation without special techniques, and ch’ang 唱, which could be performed by
professional singers in a stylized format.146 As the song culture outside the court expanded
and became stylistically more diverse in the Late Chosŏn, there was a growing demand in
private music venues for professional singers from the middle and lower classes. However,
for the literati group, to become a music master by attaining specific techniques through
systematic training over a long time was an entirely different path. Becoming involved in
music excessively could run the risk of threatening the Confucian principle of equilibrium
and the Constant Mean, because music was a direct channel of venting emotions.
In the Late Chosŏn, discourses by the literati were still rife with anxiety about being

In Sunoji, Hong Man-jong reviewed several song texts classified as changga 長歌 (narrative song),
circulated among the literati, spotlighting the value of the song as a vehicle for releasing emotions (ibid., 136–
140).
146
See Kim Hak-sŏng, “Sijo ŭi hyangyu chŏnt’ong kwa Hong Man-jong ŭi kajip p’yŏnch’an” (Tradition of
enjoying sijo and the compilation of the collection of songs by Hong Man-jong), Kojŏn munhak yŏn’gu (Journal
of Korean Classical Literature) 34 (2008): 14–15.
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deeply engaged in music. For example, a biography of Min Tŭk-nyang—a master of the
kayagŭm—written by Confucian scholar Yi Tŏk-chu 李德胄 (1695─1751), addressed the
general attitude of the yangban toward music training in the Chosŏn era:
The other day I was trying to learn how to play the kayagŭm, but someone told me,
“You had better not do it because music would produce of a dissipation of the mind.”
Even though I did not accept that, I did not learn to play the kayagŭm. In general,
when we play the bell in a fury, it sounds fierce, and when we play it in a sad mood it
sounds sorrowful because things respond to the state of our mind. In the old times,
Emperor Shun (2294—2184 BC) played the five-stringed zither in the palace, which
later became the music of Sage, and when Bo Ya—a qin player from the Spring and
Autumn period or the Warring States period—played the qin it embodied the scenery
of a towering mountain and a great stream. However, the tune overflowing with
emotions played by a female musician pleases our ears but distracts our mind. They
were all zither players, but something that each embodied in the performance was
quite different.147

As presented in this memoir, Yi Tŏk-chu at first showed some reluctance to learn to play the
kayagŭm, afraid of losing the state of moderation in his mind. What Yi cautioned against
most was the emotional indulgence that eventually could lead to debauchery. He believed
that the music of the sage Emperor Shun and Bo Ya’s qin playing were examples of
maintaining a balance between the instrument (things) and the player or the harmony
between nature and the player’s inner state. But the playing of a professional female
musician was represented as losing equilibrium because of uncontrolled emotions and
excessive musical techniques. Indeed, it was common to find an oath in the writing of

往者, 余欲學琴. 人或非之曰, “學音聲者 皆趍乎蕩者也 不可學也.” 余未信之 亦未之學也. 夫鐘
怒而擊之則哀. 心存乎中而物應之也. 昔者, 舜鼓琴於南薰之上 爲聖人之樂 伯牙鼓之 峨峨而洋洋,
妓女得其淫泆之聲 悅耳而蕩情矣. 其爲琴一也, 若是之不齊者, 所取之然矣. 故物固有所然
而情固有難見 形固有所同, 而心固有難明 (Min Tŭngnyang chŏn 閔得亮傳, Hajŏngsŏnsaeng munjip
芐亭先生文集 (Collected works of Hajŏng Yi Tŏk-chu) vol. 2; [Yŏngin p’yojŏm] Han’guk munjip ch’onggan
sok [影印標點] 韓國文集叢刊續 (Korean literary collections in classical Chinese-sequel) vol. 75, edited by
147

Han’guk kojŏn pŏnyŏgwŏn (Institute for the Translation of Korean Classics) (2009), 19; HMM, 30–33).
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Confucian scholars to maintain a moderate position on musical instruments and
performance.148
As Max Weber indicated, “propriety norms are based on a set of generalized and
unified ethical principles but the acts of propriety retain a definite emotional foundation in
spite of the required self-control over passions.”149 From the seventeenth century a few
literati—such as Shin Hŭm and Hong Man-jong—focused on an agenda for music that
included awareness of song as a cultural medium for releasing human emotions, not just as a
means of Confucian enlightenment. However, standard Confucian aesthetics carried an
imperative to control passion in musical activities and constantly demarcated the difference
between the “modulated” musical communion of the yangban and the “exceedingly”
developed craft of professional musicians. This boundary that the yangban were obliged not
to traverse was a social mechanism by which the formation of vernacular music outside the
court in the Late Chosŏn was substantially driven by non-yangban musicians. That is, I
argue, the privileged status of the yangban that prevented them from becoming professional

For example, scholar, Yi Man-bu 李萬敷 (1664—1732) articulated that the Chinese graph kŭm 琴 of
kŏmun’go signifies “to prohibit” 禁: that is, “to prohibit the viciousness,” emphasizing the function of music
based upon an ethical creed for Confucian scholars; 琴禁也. 邪禁 心以正 形以正 斯雅 不形以正 斯哇
旣正矣 手應之 斯善矣 (Kŭmgye 琴戒, Siksan chip 息山集 (Collected works of Siksan Yi Man-bu) vol. 11;
Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 178 (1996), 254; SWM, 119). A poet, Pak Yŏng-sŏk 朴永錫 (1734—1801),
from the second status, also addressed the differentiation between the nobleman and professional music players,
prioritizing the equilibrium and harmonious state of the music listener. He resolutely declared that, if the
genuine meaning of the old music 古樂 could be realized by exploring the root of pitch notes and the sound of
perfect equilibrium, it did not matter if the kŏmun’go was thrown into the furnace: 今之彈琴者 幾乎比屋 自
謂知音 而所謂知音者平羽等調而已 所謂善彈者 悅人之耳而已 且其人未必君子之徒 何嘗有陽性之工
哉. 一有聰明之士 泝律呂之源 深得中和之音 以復古樂之妙旨 斯琴廢而爨之其亦可也 (Ŏngŭmsŏl 諺
琴說, Manch’wijŏng yugo 晩翠亭遺稿 (Collected works of Manch’wijŏng Pak Yŏng-sŏk); Han’guk munjip
ch’onggan sok vol. 94 (1992), 324; SWM, 181–183).
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Max Weber, The Religion of China: Confucianism and Taoism, trans. and ed. Hans H. Gerth (New York:
Free Press, 1951), 31–32.
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musicians paradoxically had to do with the birth of a new class of musician in the chamber
music sector in the Late Chosŏn.

Paths of Professional Musicians in Late Chosŏn Period
With the growing urbanization of Seoul from the mid-seventeenth century, music
culture began to thrive in urban areas in tandem with the expansion of entertainment
businesses.150 Because social gatherings hosted by the upper-middle class and accompanied
by performances of music and dance were on the increase, skilled musicians were in demand
in the new entertainment environment in the private sector. The decline of court music and
the progress of chamber music and folk music that embraced a wide range of professional
musicians—including not only court musicians but also performers from the second status
and commoners—stemmed from social changes in urban areas driven by commercialization,
as indicated by Song Bang-song.151 Notably, musicians employed in royal courts and local
governments began to extend their activities to include private venues. The new music circles
outside the court presented a diversity of performers. Former court musicians transformed
themselves into self-regulated music masters or members of ensembles in private venues,
though they were still dependent on patronage from the upper-middle class.

The population of Seoul in the Early Chosŏn was officially estimated at about 100,000. It decreased right
after the Japanese and Manchurian invasions in 1592 and 1636, respectively, but increased to about 200,000 in
the eighteenth century. Compared with the total population of Chosŏn Korea, estimated at about 6 million,
Seoul was a big city with a high population density. See Cho Sŏng-yun, “Chosŏnhugi sŏul chumin ŭi sinbun
kujo wa kŭ pyŏnhwa” (The social stratification of the residents in Seoul and its transformation in the Late
Chosŏn), Ph.D. diss., Yonsei University, 1992, 45; cited from Kang Myŏng-gwan, Chosŏnsidae munhak yesul
ŭi saengsŏng konggan (The space of producing literature and art in the Chosŏn period) (Seoul: Somyŏng
Ch’ulp’an, 1999), 376–377.
151
See Song Bang-song, Han’guk ŭmak t’ongsa (A synoptic history of Korean music) (Seoul: Iljogak, 2001),
367–372.
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Six kinds of court musicians were affiliated with the Royal Music Bureau: aksa 樂師
(director of court musicians), aksaeng 樂生 (instrumental players from the commoners
taking charge of the a-ak part), akkong 樂工 (instrumental players from the lower class
taking charge of the sogak part), yŏak 女樂 or yŏgi 女妓 (female musicians from the lower
class taking charge of song and dance in royal ceremonies and banquets), mudong 舞童 or
kadong 歌童 or aktong 樂童 (boy dancers), and kwanhyŏn maengin 管絃盲人 (blind
instrument players). According to the Kyŏngguk taejŏn 經國大典 (National Code) of 1484,
there were two aksa and 297 aksaeng from the commoners in the section of chwabang in
charge of a-ak, two aksa and 518 akkong from the public slaves or commoners in the section
of ubang in charge of sogak, ten boy dancers from the commoners or slaves, and more than
160 yŏak. The average number of court musicians approached one thousand.152 Like
aksaeng and akkong who were recruited from the local governments, yŏak—female
musicians—originally belonged to the prefectural music bureau within the local government.
The social status of yŏak in legislation was kwanbi 官婢 (government female slave), and
their duties included music and dance performances at the events hosted by the local
government. But some of them, eminent performers, were recruited by royal courts. In the

Asogak 雅俗樂, Sŏnsang 選上, Yejŏn 禮典, Kyŏngguk taejŏn (National Code), ed. Han’gukhak munhŏn
yŏn’guso (Seoul: Aseamunhwasa, 1983), 295.
However, according to the Soktaejŏn 續大典 (A sequel to the National Code, 1746), the number of
aksaeng in chwabang declined from 297 to 195. In the section of ubang, the number of aksa increased from 2
to 5, but that of akkong declined from 518 to 441 (Asogak 雅俗樂, Yejŏn 禮典, Taejŏn hoet’ong 大典會通
(Comprehensive compendium of the National Codes) (Seoul: Kyujanggak, Seoul National University, 1999),
410). This record suggests that in the Late Chosŏn, the overall scale of court music was greatly reduced, though
a portion of sogak was given relatively more weight. Mudong were boy dancers who took the place of female
musicians in some ceremonies that did not allow yŏak to perform (Sillok, December/25/1431/Sejong). For the
employment of blind players, see Sillok, December/25/1431/Sejong; April/9/1447/Sejong. For the military
music band, see Siwi 侍衛, Pyŏngjŏn 兵典, Comprehensive compendium of the National Codes, 157.
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National Code, yŏak (yŏgi) is described as “a group of women who are in charge of singing
and dancing in the court ceremonies and banquets.” It states that “150 yŏgi, 10 yŏnhwadae
蓮花臺 (young female dancers), and 10 yŏŭi 女醫 (royal female physicians) are selected
and sent up to the court from the local governments every 3 years.”153 Kyŏnggi 京妓
referring to “yŏak who belonged to the Royal Music Bureau,” could be exempted from their
official duties at the age of fifty.154
In the Veritable records of the Chosŏn dynasty, the basic codes governing all court
musicians, including yŏak in the Royal Music Bureau, are recorded in detail:
■ Court musicians are required to practise hard. Without constant training every day,
every month, it would not be possible for all kinds of artisans 百工 to achieve the
elaborate craft.
■ As for the official schedule for training, they are supposed to attend practice
sessions for six months from February to April, from August to October.155 Too
frequent practice will cause problems for the musicians, taking into consideration
their poor environment in which they should earn a livelihood when they are off duty.
■ As for subjects for practice, it was mandatory to master the practical skills needed
to play the musical instruments, such as the kŏmun’go, kayagŭm, hyang-pip’a (fivestringed lute), changgo (hour-glass drum), ajaeng (bowed zither), haegŭm, p’llyul
(oboe), taegŭm (large transverse flute), and sogŭm (small flute). Those who are
versatile are taught to play all types of instruments, but those who are not are taught
just one type of instrument. All musicians are required to learn to sing (kagok) and to
play the tang-pip’a (four-stringed lute). The music instructors are different depending
on the subject.
■ As for assessment, the chief executive of the Royal Music Bureau called chejo
女妓 一百五十人 蓮花臺十人 女醫七十人 每三年竝 以諸邑婢 年少者選上. 女醫 即 成才後
還本邑 (Sŏnsang 選上, Yejŏn 禮典, National Code, 295).
154
京妓 年滿五十 除樂籍 免貢役 (Kongch’ŏn 公賤, Hyŏngjŏn 刑典, National Code, 295).
155
This regulation is referred to by the name iryukhoe 二六會, or iryukchwa 二六坐, or iryukchwagi
二六坐起. The iryuk 二六 signifies a date that ends with a 2 or 6. That is, the Royal Music Bureau promoted
regular practice sessions of court musicians six times a month: every second, sixth, twelfth, sixteenth, twentysecond, and twenty-sixth day. 掌樂院二六坐起 雖殿坐日亦行 若當日有故則次 (Asogak 雅俗樂, Yejŏn
禮典, Comprehensive compendium of the National Codes, 410-411).
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提調 sometimes tests the achievements of the musicians in each subject. Those who
don’t pass are penalized or returned back to their home[s]. If they do not train
themselves with diligence, their music instructors will be punished as well. If they
eventually prove to be unaccomplished, they will be expelled. The vacancies will be
filled by substitutes from the local governments.156

As presented in the above bylaws, court musicians as part of an artisan group were required
to master elaborate crafts through regular training and a strict system of assessment. It is
important to note here the frequency of practice required of court musicians, who had extra
work besides performing in the court.
Indeed, there was a regulation that stipulated the official salary of court musicians—
including akkong, yŏak and boy dancer—paid by the state according to their status as public
slaves. The National Code states that public slaves who served the court and local
governments were exempt from tax and received financial aid from the pongjok 奉足
(supporting taxpayer) system.157 Following this regulation, akkong and yŏak seem to have
received two rolls of cloth per year on a regular basis. One account from the Veritable
records of the Chosŏn dynasty under King Sejong states that the reward for artisans 工人

議政府據禮曹呈啓: "大抵百工技藝之事, 非日鍜月鍊, 必無入妙之理. 然慣習都監倡妓, 類皆貧寠,
謀生之不暇, 勿論祁寒暑雨, 常令肄業, 則生理可慮. 請分爲四番, 每年除寒暑六月外, 自二月至四月,
八月至十月, 輪日(隷)〔肄〕業, 敎之以玄琴伽倻琴鄕琵琶杖鼓牙箏奚琴觱篥大琴小琴等樂,
能者兼治他技, 不能者專守一藝. 又皆敎以歌曲, 若唐琵琶則令每人皆習之, 隨其所學各立師,
以全敎誨, 提調以時探扎考藝, 不能者罰之, 甚者還定本役. 若敎誨不勤, 則罰其師, 使之懲戒.
其無才色者, 沙汰, 勒還其鄕. 各道每當式年, 精加遴選, 以充其數. 如有才名素著, 各官占吝不送者,
慣習都監指名傳報, 使送于京 (Sillok, September/16/1443/Sejong).
157
“The public slaves in Seoul and local areas are exempt from tax and get material aid from two supporting
taxpayers. The supporting taxpayer should provide a roll of cotton cloth and a roll of cloth with good quality to
the slave every year” 京外立役奴婢, 免工給奉足二口. 戶首於奉足每一年收綿布正布各一匹 (Kongch’ŏn
公賤, Hyŏngjŏn 刑典, National Code, 488). All commoners from sixteen to sixty years old had to perform
military duty in Chosŏn Korea. Those who did not serve in the military were expected to provide financial
support to the soldiers or public slaves instead. See Song Bang-song, Akchang tŭngnok yŏn’gu (A study on the
diary of the Royal Music Institute) (Taegu: Institute of National Culture, Yŏngnam University, 1980), 129–132.
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after a performance was a roll of cotton cloth and a roll of cloth of good quality, depending
on the grade of their artistic achievements.158 Nonetheless, court musicians struggled to
make a living, not only because of insufficient remuneration, but also because of the failure
of the implementation of the pongjok system per se. The problem arose when supporting
taxpayers did not fully provide the musicians with their allocated quota, or occasionally, fled
to escape their obligations.159 One record indicates that the royal court provided some
amount of rice for the musicians, but it is not clear whether that was on a regular basis or as a
reward for a specific performance.160 But it implies that unstable and poor material
conditions motivated court musicians to become involved in the non-governmental music
sector. It is also significant that these conditions inadvertently contributed to the flourishing
of chamber music in the Late Chosŏn period, concurrent with the reduction of court music.
Musical exchanges between the yangban and court musicians in private spaces were
not unusual throughout Chosŏn society. Court musicians were invited to perform at social
gatherings hosted by the yangban, and sometimes they were tied to the yangban through

Sillok, November/18/1424/Sejong. This corresponds to the contents of pongjok codified in the National
Code. It is understood that the amount that the pongjok paid to the musicians gradually changed. The account of
Akchang tŭngnok 樂掌謄錄 (The diary of the Royal Music Institute) in 1652 states that court musicians
received six rolls of cloth through the pongjok system in the 1650s (November 13/1652/Hyojong, Song,
Akchang tŭngnok yŏn’gu, 276). The original source of the Akchang tŭngnok (edited and translated by Song in
his book titled Akchang tŭngnok yŏn’gu) will appear in the same format with the Sillok in following footnotes.
159
As indicated by Song Bang-song, in the early seventeenth century, after the invasions by Japan and the
Manchuria, the institutional structure of the state collapsed, and the material conditions of court musicians
deteriorated severely (March 23/1723/Kyŏngjong; Song, Akchang tŭngnok yŏn’gu, 343–346). Indeed, Akchang
tŭngnok includes a number of public appeals from the akkong hoping to solve bad conditions arising from their
heavy workloads and financial problems (December 14/1646/Injo; October 23/1649/Injo; February
29/1660/Hyŏngjong; ibid., 223–225, 235–238, 296–298).
160
One account indicates that the administration banned the bestowing of rice to 530 court musicians such as
boy dancers, female musicians, and akkong on account of a shortfall of rice sent to the court from each district
in 1437; 議政府啓: 今年各道上納米數少, 飢民賑濟費用又多, 請停舞童, 唐ㆍ鄕樂盲人, 女妓, 醫女,
樂工等五百三十餘名賜米, 從之 (Sillok, February/23/1437/Sejong).
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private music lessons. The episode of Kim Nyu 金紐 (1436—1490) in Sŏng Hyŏn’s essay
titled Assorted writings of Yongjae contains a record of the yangban’s association with topclass court musicians at private feasts under the reign of King Sŏngjong (r. 1469—1494):
I do not want to visit my friends. Since my house is big enough and my finances are
sufficient to give banquets, I used to invite good friends and guests in the morning
when flowers blossomed and, in the evening when the moon was bright, and spread a
wine table. Yi Ma-ji 李亇知 would play his kŏmun’go; To Sŏn-gil 都善吉, his tangpip’a; Song Chŏn-su 宋田守, his hyang-pip’a; Hŏ O 許吾, his chŏk (flute) and a
large bell; Ka Hong-nan 駕鴻鑾 and Kyŏng Ch’on-gŭm 輕千金 would sing.
Hwang Hyo-sŏng used to conduct. They presented an ensemble or played a solo.
Then I used to pour wine for the guests, exchange cups, converse, or write poetry.
This is how I enjoy myself.161

Kim Nyu, the vice-minister of personnel under the reign of King Sejo (r. 1455—1468),
known for his remarkable talents in poetry, calligraphy, and kŏmun’go, wrote about inviting
professional musicians to his house.162 The performers invited to Kim’s private banquets
were all top-ranking court musicians at that time. It is known that an outstanding male
kŏmun’go player, Yi Ma-ji, was a music instructor who taught kŏmun’go to the scholarofficial Sŏng Hyŏn, deeply engaged in music policies as a commissioner of the Royal Music
Bureau.163
Late Chosŏn sources provide evidence of increased private interactions between
yangban elites and professional musicians as chamber music flourished outside the
court. For example, in his anthology scholar Yu Tŭk-kong 柳得恭 (1748─1807)
penned a biography of Yu Wu-ch’un 柳遇春, lauded as a master of the haegŭm under
the reign of King Yŏngjo (r. 1724—1776), in which they are shown to be intimate
friends who did not mind a sudden visit at night and enjoyed a party with an
impromptu music performance: On a moonlit night, when I was reading something
Yongjae ch’onghwa (Assorted writings of Yongjae) vol. 1; cited from the translation by Song, Source
Readings, 78–79.
162
For information on Kim Nyu, see Encyclopedia of Korean culture vol. 4, 603.
163
Yi Ma-ji was an akkong but later became a chŏnak 典樂 (a high music official) in the Royal Music Bureau
and enjoyed royal favour (Yongjae ch’onghwa vol.1; Taedong yasŭng vol. 1, 561; DB of Korean Classics).
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under the lamp for wind breaks, four guys in a black overcoat came into my place,
clearing their throats. One of them was Yu Wu-ch’un…. Three men played in an
ensemble with a chŏttae, a haegŭm, and a p’iri. Wu-ch’un approached the man who
was playing the haegŭm and said, “How could you miss Yu Wu-ch’un’s playing of
the haegŭm?” And he began to play it with an adroit skill. His performance with the
sorrowful and indignant melody was beyond description.164

This anecdote suggests that the scholar Yu Tŭk-kong and the haegŭm player Yu Wu-ch’un
mingled, regardless of the difference in their status, via the medium of music at a private
gathering. Yu Wu-ch’un belonged to the military band Yonghoyŏng (Royal Guard) at that
time. Although he was the son of a yangban, his mother was a maidservant of his father, and
by the chongmobŏp 從母法 (Matrilineal rule of succession), his status made him a private
slave.165 But he was able to follow his own way through music. With regard to his base
status, Yu Tŭk-kong stated “I feel sad that he is degraded to a soldier now, though he is a
person retaining noble birth. But on the other hand, I am glad that he is establishing his name
with his artistic accomplishments.”166
In this biography, Yu Tŭk-kong shows special affection and respect for Yu Wu-ch’un,
resonant with the anecdote in the Analects about Confucius admiring his music master.167

後夜月明, 余篝燈讀書, 有衣黑罩甲四人者, 咳而入, 其一乃遇春也. 大壺酒 一彘肩
藍槖帶紅沈柿五六十顆. 三人者分持之. 遇春揎袖大笑曰今夜且驚書生. 使一人跪行酒.
半酣顧謂之曰善爲之. 三人從懷中出笛一奚琴一𥷑篥一. 合奏且闋. 遇春就琴者膝.
奪其琴曰柳遇春奚琴. 惡可不聞. 信手徐引. 悽婉慷慨 (Yu Wuch’un chŏn 柳遇春傳; Han’guk munjip
ch’onggan vol. 260, 122; HMM, 106, 110).
165
According to the National Code, the children of female slaves were prescribed to follow their mothers’
social status; 凡賤人所係從母役 (Hyŏngjŏn 刑典, Kongch’ŏn 公賤, National Code, 490).
166
旣悲名家之裔流落軍伍, 又喜其能名一藝以資生也 (Yuwuch’un chŏn, 106, 110).
167
After hearing of the career of Yu Wu-ch’un, Yu Tŭk-kong visited his straw-thatched hut in person and talked
with his mother about his heartbreaking personal history. When Yu Tŭk-kong met Yu Wu-ch’un, he was
impressed by his character, described as that of “an upright military man.”; 遂從居士, 訪其家. 十字橋西,
艸屋甚潔, 獨其母在, 涕泣道舊, 呼婢跡遇春, 告有客. 已而遇春至, 與之言, 諄諄然武人也 (ibid., 106,
110).
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Besides this, the description of Yu Wu-ch’un’s diverse performance stages is notable. As a
player in a military band, Yu Wu-ch’un joined royal processions, private banquets hosted by
the royal family and high officials, casual meetings with music lovers such as Yu Tŭk-kong,
and the field of chamber music led by chungin performers comprising court musicians such
as akkong, seaksu, and yŏak. The chamber music performance in which Yu Wu-ch’un played
Yŏngsan hoesang—the main instrumental tune of chamber music—illustrates a major step
for court musicians outside the court. Yu Tŭk-kong describes the meeting of the chamber
music society as follows:
One day, when the spring breeze was balmy with full-blown peach blossoms and
pussy willows, a group of playboys including p’yŏlgam 別監 (petty officials in the
court) enjoyed an outing in a stream of the Mugye area. Female performers in the
court, such as ch’imgi 針妓 belonging to the Royal Clothing Office and ŭirang
醫娘 belonging to the Office of Royal Physicians, wearing their oily hair in a bun,
showed up sitting on a saddle on which unfolded a red blanket. All kinds of
amusements were held, while a buffoon was playing on words. At first we played
yoch’wigok 鐃吹曲 (a tune of military music), and the tune was Yŏngsan
hoesang.168
But the biography also shows how hired musicians, mostly those from the lower class,
struggled against people’s insensitive treatment and lack of appreciation of their music. Yu
Tŭk-kong depicts a private gathering arranged by yangban officials, and Yu Wu-ch’un
describes the scene from his point of view as a musician:
When the royal family or officials ask musicians for a visit at night, we arrive and go
up the floor with our own instruments, bowing low to them. Under the glowing
candle, one neighbour says, “You will be rewarded if you do well.” We just respond
with a grateful “yes.” Even though we don’t try to tune the string instruments with the

若春風浩蕩, 桃柳向闌, 中涓羽林, 狹斜少年, 出游乎武溪之濱, 針妓醫娘, 高䯻油罩,
跨細馬薦紅𣰆, 絡繹而至, 演戱度曲, 滑稽之客, 雜坐詼調, 始奏鐃吹之曲, 變爲靈山之會 (ibid., 109,
111).
168
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wind instruments, the long and short, the fast and slow rhythms naturally fit and
symphonize. In a silent moment when nobody makes any noise, we look around at
the people who are present, only to see that they are drowsing in their seats. At last,
stretching themselves, they let us stop the performance. And then we just withdraw. I
come back home and think over the event. It is just like I played for myself there. But
I, as a haegŭm player, have never missed all meetings of gentlemen and jubilant
celebrities with integrity and elegance.169

The invited musicians give an excellent performance, but the audience is not able to
recognize its real value, to his understanding. Yu implicitly satirizes the superficial music
taste and vanity of the yangban, who, though they liked to invite renowned musicians to play
for them, did not have an ear for music. Also, he poignantly makes the point that his
popularity is probably an illusion, stating that “it is said that people all over the country know
Yu Wu-ch’un’s haegŭm now. But they just know my reputation. How many people would
know my name after hearing my haegŭm play?”170 Regardless, he tries his best to attain
higher skills, even though they are unlikely to be fully understood in the world.171
Artistic work is fundamentally connected with that of craftsmen in Eastern and
Western history. Both medieval artists’ manuals and medieval aesthetics suggest that, like
tailors, weavers, and other craftspeople, artists found fulfillment in the technical perfection of
their work.172 Confucius defines the artisan as a being who dwells in his workshop in order

宗室大臣, 夜召樂手, 各抱其器, 趨而上堂, 有燭煌煌, 侍者曰, 善且有賞, 動身曰: “諾.” 於是,
絲不謀竹, 竹不謀絲, 長短疾徐, 縹緲同歸, 微吟細嚼, 不出戶外, 睨而視之, 邈焉隱几, 意其睡爾,
少焉欠伸曰: “止.” 諾而下, 歸而思之, 自彈自聽而來爾. 貴游公子, 翩翩名士, 淸談雅集,
亦未甞不抱琴在坐 (ibid., 108, 111).
170
今夫柳遇春之琴, 通國皆知之. 然聞其名而知之爾, 聞其琴而知之者幾人哉 (ibid., 107, 111).
171
When Yu Tŭk-kong asked Yu Wu-ch’un to teach him the haegŭm, Yu Wu-ch’un responded with a question:
“Why do you want to learn the thing the world does not acknowledge properly, since it is such a laborious
work?” 學功苦而人之不知者 (ibid., 109, 112).
172
Rudolf Wittkower and Margot Wittkower, Born under Saturn: The Character and Conduct of Artists: A
Documented History from Antiquity to the French Revolution (New York: Random House, 1963), 14.
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to perfect his craft, while the nobleman learns in order to reach the end of Dao (universal
truth).173 Both try to be perfect through hard work and learning, respectively, though the way
of the nobleman was perceived as the higher path compared with the craft practices of the
artisan. In this biography, Yu Tŭk-kong imbues Yu Wu-ch’un’s perfectionist attitude, not
targeted at mundane success, with special significance, irrespective of the hierarchy between
the works of the nobleman and the artisan. Notably, however, this record includes some
indicators that he was more than the prototype of the artisan or craftsman. Yu Wu-ch’un
mentions that only his friend Ho Kung-gi—another haegŭm player—understands his music,
but Ho’s appreciation of Yu’s music is less profound than Yu’s self-assessment.174 This
remark signifies his pursuit of an original artistic aesthetic that nobody else genuinely
understood. Norbert Elias indicates that, in the historical transition from craftsmen’s art to
artists’ art in Europe, the “craftsman-artist” whose imagination was channelled strictly
according to the taste of the established patron class began to have far greater scope for selfregulated, individual experimentation and improvisation aimed at an anonymous market as
the collective pressure of tradition and the influence of local society on the production of
artwork were reduced.175 Yu Wu-ch’un shows the very trajectory of the craftsman-artist in
the Chosŏn period who strove to build up his own ethical and aesthetic criteria as an
individual musician beyond the musical demands of state and clients.
Kim Sŏng-gi 金聖基, an eminent kŏmun’go player and singer during the reign of
King Yŏngjo (r. 1724—1766), clearly signals the intense struggle of a court musician against

Analects 19: 7; Nonŏ chipchu, 374-375; The Essential Analects, 54.
故曰: “知吾之琴者, 宮其而已. 宮其之知吾之琴, 猶不如吾之知吾之琴之爲益精也…” (Yu Wuch’un
chŏn; HMM, 109, 112).
175
Norbert Elias, Mozart: Portrait of Genius, trans. Edmund Jephcott (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1993), 42–49.
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status discrimination and realistic constraints that prevented him from being a creative and
independent performer.176 According to a biography written by a chungin intellectual named
Chŏng Rae-gyo 鄭來僑 (1681—1759), Kim was a bowyer working for the Royal Clothing
Office, but his outstanding musical talent led him to quit his job and become an independent
musician in the field of chamber music.177 Even though he made his living playing music for
clients and audiences at private banquets, he did not relinquish his character, keeping his
dignity in the face of dire poverty. The biography includes an anecdote that illustrates Kim’s
ethics. When Mok Ho-ryong 睦虎龍 (1684—1724), one of the most influential people of
the time, gained power illegitimately, asked Kim to perform for him,178 Kim responded, “Go
and send him my message. I am seventy years old now. How would I be afraid of him? I
heard that he is good at reporting treason. Report me to a district office and kill me this
time.”179 Mok heard this, and losing his nerve, cancelled the meeting; Kim maintained his
conviction and pride as a musician even at the risk of his very life.
During the Renaissance in Western Europe, artists began to revolt against the
hierarchical order of which they were an integral part. As claimed by Rudolf and Margot
Wittkower, “the distance of self-reflection and introspection…. and obvious pride in their
faculty became important characters of the new race of artists.”180 The depiction of

Kim Sŏng-gi was considered one of “six representative singers on the streets” in the song collection titled
Ch’ŏnggu yŏngŏn 靑丘永言 (Songs of the green hills, original version), trans. Chŏng Chu-dong and Yu
Ch’ang-gyun (Seoul: Myŏngmundang, 1987), 356–364.
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Kim Sŏnggi chŏn 金聖基傳, Wanam chip 浣巖集 (Collected works of Wanam Chŏng Rae-gyo) vol. 4;
Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 197, 554; HMM, 17, 19.
178
Mok Ho-ryong contributed to the Purge of 1721─1722 by informing the authorities of a mutiny in 1722.
See Encyclopedia of Korean culture vol.8, 75.
179
歸語虎龍, 吾年七十矣. 何以汝爲懼? 汝善告變, 其亦告變我殺之. 虎龍色沮爲之罷會 (
Kim Sŏnggi chŏn; HMM, 18, 20).
180
For examples of artists in fifteenth-century Italy, see Rudolf and Margot Wittkower, Born under Saturn, 14–
15.
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musicians in late-seventeenth-century and early-eighteenth-century Chosŏn Korea propped
up by the status system suggests the emergence of a new type of musician, essentially
distinct from the artisan of old.181 In addition to the issue of the social status of musicians,
the Confucian tradition usually looked down on forms of ji 技 (technique or craftsmanship),
or shu 術 (art or craftsmanship): that is, working with one’s hands.182 As Weber points out,
Confucian tradition devalued professional specialization because, according to its
fundamental position, “the gentleman is not a vessel” (君子不器).183 The gentleman (or
nobleman) was regarded as a “well-rounded generalist or universalist,” rejecting as lowly the
position of an expert, especially in the pursuit of profit.184
However, the specific position of court musicians who attained a high level of artistic
ability in the Late Chosŏn needs more explanation. As seen in the cases of Yu Wu-ch’un and
Kim Sŏng-gi, some court musicians in the eighteenth century revealed how they undertook
artworks of their own accord, seeking originality and working to establish a different
paradigm of subjectivity based upon an autonomous spirit that defied the general condition
of the artisan.185 A musician was neither a “nobleman” who pursued the goals of Confucian
practice nor a “small man” who sought external and personal gains in the Confucian context.

As Pak Hŭi-byŏng indicated, Song Kyŏng-un 宋慶雲, known as the greatest pip’a player in the seventeenth
century, who was originally a private servant of one yangban family and belonged to the Royal Music Bureau,
became an independent musician, directly appealing to the music tastes of the public. See Pak Hŭi-byŏng,
“Chosŏn hugi yesulga ŭi munhakchŏk ch’osang: Yeinjŏn yŏn’gu” (Portraits of the artists in the Late Chosŏn: A
study of the biographies of artists), Taedong munhwa yŏn’gu (Taedong Institute for Korean Studies) 24 (1990):
105.
182
Jing-Bao Nie, Medical Ethics in China: A Transcultural Interpretation (New York and London: Routledge,
2011), 118.
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Analects 2: 11; Nonŏ chipchu, 41–42; The Essential Analects, 5.
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Weber, The Religion of China, 32.
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As markers of the artist, “originality” is the trait of “lone individuals,” and “autonomy” means “a drive from
within that impels us to work in an expressing way, by ourselves.” See Richard Sennet, The Craftsman (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2008), 66.
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My focus in this section has been on the undeciphered cultural space occupied by
professional musicians who created a break in class-based Confucian conventions in the
thriving private music venues of Late Chosŏn society.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I examined several themes: (1) the conceptual topography of court
music in the codification of a-ak as orthodox music; (2) the construction of an aesthetic
formula in court music and the gap between music discourse and practice; (3) the question of
the recipient of ideal music based on Confucian values and the social implications of music
activities of the yangban in everyday space; and (4) the specific location of court musicians
from the lower class who moved into private music venues in the Late Chosŏn.
First, I discussed how the Yellow Bell pitch—the basic pitch among the Chinese
twelve pitches—acquired the symbolic meaning of the absolute sound in pursuit of “proper
tune” by Confucian scholars in the codification of a-ak. But my analysis reveals that this was
part of the ideological constructs that had continuously been interrogated by the circle of
Confucianists. There was an epistemological shift in the Late Chosŏn that challenged the
crystalized hypothesis of the Yellow Bell pitch and the proper tune as signifiers of orthodox
music. I argue that the intellectual stream that included the relative approach of the literatus
Hong Tae-yong to the Yellow Bell pitch and the notion of the proper tune measured by a
Chosŏn standard presents the rationale behind the rise of vernacular music—that is, chamber
music—in the private music sector.
Second, I examined how the ideological scheme of court music to authorize a-ak
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distributed aesthetic traits assigned to music, such as proper, indigenous, and vulgar or lewd,
in a dichotomous frame. I concluded that the legitimization of a-ak in the reframing of other
court music genres—including tangak and hyangak as sogak—entailed vague moments of
conceptualization that contained overlapping, polysemy, and semantic transfiguration (in
large part politically motivated), of the terms in a discursive layer. More notable is that court
music practice was not completely commensurate with the ideological frame that propagated
the orthodoxy of a-ak. The prevalent performance of hyangak or sogak in royal ceremonies
and banquets suggests how court music during the first two centuries of the Chosŏn period
adopted a flexible policy in using hyangak as a supplement. It also shows that court music
practice still embraced disparate values, such as indigenous and secular/vulgar in competition
with the elegant of a-ak, regardless of the constant deprecation of sogak as lewd music.
Third, I looked at how yangban elites defined themselves as the ideal aesthetic
subjects who enjoyed proper music. The music activities of the yangban in everyday life
were associated with the cultural term p’ungnyu (elegant taste) and came in the form of
singing Chinese classic poems, Sino-Korean poems, or Korean vernacular song texts as well
as playing the kŏmun’go. In the mid-sixteenth century, however, a few literati, such as Shin
Hŭm and Hong Man-jong, pursued a universal value of song, seeing singing as an aesthetic
experience while placing less emphasis on Confucian self-cultivation. Despite a particular
change in thinking about the function of song among the literati, I clarified that the norms of
propriety that required control of passions created an insurmountable barrier between the
music activities of the literati and those of professional musicians in the Late Chosŏn.
Fourth, I examined the diverse activities of professional court musicians from the low
class in Late Chosŏn period under the material and social conditions that led them to join
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music performances in private sectors. The cases of court musicians such as Yu Wu-ch’un
and Kim Sŏng-gi in the mid-eighteenth century present a new portrait of the musician, that of
the craftsman-artist who became a self-regulated performer, struggling with the status of a
functionary who served the musical demands of the state and clients. The paths of the
professional musicians in pursuit of artistic originality through the perfection of performance
skills present “a different type of aesthetic subjectivity,” distinct from that of the yangban,
who enjoyed music as self-cultivation or leisure.
I postulate that the rise of private music venues during a decline in court music in the
Late Chosŏn created a new cultural territory that crossed social boundaries of status
hierarchies, musical concepts, and aesthetic values, vying with the privileges of Confucian
orthodoxy. In Chapter 2, I explore the musical phenomena that arose from the collaboration
between court musicians and amateur musicians in the formation of chamber music in Late
Chosŏn, focusing on the specific location of chungin (second status) performers in Seoul.
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Chapter 2. Vernacular Music outside the Court in Late Chosŏn Korea

Introduction
In the Early Chosŏn period, a-ak 雅樂 (Confucian ritual music) established itself as
the predominant type of court music, which traced its origins to Confucian ritual music in
ancient China. This process generated a hierarchical relationship between a-ak, considered
orthodox, and sogak 俗樂 (music of secular origin) including hyangak 鄕樂 (Korean
native music), both considered non-orthodox, as manifest in the ideological dimension of
music discourse and in court music practice. Although hyangak and sogak were perceived to
be non-orthodox, they were crucial parts of court music performances and helped to secure
the vernacularization of court music, including restructuring a-ak in a Korean way and
infusing it with indigenous and secular sentiments, as discussed in Chapter 1. In this chapter,
I focus on the emergence in the Late Chosŏn period of a new kind of vernacular music
outside the court, later classified as p’ungnyubang ŭmak (chamber music): music performed
in the p’ungnyubang—a venue for enjoying p’ungnyu (elegant taste)—by musicians from the
chungin 中人 (second status), commoners, and invited court musicians. Although its
musical roots were in court music, chamber music was one form of secular music aimed at
audiences from the upper-middle class that circulated in the private sector.
Contemporary scholars, mainly of Korean musicology, have examined the scores of
chamber music and its characteristics to restore the legacy it inherited from Late Chosŏn.
Previous studies in Korean classical literature have also explored the textual meanings of the
lyrics of the songs sung in chamber music performances, classifying them as classical poetry.
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Using historical archives, researchers in both fields have investigated the social environments
of chamber music performance as well as the lives and activities of musicians. However,
there has been no discussion of the hierarchical boundary between “song” and “poem,” both
of which traced their origins to the lyrics of the tunes in the Book of Odes in ancient China,
though Confucian scholars counted these lyrics as the prototype of the poem in the literary
tradition. Furthermore, much has yet to be explored in terms of the social implications of
chamber music and the new importance of the musicians who took it up in the Late Chosŏn.
These areas include its cultural significance as a form of vernacular music with a set of
aesthetic coordinates different from those of court music, a diversified means of cultural
consumption among the upper-middle class in the private music sector, and the specific
standing of the chungin musicians who earned their own places in musical expression as both
performers and producers.
In this chapter, I begin by investigating chamber music society, which included
outstanding court musicians such as akkong (instrumental players in court ceremonies)—
including seaksu (military music players) and yŏak (usually called kinyŏ 妓女, known as
female entertainers or courtesans)—and amateur singers and instrumental music players from
the chungin who had a pivotal role in organizing the chamber music community. Notably,
chungin singers and kagi 歌妓 (singing kinyŏ) were the chief performers of kagok, a duet in
the main vocal genre of chamber music. In particular, I will shed light on the chungin singers
at chamber music venues and how they were deeply involved in the establishment of
chamber music practice in the Late Chosŏn.
Second, I explore the musical traits of Saktaeyŏp 數大葉 (a tune in fast tempo)—the
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basic tune of chamber music—and how Confucian scholars perceived it in the eighteenth
century. By looking into the debates on Saktaeyŏp and its development as a foundation of the
vocal genre kagok, I pursue the sociohistorical meaning of this genre, which—despite the
Confucian scholars who denounced it as lewd music—enjoyed great popularity outside the
court. I also examine the particular musical character of chamber music that intersected the
social boundaries related to sentiments and aesthetics and resonated with diverse audiences.
Third, I turn my attention to the debates on lewd music in the eighteenth century that
led to a reinterpretation of the folk songs in the Book of Odes, one of the Confucian classics,
and to a new philosophical view of poetics in the literary tradition in pursuit of “genuine”
human nature. I also explore how the intellectual stream in the eighteenth century flowed
with the move in chamber music that advocated the universal value of the vernacular song
and its special functions, distinct from the legacy of classical Chinese poetry and SinoKorean poetry taken as the dominant cultural paths for the upper class.
Fourth, I analyze the point at which kagok, based upon Saktaeyŏp and its various
tunes, was represented as the proper tune, which had been used to refer to the orthodox court
music or a-ak in the publication of collections of songs led by chungin singers in the
nineteenth century. I pay attention to the discrepancy between the heterogeneous composition
of chamber music, which combined elements perceived as elegant or vulgar according to the
criteria of Confucian aesthetics, and its reconfiguration as the “proper tune” borrowed from
the Confucian music vocabulary by chungin singers. Through this consideration of the
musical stylization of kagok and its discursive reformulation in the nineteenth century by
chungin who tried to remove the stigma of chamber music as lewd, I explore how these
musicians looked for a cultural space in which they could define themselves not only as
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masters but also as social actors with a subjectivity different from that of the privileged
yangban.

Chamber Music and Chungin Musicians in Seoul in Late Chosŏn Period
Social gatherings that entailed playing instruments and singing songs were still part
of the literati’s everyday life in the Late Chosŏn. The anthology of the scholar Sŏng Tae-jung
成大中 (1732—1809) includes a record written in 1784 that discussed such musical
activities involving learned scholars and high officials, including Hong Tae-yong 洪大容
(1731–1783), Yi Han-jin 李漢鎭 (1732─1815), Kim Yong-gyŏm 金用謙 (1702—1789),
and Hong Wŏn-sŏp 洪元燮 (1744—1807). Interestingly, in this meeting the yangban
members took part in playing instruments or singing rather than being merely spectators. The
scholar Hong Tae-yong played the kayagŭm (twelve-stringed zither), and Yi Han-jin played
the t’ungso (six-holed bamboo flute), while the other two participants, Hong Kyŏng-sŏng
洪景性 and Yu Hak-chung 李學中, played the kŏmun’go (six-stringed zither) and sang a
song, respectively. Furthermore, the yangban attendees got along with the invited musicians,
including Kim Ŏk 金憶, who played the dulcimer, and Poan 普安, known nationally as a
master of the saenghwang (mouth organ).186 The repertoire performed at this meeting seems
to have been a type of chamber music known as chulp’ungnyu, mainly performed using
stringed instruments such as the kayagŭm, the kŏmun’go, and the dulcimer, with the addition

洪湛軒大容, 置伽倻琴, 洪聖景景性, 操玄琴, 李京山漢鎭, 袖洞簫; 金憶挈洋琴; 樂院工普安,
亦國手也. 奏笙簧, 會于湛軒之留春塢, 兪聖習學中, 侑之以歌, 嘐嘐金公用謙, 以年德, 臨高坐 (Ki
yuch’uno akhoe 記留春塢樂會, Ch’ŏngsŏng chip 靑城集 (Collected works of Ch’ŏngsŏng Sŏng Tae-jung)
vol. 6; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 248, 2000; HMM, 80–81).
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of wind instruments such as the t’ungso and the saenghwang.187 This scene suggests that
music connoisseurs from the yangban joined chamber music performances with musical
skills enough to play with those of professional musicians.
It is important to note that the development of chamber music in private venues
during this period was driven mainly by chungin performers. Generally, chungin refers to the
middle stratum in Chosŏn Korea, including translators called yŏkkwan 譯官, physicians,
petty officials, and other miscellaneous staff members, such as astrologers, almanac makers,
mathematicians, and painters. Although the translator group, who took an active part in
international trade, emerged as the leading force of chungin intellectuals in the seventeenth
century, the kyŏngajŏn 京衙前 (petty officials in Seoul) expanded their power from the
eighteenth century and established a unique cultural community.188
However, the social categorization of the chungin in official discourses was obscure
in a way that situated them “in between” who had knowledge and culture but confronted
barriers to social success because of their rank. In the Veritable records of the Chosŏn
dynasty, chungin were described as “beings who are neither yangban nor merchant group but
just located somewhere between them, and it is difficult to enlighten them.”189 From the

“The garden is deep and calm, though it is the middle of the day. The stone steps are full of fallen flower
petals. The music was played with kungjo (the central mode in five modes) and ujo (the highest mode) in
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yŏn’gu (A study of chungin in a transitional period from pre-modern to modern in Korea), ed. The Institute of
Korean Studies at Yonsei University (Seoul: Sinsŏwŏn, 1999), 19–21; Kang Myŏng-gwan, Chosŏnhugi
yŏhangmunhak yŏn’gu (A study on commoner’s literature in the Late Chosŏn) (Seoul: Ch’angjak kwa
pip’yŏngsa, 1997), 60–61.
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大抵中人輩, 非兩班, 非常人, 居於兩間, 最是難化之物 (Sillok, November/11/1791/Chŏngjo).
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perspective of the ruling elite, chungin were conceived as malcontents or outcasts who
indulged in unorthodox new ideas.190 Enjoying p’ungnyu through the medium of poetry and
music in a pavilion surrounded by scenic beauty was a cliché of the yangban, who were
known to be free from worldly cares during the entire Chosŏn period. Indeed, sisa 詩社
(poetry gatherings), which included the writing of Sino-Korean poetry and the enjoyment of
calligraphy, painting, and musical performances, symbolized the highbrow culture of this
group.
Starting in the late seventeenth century, chungin intellectuals who could not find a
path to social advancement emerged as agents of collective identity expression in cultural
sectors by publishing poems and songs as well as by organizing social clubs that included
music gatherings. The social meetings led by chungin in the Late Chosŏn signaled a
diversification of p’ungnyu culture that embraced a wide range of participants, including the
illegitimate sons of yangban, military officers, and even merchants in urban areas. Chungin
intellectuals created their own cultural place called Udae (Uptown) on the northern outskirts
of Seoul at the base of the beautiful Inwang Mountain, residing at locations with names such
as Pilundae, Ongnyudong, and Samchŏngdong T’angch’undae.191 These places were at
crossroads between the idyllic countryside and the urban area, somewhat different from the
residences of landowner yangban, who, since the sixteenth century, had usually settled in
rural locations.

“From old times, the people who were talented but lost the way to social success often went off the rails,
betraying reason with a grudge….Some of them harbour silly ideas and only seek for a new thing. Those who
study along with them are not the scholars who are engaged in classical learning”; 所謂中人之名,
進不得爲士夫, 退不得爲常賤, 自分落拓, 無意於實地. 間或有薄有才藝之人, 不堪伎倆之所使,
輒生妄想, 專尙好新. 所與學習者, 非從事於經學之人也 (Sillok, May/5/1799/Chŏngjo).
191
For more information of this issue, see Kang Myŏng-gwan, A study on commoner’s literature, 326–327.
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In Pierre Bourdieu’s terms, the consumption of art and culture is predisposed,
whether deliberately or unconsciously, to fulfill the function of legitimating social
differences. This was the case in Chosŏn Korea, in which the distinctions between the
legitimate culture and the middlebrow culture were applied through cultural consumption to
everyday realms including fashion, aesthetic disposition, manners, housing, patterns of
behaviour, and even the way of walking.192 The cultural activities of the chungin were based
on the hierarchical distinction between less privileged intellectuals and the yangban who
monopolized cultural legitimacy. On some occasions, the marginal intellectuals identified
themselves with the yangban to too great an extent, by embodying the cultural “taste” of the
upper class, which raised “the differences inscribed in the physical order of bodies to the
symbolic order of significant distinctions.”193 In the eighteenth century, on the other hand,
literary circles comprising chungin intellectuals manifested a strong collective identity and
took a critical stance towards the monopoly of the yangban by holding exclusive gatherings
that enhanced their solidarity as intellectuals on the periphery.194 These chungin pursuits
were ambivalent, both a symbolic challenge to the cultural hegemony of the yangban and an
aspiration to be recognized by the yangban. However, these collective activities expanded

As argued by Bourdieu, “manner” constitutes one of the key markers of class and the ideal weapon in
strategies of “distinction” (Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste, 66, 69).
193
Ibid., 175. For example, poet Yu Hŭi-gyŏng 劉希慶 (1545─1636), originally from the low class, was a
marginalized intellectual who tried to mimic the styles of the yangban more than usual by carrying out
Confucian rites and cultural tastes while interacting with the eminent literati; 劉生名希慶. 號村隱.
長安寒微人也. 無手業. 所事惟詩禮. 抵老不易他技….時朝士尙理學. 必繩以家禮, 小學. 洪可臣,
徐仁元, 許鏛, 安敏學之輩許生以可敎. 敎之家禮….衆以此益敬之 (Ŏu chip 於于集 (Collected works of
Ŏu Yu Mong-in) vol. 6; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 63, 1992, 440; DB of Korean Classics).
194
For the literary activities of the chungin categorized as the arts of yŏhang 閭巷 or wŭihang 委巷 (the
streets of the commoners in Seoul), see Yim Hyŏng-t’aek, “Yŏhang munhak kwa sŏminmunhak” (Chungin
literature and commoner’s literature), in Han’guk munhaksa ŭi sigak (Perspectives on Korean literary history)
(Seoul: Ch’angjak kwa pip’yŏngsa, 1984), 440; Kang Myŏng-gwan, A study on commoner’s literature, 21–34.
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the horizon of cultural epresentation in terms of the diversification of p’ungnyu culture in the
aesthetic realms of literature and music.
In the social gatherings promoted by the chungin group of translators in the
seventeenth century, literary activities were a priority. In this chapter, however, I focus on
musical events held by another chungin group in Seoul, minor officials called kyŏngajŏn
who, beginning in the early eighteenth century, produced myriad amateur chungin singers
and kŏmun’go players with specialized skills.195 The following record by a chungin
calligrapher named Ma Sŏng-lin 馬聖麟 (1727—1798) presents a typical scene of chamber
music arranged by the kyŏngajŏn group in the late eighteenth century:

On the left is Yi Paek-haeng 李百行, a man of decent appearance, along with Choi
Hoe-ji 崔晦之, a man dressed in fine robes. One is playing the kŏmun’go with a
melancholy expression in front of a wine jar. The tune of the kŏmun’go is as clear as
crystal and imperceptibly fills the air. This man is the well-known kŏmun’go player
Yi Hwi-sŏn 李輝先. Beside him, there is a boy who is also playing the kŏmun’go.
They play in perfect harmony with each other, which would be impossible if they
were not master hands. This young man is Chi Tae-wŏn 池大源, who works as a saal
司謁 (a conveyor of royal command). One man is singing with great dignity a song
to the accompaniment of the kŏmun’go. His vocal harmony with the tune of the
kŏmun’go is likely to reach to the clouds and make listeners move their bodies and
dance. Who is this man? He is the great singer of our time, Kim Si-gyŏng 金時卿.
One drunken old man sitting by the window is commenting on the performance of the
kŏmun’go and the kagok. He is Yu Ch’ŏn-su 劉天受, who works as a chŏnhoe 典會
(an officer of Royal Treasury). The man in the hemp sash who is drawing this scene,

Kyŏngajŏn were petty officials of the central government; their counterparts in local governments were
called hyangni 鄕吏, and they took charge of the practical aspects of administration, including the management
of official documents in every division. There were two forms, noksa 錄事 and sŏri 胥吏, but the chief post
was sŏri. See Ijŏn 吏典, Kyŏngajŏn 京衙前, Comprehensive compendium of the National Codes. The lower
position of kyŏngajŏn in the royal court was aekchŏngsŏ 掖庭署—including saal 司謁, pyŏlgam 別監, and
harye 下隷—in charge of delivering the king’s commands to the ministries of the court and taking care of
stationery, locks and keys, and the garden of the court. See Chapchik 雜職, Ijŏn 吏典, National Code, 108–
113.
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spreading a big paper and painting supplies on the table, is Yun Suk-kwan 尹叔貫.196

This passage describes one meeting that took place in 1778 at the house of Kim Sun-gan, a
kyŏngajŏn who invited his colleagues to a social gathering in which chungin officials
enjoyed playing the kŏmun’go, singing songs, and evaluating the performance while one of
their members drew a picture of the scene. Those who joined this meeting included members
of the Kurohoe 九老會 (the Association of the Nine Elderly), one of the poetry gatherings
led by the kyŏngajŏn,197 but this meeting included a small-scale impromptu chamber music
concert performed by chungin musicians.
Chamber music was one form of vernacular music based upon secular tunes that
prevailed in the private music venues mainly led by the connoisseurs called p’ungnyugaek
風流客 from chungin.198 Chamber music was classified as either vocal or instrumental.
Vocal music included songs using various types of lyrics, such as kagok (long lyrics), sijo
(short lyrics), and kasa (narrative poems), but the main vocal genre was kagok. The
instrumental music was played in two ways. One was a string ensemble called chulp’ungnyu

左邊容貌端雅者, 李詞兄百行也, 右邊衣冠有儀者, 崔員外晦之也. 樽前一人以放浪氣宇, 愀然
而坐, 舞手弄琴, 琴韻蓼亮, 隱然有九宵環佩之響, 此人則名世琴客李君輝先也.
其傍一少年亦抱琴對坐, 合其調而竝彈之, 聲聲曲曲, 隨手相應, 長短高下若合符節, 非妙手, 豈能如是,
此人卽前司謁池君大源 也. 兩琴之間, 一人儼然而坐, 瀏瀏渢渢乎, 擊節放歌, 歌聲配合 雙琴之聲,
聲撤雲際, 聽之, 令人不覺 手舞而足蹈矣. 借問歌者是誰, 當時 善歌金君時卿也. 窓間一人,
以豪爽老態, 大醉憑机而坐, 評論琴 調歌曲者, 劉典會天受也. 案上設筆硯之具, 其傍展一幅大紙,
白面少郞以布衣革帶執筆而畵席上卽景 者, 尹生叔貫也 (Ijohugi yŏhangmunhak ch’ongsŏ
李朝後期閭港文學叢書 (A series of commoner’s literature in the Late Chosŏn) vol. 6, ed. Yim Hyŏng-t’aek
(Seoul: Tarŭn saenggak, 2007), 148–150; Kang Myŏng-gwan, A study on commoner’s literature, 158).
197
According to the autobiographical sketch written by Ma Sŏng-lin 馬聖麟 entitled “The Record of the
Worries and Pleasures of All Life” 平生憂樂總錄, the Kurohoe was established in September 1792, when he
was sixty-eight years of age, by nine kyŏngajŏn (A series of commoners’ literature in the Late Chosŏn vol. 14,
201).
198
Yi Po-hyŏng, “The types and characters of chŏngga community,” 150–151.
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with instruments such as kŏmun’go, kayagŭm, and haegŭm (two-stringed fiddle), and the
other was a wind ensemble called taep’ungnyu using p’iri (oboe) and chŏttae (flute).199
However, at issue here is the musical identity of chamber music. Several contemporary
scholars have noted that the leading performers of chamber music were from the chungin
group200 and, as the musicologist Yi Po-hyŏng asserts, the kagok performers included singers
from more diverse strata, not only akkong and kinyŏ from the court musicians, but also
commoners and even actors of troupes.201
However, chamber music has been characterized as “a respectable form of recreation
for gentlemen”202 and music for sŏnbi (Confucian scholars) and positioned as chŏngak 正樂
(kagok as chŏngga 正歌), referring to classical music in contemporary scholarship and
music practice today. For example, hyŏnak yŏngsan heosang (orchestral suites)—the main
repertoire of chulp’ungnyu—is known as representing the elegance of the chamber music of
the time.203 Nonetheless, many questions have remained unexplored. What does the
“elegance” of chamber music signify? If chungin musicians were the main performers of
chamber music, were they employed to satisfy the “elegant” taste of yangban audiences? Or
did chungin musicians create the “elegant” taste on their own? How were chungin
performers of chamber music positioned as they took the lead in establishing aesthetic
qualities in complex relations with yangban patrons and audiences?

Song Bang-song, Korean Music, 43–46.
See Footnote 12.
201
Yi Po-hyŏng, “The types and characters of chŏngga community,” 149–167.
202
Yi Hye-gu, “Introduction to Korean Music,” in Traditional Korean Music, 7.
203
Hwang Chun-yŏn, “Chosŏn hugi ŭi sŏnbi ŭmak” (A music for sŏnbi in the Late Chosŏn), Han’guk ŭmak
yŏn’gu (Journal of Korean Music) 26 (1998): 99–113.
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From the early eighteenth century, chungin singers published collections of popular
songs that informed musicians and the musical environments associated with chamber music.
The first collection of songs, titled Ch’ŏnggu yŏngŏn 靑丘永言 (Songs of the green hills,
original version, 1728), includes information on the yŏhang yugin 閭巷六人 (six singers
from the commoners) of the time: chungin translator Chang Hyŏn 張炫 (1613─?); Chu Ŭisik 朱義植 (a military officer); Kim Sam-hyŏn 金三賢 (a military officer); Kim Yu-gi
金裕器 (a singer from the commoners); Kim Sŏng-gi 金聖器 (1649—1724), an
instrumental player with the Royal Clothing Office; and Kim Chŏn-t’aek 金天澤 (late
1680s—?), a petty officer with the Police Bureau under the reign of King Sukchong known
as the compiler of Songs of the green hills.204 Another eminent chungin singer, Kim Su-jang
金壽長 (1690—1770?), known as the compiler of the collection entitled Haedong kayo
海東歌謠 (Songs of the East, the 1760s), was also a petty official who worked in the Six
Ministries under the reign of King Sukchong.205 These chungin singers represent officials
who, although they had trivial posts at court, were masters of singing kagok in chamber
music performances while playing leading roles in organizing the music community in the
commoners’ area.
As for the upper middle class, writing poetry or singing songs were regarded as

Ch’ŏnggu yŏngŏn (Songs of the green hills, original version), 337–419; Haedong kayo (Songs of the East,
Chussi version), trans. Kim Sam-bul (Seoul, Chŏngŭmsa, 1950), 35.
205
Songs of the East (Chussi version), 35. Songs of the East includes a list of popular singers of the mideighteenth century; many of them, including compiler Kim Su-jang as well as T’ak Chu-han 卓柱漢, Kim Wugyu 金友奎, Mun Su-bin 文守彬, Pak Mun-uk 朴文郁, Kim Sŏng-hu 金聖垕, Kim Muk-su 金默壽, Kim
Chin-t’ae 金振泰, Kim Si-mo 金時模, and Kim Tu-gyu 金斗奎, were from the kyŏngajŏn group. See Kosijo
taejŏn (The great compendium of Korean vernacular songs), eds. Kim Hŭng-gyu et al. (Research Institute of
Korean Studies, Korean University, 2012), 1235.
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traditional leisure activities and as extensions of self-cultivation in Confucian culture. At this
time, however, chungin singers had amateur backgrounds but identified themselves as
professional singers of a sort, but distinct from court musicians, who were mainly from the
lower class and employed by the court and local governments. For example, in the kogŭm
ch’angga chessi 古今唱歌諸氏 (List of prominent singers in the past and present) in the
Songs of the East, Kim Su-jang placed “singer” among other occupations such as
government post worker, merchant, farmer, man-about-town, go (chess) player, calligrapher,
painter, civil or military official, and poet, emphasizing the role of songs in bolstering the
harmonious force of human nature and auspiciousness of national custom.206 Among the
fifty-six singers on a list compiled under the reigns of King Sukchong (1674─1720) and
King Yŏngjo (1724—1776), the overwhelming majority were of chungin status, particularly
minor officials. Some seem to have been singers who had temporary occupations, but the
majority were jobless chungin including commoners who presumably tried to make a living
from singing.207
Beginning in the early eighteenth century, these singers were the main agents behind
the publication of song collections. The prefaces to the song collections present diverse

國有風雲之慶, 家無桂玉之愁, 年豊年而不知飢人, 如此太平之歲,
官吏市耕閒遊茶奕書畵文武詩歌者, 各有其業. 歌者, 卽人性之和氣, 國風之脈祥. 自古,
歌者不多而間或有之, 後世莫知其某之能唱, 而未知其何姓名, 及何時代之人 (“The postscript,” Songs of
the East (Chussi version); The great compendium of Korean vernacular songs, 1235).
207
According to Ch’oe Tong-wŏn, who investigated their personal details, of the fifty-six singers, thirty-three
were undocumented. Only one, Hŏ Chŏng 許廷, was a yangban official, and some were military officers.
Sixteen had from one to three pieces under their names in the collection of songs of the time. Most were related
by blood or marriage, in master-disciple relationships, or connected in some other way. For more, see Ch’oe
Tong-wŏn, “Haedonggayo ŭi kogŭm ch’angga chessi e kwanhan koch’al-sukchong yŏngjogi ŭi kadan yŏn’gu
rŭl wihayŏ” (A study of the list of prominent singers in the past and present- For the investigation of the music
community under the reigns of King Sukchong and King Yŏngjo), Suryŏn ŏmun nonjip (Collected Papers of
Suryŏn Language and Literature) 4, (1976): 108–129.
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images of chungin singers. For example, in the publication of the Songs of the green hills,
leading singers such as Kim Ch’ŏn-t’aek proclaimed their vocation of collecting music
scores or sheets that had been scattered on the streets in disarray and transmitting them to
future generations.208 In the postscript to Songs of the East, a literatus named Chang Pok-so
張福紹 described an eminent chungin singer as “a heroic type of nobleman” 豪傑君子.209
This kind of Confucian cliché was particularly applied to Kim Ch’ŏn-t’aek, who was
introduced as “a being above this world with upright spirit and a man of sagacity who still
remembered 300 poems from the Book of Odes at the age of sixty”210 and “a person worthy
of discussing the nature of poetry and song unlike the ordinary good singers.”211
Furthermore, in the preface to Songs of the green hills, chungin singers were portrayed as
having taken over the role of purifying manners and customs through the medium of song, a
task that had been carried out by eminent Confucian scholars such as Yi Hwang, who
composed vernacular Korean songs in the sixteenth century (as discussed in Chapter 1).212
However, it is significant that the effect of secular songs performed most often in a

夫文章詩律, 刊行于世, 傳之永久, 歷千載而猶有所未泯者. 至若永言, 則一時風詠於口頭,
自然沈晦, 未免湮沒于後, 不慨惜哉? 自麗季至國朝以來 …. 一一蒐集 (Kim Ch’ŏn-t’aek, Namp’a hubal
南坡後跋, Songs of the green hills (original version); The great compendium of Korean vernacular songs,
1233).
209
述之本志, 別無他意. 而但孝親忠君, 守分安拙, 淸靜愛菊, 樂歌戱歌, 眞所謂塵世間豪傑君子也
(Chang Pok-so “The postscript,” Songs of the East (Chussi version); ibid., 1235).
210
天澤而歌有名, 當世爲甚□不侑 其貌白哲 其髮若戟. 自幼能通 『詩』 三百, 年六十無少忘,
非有聰明絶人, 安能若是哉?…. 雖非歌之聖者乎 (Hwasaja 花史子, “The preface,” Songs of the East
(Pakssi version); ibid., 1236).
211
金君盖亦得歌謠之統, 而志氣甚不俗也 (Chang Pok-so, “The postscript”; ibid., 1235).
212
其訶固皆艶麗可玩. 而其旨有和平惟愉者, 有哀怨悽苦者, 微婉則含警, 激昻則動人,
有足以懲一代之衰盛, 驗風俗之美惡, 可與詩家表裏, 竝行而不相無矣. 嗚呼! 凡爲是詞者,
非惟述冀思宜其鬱而止爾, 所以使人觀感而興起者, 亦萬於其中, 則登諸樂府, 用之鄕人,
亦足爲風化之一助矣 (Chŏng Rae-gyo, Ch’ŏnggu yŏngŏn sŏ 靑丘永言序, Songs of the green hills (original
version); ibid., 1233).
慨然有矯失正訛之志, 廣取諸君子所作, 及里巷傳誦者, 反覆乎較語之誤, 沈潜乎反其淸濁之分,
尾附自家之所製長短歌百餘章, 合爲一部 (Chang Pok-so, “The postscript”; ibid., 1235).
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recreational setting led by chungin was somewhat different from that of vernacular songs
composed by Confucian scholars as a tool of enlightenment, despite the use of similar
rhetoric.
What should be considered closely here is that chungin singers in the eighteenth
century came to the fore as arbiters of a different kind of aesthetic sensibility, one that went
against the concepts espoused in public discourse by Confucian scholars. As the new heirs of
vernacular music, chungin singers revealed their status as songwriters in their song
collections.213 Of the 287 songs in Songs of the green hills, sixty-five (twenty-three percent
of the total) were written by the six prominent chungin singers active in the chamber music
venues. With their deeply rooted awareness of class hierarchy, these song texts embodied the
poetic sentiments of the marginalized intellectuals. Many of the texts composed by chungin
include typical images of the hermit who retreated to nature and left behind worldly desires,
a figure often found in lyrical poems written by yangban. However, at a deeper layer, the
lyrics retain a sense of isolation or reclusion—albeit voluntary—connected to the chungin’s
social position on the periphery, substantially different from that of the yangban, who sought
temporary seclusion in nature and could return to political life at will. For example, the
laments of marginalized intellectuals hindered in their personal ambitions by social obstacles
are well documented in the song texts by Kim Yu-gi.214 In the case of Kim Chŏn-t’aek,
several of his thirty pieces in Songs of the green hills present a figure of integrity, distanced

Kim Ch’ŏn-t’aek included his own works—thirty pieces in the Songs of the green hills and fifty-seven
pieces in Songs of the East—and Kim Su-jang put his 120 pieces in Songs of the East in competition with those
of yangban lyricists.
214
One of Kim Yu-gi’s pieces (#247) contains the following line: “I was born as a man, but if my fate would
not allow me to achieve fame and prestige, I would rather give it all up and live reclusively” (Songs of the green
hills (original version), 365–369).
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from worldly reputation and disgrace, implicitly indicating his desire to preserve the dignity
of intellectuals outside the system of power.215
A distinctive feature of the collections compiled by chungin singers in the
eighteenth century is the inclusion of anonymous poems sung to a tune called Manhoeng
蔓橫 (a roistering singing style), which was derived from the Saktaeyŏp. In their initial
stage, the basic types of kagok tunes consisted of a series of the Saktaeyŏp tune—Ch’osaktaeyŏp (also pronounced as Ch’o-sudaeyŏp), I-saktaeyŏp (I-sudaeyŏp), and Samsaktaeyŏp (Sam-sudaeyŏp), the verse forms of which were regular and short. The Manhoeng
that first emerged in Songs of the green hills was played one octave higher than the
Saktaeyŏp and in a roistering mood, used in the singing of irregular and longer forms of the
song texts.216 As time progressed, the Saktaeyŏp produced its derivative tunes such as Tugŏ
頭擧 (lifting a range at the start), Chunggŏ 中擧 (lifting a range in the middle), and
P’yŏnggŏ 平擧 (lifting a range like dashing) and the tunes of Nong 弄 (roistering) and Nak
樂 (amusing) such as U-rong 羽弄, Ŏn-nong 言弄, P’yŏng-nong 平弄, Kye-rak 界樂, Urak 羽樂, Ŏn-rak 言樂. In the nineteenth century, kagok repertories included the plagal
tunes called a series of P’yŏn 編 (weaving), such as U-p’yŏn 羽編, P’yŏn-rak 編樂,
P’yŏn-saktaeyŏp 編數大葉, Ŏn-pyŏn 言編, characterized as the compact composition of
rhythm and the play in faster tempo regardless of the number of syllables in the verse

This attitude is represented in the following pieces: “Glory and shame alternately came, wealth and fame
had nothing to do with me / In beautiful nature, I would be alone. / I will just walk around slinging a fishing rod
at sunset” (#256); “The horse that runs a long distance in a day is getting old in the stable / The blade of a
renowned sword is howling in its sheath, without achieving its goal, / a commander is blowing his white hair
back / I just grieve for him” (#264, ibid., 393, 381).
216
Yi Hye-gu, “Introduction to Korean Music,” 10–11.
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forms.217 The Manhoeng tune, as a forerunner of plagal melody, was synonymous with Nong
or Ŏnnong, indicating the fusion of a pure, basic tune and a derivative one, and embraced
more entertaining, irregular, and varied tunes such as Nak and P’yŏn, which contained
obscene content and became central melodies in kagok performances in the nineteenth
century.218
Manhoengch’ŏngnyu 蔓橫淸類 (songs sung to the Manhoeng tune) showed a
striking shift in terms of musical and thematic structure, combined with song texts called
sasŏl-sijo (a deviant, longer form of verse with a narrative), distinct from p’yŏng-sijo (a
regular, shorter form of verse).219 In Songs of the green hills, of the 580 pieces, about sixtyseven percent belong to the I-saktaeyŏp section (391 pieces), which consists of the main tune
combined with a short, regular form of verse, whereas the Manhoengch’ŏngnyu number 116,
about twenty percent of the total.220 The lyrics bluntly express the natural and complex
feelings of ordinary people in a colloquial style rarely found in the written language of upperclass Chinese.221 Manhoengch’ŏngnyu are songs of the irregular and prolonged form, and
the lyrics are filled with deviant themes—an entirely different style from the basic verse
forms legitimated by the yangban as song texts. In Songs of the green hills, Kim Ch’ŏn-t’aek

Ibid., 431–432, 439–441.
Chang Sa-hun, Kugak non’go (Arguments of Korean traditional music) (Seoul: The Press of Seoul National
university, 1966), 342; Chang Sa-hun, The newest introduction, 441.
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P’yŏng-sijo designates a fixed poetic form (three lines, six phrases, forty-five syllables, four metres)
enjoyed by the literati (Han’gyŏre music dictionary, 589, 1934–1936).
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Kosijo munhŏn haeje (Bibliographical explication of the old documents related to Korean vernacular songs),
eds. Shin Kyŏng-suk et al. Seoul: Research Institute of Korean Studies, Korea University, 2012), 3–5.
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In the song texts arrayed in a section of the Manhoengch’ŏngnyu, more than half of the songs were about
love affairs, broken hearts, sexual desire, and adultery. See Songs of the green hills (original version), 590–741.
Cho Kyu-ik illustrated the themes of Manhoeng ch’ŏngnyu, stories of people from diverse strata, including
military officers, the second status, women from among the commoners, monks, nuns, soldiers, and kinyŏ. See
Cho Kyu-ik, Manhoengch’ŏngnyu ŭi mihak (The aesthetics of Manhoengch’ŏngnyu) (Seoul: Pagijŏng, 2009),
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states that the lyrics of the songs sung to the tune of Manhoeng are not worthy of emulation
because of their lewdness and insignificance. But Kim claims that he could not discard them
at the time because they were part of the venerable musical legacy as well.222 Thus, although
he was aware that the licentious lyrics of Manhoengch’ŏngnyu were the object of criticism
by the literati, Kim nevertheless advocated the value of popular songs circulated by the
public on the streets for many years in a roundabout way.
The Manhoeng tune that first appeared in Songs of the green hills became more
prevalent in Songs of the East. Many pieces composed by Kim Su-jang in Songs of the East
contained the long verse form with non-Confucian themes that stemmed from Manhoeng
ch’ŏngnyu and became gradually pivotal parts of the song texts in chamber music.223 The
following song text written by Kim graphically depicts a chamber music performance in the
mid-eighteenth century:
Do you know something that is better than song?
Flowers and willows in the spring, a fresh wind in the summer,
a bright moon in the fall, a snowy scene in the winter,
Wine and meats are prepared in places of superb scenic beauty
in northern Seoul like Pilundae, Sogyŏktae, T’angch’undae,
Good friends with various pipes, the beautiful, top-notch singers all sit around,
And the tunes of Chungdaeyŏp, Saktaeyŏp they performed are like the music
in an age of Yao Shun or Yu Tang or Wen Wu, the tunes of Hujŏnghwa and Naksijo
are like the songs of the Han and T’ang dynasties,
The tunes of Soyongi and P’yŏllak create the vehement mood of the battlefield,
Like a scene defeating the enemy with sword and spear.
I don’t care for fame and wealth in the world; I am just fond of the gallant
蔓橫淸類, 辭語淫哇, 意旨寒陋, 不足爲法 然其流來也已久 不可以一時廢棄故特顧于下方
(Manhoengch’ŏngnyu sŏ 蔓橫淸類序, Songs of the green hills (original version); The great compendium of
Korean vernacular songs, 1233).
223
The lyrics of the songs in Songs of the East in the mid-eighteenth century are categorized according to five
themes: filial piety and loyalty to the king, self-sufficiency in nature, pure patriotism, pleasure, and play;
而但孝親忠君, 守分安拙, 淸靜愛國, 樂歌戱歌, 眞所謂風塵豪傑君子也. 盖亦得歌謠之統,
而志氣甚不俗也. 後之君子者, 其將採而被之管絃, 如周風雅∙漢之樂府耶否也, 余未可知也 (Chang Pokso, “The postscript”; ibid., 1235).
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spirit of a man.224

This piece portrays a chamber music meeting in one of the well-known pavilions located in
scenic spots in Seoul against the backdrop of beautiful nature in all seasons of the year, such
as Pilundae, Sogyŏktae, or T’angch’undae. This song text also articulates which kinds of
tunes they played—Chungdaeyŏp (a tune in moderate tempo), Saktaeyŏp, Hujŏnghwa
(flower of the back pavilion),225 and the derivative tunes of Saktaeyŏp, including Naksijo
樂時調 (amusing),226 Soyongi 騷聳伊 (uproarious), and P’yŏllak (weaving/amusing)—the
main repertoires of chamber music since the eighteenth century.227 Notable in this piece is
the prolonged verse form and the lyrics addressing the joyous and entertaining atmosphere of
the meeting that created the dynamic variations of the musical tones from Chungdaeyŏp to
Soyongi.
As discussed above, Kim Su-jang’s pieces portray the air of festivity and
freewheeling sentiment of the chamber music performance and his indulgence of music and
the “gallant spirit” generated by the playing of Soyongi and P’yŏllak, the variegated tunes of
Manhoeng. In tandem with the pleasure-seeking and lavish ambience of the field of
performance, Kim identified himself as a libertine of the entertainment space in a jocular

#548, Songs of the East (Chussi version), 116–117.
Hujŏnghwa 後庭花 was one of the sogak repertoires played in the court until the mid-Chosŏn. Its origin
was in the secular songs of the Koryŏ period but was modified as part of sogak in the Early Chosŏn. It was also
called Pukchŏn 北殿 (North hall). See Song Bang-song, Source Readings, 45. Hujŏnghwa frequently became
the target of criticism among Confucian scholars as the lewd tune.
226
One record in the early seventeenth century written by a military officer named Cho Kyŏng-nam 趙慶男
(1570─1642) shows that the plaintive melody of Naksijo, a part of the kagok repertory in chamber music, was
criticized because it made people dance shamelessly, shaking their heads and moving the nape of their necks;
時歌曲, 又有樂時調, 其聲流連褸楚, 其狀搖頭遊項, 動身無恥 (Nanjung chamnok 亂中雜錄
(Miscellaneous records at war) vol. 1; Taedong yasŭng vol. 26; SWM, 79).
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way in the following poem:
I am a general who breaks through the lines and an officer in the Division of the East:
do you know me or not?
Though I am old, I have never been behind the others in singing, dancing, and going
out to play.
I have not missed any venues of the town where music was performed.
You, young ladies, you might look down on me, but if you just spend one night with
me.
You will know that I am the strongest among other men.228
This self-representation not just as an outstanding musician but also as a debauchee in the
p’ungnyu space juxtaposes his unfettered spirit and the pleasure-seeking sentiment of
chamber music led by chungin singers in the mid-eighteenth century. Furthermore, in another
of his pieces, Kim portrays himself through the metaphor of a liminal being who belongs to
no category: “I, Nogaje, am a being who is not genuine but looks genuine, and who looks
mad but is not mad” 非眞似眞似狂非狂.229 In this piece, the meanings of genuineness and
madness are not exactly articulated, but Kim was likely trying to deviate from the standard
by situating himself on the threshold between normality and abnormality. These provocative
self-identifications, which seem to pull him in different directions, as contrasted with the
noble image of Kim Ch’ŏn-taek within a Confucian frame, suggest that Kim Su-jang sought
an alternative space through musical activities without regard for social limitations. The
shifting image of musicians—conspicuously in the case of Kim Su-jang—foregrounds the
entertainment function of music, which had been marginalized by the Confucian concept of
music as a tool for self-cultivation.
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#559, Songs of the East (Chussi version), 118–119.
#566, ibid., 121.
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When it comes to the autonomy of artists in terms of free-spirited aesthetic pursuits,
the chamber music circle, led by chungin, raises the issue of the material base or patronage
system necessary to sustain the music community. It turns out that the kyŏngajŏn, the main
agents in the development of chamber music in the Late Chosŏn, had attained an intellectual
capacity that included Confucian knowledge and a good command of Chinese characters. As
examined by Kang Myŏng-gwan, knowledge of hanmun (Chinese language) was necessary
for the kyŏngajŏn, who dealt with various kinds of official documents in Chinese. They were
also good at understanding administrative documents written in idu 吏讀 (Korean clerk’s
script), which gave them the practical knowledge required for their jobs.230 Besides this,
they had amassed fortunes by using their positions as petty officials involved with amateur
music associations before they began making a living from music. Contemporary scholars
have investigated the kyŏngajŏn group’s stable financial base, which might have helped the
group to afford the expenses associated with their musical activities. Since their salaries were
not guaranteed by the government, the kyŏngajŏn turned to illegal methods such as seizing
fees in the mediation of taxation and the supervision of dealers in the markets, manipulating
documents, and misappropriating the military cloth tax. Their increasing wealth, gained from
bureaucratic loopholes and the luxurious entertainment requirements of the kyŏngajŏn, who
spent a fortune, became the object of criticism at court.231 However, it is important to note

Kang claimed that there was no official institution for training the kyŏngajŏn, but prestigious kyŏngajŏn
families used Confucian scriptures and histories to educate their children eligible to inherit their posts. See
Kang Myŏng-gwan, A study on commoner’s literature, 90–94.
231
For more details, see ibid., 27–34, 36–38, 158–163; Cho Sŏng-yun, “Chosŏn hugi sahoe pyŏndong kwa
haengjŏngjik chungin- kyŏngajŏn ŭl chungsimŭro” (The social change in the Late Chosŏn and the
administrative positions in the Chungin- focusing on the kyŏngajŏn), A study of Chungin in a transitional
period from pre-modern to modern Korea, ed. The Institute of Korean Studies, Yonsei University (Seoul:
Sinsŏwŏn, 1999), 72–86.
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that the economic base of the kyŏngajŏn eventually provided the foundation for the
emergence of amateur musicians from the chungin group and created an environment in
which they could develop music associations with less dependence on yangban patronage.
However, as chamber music performances grew in scale and became more
professional starting in the late eighteenth century, a select group of top-class players
sponsored by yangban patrons emerged and broadened their range as performers. This is
evidenced by the activities of a music ensemble that comprised well-known singers such as
Yi Se-ch’un 李世春, Song Sil-sol 宋蟋蟀, Cho Uk-cha 趙稶子, Chi Pong-sŏ 池鳳瑞, Pak
Se-ch’ŏm 朴世瞻, and acclaimed singing kinyŏ such as Ch’uwŏl 秋月, Maewŏl 梅月, and
Kyesŏm 桂蟾, in the Mid- and Late Chosŏn. These activities were sponsored by
Sŏpyŏnggun Yi Yo 李橈 (1687—1756), a member of the royal family, and a literatus named
Sim Yong 沈鏞 (1711—1788).232 A record from Ch’ŏnggu yadam 靑邱野談 (Unofficial
Tales from the green hills) stated that music patrons from the yangban were more than
financial supporters of the musicians⎯they were also represented as appreciative friends
who truly understood the music that they performed and recognized their talent.233
Furthermore, a nineteenth-century collection of songs reveals that chamber music fell
under the aegis of high officials and members of the royal family, such as Hŭngsŏn
Taewŏn’gun 興宣大院君 (1820—1898), the father of King Kojong.234 Contemporary
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scholars have noted the patronage of the upper class, which wielded a strong influence on the
development of chamber music at the time. In my view, however, the patronage was not the
key factor in the clarification of the aesthetic structure of chamber music because, as
discussed, chamber music was based upon the assets—material or cultural—of secular music
outside the court with which chungin performers including professional musicians were
centrally involved. The relationship between chungin singers and yangban audiences seems
to have been more negotiated and mutual rather than hierarchical in the nineteenth century,
when chamber music became the mainstream music trend of the upper middle class.
As discussed in Chapter 1, distinguished musicians from the lower class who joined
chamber music performances made their names by stepping forward to become selfaffirmative, creative artists, sometimes resisting injustice or abuse of power by yangban. This
can be seen in the cases of Kim Sŏng-gi and Yu Wu-ch’un. These performers in the early
eighteenth century exemplified the type of “craftsman-artist” (suggested by Norbert Elias)
who strove for artistic creativity but were obliged to accede to the demands of clients in the
restriction of social rank.235 However, chungin singers in chamber music in the Late Chosŏn
comprised a different kind of performer, for they started as amateur music lovers in social
gatherings but by degrees transformed themselves into professional musicians in private
performance venues. They were versatile: singing, playing various instruments, managing
private music clubs, coordinating concerts, picking out talented musicians and training
pupils, and recording singing techniques by creating musical scores, compiling song
collections, and writing music critiques. The multifunctional roles of chungin singers are
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associated with the establishment of a music system in a non-governmental sector that
generated a new type of secular music performance, one that was highly professional, selffulfilling, entertaining, and distinct from the ceremonial music performances at court
banquets and the stereotypical pattern of music consumption of yangban connoisseurs who
adhered to Confucian decorum in the private sector.
As Janet Wolff states, as the patron system supported by the aristocratic class
declined in Western Europe beginning in the mid-eighteenth century, artists entered the
market economy with a free hand. At that time, there emerged a “mediator” system that
connected artists directly with both the mass market and the free market. This included
connections to publishers, book dealers, merchants, and critics of fine arts. Wolff pays
special attention to the role of these mediators (the merchant-critic system), seeing them as a
nineteenth-century European institution that conscripted artists to produce work.236 The
activities of chungin musicians in chamber music not only illustrate a diversification among
performers but also signal a new kind of music institution that stemmed from the subcultural
chungin community but stretched into mainstream society. Chungin singers became
professional musicians who took the male parts in kagok performances, pairing up with their
female counterparts, the singing kinyŏ. But though they were not identical to mediators of art
in the free-market structure of nineteenth-century Europe, they also acted as mediators of
performers and audiences by taking charge of the overall process, from production to
circulation in chamber music practice, that embraced a broader range of clients in the Late
Chosŏn. In particular, the specific feature of chungin singers was their engagement with the
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reformulation of aesthetic standards that assessed chamber music as lewd.

Fast and Vulgar: A New Sound, Saktaeyŏp in the Eighteenth Century
Chamber music can be characterized in accordance with the tempo and sentiment of
its tunes. One preface of Songs of the East includes this description:
The fast tune sounds plaintive and the slow one peaceful. Some tunes are like making
the birds and animals cry, and the passing clouds stop. Other tunes resonate as if the
storm and shower are raging. The tunes which sound like a widow or widower’s sob
enable us to react to the grief. The tunes which create the enjoyment of the persons of
high standing lead us to get along amicably. The indignant tunes of the poet and
connoisseurs guide us to reach moody sentiments.237

This passage sets out the effect of the sound of each tune: that is, how the vehemence of the
fast tune and the composure of the slow tune affect audiences and even nature by generating
emotional responses such as rage, sorrow, peace, and melancholy. As presented in the
collection of songs titled Yŏngŏnsŏn 永言選 (Selected songs) compiled by the chungin
singer Han Yu-sin 韓維信 (1690?—1765), members of the chamber music community
embraced various kinds of tunes regardless of their ethical evaluation:
In general, to sing a song is to observe the mind. People say that a lewd or vicious
tune dissipates human emotion. But it is part of the song. On the other hand, fine and
restful tunes make the human spirit and pulse harmonious. It is also part of the
song.238

促者悽然, 緩者舒然, 如獸鳥停雲, 飄風驟雨. 怨夫寡婦之涕泣, 爲能激其憂愁也, 孔子王孫之娛樂,
爲能取其和雍也, 騷人豪士之慷慨, 爲能導其湮鬱也 (Hwasaja, “The preface,” Songs of the East (Pakssi
version); The great compendium of Korean vernacular songs, 1236).
238
夫歌者, 觀心之一事. 淫哇邪嬺, 蕩人情志者亦歌也, 澹雅平謁, 和人氣脈者亦歌也 (Shin Rŭk 申肋,
Hanjungch’uga sŏbal 韓中樞歌敍跋, Yŏngŏnsŏn 永言選, Songs of the East (Pakssi version); ibid., 1236).
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However, it was the very tempo and sentiment of chamber music that Confucian scholars
targeted for criticism. The “fast and plaintive tune” and the “lewd and vicious tune,” treated
as equivalent in the amusing ambience of chamber music, were constantly criticized by
Confucian scholars for running counter to the orthodox Confucian perspective on music in
the Late Chosŏn.
One controversial issue that came up amid the flourishing of secular music was
Saktaeyŏp, the basic instrumental tune in chamber music since the early eighteenth
century.239 Indeed, three kinds of Taeyŏp tunes were sequentially disseminated in the private
music sector beginning the late sixteenth century: Mandaeyŏp 慢大葉 (a tune in slow
tempo), Chungdaeyŏp 中大葉 (a tune in moderate tempo), and Saktaeyŏp 數大葉 (a tune
in fast tempo). The first syllable in each term, man 慢, chung 中, and sak 數, indicates the
tempo—slow, moderate, fast—respectively. As indicated by Chang Sa-hun, Yanggŭm sibo
洋琴新譜 (New kŏmun’go handbook of Yang Tŏk-su, 1610) recorded that these three types
of Taeyŏp tunes were derived from a popular song in the Koryŏ period named
Chŏnggwajŏng 鄭瓜亭, composed by Chŏng Sŏ 鄭敍 during the reign of King Ǔijong (r.
1146—1170). This song, which was also designated as Chinjak 眞勺 (Royal feast), sounded
“extremely sad.”240
According to the Veritable records of the Chosŏn dynasty, the origin of the Taeyŏp
traces back to the tune called Hujŏn-jinjak 後殿眞勺 (a tune played in the back garden of a

Here Taeyŏp 大葉, which literally means “great leaf,” indicates a classical lyric song (Song Bang-song,
Source Readings, 128).
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palace) or Chinjak, circulated by the royal families and the nobility class under the reign of
King Ch’unghye (r. 1330─1344) in the Koyrŏ dynasty. The Chinjak had three types of
songs—Manjo 慢調, P’yŏngjo 平調, and Sakcho 數調—respectively corresponding to
Mandaeyŏp, Chungdaeyŏp, and Saktaeyŏp in the Chosŏn period. The performance of these
tunes was banned by the Early Chosŏn court under the reign of King Sejong because of their
fast tempo, secular origin, and obscene lyrics.241 Nearly one and a half centuries later,
however, the Taeyŏp tunes were being reused as an instrumental tune in the private music
sector, and its secular traits with fast tempo became a source of controversy.
In the late sixteenth century, the slowest tune, Mandaeyŏp, began to gain acceptance
from the literati as fulfilling the Confucian requirement that music purify the human
temperament and cultivate a compliant mind.242 Even though Mandaeyŏp was still perceived
as a secular tune that would bring about turbulent times despite its relatively slow tempo,
literatus Yi Tŭk-yun 李得胤 (1553—1653) actively advocated its function and value in his
1620 collection of scores titled Hyŏn’gŭm tongmunyugi 玄琴東文類記 (Encyclopedic
compilation of the kŏmun’go literature in Korea) through a dialogue with scholar Chŏng Tuwŏn 鄭斗源 (1581—?). In this record, Yi Tŭk-yun acknowledged the efficacy of the use of
a type of hyangak known as Yŏmillak 與民樂 (sharing enjoyment with the people) at

《眞勺》 有慢調, 有平調, 有數調. 高麗 忠惠王頗好淫聲, 與嬖幸在後殿, 作新聲淫詞以自娛,
時人謂之《後殿眞勺》, 非獨其詞, 調亦不可用 (Sillok, January 1/1419/King Sejong).
242
According to Sŏng Ki-ok, Mandaeyŏp, which appeared in the collection of kŏmun’go scores entitled
Kŭmhap chabo 琴合字譜 (1572) was circulated with the sogak genre among the literati in the sixteenth
century, but in the early seventeenth century Yanggŭm sinbo (1610) showed that Chungdaeyŏp was more
prevalent as part of scores enjoyed by the literati in private sectors. See Sŏng Ki-ok, Chosŏnhugi chisigin ŭi
munhwa wa ilsang (The culture and everyday life of the intellectuals in the Late Chosŏn) (Seoul: The Press of
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official ceremonies and banquets as a means of enlightenment. But he went on to claim that
Mandaeyŏp would also be useful for self-cultivation, making individuals’ inner state upright,
unlike the prevalent tune P’yŏlyangjo 別楊調 (referring to the sogak repertoire Pukchŏn),
which contained a lewd melody.243
In response, Chŏng Tu-wŏn admitted the musical difference between Mandaeyŏp and
toxic tunes such as Pukchŏn (also called Hujŏnghwa), stigmatized as a lewd song of secular
origin stemming from the Koryŏ dynasty.244 But his letter exposed the anxiety of Confucian
scholars about the spread of the tunes of Taeyŏp and the secularization of musical tastes of
the literati in the private sector. Chŏng lamented that the proper and harmonious tune of
Yŏmillak with so profound a meaning was being played with a secular tune in p’yŏngjo (a
modal term), creating noisy and chaotic sounds at banquets.245 However, most notable in the

“Mr. Sin, after hearing that I enjoy playing the Mandaeyŏp with a kŏmun’go, you commented that the
Mandaeyŏp tune is too slow and scattered, like the music of the corrupt Zheng (774—500 BC) and Wei
(1022—241 BC) states. Alas! I do not know well about the musical system, so that it is difficult for me to
explain to you clearly. Nevertheless, I think you are not right. As a rule, there are four modes: p’yŏngjo, naksijo,
kyemyŏnjo, and ujo, which accord with four seasons and promote all creation. The Mandaeyŏp in p’yŏngjo is
the origin of other tunes. Its style is serene, leisurely, natural, and smooth. . . . It seems as if the tune purifies
what is evil and dirty and brightly melts away sediment”; 來書曰, 仍申生得聞, 先生愛彈玄琴慢大葉.
而遂以爲此曲, 音甚慢散, 實是鄭衛亂世之聲云云. 噫 子不解音律, 固難容易說破. 然於吾意,
則恐不然也. 夫琴調有四, 一曰平調, 二曰樂時, 三曰界面, 四日羽調, 而恭四時贊萬化者也.
其平調慢大葉者, 諸曲之祖, 而從容閑遠, 自然平淡. 故若使入三昧者彈之, 則油油乎. 若春雲之浮空,
浩浩乎. 若薰風之拂野, 人 如千歲驪龍, 吟於瀨下, 半空笙鶴, 唳於松間, 則所謂蕩, 浟其邪穢.
消融其渣滓, 而怳在於唐虞三代之天矣. 此如亂世亡國之音, 絶不相似 (Tapchŏngp’yŏngsa sŏ
答鄭評事書, Hyŏn’gŭm tongmunyugi 玄琴東文類記 (Encyclopedic compilation of the kŏmun’go literature in
Korea); Han’guk ŭmakhak charyo ch’ongsŏ 韓國音樂學資料叢書 vol. 15; SWM, 70–71). I partially modified
the translation by Song, Bang-song (Song, Source Readings, 117–118).
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“I think Mandaeyŏp is slow and not sorrowful. It might create some troubles but would not reach the state
of ruin. However, Pukjŏn is sorrowful and slow, so the politics is dispersed, and the people become resentful.
Pukchŏn was ‘the song of the state of going to ruin’ of the prior dynasty”; 但遇意則長葉慢而不悲,
故國雖亂而不已, 北殿悲而慢, 故政散而民怨, 不亦宜乎? 夫北殿則前朝亡國之音 (Chŏng Tu-wŏn, Tapsŏ
答書, Hyŏn’gŭm tongmunyugi; SWM, 81–82).
245
與民樂轉用之別曲, 此伶人樂師之失也. 非其曲之罪也, 此曲淸而遠正而和, 初發純如,
旣成曒如澤如是也. 可移於平調, 用之於燕閑之間, 而今之鼓者, 急切爲聲啁啾, 爲樂至用於罷宴,
誰使聖人之樂侮辱之此極也 (ibid., 81).
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records of Yi Tŭk-yun and Chŏng Tu-wŏn concerning Mandaeyŏp is that in the early
sixteenth century, much trendy music in private sectors outside the court included licentious
ballads such as Pyŏlyangjo (or Pukchŏn) and Sajo 斜調 (related to an early form of
Saktaeyŏp).246
Following the circulation of the slow tune Mandaeyŏp in the sixteenth century and
the moderate tune Chungdaeyŏp in the seventeenth century,247 the fastest and highestpitched Taeyŏp tune, called Saktaeyŏp, became hugely popular in the early eighteenth
century. Eminent Confucian scholar Yi Ik 李瀷 (1681─1763) discussed the historical
transition in which these three tunes alternated:
Mandaeyŏp is a slow tune that people disliked…. and eventually ceased to sing it a
long time ago. Chungdaeyŏp is somewhat faster than the Mandaeyŏp, but still few
enjoy singing it. Now Saktaeyŏp is the favourite song commonly circulated. Folk
song texts can be used for all three kinds of tune, but the texts are not sophisticated
and have less profound meaning.248

Yi’s remark is evidence that despite his devaluation of it as a fast and vulgar song, Saktaeyŏp
gained enormous popularity among the people in the mid-eighteenth century. As for the
tempo, a relative term, it turns out that Saktaeyŏp is faster than both the Chungdaeyŏp tune
and the sogak tune named Hujŏnghwa. However, after the spread of Saktaeyŏp, faster tunes

近年所尙非慢大葉, 乃是別樣調也. 似慢而不慢, 慢中有淫. 似和而不和, 和中有傷, 低昻回互,
多有變風之態, 今之北殿斜調是也 (Tapchŏngp’yŏngsa sŏ; SWM, 71–72).
247
For the popularity of chungdaeyŏp in the seventeenth century, see the record written by Wi Paek-kyu
魏伯珪 (1727—1798). See Kyŏngmulsŏl 格物說, Chonjae chip 存齋集 (Collected works of Chonjae Wi
Paek-kyu); Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 243, 2000; SWM, 166–169.
248
東俗歌詞有大葉調, 四方同然㮣無長短之別. 其中又有慢中數三調, 此本號心方曲.
慢者極緩人厭廢久, 中者差促亦鮮好者, 今之所通用即大葉數調也. 其俚詞一篇可以通扵三調,
然其語鄙俗不足道 (Kukcho akchang 國朝樂章, Sŏngho sasŏl 星湖僿說 (Collected works of Sŏngho Yi Ik)
vol. 13; SWM, 128–129).
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were produced as kagok repertoires. For example, Soyongi and Manhoeng, derivative tunes
of Saktaeyŏp, are much faster than I-saktaeyŏp 二數大葉 (the regular form of Saktaeyŏp).
Among the derivative tunes of Saktaeyŏp in kagok performance, the fastest include those that
begin with the syllable P’yŏn (weaving), such as P’yŏllak-sijo 編樂時調 (or p’yŏllak) and
P’yŏn-saktaeyŏp (編數大葉).249 Regardless of the controversy over the fast tempo, however,
chamber music based upon Saktaeyŏp flourished in the private music sector, attracting a
wide audience.
There were detectable changes in the music terrain from the early seventeenth
century, as presented by an advanced literatus named Hŏ Kyun 許筠 (1569—1618) who
took issue with the gradually quickening tempo of a-ak at court. In his unofficial history
published in 1611 Hŏ problematized the current mood of the music, which sounded
sorrowful, sweeping, and messy, as well as its faster tempo, regarding these developments as
portentous—for example, of the Imjin War—believing that music acts as a mirror of
society.250 In the eighteenth century Saktaeyŏp circulated widely. It was perceived as sijo

Yi Ch’an-uk applied metronomic values to tempo designations of kagok. According to this system, “♩= 60”
means play the note of “♩” sixty times in one minute. P’yŏn-saktaeyŏp (♩ = 75) is known as the fastest tune, and
is played seventy-five times per minute (1.25 times per second), whereas I-saktaeyŏp (♩ = 20) is known as the
slowest tune and is played twenty times per minute (0.33 times per second). In Western musical terms the
tempo of P’yŏn-saktaeyŏp is akin to andantino, but I-saktaeyŏp has no counterpart because it is slower than
largo (♩ = 40), the slowest tempo in Western music. In the cases of Mandaeyŏp and Chungdaeyŏp, which are
slower than Saktaeyŏp, it is almost impossible to measure the tempo using modern standards and devices. For
more details about the tempo of kagok tunes using the metronome, see Yi Ch’an-uk, “Kagok wŏllyu ŭi
kajip’ungdo hyŏngyong e kwanhan yŏn’gu” (A study of the motif and mood of Kagok wŏllyu), Urimunhak
yŏn’gu (The Studies of Korean Literature) 37 (2012), 346–348.
250
凡國王大朝會行幸, 必奏之. 及國初, 命詞臣製龍飛御天歌五卷. 取上七章下三章爲與民樂,
樂因皇風樂腔節而脅歌之. 上迎詔勅于西郊, 則樂自殿陛奏之, 至崇禮門內方闋.
又更奏至慕華館下輦乃訖, 先王初年樂漸數. 初闋例在於廣通橋, 樂官深憂其噍殺, 未幾有壬辰之變.
今則哀促靡嫚, 殆不可收拾矣 (Sŏngongjiso rok 惺翁識小錄 (Unofficial history by Hŏ Kyun) vol. 2;
Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 74, 1991; SWM, 77). In his unofficial history book, a military official named
Cho Kyŏng-nam 趙慶男 (1569—1641) also reacted with dismay to the spread of fast rhythms and sad
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時調 (new style melody), which seemed to be synonymous with sinsŏng 新聲 (new tune),
as the counterpart of kojo 古調 (old style melody).251 As a “fast” and “vulgar” tune,
Saktaeyŏp signified the rise of a new sensibility in popular music that replaced the trendy
music played with Chungdaeyŏp in previous generations.
In his anthology published in 1788, literatus Song Mun-hŭm 宋文欽 (1710—1752)
was concerned about the collapse of orthodox music because of the flourishing of Saktaeyŏp
in the late eighteenth century. He deplored the fact that people enjoyed the “complicated and
faster melody” with mean lyrics that originated in the commoners’ villages: “What we called
sinsŏng sounds swirling, so it appears to be not harmonious, and looks meagre, so it is not
worth teaching.”252 Song also worried that “the complex and precipitous variations of the
rhythm” 繁碎辨急 were problematic because they had impacts even on court music, which
caused court ceremonies such as royal processions to speed up.253 The popularity at this time
of the new sound, which incorporated the musical traits of Saktaeyŏp, led to apprehension

melodies called tungtunggok 登登曲 (a popular and vulgar song) that accompanied strange song and dance
performances and lamented the fact that thousands of yangban in the Seoul area enjoyed this music during the
Imjin War. For the similar topic, see Nanjung chamnok vol. 1; SWM, 79.
251
Sijo 時調 in this context is not the same as sijo 時調 short lyrics, one kind of song text in chamber music.
As Sŏng Ki-ok explains, according to the collection of songs in the eighteenth century titled Akhak sŭprhyŏng
樂學拾零 (also called Pyŏngwa kagokchip 甁窩歌曲集), the old style melody (kojo) embedded in Yanggŭm
sinbo 梁琴新譜 (Yang Tŏk-su’s new handbook for the zither, 1610) was mainly based on the tunes of
Chungdaeyŏp in the early seventeenth century, whereas the new melody (sijo) in Ŏŭn yubo 漁隱遺譜 (A
handbook for the zither produced by Kim Sŏng-gi in 1779) was based on the tunes of Saktaeyŏp in the early
eighteenth century. For more details, see Pyŏngwa kagokchip and Sŏng Ki-ok, The Culture and Everyday Life,
146–153.
252
近世以來, 聲音益繁碎辨急, 而巧爲悅人. 所謂新聲者, 皆已急而不足以和, 已靡已不可以敎人者,
顧樂而爲之 (Yŏsin sŏngbo 與申成甫, Hanjŏngdang chip 閒靜堂集 (Collected works of Hanjŏngdang Song
Mun-hŭm); Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 225, 1999; SWM, 141–142).
253
嘗從故老聞先王法駕出宮, 鹵簿樂作, 及至南門, 樂九變. 今則不及於半, 而已終而復始矣,
嗟夫數十季之閒, 而聲音之升降, 乃至於此乎. 夫以旣壞之樂, 被之以閭巷鄙俚之辭,
而其繁碎辨急又如此 (ibid., 141–142).
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among the literati, who regarded this change like Hŏ Kyun, as foreshadowing bad things.
Despite the growing concerns of Confucian scholars about the new sound, however, kagok,
based upon a combination of Saktaeyŏp and its derivative tunes, gradually seems to have
entrenched its unique aesthetic character of lively amusement and technical virtuosity.
In addition to the rhythm and tempo of the new sound, an issue in secular music was
the sad sentiment embodied in the playing of kyemyŏnjo 界面調 (sad mode). Kyemyŏnjo,
one of seven modes in hyangak, codified in the Early Chosŏn, referred to one style of the
individual modes of kagok performance in the Late Chosŏn.254 According to Songs of the
East, the three styles of individual modes include p’yŏngjo, depicted as “a piece releasing
people’s indignation with a five-stringed zither,” which sounded “upright and placid”; ujo, a
“transparent” and “magnificent” sound; and kyemyŏnjo, a “sobbing and sad” sound.255 The
preference for kyemyŏnjo was problematic because it ran counter to the Confucian aesthetic
of moderation of emotion, easily triggering people’s feelings of grief or extreme
resentment.256
Kyemyŏnjo was likely to be a favourite of music lovers, including kings. For
example, King Sejo (r. 1455─1468), who had a deep knowledge of music, was especially
fond of playing kyemyŏnjo on his kayagŭm and p’iri.257 Yet the playing of kyemyŏnjo was

There were pairing modes in hyangak: the pairing of naksijo and ujo and the pairing of p’yŏngjo and
kyemyŏnjo. P’yŏngjo corresponded to the zhǐ (chih) mode, whereas kyemyŏnjo corresponded to the yǔ (yu)
mode of the Chinese Five Modes, gōng 宫, shāng 商, jué 角, zhǐ 徵, and yǔ 羽 (Guide to the study of music,
93; See Footnote 85). As indicated in the letter of Yi Tŭk-yun, there were four modes in the kŏmun’go play:
p’yŏngjo 平調, naksijo 樂時調 and kyemyŏnjo 界面調, and ujo 羽調, which corresponded to the four
seasons (See footnote 243).
255
Songs of the East (Chussi version); The great compendium of Korean vernacular songs, 1235.
256
For the devaluation of kyemyŏnjo according to Confucian standards in the Early Chosŏn, see Kil Chin-suk,
The progress of the discussions, 123–124.
257
嘗於月夜, 世祖敎伶人許吾笛界面調, 羽調俗謂之界面調. 聞者莫不哀傷. 瑢謂世祖曰: “夫樂者,
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constantly criticized by the literati in the Late Chosŏn as stimulating sorrowful sentiment. In
his anthology, the literatus Yi Ik expressed his concern about the people’s enthusiasm for
kyemyŏnjo, stating that kyemyŏn, literally “interface,” created lines on the face by bringing
tears to the eyes of the listener. Yi emphasized that the sad and reproachful melody was too
similar to lewd music, comparable to the sound of the wind in the mulberry trees by the Pu
River, a sound that represented decadence and obscenity.258 Yi’s views were echoed by
another literatus, Yi Kŭng-ik 李肯翊 (1736—1806), who wrote: “When the play was
modulated from kyemyŏnjo to ujo, everybody moaned and shed tears before the performance
ended.”259 This suggests that in the eighteenth century, chamber music composed using the
basic Saktaeyŏp tune and the modes of secular music, including the plaintive kyemyŏnjo,
gained popularity in everyday spaces and fascinated audiences with its sensuous forms.
A review by Yi Ok 李鈺 (1760─1815), a literatus with heterodox ideas who
participated in irhyukhoe 二六會 (regular musical rehearsals held at the Royal Music
Bureau) in 1791, presented a view of the music trend among intellectuals inclined toward
chamber music in the late eighteenth century. When Yi attended an a-ak performance at the
Royal Music Bureau he noted a member of the yangban audience in formal attire sitting
beside him was made drowsy by the boring melody.260 This kind of reaction may well have

貴哀而不傷, 兄何用界面調也?” 世祖曰: “昔陳後主以《玉樹後庭花》亡, 然唐太宗亦聽之.
且子其能止杜鵑聲乎? (Ch’ongsŏ 總序, Sejo sillok (Veritable records of King Sejo) vol. 1).
258
今人甚悅界面調. 此麗時鄭敍所造, 一名瓜亭曲, 以其聞者淚, 下成界於面故云爾.
其聲哀怨卽桑間濮上之餘音也. 如使師曠聽之, 必將掩而不遂耳. 聖世隆興而顧安用師, 涓靡靡之音哉
(Yi Ik, Kukcho akchang; SWM, 129).
259
徐變而作界面調, 曲未終. 皆嘻噓嘆息, 至有流涕者 (Myŏngjongjo kosabonmal 明宗朝故事本末,
Yŏlyŏsil kisul 燃藜室記述 (Narratives of Yŏlyŏsil Yi Kŭng-ik) v. 11, 585; DB of Korean Classics).
260
今年辛亥, 晩松柳公 提擧梨院, 初赴二六會, 余亦與諸人游院中聽之, 雅樂, 淸而緩, 有古意,
而端冕者, 非徒臥, 直欲睡矣 (Yuiwŏn ch’ŏngakki 游梨院聽樂記, Sŏkho pyŏlgo 石湖別稿 (Collected
works of Sŏkho Yi Ok); HMM, 115).
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been common, both at the time and even in long distant past: a description by Marquis Wen
of Wei 魏文侯 of a-ak as boring “old music” 古樂, which he contrasted with the exciting
“new music” 新樂 in a dialogue with a Confucian disciple named Zi-xia 子夏, can be
found in the Record of Music.261
Yi Ik also mocked the a-ak of his time, which he thought could not possibly attain the
idealized level of the ancient a-ak, with its use of allusions to ideal classical music, such as
the old tale of Emperor Shao’s music and Confucius:
The ritual music for Prince Wucheng of the Shang dynasty would have been valorous
and magnificent, but it became vexatious to the ears when listened to for a long time.
Sogak repertoires played by the court band sound so familiar to me as well. There is
nothing new. I said with a laugh, “If the emperor Shun’s Shao music was like this, the
Phoenix would have flown away, and Confucius would not have forgotten the taste of
meat.”262

Rather than the boring orchestral a-ak performances at court banquets, Yi valued the
chamber music that entertained people outside the court through the playing of the samhyŏn
yukkak by military bands, seaksu at private music venues, or the sound of a solo kŏmun’go or
t’ungso playing kyemyŏnjo in the moonlight.263
Yi also asked, “Is this what the ancients said? That the bamboo is not as good as the
flesh 竹不如肉?”264 The phrase comes from the idiom of Menga Chia 孟嘉 (296—349?)

Akki, 1007–1008; Record of Music 42 (James Legge).
武成王廟樂嘽嘽, 有壯氣, 而使人久聽, 不耐煩. 俗樂, 慣於耳, 不足爲奇. 余笑曰: “箾韶而如此,
鳳鳥驚而擧矣. 夫子無事忘肉矣” (Yuiwŏn ch’ŏngakki; HMM, 115, 119).
263
金善之曰: “今之樂, 不及古之樂耶? 古之人, 不如今之人耶? 旣不能辨此 又何以咎彼?” 余曰:
“然矣. 然凡聽樂之法, 南呂黃鐘, 不若龍虎營細樂之打行軍樂一回也; 三絃,
又不若或琴或箾之月下奏界面調一曲也” (ibid., 116, 119–120).
264
是古人所謂竹不如肉之義耶? (ibid., 116, 120).
261
262
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in the Qin dynasty: “絲不如竹, 竹不如肉” (the string is not as good as the bamboo, the
bamboo is not as good as the flesh).265 Here string 絲 means “string instruments” such as
the kŏmun’go or kayakŭm, and bamboo 竹 means “wind instruments” such as the p’iri
(oboe). Flesh 肉 refers to the “human voice,” that is, vocal music. The human voice is
closer to nature than musical instruments, among which wind instruments are closer than
string instruments, which require the use of more techniques. The comment can therefore be
understood to mean that the natural beauty of a simple musical performance or of singing
without instrumental accompaniment outweighs music played with artificial instruments or
in an institutional mode of performance.
Judith T. Zeitlin indicates that the human voice as a metonymic instrument of “flesh”
from Menga Chia’s aphorism was linked to the natural affective power of the voice in the
discussion of song within the discourse on “emotion” or “love” (qing 情) in late Ming
entertainment culture.266 Yi’s remark on the music of his times based on the ancient
aphorism of bamboo and flesh suggests how chamber music in private venues emotionally
affected audiences from the upper middle class who enjoyed the performance of a vocal
genre and a small amount of instrumental music in a less formal ambience in the Late
Chosŏn period. It implies a scenario in which vernacular songs based on the tunes such as

“When I’m listening to performers, stringed instruments don’t sound as good as bamboo, and bamboo
instruments don’t sound as good as flesh. Why would that be?” “Because you’re getting closer with each one to
what is natural (tzu-jan).” See Shi shuo xin yu 世說新語精選 (A New Account of Tales of the World) [2nd
ed.], compiled and edited by Liu I-chʻing, with commentary by Liu Chün, translated with an introduction and
notes by Richard B. Mather (Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese Studies, The University of Michigan, 2002), 217–
218.
266
Judith T. Zeitlin, “The Gift of Song: Courtesans and Patrons in Late Ming and Early Qing Cultural
Production,” Hsiang Lectures on Chinese Poetry 4, ed. Grace S. Fong (Montreal: Centre for East Asian
Research, McGill University, 2008), 6–7.
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Saktaeyŏp or the tunes played in kyemyŏnjo, regardless of their aesthetic devaluation as lewd
or vulgar, were part of everyday life as a way of addressing “natural” feelings, and apart
from concepts of music such as ritual or ideal.

Debating Lewd Music and Rediscovering “the Genuine”
The archetype of music according to the tenets of ancient Confucianism was a mix of
the aesthetically “elegant,” the ethically “correct,” and the politically “good,” integrated as a
whole.267 The pursuit of ideal music was particularly significant in the realm of politics
because music was perceived by rulers as a means of detecting social disorder within a
dichotomous frame of good and bad. Specifically, there were two prototypes of “proper
tunes” or “elegant music,” which originated in ancient China: one came from legendary
Emperor Shun 舜 (2294—2184 BC) whose Shao 韶 music, along with the music of King
Wu 武 of Zhou (?—1043 BC), frequently mentioned in discussions of a-ak during the
Chosŏn era.268 The other referred to ancient folk songs such as airs (feng 風) recorded in the
Book of Odes, usually related to the issues of vernacular music in the Late Chosŏn.269
The legitimation of good music occurred in tandem with the stigmatization of bad
music that used metaphors of licentious sounds stemming from ancient China. The most

Artistic inspiration inseparable from moral obligation; see the Analects 8: 8 (Nonŏ chipchu, 154–156; The
Essential Analects, 23).
268
On the representation of Emperor Shun’s Shao music as the perfect union of beauty and morality, see the
Analects 3: 25 (Nonŏ chipchu, 68–69).
269
In the Book of Odes, the “Airs of the States” (160 pieces) refer to ancient folk songs with short lyrics
collected from the fifteen states during the seventh and eighth century BC that contained the natural voices of
the common people. For the collection of the odes, see James Legge, “The Sources of the Odes as a
Collection,” The Chinese Classics Ⅳ: The She King (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1960), 23–28.
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powerful trope of lewd music was the “tunes of Zheng” 鄭聲 presented by Confucius in his
Analects.270 Presumably, these tunes were in line with the “Airs of Zheng” 鄭風 included
as one of the “Airs of the States” 國風 in the Book of Odes, in that both terms have the
country name Zheng, and share the connotation of lewdness. In fact, Confucius offered no
detailed evidence of the hypothesis that the “tunes of Zheng” pointed exactly to the “Airs of
Zheng” or whether it indicated the licentiousness of some melody or lyrics (poems) or
both.271 But another statement by Confucius, that he hated how the “tunes of Zheng”
confounded classical music 雅樂,272 implies that these tunes designated a certain type of
local or secular music distinct from the classical music (Confucian ritual music)
institutionalized as court music since the Zhou dynasty (eleventh to eighth centuries BC).273
However, the “Airs of Zheng and Wei” 鄭衛之音 as part of the “Airs of the States”
in the Book of Odes, which can be explained as the folk music of local areas, specifically
pointing at the states of Zheng and Wei, has been another commonly used metaphor of lewd

The Master said, “As for music, listen only to the Shao and Wu. Prohibit the tunes of Zheng, and keep glib
people at a distance, for the tunes of Zheng are licentious, and glib people are dangerous” (Analects 15: 11; The
Essential Analects, 45).
271
As summarized by Kim Su-gyŏng, there have been debates on the “tunes of Zheng” among Chinese
scholars from three viewpoints. The first is on the identification of the “tunes of Zheng” in the Analects with the
“Airs of Zheng” in the Book of Odes. The second is on whether to regard the “tunes of Zheng” as the musical
part of the “Airs of Zheng” as presented in the case of Zhu Xi. The third concerns the differentiation of the
“tunes of Zheng” from the “Airs of Zheng” by postulating the latter as the local music of the Zheng state or
designating it as the entire new music as opposed to the old music. For more details, see Kim Su-gyŏng,
“Sigyŏng ŭi ŭmaksŏng e taehan chosŏnsidae hakchadŭlŭi nonŭi wa hwalyong” (Discussions on the musicality
of the Book of Odes and its practical use by the scholars in the Chosŏn period), Chungguk ŏmun nonch’ong
(Journal of Chinese Language and Literature) 55 (2012): 210–212.
272
“The Master said, […] the tunes of Zheng have been confused with classical music” (Analects 17: 18; The
Essential Analects, 50).
273
For the institutionalization of court music that went through the rise and fall in the competition of the yayue
(elegant music) and local music in ancient China (during the Zhou dynasty), see Kim Hae-myŏng, “Chungguk
chudae aak ŭi sŏngsoe wa sigyŏng ŭi kwan’gye” (The rise and decline of court music in the Zhou dynasty and
its relation with the Book of Odes in China), Chungguk ŏmunhak nonjip (The Journal of Chinese Language and
Literature) 26 (2004): 393–398.
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music in the Chinese classics. This term represented the “airs of an age of disorder”
corresponding to the “tunes near the River Pu, at the Mulberry Forest” 桑間濮上之音,
which designated the “tunes of a state of going to ruin” 亡國之音in the Record of Music.274
Even though Confucius did not mention the “tunes of Wei” 衛 and problematized only the
“tunes of Zheng” 鄭 in the Analects, the “Airs of Zheng and Wei” in the Record of Music
were emblematic of lewd music and frequently interchanged with the “tunes of Zheng”
鄭聲. Significantly, the “Airs of Zheng and Wei” were also represented as signifiers of the
new music 新樂 that fascinated audiences more than the old music 古樂, even though the
new music eventually boiled down to a solidification of the idea of the “Airs of Zheng and
Wei” as social ills in the Record of Music.275
My focus here is on how the debates on lewd music that brought up the “tunes of
Zheng” and the “Airs of Zheng and Wei” had to do with the rise of vernacular music in Late
Chosŏn era. The issue of lewd music and poems in the Chosŏn dynasty starts with the
stigmatization of the “Airs of the States” included in the Book of Odes as licentious poems.
Zhu Xi (1130—1200) emphasized the triumph of good over evil as important in poetry,
thereby defining a lewd poem as one dealing with “pleasure between men and women”
男女相悅之詞.276 Zhu notably extended the scope of lewd poetry to include more parts of

Akki, 969–971; Record of Music 4 (James Legge).
Akki, 1007–1008; Record of Music 42 (James Legge).
276
In the preface to the Book of Odes, Zhu Xi indicated that the three sections of the songs—the “Airs of the
States,” “hymns,” and “eulogies”—were different depending on their poetic genres and musical styles. Zhu
valued the hymns and eulogies, many of which were written by sages and used in state rituals, regarding them
as the embodiment of harmony, grandeur, and righteousness. However, he assessed that, except for the “Airs of
the South of Zhou” 周南 and the “Airs of the South of Shao” 召南, most parts of the “Airs of the States”
consisted of poems on the pleasure between men and women: 凡詩之所謂風者, 多出於里巷歌謠之作, 所謂
男女相與詠歌, 各言其情者也. 唯周南召南, 親被文王之化以成德, 而人皆有以得其性情之正,
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the “Airs of the States” in the Book of Odes, including the “Airs of Bei 邶” and the “Airs of
Yong 鄘,” to say nothing of the “Airs of Wei 衛” and the “Airs of Zheng 鄭.”277
Consequently, Zhu Xi’s strict moral standard that constrained diverse musical voices and
poetic expressions based on locality and secularity functioned as a guideline for labeling
lewd poetry and lewd music among Neo-Confucian scholars in the Chosŏn era. However, I
would note that some Confucian scholars in the Late Chosŏn began to rethink the
implications of lewd music and the nature of licentious poetry by re-examining Zhu Xi’s
views on lewdness in his interpretation of the Book of Odes.
In the Early Chosŏn, debates on lewd music mainly targeted hyangak and sogak,
elements of court music with secular origins, and yŏak. Beginning in the seventeenth century,
however, they were linked to the fast tunes of Taeyŏp, especially Saktaeyŏp and the plaintive
and resentful melody called kyemyŏnjo in the private music sector, as mentioned above. Yi Ik
was one of the scholars who was critical of secular music, seeing the Saktaeyŏp or the songs
performed in kyemyŏnjo as “the tunes of a state of going to ruin.”278 Notably, however, his
arguments included a reconsideration of musical “lewdness.” Yi refuted Zhu Xi’s idea of

故其發於言者, 樂而不過於淫, 愛而不及於傷, 是以, 二篇 獨爲風詩之正經, 自邶而下,
則其國之治亂不同, 人之賢否亦異, 其所感而發者 有邪正是非之不齋, 而所謂先王之風者 於此焉變矣.
若夫雅頌之篇, 則皆成周之世, 朝廷郊廟樂歌之詞, 其於和而莊, 其義寬而密, 其作者往往聖人之徒
(Zhu Xi, “The Preface,” Sigyŏng chipchŏn 詩經集傳 (Collection of Commentaries on the Book of Odes) vol.
1, trans. Sŏng Paek-hyo (Seoul: Institute of Traditional Culture, 2006), 22–23).
277
Following Zhu Xi’s ideas on the “Airs of Zheng” in the Book of Odes, the literatus Yi Su-gwang 李睟光
(1563—1628) commented that Confucius did not refer to the “Airs of Wei” because they consisted of poems in
which men seduced women, whereas the “Airs of Zheng” were poems in which women acted coquettishly
toward men. This Neo-Confucian interpretation of why Confucius took issue only with the tunes of Zheng
implies that a woman flirting with a man is more licentious than a man flirting with a woman (稗史曰,
夫子放鄭聲而不及衛者. 衛詩皆男奔女, 鄭詩皆女奔男. 所以放之, 余謂世稱鄭衛之音. 而不曰衛鄭,
其先鄭而後衛, 亦有義矣 (Kyŏngsŏbu 經書部, Si 詩, Chibong yusŏl 芝峯類說 (Topical discourses of
Chibong Yi Su-gwang) vol. 5; DB of Korean Classics).
278
且今人甚悅界面調. 此麗時鄭叙所造, 一名瓜亭曲, 以其聞者淚下成界扵面故云爾.
其聲哀㤪即桑間濮上之餘流也 (Kukcho akchang; Sŏngho sasŏl vol. 13; SWM, 129).
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lewd music, raising the different nuances between the “Airs of Zheng” 鄭風 included in the
Book of Odes and the “tunes of Zheng” 鄭聲 represented in the Analects as lewd music:
In the chapter on the “Airs of Zheng” in his Collection of Commentaries on the Book
of Odes, Zhu Xi interpreted most of those poems as obscene, taking them as being
what Confucius was referring to when he said that the “tunes of Zheng” were
obscene. But if the sages of old had a strong hatred of the “Airs of Zheng” that
marred classical music and wanted to clean them up, why did they leave them as they
are so that later generations would sing them? Zhu said they were left as they were as
a warning to those later generations. As ignorant as I am, I can’t agree. In villages and
alleyways, there are some reckless and dim-witted boys and girls who act in a very
disrespectful fashion by mouthing such tunes. Yet those teaching children in their
homes keep a written record of such tunes so that they will be available for later
generations. How can this serve as a warning against bad behaviour?279

Here, Yi argued that the “Airs of Zheng (State)”—selected for inclusion in the Book of
Odes—did not exactly mean the “tunes of Zheng” as a symbol of lewd music because he
postulated that “the sages of old” would not have chosen the lewd music to use as a warning
to later generations.280 To distinguish between the “Airs of Zheng and Wei” and the “tunes
of Zheng” in the Analects, Yi Ik re-examined the etymology and diverse uses of the “tunes of
Zheng” from Chinese classics:
According to Zuo zhuan, the “tunes of Zheng” designate “the lascivious sound that
instigates busy hand motions.” In the shu 䟽, the further commentaries of the Book of
Rites [compiled by Kong Yingda in the Tang dynasty], the definition of music as one
that makes people move their hands busily and stir their legs, signifies the “music that
makes the people repeat quick moves.” Huangdi Neijing (Ancient Chinese Medical
鄭風一篇, 集傳多釋以淫奔, 以應鄭聲淫之文. 然聖人深惡其亂雅而必欲放之,
又何存之而使人誦說之也. 說者曰存之欲令人懲創也, 愚未敢終信. 今有里巷狂昏男女褻瀆, 鼓吻反舌
淫嬲可醜. 誨人之家, 顧乃籍記其辭, 遺諸後生, 要其爲戒則如何也 (Kukp’ung ch’ongsŏl 國風總說,
Sŏnghosŏnsaeng chŏnjip 星湖先生全集 (Collected writings of Sŏngho Yi Ik) vol. 41; Han’guk munjip
ch’onggan vol. 199; SWM, 130–131).
280
Yi clarified that in the Analects the sage deplored the “tunes of Zheng” 鄭聲 because of their
licentiousness. They might have referred to lewd tunes but did not necessarily designate local songs of the
Zheng state; 子曰, 鄭聲淫佞人殆. 此或指淫聲, 未必是國號也 (Chŏngsŏng 鄭聲, kyŏngsamun 經史門,
Sŏngho sasŏl 星湖僿說 (Collected works of Sŏngho Yi Ik) vol. 19, 78; DB of Korean Classics).
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Text) classifies the “tunes of Zheng” as “the rambling of those who are feeble in
sickness.” Confucius states that the “tunes of Zheng are licentious; specious talkers
are dangerous” in his Analects. This phrase implies that the “tunes of Zheng” refer to
a certain kind of licentious tune but [do] not exactly designate the local music of the
specific state. In the Record of Music, there is a phrase referring to the “Airs of Zheng
and Wei” as the “tunes of an age of disorder” and the “tunes near the River Pu, at the
Mulberry Forest,” as the hedonism that led to the ruin of the state. But “going to
turbulence” and “country’s ruination” are not [at] the same level. Zhu Xi regarded the
“Airs of Zheng and Wei” as the “tunes of a state of going to ruin” in his Collection of
Commentaries on the Book of Odes, but I think this is not true.281

Here Yi substantiated the “tunes of Zheng” as licentious music that induced extravagant
bodily movements or tunes not so different from the prattling of sick people based upon
ancient references to verify his idea that the “tunes of Zheng” were not exactly the same as
the local music of the Zheng state.
Notably, Yi recognized people’s natural inclination toward the new music—the “Airs
of Zheng and Wei”—that charmed their ears, giving as an example the anecdote of Marquis
Wen from the Record of Music282 and quoting Ji Zha 季札, a prince of the ancient state of
Wu (576─484 BC) who evaluated the “Airs of Zheng and Wei” as nothing but “tenuous
music” 其細已甚. By giving these clues, Yi showed that the “Airs of Zheng and Wei” were
not what Zhu Xi defined as lewd music: that is, lewd songs composed by licentious
women.283 Furthermore, Yi clarified the nuanced difference between the “Airs of Zheng and

左傳, 煩手淫聲謂之鄭聲. 禮䟽謂, 煩手躑躅之聲似是繁複促數之意. 黄帝素問,
病虚而言語重複謂之鄭聲其意亦同. 子曰, 鄭聲淫佞人殆, 此或指淫聲未必是國號也. 樂記云, 鄭衛之音
亂世之音也, 桑間濮上之音 亾國之音也. 亾國亂世不同科, 而今詩集傳以桑中當桑間, 恐非其實 (ibid.,
78).
282
常人之情, 易以浸染, 以魏文矦之賢, 非不知古樂之可尙. 鄭衛之可遠, 聽彼則惟恐卧.
聽此則不知倦今以悅耳新聲, 曰使陳於前 其不爲導慾也者幾稀. 奚可哉 (“Kukp’ung ch’ongsŏl; SWM,
130–132).
283
季子之觀樂, 謂鄭其細已甚不見一毫及此. 以是知周樂本無淫女自作之章也 (ibid., 130–132).
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Wei” 鄭衛之音 and the “tunes near the River Pu, at the Mulberry Forest” 桑間濮上之音,
even though both fell into the category of lewd music.284 Yi argued that Zhu regarded the
“mulberry forest” as a disorderly place where men and women might enjoy secret love
affairs, thus identifying its sounds with the “Airs of Zheng and Wei.” But he clarified that the
former designated extremely decadent music—the “tunes of a state of going to ruin”
亡國之音—called mimi zhiyin (靡靡之樂), devised by Shiyan (the minister of King Zhou of
the Yin dynasty),285 whereas the latter signified the relatively less problematic “music of
disorder” 亂世之音. Questioning the confusion of Zhu Xi over the conventional terms
regarding lewd music and lack of awareness of subtle distinctions among them, Yi tried to
find the various types of secular music uniformly stigmatized as lewd,286 all the while
maintaining the basic Confucian belief that the function of music is to enlighten people.
Yi Ik’s new way of seeing the local songs of the states of Zheng and Wei in the Book
of Odes hints at the emerging perspective on the issues of lewd music at the time.
Specifically, Yi refuted Zhu Xi’s strictly ethical frame on poetry and music, questioning his
interpretation of the famous phrase “they will not lead you astray” (思無邪), an evaluation
by Confucius of the 305 poems in the Book of Odes.287 Indeed, the rigorous dichotomy of

According to the Record of Music, the “Airs of Zheng and Wei” denoted the “tunes of an age of disorder”
meaning that the state was in such a condition. The “tunes near the River Pu, at the Mulberry Forest,” indicated
a state of going to ruin, implying that the government (of Wei) was in a state of dissipation and that the people
were feeling unsettled, calumniating their superiors, and pursuing their private aims beyond restraint.
鄭衛之音, 亂世之音也, 比於慢矣. 桑間濮上之音, 亡國之音也. 其政散, 其民流, 誣上行私而不可止也.
See Record of Music: 4 (James Legge).
285
For the historical origin of mimi zhiyin 靡靡之樂, see the Annals of Yin 殷本紀 from Shiji 史記 by Sima
Qian; accessed online at https://ctext.org/shiji/yin-ben-ji.
286
樂記曰鄭衛之音, 亂世之音也, 桑間濮上之音, 亡國之音也. 朱子以鄘之桑中一篇爲桑間,
然桑濮之音 雖出於衛, 本是師延靡靡之樂. 故與鄭衛有亂世亡國之別, 今乃混而同之 抑恐未然
(Kukp’ung ch’ongsŏl; SWM, 130–131).
287
“The Master said, ‘The Odes numbers several hundred, and yet can be judged with a single phrase: “Oh,
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Zhu separated virtue from vice in the same way that heaven and earth are separated in his
arguments on licentious poems; Yi thought that this was not in accordance with Confucius’s
idea that the poems in the Book of Odes contained “no depraved thoughts.” The
comprehensive understanding of good and evil in ancient poems that Yi thought derived from
the rightness of emotion in human nature 情性之正 provides a clue to attempts in this
period to redefine the lewdness of poetry within the Neo-Confucian frame.288
The new perspective on the Book of Odes among Confucian scholars in the late
eighteenth century can be found in a dialogue between King Chŏngjo (r. 1777—1800) and
Chŏng Yak-yong 丁若鏞 (1762—1836), an eminent scholar. According to this source, King
Chŏngjo asked why Confucius included the “poems of Zheng and Wei” 鄭衛之詩 in the
Book of Odes, even though he mentioned in the Analects banishing the “tunes of Zheng.”
Chŏng Yak-yong disagreed with the common belief that devalued the “poems of Zheng and
Wei” by using the tropes of lewd music, such as the “tunes of Zheng” 鄭聲 or the “tunes
near the River Pu, at the Mulberry Forest” 桑間濮上之音. He clarified that the “Airs of
Zheng and Wei” 鄭衛之音 and the “tunes near the River Pu, at the Mulberry Forest,”
cannot be considered as the same, based upon evidence from Shiji 史記 and Fengsu Tongyi
風俗通. It is notable that Chŏng separated the “poems of Zheng and Wei” 鄭衛之詩 (which
refers to the lyrics) from the musical parts of the “Airs of Zheng and Wei” 鄭衛之音,
thereby proposing that the “poems of Zheng and Wei” could not be lewd music since it was

they will not lead you astray”; 詩三百 一言以蔽之 曰, “思無邪” (Analects 2: 2; The Essential Analects, 4).
288
子曰, 詩三百一言以蔽之曰思無邪. 言此一句盡蔽三百也, 好善惡惡, 俱出於情性之正,
故總其要則皆不外於無邪. 若如集傳說, 有邪無邪, 天壤背馳, 豈能以相蔽哉 (Kukp’ung ch’ongsŏl; SWM,
130–131).
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the “tunes of Zheng” 鄭聲 not the “poems of Zheng” 鄭詩 that Confucius prohibited in
the Analects. This remark suggests how Chŏng tried to maintain the authority of the literary
legacy of the Book of Odes, ascribing the lewdness of the “Airs of Zheng and Wei” to their
musicality, from the perspective of a Confucian scholar.289 As Ch’ŏn Ki-ch’ŏl explains, the
reconsideration by Confucian scholars of the “Airs of Zheng and Wei” beyond Zhu Xi’s
frame in the late eighteenth century was associated with the “evidential studies” (kaozheng
xue) of the Qing dynasty in the late eighteenth century.290 However, my focus is on how the
controversy over Zhu Xi’s exegesis on lewd poems and lewd music, a noticeable intellectual
trend of the time, shifted to the rediscovery of the vernacular song as a medium of portraying
genuine human nature.
The debates on lewd music in the mid- and late eighteenth century included a new
aspect. The strict ethical framework of the lewd poem provided by Zhu Xi of the local songs
in the Book of Odes—the “Airs of the States”—was reinterpreted by erudite Confucian
scholars such as Yi Ik and Chŏng Yak-yong. But a more substantial change in discourses on
secular music occurred in the pursuit of what was “genuine” in poetry or music in this

孔子刪詩, 寓勸懲之敎也, 故詩有善惡, 斯竝取之矣. 若非示戒則旣嘗曰放鄭聲矣. 然而鄭衛之詩,
何以與二南同列於國風之編也….若鏞對. 世之以鄭衛爲淫詩者, 動引論語放鄭聲樂記桑濮之文.
而考諸史記風俗通, 皆以桑間鄭衛分而言之, 則桑中之非桑間可知. 但曰放鄭聲, 而不曰放鄭詩,
則鄭衛之詩之非鄭衛之音可知 (Kukp’ung ch’ongnon 國風總論, Kyŏngsa kangŭi 經史講義 25, Hongjae
chŏnsŏ 弘齋全書 (Collected works of King Chŏngjo) vol. 88; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 264, 327; DB
of Korean Classics).
290
According to Ch’ŏn Ki-ch’ŏl, a series of Confucian scholars in the late eighteenth century
questioned Zhu Xi’s interpretation of Chinese scriptures, including the Book of Odes, under the
influence of Chinese scholars such as Mao Qiling (1623─1716), who questioned Zhu Xi’s
perspective on Chinese classics. Neo-Confucians, in Mao’s eyes, had overstressed the antagonism
between human desire (yu 欲) and the celestial principle of goodness. For more details, see Ch’ŏn
Ki-ch’ŏl,“Chŏngjo wa ch’ogye munsin dŭri pon Mogiryŏng ŭi Chuhŭi ŭmsisŏl pip’an” (A critique on Zhu Xi’s
theory of lewd poetry by Mogiryŏng as seen through the eyes of King Chŏngjo and his Servants), Han’guk
silhak yŏn’gu (Journal of Korean Silhak) 9, (2005): 265–266.
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period. One remarkable example can be found in the literary activities of chungin
intellectuals achieved through the new poetics.
The following is the preface to the first collection of poems written by chungin
entitled Haedong yuju 海東遺珠 (Pearls from the genuine Korean poetry, 1712):
In general, the pure and mellow depiction of scenery is like a bird in spring, and the
sad and ardent expression of affection is like a bug in autumn. To let one cry after the
emotion has been felt is the outflow of the spirit of Nature, and it is the so-called
genuine poetry. If Confucius read these poems, he surely would not discard them for
the reason that the poets were from humble origins.291

In this preface, the poet Hong Sae-t’ae 洪世泰 (1653—1725) explained that “a genuine
poem” was created through the emission of “heavenly spirit” (ch’ŏn’gi, 天機)—the spirit
bestowed by heaven—that signified the true essence of all people beyond any social
hierarchy.292 We know that some of the distinguished literati who interacted with chungin
poets supported this philosophical notion.293 For example, Yi Ch’ŏn-bo 李天輔 (1698—
1761) stated that poetry originally came from heavenly spirit and that the poets from the

惟其所以爲感而鳴之者, 無非天機中自然流出, 即此所謂眞詩也. 若使夫子而見者,
其不以人微而廢之也 審矣 (Hong Se-t’ae, Haedong yuju sŏ 海東遺珠序, Han’guk ŭi sŏ·bal (Prefaces and
Postscripts in Korea), trans. Yŏlsang Korean Classics Association (Seoul: Parŭn kŭlbang, 1992), 189–190).
292
Yi Hoon indicates that the term “heavenly spirit” had its origins in Taoism, specifically Chuang-tzu’s
“Nature of Doing Nothing” 無爲自然, but in the Chosŏn period it was integrated into Zhu Xi’s thoughts on
enlightenment theory on human nature and feeling 性情. After a few seventeenth-century intellectuals—
including Hŏ Kyun (1569—1618)—observed the natural expression of “emotions,” “heavenly spirit” was
reinterpreted as a sort of “anti-archaism” emphasizing “simplicity” 天眞 as an alternative literary theory to the
Neo-Confucian view of literature as a means of transmitting the Way. For more details, see Yi Hoon,
“Ch’ŏn’giron ŭi sajŏk pyŏni wa nongam ŭi ch’ŏnjin kaenyŏm chaeron” (The historical transition of Ch’ŏn’gi
and the reconsideration of Ch’ŏnjin suggested by Nongam Kim Ch’ang-hyŏp), Hanmun kojŏn yŏn’gu (Journal
of Korean Classical Chinese Literature) 28 (2014), 251–278.
293
Indeed, “heavenly spirit” was one of the philosophical concepts contemplated by progressive literati in
Seoul, the members of the prestigious Andong Kim clan, such as Kim Ch’ang-hyŏp 金昌協 (1651—1708),
Kim Ch’ang-hŭp 金昌翕 (1653─1722), and Yi Ch’ŏn-bo 李天輔 (1698—1761).
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chungin group who devoted themselves to the acquisition of literary skills—poets such as
Hong Se-t’ae and Chŏng Rae-gyo—were more capable of making heavenly spirit evident in
their works. Thus, they embodied the image of a professional poet 詩人 more than literati in
the traditional model of noblemen who enjoyed writing poems in their spare time, as the socalled yŏgi 餘技.294 However, more notable is that in the early eighteenth century the term
“heavenly spirit,” which prioritized the emanation of pure emotions in the rise of new poetics
led by some progressive literati and chungin poets in Seoul, was also used in the musical
realm.
The term also laid the foundation for explaining the value of song, in competition
with poetry, particularly “vernacular” and “secular” songs in the late eighteenth century. In
the preface to Taedong p’ungyo 大東風謠 (Collection of Korean vernacular songs),
allegedly compiled in the late eighteenth century, literatus Hong Tae-yong (1731─1783)
presented a seminal idea about music by making emotion a constituent part of song, one that
he regarded as a release of heavenly spirit:
Song expresses emotion. When the emotion arises from the sentence and words come
true in the sentence, we call it a song. Good songs discard artificial techniques and
shamefulness, forget good and vice, and manifest heavenly spirit by following the
natural. Therefore, the “Airs of the States” in the Book of Odes were all from the folk
songs of the ordinary people. Those songs sometimes contain the theme of
enlightenment for building moral character or have the intent of satire. Even though
夫詩者, 天機也. 天機之寓於人, 未嘗擇其地, 而澹於物累者能得之. 委巷之士惟其竆而賤焉,
故世所謂功名榮利, 無所撓其外而汨其中, 易乎全其天, 而於所業嗜而且專, 其勢然也.
近世詩人如滄浪洪道長卽其人, 而繼道長. 又有浣巖鄭潤卿者, 名來僑. 當世之學士大夫與之交狎,
不名而字之. 或致之家, 訓其子弟. 其爲人淸脩如癯鶴, 望其眉宇, 可知爲詩人 (Yi Ch’ŏn-bo, Wanam
chip sŏ 浣巖集序, Wanam chip 浣巖集 (Collected works of Wanam Chŏng Rae-gyo); Han’guk munjip
ch’onggan vol. 197 (1997), 487). For the comment on Hong Se-t’ae as a true poet (蓋一源之畏洪世泰.
亦必有所以也. 亦何足怪. 仲兄論洪. 有曰有詩人態度. 吾亦曰肥瘦得中), see Tapsagyŏng 答士敬,
Samyŏn chip 三淵集 (Collected works of Samyŏn Kim Ch’ang-hŭp) vol. 19, 394; DB of Korean Classics.
294
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kangguyo 康衢謠 (the songs of peaceful times) have perfect virtue and beauty, both
came from the emotion of human nature at the time.295

Indeed, “heavenly spirit” emerged as a term that characterized poems written by chungin in
contrast to the classical poems of literati found in their collection titled Pearls from the
genuine Korean poetry (1712). In this preface, however, Hong made an issue of song,
attempting to elucidate the universal value of vernacular songs enjoyed by ordinary people
with the term “heavenly spirit” that arose from natural human feelings. Confucian scholars
such as Yi Ik and Chŏng Yak-yong tried to reinstate the worth of the Book of Odes by
reconsidering the “Airs of the Zheng and Wei” known as lewd music, but they did not defend
secular tunes per se, instead endorsing the poems—that is to say, the lyrics—of Zheng and
Wei. Hong took a step forward and valued the “Airs of the States” in the Book of Odes, many
of which were classified as lewd poems by Zhu Xi, as songs that served as a medium of
emotion and an embodiment of heavenly spirit.
Notably, Hong Tae-yong’s view of vernacular songs based upon more egalitarian
values targeted a disruption of the cultural and social hierarchies among poem and song,
elegant and vulgar, old music and new music, yangban and commoners, and even China and
Korea. Hong reformulated the enlightening function of song as achievable “from the bottom
to the top” through the communion of people of all social strata, while appropriating the
legacy of the airs from the Book of Odes. His emphasis on the value of music was based

歌者言其情也. 情動於文, 言成於文, 謂之歌. 舍巧拙忘善惡, 依乎自然, 發乎天機, 歌之善也.
故詩之 ‘國風’, 多從里歌巷謠. 或囿涵泳之化, 亦有諷刺之意. 雖有遜於康衢謠之盡善盡美,
固皆出於當世性情之情也 (Taedong p’ungyo sŏ 大東風謠序, Tamhŏnsŏ naejip 湛軒書內集 (Collected
works of Tamhŏn Hong Tae-yong) vol. 3; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 248, 2000; HMM, 51, 54).
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upon the premise that all songs—based upon Chinese music as “central” 華 or Korean
music as “barbarian” 夷 and from ancient music or present music—were not so different,
since they all came from the sound and rhythm of natural and universal human emotions.296
Hong did not completely pull down the geopolitical hierarchy between Chosŏn Korea and
China, or undermine the high craftsmanship and legitimacy of Chinese poetry, But his
arguments on heavenly spirit are noteworthy for the high value that he placed on the
simplicity and integrity of folk songs sung by ordinary people, such as boy woodcutters or
farmers, which he thought were superior to the poems of literati that were overly polished
and persisted in the use of archaisms.297
It is vital to consider how the new perspective on song combined with the pursuit of
the genuine, as indicated in the progressive arguments of Hong Tae-yong, permeated the
practice of chamber music in the eighteenth century. A close examination of Songs of the
green hills (1728) suggests that chungin musicians promoted the re-evaluation of secular
songs with the concept of genuineness beyond the controversy over the Saktaeyŏp and
kyemyŏnjo. For example, in the preface to Songs of the green hills, chungin intellectual
Chŏng Rae-gyo 鄭來僑 (1681—1759) shed light on the universal value of song, regarded
as less important than poetry, finding the origin of song in the authority of the Book of Odes,

是以邦國陳之, 太師採之, 被之管絃, 而用之宴樂. 使庠塾絃誦之士 田野褦襶之氓,
俱得以歡欣感發, 而日遷善而不自知, 此詩敎之所以自下達上也…. 顧里巷歌謠之作,
出於自然之音響節族者. 腔拍雖間於華夷, 邪正多從其風俗. 分章叶韻, 而感物形言者, 固異曲同工,
而所謂 ‘今之樂猶古之樂也’ (ibid., 51–52, 54).
297
朝鮮, 固東方之夷也. 風氣褊淺, 方音侏离, 詩律之工, 固已遠不及中華, 而詞燥之體, 益無聞焉.
其所謂歌者, 皆綴以俚諺, 而間雜文字, 士大夫好古者, 往往不屑爲之, 而多成於愚夫愚婦之手,
即乃以其言之淺俗, 而君子皆無取焉. 雖然, ‘詩’之所謂’風’者, 固是謠俗之恒談, 即當時之聽之者,
安知不知以今人而聽今人之歌耶. 惟其言口成腔, 而言出衷曲, 不容安排, 而天眞呈露, 即樵歌農謳,
亦出於自然者, 反復勝於士大夫之點竄敲推, 言即古昔, 而適足以斲喪其天機也 (ibid., 52–53, 55).
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as did Hong.298 Furthermore, in other writings Chŏng evaluated the works of chungin singer
Kim Ch’ŏn-taek as examples of ideal songs with beautiful lyrics touching on natural
emotions, comparable to the achievement of poets.299 Specifically, Chŏng described Kim as
the founder of the new tune 新聲, which he described as “clear and bright” 瀏亮 with “fair
and reasonable words” 淸有理致.300 This indicates how the “new tune”—which initially
referred to the secular tune of Saktaeyŏp and was criticized as lewd in mainstream
discourses—was represented as a song with integrity in the chamber music practice of this
period.
Significantly, there was an attempt to signify Manhoengch’ŏngnyu (songs sung to the
Manhoeng tune)—the trademark of lewd songs with obscene words and irregular and fast
rhythms in Songs of the green hills—as genuine. In the postscript to Songs of the green hills,
Yi Chŏng-sŏp 李廷燮 (1688—1744), a member of the royal family and patron of chamber
music, advocated the inclusion of Manhoengch’ŏngnyu in Songs of the green hills, using as
the example of Confucius, who did not omit the folk songs of Zheng and Wei from the Book
of Odes.301 Yi defined vernacular songs (kayo, 歌謠)—not Sino-Korean poems—of the

古之歌者必用詩. 歌而文之者爲詩, 詩而被之管絃者爲歌, 歌與詩固一道也…. 盖歌詞之作,
非有文章而精聲律, 則不能, 故能詩者, 未必有歌, 爲歌者, 未必有詩. 至若國朝, 代不乏人.
而歌詞之作, 絶無而僅有, 有亦不能久傳. 豈以國家, 專尙文學而簡於音樂故然耶 (Chŏng Rae-gyo,
C’hŏnggu yŏngŏn sŏ 靑丘永言序; The great compendium of Korean vernacular songs, 1233).
299
余取以覽焉, 其詞固皆艶麗可玩. 而其旨有和平惟愉者, 有哀怨悽苦者, 微婉即含警, 激昻即動人,
有足以懲一代之衰盛, 驗風俗之美惡, 可與詩家表裏, 竝行而不相無矣 (ibid., 1233).
300
金君伯涵, 以善唱, 名國中. 能自爲新聲, 瀏亮可聽. 又製新曲數十闋, 以傳於世. 余觀其詞,
皆淸有理致, 音調節腔, 皆中律, 可與松江新飜後 (Kimsaeng ch’ŏnt’aek kabosŏ 金生天澤歌譜序, Wanam
chip 浣巖集 (Collected works of Wanam Chŏng Rae-gyo) vol. 4; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 197, 546;
HMM, 16).
301
余曰, “無傷也. 孔子刪詩, 不遺鄭衛, 所以非善惡, 而存勸戒也. 詩自必周南關雎, 歌何必虞廷賡載.
惟不離乎性情即幾矣 (Maaknoch’o 磨嶽老樵, Ch’ŏnggu yŏngŏn hubal 靑丘永言後跋, Songs of the green
hills (original version); The great compendium of Korean vernacular songs, 1233).
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towns 里巷 as embodiments of “genuine spirit” (chin’gi 眞機), on a continuum with
“heavenly spirit,” even though the melody of the songs was neither elegant nor refined but
contained emotions associated with triumph and tragedy that come from deep within the
human mind 性情.302 As Chŏng Rae-gyo indicated, three hundred songs in the Book of
Odes comprised the collected song texts but later became old-style poems, as songs and
poems became different genres.303 In the Confucian tradition, as mentioned earlier, song and
poetry shared the same origin: the Book of Odes; but the concern of Neo-Confucianists such
as Zhu Xi was to find the root of poetry in the Book of Odes. Notably, however, scholars such
as Hong Tae-yong and Yi Chŏng-sŏp, and chungin intellectuals such as Chŏng Rae-gyo and
Kim Ch’ŏn-t’aek, deeply engaged in the publication of song collections in the Late Chosŏn,
marked a watershed by specifying the “Airs of the States” in the Book of Odes as the
archetype of song (歌/歌謠), not of poetry.
The vindication of singing poems and vernacular songs designed to release natural
feelings without any pretense or intellectual vanity and to arouse bodily movements can be
traced back to the essays of Confucian scholars, including Shin Hŭm and Hong Man-jong, in
the seventeenth century. But the evaluation of vernacular song with fast tempo, complex
musical composition, plaintive sentiment, and lyrics including obscene words as a vehicle for
expressing emotion was made possible with the publication of Songs of the green hills, which
was organized by chungin musicians with the support of a group of yangban patrons.

下逮吾東, 其弊滋甚. 獨有歌謠一路, 差近風人之遺旨, 率情而發, 緣以俚語, 吟風之間, 油然感人.
至於里巷謳歈之音, 腔調雖不雅馴, 凡其愉佚怨歎, 猖狂粗莽之情狀態色, 各出於自然眞機 (ibid., 1233).
303
古之歌者必用詩, 歌而文之者爲詩, 詩而被之管絃者爲歌, 歌與詩固一道也. 自『三百篇』而古詩,
古詩變而爲古詩, 古詩變而爲近體, 歌與詩分而爲二 (Chŏng Rae-gyo, C’hŏnggu yŏngŏn sŏ; ibid., 1233).
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Interestingly, my finding is that the embedded preface of Songs of the green hills
(original version) that introduced manhoengchŏngnyu was an edited passage from Sunoji
旬五志 (Essays written in fifteen days, 1678) by Hong Man-jong and a passage from
Sangch’on’go 象村稿 (Collected works of Sangch’on, 1629) by Shin Hŭm.304 This edited
preface indicates how the chungin musicians appropriated the legacy of the literati in the
previous century who appreciated the value of song to place secular songs, including “lewd”
Manhoeng tunes, into tunes that embodied the genuine in chamber music venues. I argue that
the importation of songs marked as lewd into the music institution in the early eighteenth
century involved a significant aesthetic turn that crossed the Confucian framework, even
though it did not reverse the tidal wave of the song collection. In the next section, however, I
explore the remarkable advance of chungin singers to the cultural front, which spurred a
reshaping of the aesthetic traits of chamber music and the topology of vernacular music
practice in the nineteenth century.

Secular Music Becomes “Proper Tune”
Kagok—the main vocal genre of chamber music—was performed in a dynamic
progression that consisted of the alternation of disparate melodies and sentiments, beginning
with a basic tune in a regular and restrained form, transitioning to a musical deviation
employing humour and indecency in the second and third parts, and wrapping up with

“我東人所作歌曲, 專用方言. 間雜文字, 率以諺書, 傳行於世. 蓋方言之用, 在其國俗, 不得不然也.
其歌曲, 雖不能與中國樂譜比並, 亦有可觀而可聽者” (extracted from Sunoji); “中國之所謂歌,
卽古樂府曁新聲 被之管絃者, 俱是也. 我國即發之藩音, 協以文語. 此雖與中國異, 而若其情景咸載,
宮商諧和, 使人詠歎淫佚, 手舞足踏, 即其歸一也” (extracted from Sangch’on’go). See Manhoeng
ch’ŏngnyu sŏ 蔓橫淸類序, Songs of the green hills; ibid., 1233.
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relaxed emotions in the final part.305 As depicted by Chang Sa-hun, the performance of
kagok was a sort of Dionysian play at the border between the normative and the deviant in
terms of melody, tempo, tone, and even lyrics.306 Interestingly, it seems that chamber music
was not enjoyed exclusively by the upper middle class, who made up a large part of its
audience. The biography of a kagok singer named Yu Song-nyŏn by literatus Sŏng Tae-jung
成大中 (1732─1812) includes an anecdote that Yu was recognized by a beggar when he
was walking down Chongno Street in Seoul and singing a song one night. It also names the
three top singers in Seoul in the late eighteenth century: Na, a merchant; Cho, a military
officer, and Yu Song-nyŏn, of yangban origin. Here we see that kagok singers from various
classes—second status, commoner, and yangban—were widely known to the public, to the
extent that even a beggar recognized them.307 Another unofficial history of the Late Chosŏn
written by poet Cho Su-sam 趙秀三 (1762—1849) contains a story about a street fortune
teller who was better at singing kagok than telling fortunes. The story adds that he mastered
twenty-four types of tunes with ujo (transparent and magnificent mode) and kyemyŏnjo (sad
mode) in kagok, and when his song reached its climax, money poured in from the

According to Chang Sa-hun, the overall performance mode of kagok established in the nineteenth century,
the kagok hanbat’ang (also known as p’yŏn’ga 篇歌), had three parts. The first section consisted of singing the
basic forms of the six tunes with ujo or kyemyŏnjo, such as I-saktaeyŏp, and its five derivative tunes including
Chunggŏ, P’yŏnggŏ, Tugŏ, Sam-saktaeyŏp, and Soyong(i). The second section consisted of singing the tunes of
Nong and Nak, such as Manhoeng (Ŏllong), Urong, P’yŏng, Urak, Kyerak, Ŏnnak. The third section consisted
of singing the plagal tunes of P’yŏn, such as Up’yŏn, P’yŏllak, Ŏnp’yŏn, and P’yŏn-saktaeyŏp. As the finale, a
male singer and a female singer would sing T’aep’yŏngga together, a variation of I-saktaeyŏp. The return to the
slow tune of I-saktaeyŏp signified restoration of the social norm after the deviation. See Chang Sa-hun, The
newest introduction, 431–432, 449–450.
306
Ibid., 449–450.
307
Yu Song-nyŏn is a rare example of yangban who chose to be a professional singer. But it cost him: he lived
a poor and disadvantaged life. Presumably, these singers, including Yu, were famous for singing kagok since it
was written that he got along with kinyŏ in the local government and kagok singers (Sŏng Tae-jung, Yu
Songnyŏn 柳松年, Haech’ong 海叢 (Unofficial anonymous records); Sino-Korean short stories in the
Chosŏn period vol. 2, 223–225).
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audience.308 These records are evidence of the popularity of chamber music, popularity that,
in the late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century, reached as far as the streets and
marketplaces where the public gathered.309
However, it is significant that the main characteristic of kagok in the nineteenth
century was ostensibly the classicization of musical style and sentiment under the influence
of patrons among the upper class, including the royal family, as indicated by several
scholars.310 What matters is that previous studies have rarely discussed the two seemingly
disparate aspects of kagok at this time—its classicization and its popularization among a
wide demographic—instead focusing on the opposition between social actors in music
practice: that is, yangban and chungin.311 However, I argue that the dichotomous framework
based upon separation of yangban and chungin does not elucidate the dynamic structure of
chamber music in the nineteenth century. I focus on the stylistic achievements and aesthetic

Cho Su-sam, Ch’ujae kii 秋齋紀異; ibid., 338.
In his anthology, literatus Kang I-ch’ŏn 姜彛天 (1769—1801) also dealt with a beggar on the streets of
Seoul whose specialty was impersonating voices and sounds. The beggar was described as imitating the sounds
of wind instruments, such as the piri, haekŭm, and chŏk, and the melody of the Yŏngsan hoesang (Chapchŏ
雜著, Ihwagwan ch’onghwa 梨花舘叢話, Chungamgo 重菴稿 (Collected works of Chungam Kang I-ch’ŏn)
vol. 3; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan sok vol. 111 (2011), 526).
309
For the first reference to the audience of kagok that included the public, see Shin Kyŏng-suk, “Chosŏn hugi
kagok hyangyu pŏmwi wa kŭ ŭimi” (The scope of kagok audiences and its implications in the Late Chosŏn),
Sijohak nonch’ong (Journal of Sijo Study) 34 (2011): 146–147.
310
For example, Shin Kyŏng-suk described kagok in the nineteenth century as songs with aristocratic taste and
refinement of artistic technique in singing modes, distinct from the kagok of the eighteenth century, which
exhibited dynamic forces from the town culture. See Shin Kyŏng-suk, “Sipkusegi kagaek kwa kagok ŭi ch’ui
(Singers and trend of kagok in the nineteenth century), Han’guk siga yŏn’gu (Journal of Korean Classical
Poetry) 2 (1997): 296.
311
One main focus in previous studies on Korean classical poetry was the conflicted relationship between the
privileged yangban and the disadvantaged non-yangban under the cultural hierarchy. For example, Ko Mi-suk
paid attention to the stylization of kagok performances and estimated the originality of the art in the
development of kagok promoted by outstanding chungin singers such as An Min-yŏng. However, her analysis
ultimately reaches the limit of self-awareness of chungin musicians who could not promote social reform even
though they stepped away from feudal thinking (Ko Mi-suk, “An Min-yŏng ŭi chakp’umsegye wa kŭ
yesulsajŏk ŭimi” (The works of An Min-yŏng and their meanings in art history), Han’guk hakpo (Journal of
Korean Studies) 62 (1991): 151, 152, 171).
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transformations led by chungin musicians who helped to blur the social boundaries assigned
to the two classes in the cultural realm. I also assess the specific positioning of chungin
musicians as cultural intermediaries who composed kagok fit for mainstream tastes across the
spectrum from yangban to non-yangban and the social implications of the qualitative
alteration of kagok.
The songs in the nineteenth-century collection reflect the change in formal units in
kagok performance, a change that combined more multifarious tunes with elaborate
performances in prolonged expressions.312 Following the layout of the collections of songs,
the style of kagok in the eighteenth century can be characterized by the partial addition of the
plagal tune Manheong with provocative and obscene lyrics in the last section. In the
nineteenth century, however, despite the decline of the sasŏl-sijo (a long, irregular form of
verse with a narrative) and the ostensible decrease in the number of Manhoeng, the
expansion of plagal tunes from Manhoeng—including Nong (roistering), Nak (amusing), and
P’yŏn (weaving), tunes with brilliant and entertaining notes and embellishments—increased
the pleasure-seeking ambience in a leisurely mode using more complicated musical
techniques.313

In Songs of the East (Chussi version, 1763), the number of basic tunes played in chamber music was
fourteen. However, in the Kagok wŏllyu 歌曲源流 (Origin of kagok, Kugagwŏn version, 1872)─henceforth,
Origin of kagok, the number of basic tunes increased to fifty because of the divergence of male and female
songs, the branching of ujo and kyemyŏnjo, and the growth of derivative tunes, namely thirty kinds of male
songs and twenty kinds of female songs. The latest complete form of kagok performance called p’yŏn’ga, which
has survived to the present, consists of twenty-four male songs, fifteen female songs, and one duet. See
Bibliographical explication, 23, 189–191; Chang Sa-hun, Han’guk ŭmaksa, (A history of Korean music)
(Seoul: Chŏngŭmsa, 1976), 312–313.
313
Chang Sa-hun stated that, along with the diversification of Saktaeyŏp, there were new trends in plagal tunes,
plagal singing modes, and rhythms in the nineteenth century that signified a break from the conventional view
of kagok as lengthy and graceful (ibid., 312–313). The P’yŏn designates a technique of weaving the rhythms
densely at a fast tempo, good for singing the long, irregular verse form named sasŏl-sijo (Chang Sa-hun, The
newest introduction, 441).
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Like the Manhoeng tune, Nong, Nak, and P’yŏn, which contained blatant and obscene
stories seen as taboo in the official discourses, were substantial parts of kagok repertoires at
the time. For example, one piece of P’yŏn-saktaeyŏp (#855) in Songs of the green hills
(Yuktang version), originally deployed as a Manhoeng tune (#494) in Songs of the green hills
(original version, 1728), is as follows:
One girl was looking for a husband, but unfortunately died.
Later, her spirit was reincarnated as a dried stem of hemp in a hemp plant
and then it became the hemp clothes of the old, toothless monk in a temple located in
Yongmun Mountain.
When the monk becomes sweaty and feels itchy once in a while, I will probably rub
the body of the monk.314
The lyric contains the unfulfilled desire of the now dead girl for a mate and marriage, which
continues to vex her ghost. Here rubbing the monk’s body suggests sexual contact. This
example signals the way the song collection in the nineteenth century included tunes with the
fast tempo and roistering mood used for singing longer verses containing obscene words,
maintaining the musical legacy of the Manhoeng tune in the eighteenth century.315 The tune
I-saktaeyŏp, which stemmed from the basic tune Saktaeyŏp, spawned derivatives such as
Tugŏ 頭擧 (lifting a range at the start), Chunggŏ 中擧 (lifting a range in the middle), and
P’yŏnggŏ 平擧 (lifting a range like dashing), making its structure more complicated at a
slow tempo. As presented by Yi Ch’an-uk, the slow tune has a complex composition because,
to lengthen the expression of each syllable it needs diverse rhythms.316 These markers

Songs of the green hills (original version), 624; Songs of the green hills (Yuktang version), trans. Hwang
Ch’ung-gi (Seoul: P’urŭn sasang, 2013), 385.
315
A third of the 999 pieces take the longer verse form in Songs of the green hills (Yuktang version, 1852). See
Songs of the green hills (Yuktang version), 17.
316
Yi Ch’an-uk, “A study of the motif and mood of the Kagok wŏllyu,” 345.
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suggest that kagok performance consisted of a dynamic combination of fast and slow tempos
and intricate melody.
Another distinctive trait is that an appealing and sorrowful sentiment played with
kyemyŏnjo was preferred to the ujo of a serene and upright mood in the nineteenth century.317
In particular, the most popular chamber music tune of this period was I-saktaeyŏp (the
regular form of Saktaeyŏp), the slowest among a series of Saktaeyŏp tunes, combined with
kyemyŏnjo’s sorrowful sentiment.318 According to Song Chi-wŏn, the popularity of Isaktaeyŏp in the nineteenth century is attributable to the fact that its regular verse form in a
relatively slower tempo was a more proper way to appreciate profound lyrics.319 However,
what should be noted here is the stylistic conflation of I-saktaeyŏp in the sad mode and
p’yŏng-sijo (a regular, short form of verse) containing vulgar words. P’yŏng-sijo, which had
been used as a vehicle for the elegant sentiments of the literati embodying Confucian values
and natural beauty, began to embrace more mundane themes. Indeed, more parts of the kagok
in the nineteenth century had love affairs and seperations as themes while the greater part of
the lyrics in the eighteenth century—except for songs sung to the Manhoeng tune containing
aberrant, obscene stories—were based on the regular poetic form and had conventional
themes, such as filial piety and loyalty to the king, self-sufficient life in nature, and pure
patriotism.320 Presumably, when I-saktaeyŏp played in kyemyŏnjo was sung by a female

In Songs of the green hills (Yuktang version), of the total 890 male songs, 580 (65 percent) were in
kyemyŏnjo; of the 109 female songs, 82 (75 percent) were in kyemyŏnjo. In the Origin of kagok (Kugagwŏn
version, 1872), of the 665 male songs, 505 (80 percent) were in kyemyŏnjo; of the 191 female songs, 140 (73
percent) were in kyemyŏnjo (Bibliographical explication, 147–152, 188–192).
318
For example, in Songs of the green hills (Yuktang version), of the total 999 songs, 300 (30 percent) (male
and female songs) were I-saktaeyŏp with kyemyŏnjo; in the Origin of kagok (Kugagwŏn version), of the total
856 songs, 339 (39 percent) (male and female songs) were I-saktaeyŏp and its variations, such as Chunggŏ,
Tugŏ, and Ugŏ, in kyemyŏnjo (ibid., 147–152, 188–192).
319
Song Chi-wŏn, “A discourse on expanding views of kagok,” 96–99.
320
As examined by Mun Chu-sŏk, of the 999 pieces in Songs of the green hills (Yuktang version, 1852), 313
140
317

singer, her delicate and fine voice would have enhanced the sad melody with the wrenching
theme of parting. The following is one example from the Origin of kagok of an I-saktaeyŏp
tune:
I wish I flew into the body of my beloved
By blending myself with the wine,
I wish I could search for the winding bowels of my beloved,
His heart which forgets me,
I will change his heart that is fascinated by someone else.321

This shows how provocative lyrics about heartbreak were combined with a sad melody
played in kyemyŏnjo.322 This kind of syncretic structure of form and content signals how
kagok was stylized through a fusion of disparate elements—“elegant” tunes and “vulgar”
lyrics—in the nineteenth century.
A number of the songs in kagok performances in the nineteenth century had themes of
love affairs and exhortations to enjoy life, played in a dynamic rotation of regular and
irregular verse. Furthermore, the simple tunes from Saktaeyŏp and the plagal tunes enhanced
intricate rhythms, ranging from slow to fast tempos and from graceful to sad sentiments. I
argue that this stylistic reconstruction of kagok—which can be characterized as the

(31 percent) were about love affairs, 195 (19 percent) were about “self-sufficient life in nature,” 133 (13
percent) were about the “frailty of human life and seeking pleasure,” 76 (8 percent) were about “the gallant
spirit and patriotism,” 49 (5 percent) were about “morality and propriety,” and 23 (2 percent) about “loyalty to
the king.” In the Origin of kagok (Kukagwŏn version, 1872) the results are similar. This indicates that in the
nineteenth century themes of love affairs and the frailty of human life or living life to the fullest (43–47
percent) outnumbered the conventional themes of classical poetry written by the literati (30–34 percent) such as
loyalty to the king, gallantry and patriotism, morality and propriety. For more details, see Mun Chu-sŏk “Kagok
wŏllyu yŏn’gu” (A study on Kagok wŏllyu), Ph.D. diss., Yŏngnam University, 2005, 92.
321
#725-060, Origin of kagok (Kugagwŏn version).
322
The melody of P’yŏggŏ (a derivative tune of I-saktaeyŏp) sung by a female voice also contains phrases to
express grudges caused by parting with her beloved: “The gradually decaying liver and bowels / I will cut them
with a sharp knife / After putting each piece one by one in a jade case of a coral box / to anybody / who will go
to the place of my beloved, I will ask him to send them.” See #770-105 Origin of kagok (Kugagwŏn version).
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aestheticization of the heterogeneous traits of its musical development—and embracing of
popular subject matters in lyrics appealed to a wide audience in this period. On the other
hand, this suggests how much the professional competence of musicians was required in
music production. Particularly, the refinement of singing techniques and the addition of
diverse tunes in kagok performances were made possible through the abilities of musicians to
improvise. Pak Hyo-gwan 朴孝寬, one of the leading chungin singers of the nineteenth
century, commented on the calibre of the professional musicians who could handle
impromptu variations on their own or with other musicians:
Ujo with its clean and gallant atmosphere and the kyemyŏnjo with its sorrowful
sentiment are originally played in a more flexible way in performance. All modes are
replaceable depending on the situation and at the singers’ discretion. For example,
kyemyŏnjo can be replaced by ujo, and ujo can be replaced by kyemyŏnjo. Saktaeyŏp
was interchangeable with Nong, Nak, and P’yŏn during live performances. Therefore,
it would be better not to insist on sticking to records in the music scores…. Besides,
the script of the female part can be used as a male part. Only the musicians who have
mastered the principle of performance would understand it.323
This comment emphasizes that the compiler of a song collection should transmit the dynamic
scenes of impromptu kagok performances to posterity through musicians with outstanding
skills and knowledge of music. In the flourishing of chamber music, therefore, the questions
of what chungin musicians, who promoted the stylistic development of kagok, really did and
how deeply they were engaged with the aesthetic modification of secular music require more
elaboration.

羽界, 本非係着者, 易推移 有權變之度, 唯在歌者之變通, 而或以羽爲界, 以界爲羽, 數大葉弄樂編,
互相推移歌之, 非徒以譜上名目偏執, 可也. 韻彙之平上去入高低淸濁, 亦有權變合勢之理也.
且所謂女唱辭說, 亦非女唱坪係着者也, 男唱辭說中, 移以爲之者也. 亦非會理通神者,
即不可解得者也爾 (Pak Hyo-gwan, “The Postscript, Origin of kagok (Kugagwŏn version); The great
compendium of Korean vernacular songs, 1240).
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The personal song collection Kŭmok ch’ongbu 金玉總部 (Collection of valuable
songs, 1876) compiled by a leading chungin singer named An Min-yŏng 安玟英 (1816—
1885?), offers a new view of professional musicians, including performers from the chungin
and commoners and court musicians, who joined chamber music ensembles, compared with
the image of chungin singers as marginal intellectuals in Songs of the green hills of the early
eighteenth century. In the postscript to one tune from the Collection of valuable songs, An
described a music gathering:
I climbed up to Namhan Mountain Fortress in 1867 with a Master Pak. My fellows
included An Kyŏng-ji 安慶之, Kim Kun-jung 金君仲, Kim Sa-jun 金士俊, Kim
Sŏng-sim 金聖心, Ham Kye-wŏn 咸啓元, and Shin Chae-yun 申在允, and the
singing kinyŏ including Kyewŏl 桂月 from Taegu, Yŏnyŏn 姸姸 from Chŏnju,
Eŭnhyang 銀香 from Haeju, Hyangch’un 香春 from Chŏnju, and the finest
professional instrumental players. At that time, flowers were in full bloom, and the
red-and-blue-tinted lights on the mountain created a picturesque scene. That was such
a beautiful meeting in a fantastic scene. We went on a spree for three days before we
came back.324
According to this record, the finest male and female musicians and connoisseurs, mainly
chungin and kinyŏ, were represented as members of the chamber music community who
enjoyed a perfect communion through music, nature, and social gathering, without any
indication of social difference. Here the honorific designation of the performers of chamber
music using the suffix kaek 客 was linked to the horizontal communication of the chamber
music circle.325

余於丁卯春, 與朴先生景華 安慶之 金君仲 金士俊 金聖心 咸啓元 申在允 率大邱桂月 全州姸姸
海州銀香 全州香春 一等工人一牌, 卽上南漢山城. 時則百花爭發, 萬山紅綠, 相暎爲畵,
是所謂不可逢之勝槪佳會也. 三日迭宕而還 (#162, Collection of valuable songs, 182–183).
325
As indicated by musicologist Yi Po-hyŏng, kaek 客, which literally translates as “guest” and was used as an
honorific suffix in traditional Korean society, referred to people who joined poetry meetings or chamber music
performances. Among participants in chamber music, so-gaek 騷客 was an honorific for poets, muk-kaek
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In the Collection of valuable songs, the main performers were described as yul-gaek
(instrument player) and ka-gaek (singer). Among them, the designation of the best
performers included myŏng-gŭm 名琴 (master of kŏmun’go player), myŏng-ga 名歌
(master of the song), myŏng-hŭi 名姬 (distinguished female performer), and hyŏnryŏng
賢伶 (outstanding instrument player).326 Obviously, the titles of kaek 客 (guest) and myŏng
名 (virtuoso) are distinct from the traditional naming of the hired musicians using an
indicator of social class, such as kong 工 (craftsman), chang 匠 (artisan), or ki 妓 (female
entertainer or courtesan). These honorific designations as found in the Collection of valuable
songs are likely evidence of the reshaping of the status of musicians in the private music
sector on the basis of artistic talent and achievement regardless of social rank. The critical
issues here are the self-representation of chungin singers, which included multiple images
that disrupted the stereotypical Confucian dictates, and how these singers appropriated
Confucian orthodoxy in valorizing the status of kagok. In the Collection of valuable songs,
An depicted kagok master Pak Hyo-gwan as comparable to Li Guinian, a legendary Chinese
musician of the Tang dynasty,327 “a carefree old man with an appearance of the
nobleman,”328 and a bohemian or Taoist hermit.329 The image of the chungin singer as a

墨客 for painters and calligraphers, yul-gaek 律客 for instrument players, and ka-gaek 歌客 for singers. See
Yi Po-hyŏng, “P’ansori kongyŏn munhwa ŭi pyŏndong i p’ansori e kkich’in yŏnghyang” (The impact of the
change in performance culture on p’ansori), Han’gukhak yŏn’gu (A Journal of Korean Studies) 7, Institute of
Korean Studies, Korea University (1995): 287–288.
326
An Min-yŏng, “The postscript of #179,” Collection of valuable songs, 201–202.
327
“A master Pak Hyo-gwan sings well. When he sings a song holding a golden glass and embracing [a]
musical instrument on the stream in a blooming night and on a moonlit and a fair, breezy dawn, the voice is
clean and bright, and the tune is lofty, and his song naturally makes the dust on the beam fly and the fleeting
cloud stop. Even the outstanding talent of the Chinese musician in the Tang dynasty, Li Guinian, will not be
better off than his song.” (An Min-yŏng, Chasŏ 自序, Collection of valuable songs, 56-57). #165 contains a
similar description of Pak Hyo-gwan (ibid., 185).
328
#24, ibid., 77.
329
“An old man, that old man/That old man who is retiring in nature/That old man who has been living with
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recluse who transcended worldly affairs was the most common in the Collection of valuable
songs.330 At the core of the synthetic image of the chungin singer was a person immersed in
writing poems, drinking, singing, playing the zither, and pursuing aesthetic pleasures. An
Min-yŏng often described an exclusive meeting with a small number of music performers in
a private place, seizing the beautiful moment in early spring when apricot flowers were just
about to bloom.331 As indicated by contemporary scholars, the representation of apricot
flowers in An’s pieces has implications different from those of the literati, who took it to
symbolize the integrity of a nobleman.332 Ko Mi-suk argued that the aesthetics of the flower
in An’s poetry were too much tilted toward sensual decadence without any vision of social
progress.333 However, Ko’s attempt to connect An’s literary world with fin-de-siècle
decadence leaves room for an analysis that considers the environments of cultural
consumption because his pieces were the song texts sung in the music venues, distinct from
the written poetic texts. It is thought that this kind of aestheticization of natural objects in
An’s pieces was interlocked with the core mechanism in chamber music venues in the
nineteenth century, the affective domain that propelled the stylization of kagok and
maximized the aestheticism beyond ideological conviction or moral reasoning.
Yet what is remarkable is that the compilers Pak and An adopted the orthodox

poetry, wine, song, kŏmun’go, and go/That old man who is getting older without seeking any reputation all his
life” (#46, ibid., 92). An defined his music community as “the people who do not pursue mundane success in a
peaceful time.” (# 55, ibid., 97).
330
# 37, ibid., 85-86; #166, ibid., 186–187.
331
In the postscript to #6, An recorded that he wrote eight songs about apricot flowers in the Collection of
valuable songs. See #6, #15, #41, #54, #77, #90, #97, #101 (ibid., 64–65).
332
On yangban taking apricot flowers as a subject matter in the Chosŏn period, see Shin Ik-ch’ŏl, “Chosŏn
sidae maehwasi ŭi chŏn’gae wa t’ŭkching” (The development and characteristics of the poems about apricot
flowers in the Chosŏn era), Tongbang hanmunhak (Tong-Bang Korean Chinese Literature) 65, (2013): 165–
210).
333
Ko Mi-suk, “The works of An Min-yŏng,” 160–161.
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Confucian concepts of music to evaluate kagok in the song collections. The collections
produced in the eighteenth century have marks of chungin compilers who remained
conscious of the Confucian standards for music, such as its function as a means of
enlightenment and apprehensiveness about the inclusion of vulgar songs called Manhoeng
ch’ŏngnyu, relying on the authority of the prefaces and postscripts written by the literati.334
Interestingly, however, song collections in the nineteenth century changed complexion. In the
postscript to the Origin of kagok (1872), Pak Hyo-gwan himself wrote in the voice of a
Confucianist:
If our mind is not correct, our tune would not be correct. Isn’t this the chŏngŭm
(proper tune) of noblemen? Recently, a bunch of lowbrow people got along together
and assimilated themselves into vulgar customs. Some people who make time for
entertainment learn and enjoy the rootless folk song and jesting and bizarre acts while
willingly giving the troupe a tip. Would the sage and the nobleman have been seduced
by things which were not “proper tunes” in the past?335
In this passage, Pak criticized the vulgar behaviour of singers in the commoners’ area,
equating kagok with the “proper tune,” chŏngŭm—the conventional metaphor of ideal music
applied to a-ak in the Confucian tradition—and placing himself as a nobleman with a
righteous mind entitled to embody the commonly perceived Confucian aesthetics, “to be
enjoyable but not to be licentious” 樂而不淫. Moreover, like typical Confucianists, Pak
emphasized the value of songs that inherited the spirit of the Book of Odes, naming himself

The examples are from the postscript to Songs of the green hills (original version) by Maaknoch’o
磨嶽老樵 (Yi Chŏng-sŏp 李廷燮), the preface to Songs of the East (Chussi version) by Chang Pok-so
張福紹, and the preface to Songs of the East (Pakssi version) by Hwasaja 花史子 (The great compendium of
Korean vernacular songs, 1233, 1235–1236).
335
心不正, 即聲不正, 是其非君子之正音乎. 挽近俗末, 碌碌謀利之輩, 孜孜相趣,
薰然共化於鄙吝之習, 或偸閑爲戱者, 以無根之雜謠謔浪之駭擧, 貴賤爭與纏頭習尙,
奚有古昔賢之君子 爲正音之餘派者 (Pak Hyo-gwan, “The postscript,” Origin of kagok (Kugagwŏn
version); The great compendium of Korean vernacular songs, 1240).
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as a successor of that orthodox lineage. He also mentioned the prerequisites for ideal music,
such as harmony of musical and literary form (meter, rhythm) and content (lyrics),
correspondence between melody and the principle of yin and yang, and modulation of the
timbre and pitch of sound.336
By extension, Pak deplored the collapse of the proper tune at the time, thereby
conferring orthodoxy on kagok and making it distinct from vulgar folk songs:

I am deeply sorry for the disconnection of the ‘proper tune,’ so I made a collection of
songs that marked the pitch and beat for each line. I expect that this collection will be
taken as a model for future generations of music.337

This comment highlights the paradoxical point at which kagok, whose origin in Saktaeyŏp
was stigmatized as lewd in the eighteenth century, was claimed as a proper tune on the
opposite side of the “Airs of Zheng and Wei” (i.e., lewd music).338 I question how the
reversal of kagok from lewd tune to proper tune occurred in the nineteenth century and

“Song might be just an art, but it is the origin of the peaceful spirit in an age of sage rulers. In ancient times,
from the high officials to the commoners, the people seeking a noble idea with no vulgarity made a song and
sang it to unfold their minds to the world…. To let the melody and the principle of yin and yang resonate, to
control the timbre and pitch of sound within the regulation, but to make people feel and achieve their will, to
provide enjoyment to the people, but to prevent them from being licentious, these were all the rules for
singing.”; 歌雖一藝, 乃聖世太平氣像之源流也. 古者, 上自卿宰, 下至藜庶, 志高不俗之人, 有製有唱,
述其志敍其懷….相爲表裏. 律呂陰陽相生之理, 字音淸濁高低之韵, 不踰其秬, 可以感發人之志,
樂而不淫者 (ibid., 1240).
337
余不勝慨歎其正音之泯絶, 畧抄歌闋, 爲一譜, 標其句節高低長短點, 俟后人有志於斯者, 爲鑑準焉
(ibid., 1240).
338
According to Kim Shin-jung, the layout of two kinds of Korean song collections in the nineteenth century—
the Origin of kagok (including its various versions) and the Collection of valuable songs—was based upon the
two pieces of writing by Wu Zeng 吳曾, a Chinese scholar under the reign of Emperor Gaozong (1131─1162)
of the Southern Song, from his book Nŭnggaejae mannok 能改齋謾錄. Kim indicates that the prefaces to both
song collections included the full texts of Wu’s writings entitled “Origin of kagok” 歌曲源流 and “Argument
on the Tune of kagok” 論曲之音, and the Korean song collection the Origin of kagok was named after Wu’s
one writing. Kim indicates that the compilers, Pak Hyo-gwan and An Min-yŏng, appropriated Wu’s texts in the
prefaces to endow kagok with the legitimacy of the proper tune. See the translator’s introduction by Kim Shinjung (Collection of valuable songs, 34–38).
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whose voices were embodied in this representation.
Pak’s comment also shows how the term “proper tune” could be newly construed in a
setting of vernacular music through the mediation of chungin musicians. Interestingly, the
repertoires of kagok in the nineteenth century, which embraced varied tunes played in a
dynamic rotation of fast and slow tempos and intricate melodies with vulgar lyrics, were
labelled as proper. It is difficult to ascertain whose idea—the literati’s or the chungin
musicians’—helped to reclassify the vernacular song genre that retained secular musical
traits with the orthodox term “proper tune.” Were chungin singers speaking vicariously for
the literati who tacitly enjoyed secular tunes in the private music sector? Or were chungin
musicians repositioning themselves as arbiters of chamber music to legitimize their works by
appropriating Confucian orthodoxy? There is more than one interpretation, of course, but my
focus here is on the situation in which chungin musicians took the initiative to reorganize the
aesthetic coordinates of vernacular music in (the latter half of) the nineteenth century in place
of the ruling elites who had hitherto held the prerogative to determine the right form, content,
and tune.
It is also necessary to determine the key differences of chungin musicians’
engagement in aesthetic reformulation compared with that of yangban, who had
monopolized music discourse in the Chosŏn era. As indicated in Pak’s preface, above, in
vesting orthodoxy in kagok, chungin singers attempted to create a hierarchy among vocal
genres by giving primacy to kagok over “rootless vulgar songs” and “obscene behaviour on
the streets,” such as p’ansori (folk operatic songs), chapka (folk songs), or t’alch’um (mask
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dances), enjoyed by ordinary people on the streets or in the marketplace.339 It is likely that
chungin singers followed the conventional rhetoric in which yangban tried to build a
hierarchy of music depending on the status of the main audience. However, the case of
chungin musicians who attempted to distinguish kagok from folk songs at a discursive level
was not commensurate with their actual chamber music activities. The position of chungin
singers on vernacular music genres is elusive, since they took contrasting attitudes towards
folk songs in other records. For example, the postscript to one song in the Collection of
valuable songs depicted a chamber music meeting in 1880 at which the greatest performers,
including male and female singers, instrumental players, and dilettantes, enjoyed their selfsufficient performance:
After drinking gallons of wine, we sang a long song grandly. It was like the nature of
a Taoist hermit and the spirit of a hero. Longing to see a leaf over a precipitous cliff
every year, all music masters and connoisseurs congregated and sang a tune of
kyemyŏnjo together. The clear sound could be heard to a great distance, shaking off
the dust on the beams, and the sound of kŏmun’go made the crane dance. We went on
a spree and drank like fish all day. When we picked the red leaves and yellow flowers
and were jumping for joy, the sun set over the western royal tomb, and the moon rose
over the eastern hill. As crickets chirped and people lighted an oil lamp, we washed
the glasses and drank the wine again. We heard the master singer sing Chŏkpyŏkka
(from the p’ansori repertoires) in the styles of Mo Hŭng-gap and Song Hŭng-nok,
who were the most celebrated p’ansori singers of the time. After the curfew was
lifted, we closed the meeting. Where and when can this type of gorgeous musician
get-together happen again?340
As this quotation indicates, in their performances chungin musicians, including An Min-yŏng

挽近俗末, 碌碌謀利之輩, 孜孜相趣, 薰然共化於鄙吝之習, 或偸閑爲戱者, 以無根之雜謠
謔浪之駭擧, 貴賤爭與纏頭習尙, 奚有古昔賢之君子 爲正音之餘派者 (ibid., 287–288). Kwŏn Tu-hwan
indicated that “vulgar songs” have two connotations in this preface by Pak Hyo-kwan: one might refer to the
genres of folk songs, such as p’ansori and chapka, and the other might signify sijo or kasa, less preferred than
kagok in the hierarchy of the vocal genres of chamber music. See Kwŏn Tu-hwan, “Chosŏn hugi sijogadan
yŏn’gu” (A study on the singing community in the Late Chosŏn), Ph.D. diss., Seoul National University, 1984,
110.
340
#179, Collection of valuable songs, 200–202.
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and Pak Hyo-gwan, embraced various genres from kagok to p’ansori, even shamanistic
music.341 Indeed, one record states that when An visited Ch’ang wŏn (in southeast Korea) he
held a music meeting with local performers such as Choi Ch’i-hak, known as a master singer
of p’yŏn-sijo (sasŏl-sijo) and a kayagŭm player, and the female dancer Kyŏngp’ae, who
also learned p’ansori. An greatly admired Choi’s performance, especially the playing of a
shamanistic tune called sinawi (improvised shamanic ensemble) accompanied by the
kayagŭm and his singing of a sijo (a short lyric song). On another occasion, An visited one of
the p’ansori masters of the time named Song Hŭng-rok.342 These records in the Collection of
valuable songs reveal that, at least in the field of performance in the nineteenth century, the
chamber music community enjoyed a variety of genres, and the high calibre of the
performers mattered more than the hierarchy when it came to kagok and folk music
genres.343 This scene also suggests the dual aspects of chungin musicians who, on the
surface, not only employed the Confucian authority to construct musical legitimacy but also
incorporated disparate traits beyond the dichotomy of elegant and vulgar. I argue that the
proper tune claimed by chungin singers in different versions in chamber music venues was
distinct from the proper tune constituted by Confucian ideology.344

In the postscript to #141, An Min-yŏng recorded that he had a meeting in 1842 with well-known master
singers of p’ansori such as Chu Tŏk-ki 朱德基, Song Hŭng-rok 宋興祿, Shin Man-yŏp 申萬燁, Kim Kyech’ŏl 金啓哲, and Song Kye-hak 宋啓學. The postscript to #179 described a music meeting in 1880 with
music masters and master singers of p’ansori, including Pak Yu-ch’ŏn 朴有田, Son Man-gil 孫萬吉, Chŏn
Sang-guk 全尙國, Mo Hŭng-gap 牟興甲, and Song Hŭng-rok (ibid., 164, 200–202).
342
#127, ibid., 151–152.
343
#157 also described a music meeting to which, with the recommendation of Kim Kun-sik 金君植, known
as a master singer of sinbanggok (sinawi), a female singer was invited. She sang a variety of vocal genres,
including sijo and chapka, judged to be less orthodox than kagok (with ujo and kyemyŏnjo), but the audiences
were fascinated by her vocal mastery (ibid., 178–179).
344
The flourishing of kagok in private music sector brought about the adoption of kagok tunes as part of court
music in the nineteen century and participation of kagok singers in royal banquets. For the interaction between
chamber music and court music in this period, see Shin Kyŏng-suk, “Singers and trend of kagok,” 273–274.
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Despite the progress achieved by chungin in chamber music, there were still
unbridgeable gaps among discourses on the proper tune in the nineteenth century. One
literatus who adhered to the legitimacy of the proper tune based upon the Confucian tenets of
the time was Yu Chung-gyo 柳重敎 (1832—1893), who belonged to an orthodox NeoConfucian line. Yu tried to classify three types of musicians based upon his profound
knowledge of and interest in music theory.345 From Yu’s perspective, the first type were
performers good at the lewd tunes of secular music, misleading the ears of listeners by means
of technical vocal skills; Yu defined them as the enemies of music. The second type were
performers who tried to elevate themselves little by little through their realization of the
insignificance of lewd songs. They projected human emotions into their music, and they
strove for their lyrics and sounds to be unfettered and leisurely. Yu also defined the second
type as unorthodox, in that they were searching for the Taoist Way. The third type referred to
the music of the nobleman, who kept human nature and virtue in harmony with heaven and
earth without using artificial techniques, instead placing high value on natural resonance. Yu
insisted that the third type adopted the orthodox way of music in which self-enjoyment could
lead to cultivation of the self and finally enlighten people.346 On the basis of his

The Neo-Confucianist Yu Chung-gyo was among Yi Hang-no 李恒老’s disciples in the Hwasŏ 華西
School, the main supporter of the doctrine of defending orthodoxy and rejecting heterodoxy in the Early
Chosŏn. For the perspective of Yu Chung-gyo, who pursued the characteristics of Korean song on the basis of
Zhu Xi’s music theory, see Kŭm Chang-t’ae, “Sŏngjae Yu Chunggyo ŭi ŭmangnon” (Music theory of Sŏngjae
Yu Chung-gyo), Chonggyo wa munhwa (Religion and Culture) 13 (2007), 173–210.
346
世之以琴與歌從事者, 大凡有三等, 俗工淫聲, 徒取巧於 轉喉, 弄絃之間, 以惑人之耳而蕩人之志
此樂之賊, 而非所謂樂也. 其識此之爲 可鄙而稍欲自高者, 又 常寄情於物外, 其詞與聲,
一以夷曠蕭散, 爲趣, 此亦樂之異端, 而非正道也. 惟君子之絃歌也, 本之性情, 中正之德, 合之天地,
聲氣之元, 辭無大小, 而必有物焉. 聲無工拙, 而必以淡而和爲主, 法無疏密, 而必以莊而重爲度,
以之自樂, 則有所養; 以之感人, 則有所興. 推之, 而至於化, 成天下而無二道, 是則 所謂樂之正道也
(Hyŏn’ga kwebŏm sŏ 絃歌軌範序, Sŏngjae chip 省齋集 (Collected works of Sŏngje Yu Chung-gyo) vol. 37;
HMM, 179–181).
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classification of musicians, the leading chungin singers, such as Pak Hyo-gwan and An Minyŏng, would belong to the second type, who sought elegant taste in music, enjoying what
was not restricted by any principle or worldly care in the Taoist way. Obviously, from the
view of a Neo-Confucian moralist such as Yu Chung-gyo, chamber music led by chungin
singers would be seen as heretical, not equal to “proper” or orthodox music.
However, the massive popularity of kagok in nineteenth-century Chosŏn society
indicates that it became a vehicle for the outpouring of natural feelings that evaded
confrontation with Confucian doctrines. The ambiguous positioning of chungin musicians
throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries also needs to be reconsidered. The
dominant image of a chungin singer in the eighteenth century was that of “a hermit who was
talented but less fortunate and turned to song to throw off the worries and complaints of the
mind.”347 Previous research includes views regarding the pieces of An Min-yŏng, the preeminent singer in the nineteenth century, as the literature of flattery for the upper class in the
Chosŏn era.348 However, leading chungin singers in the nineteenth century seem to have
gone beyond attempts to meet the demand or tastesof yangban audiences and patrons simply.
Interestingly, the themes of many songs written by An Min-yŏng were not much different
from those of the “Airs of Zheng and Wei” in the Book of Odes.349 In the Collection of

古人負才, 不遇隱淪, 率多託於物, 以攄其磊落不平之胷….今浪翁其亦託於歌隱者歟 (Sabŏlsanin
沙伐散人, Cheyŏngŏnsŏn kwŏnhu 題永言選卷後, Songs of the East (Pakssi version); The great compendium
of Korean vernacular songs, 1237).
348
See Park No-jun, “Anminyŏng ŭi sam kwa si ŭi munjejŏm” (The life of An Min-yŏng and the issues of his
poetry), Chosŏn hugi siga ŭi hyŏnsil insik (Understanding of reality in Korean classical poetry in the Late
Chosŏn) (Seoul: Research institute of Korean studies, Korea University, 1998), 341.
349
“If I had predicted a rainstorm tonight, / I would have tied a twig gate tightly. What a rattling sound due to
rain and wind! / I open the door and step out in case you show up / the moon is dim and it is drizzling. / The
wind blows, and nobody is there” (#180, Collection of valuable songs, 203). In the postscript to this piece, An
Min-yŏng explains that the song was based upon a true story about a time when he was waiting for a woman
whom he was going to meet secretly one night while staying in the Ich’ŏn area.
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valuable songs, most of the love songs (fifty-six pieces) were based upon the affairs between
An Min-yŏng and a number of kinyŏ. Among these love songs, a third contained references
to the pursuit of love, ardent desires for specific women, and aesthetic enjoyments and
broken hearts in relationships, all topics deemed taboo in the mainstream literary tradition.
The chamber music community embraced a wide range of genres from sogak to folk music.
This seem to be antithetical to Confucian tenets, but paradoxically a large part of the Late
Chosŏn chamber music audience was indeed from the yangban.
As discussed above, in many respects chungin musicians served their own passion for
music based on narratives that appropriated the dominant ideological frame. Moreover, their
music activities need reinterpretation in that they contributed to the development of
vernacular music practice in a dual way that undermined the integrity of the authorized
discourses on music while supplementing the musical taste of the yangban across class
boundaries and ideological inclinations.

Conclusion
Chamber music performed in the pavilions, villas and guest rooms of the uppermiddle class embraced songs that became faster, more complicated, and more sorrowful in
combination with various tunes, while much more stylized musical forms contained lyrics
full of emotions, love affairs, and even obscene stories. The cultural landscape as seen
through the lens of chamber music in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in Korea shows
significant markers of music practice outside the court that went through the restructuring of
aesthetics from the lewd, to the genuine, to the proper, and a shift in the status of musicians
from hired functionaries to creative, self-sustaining performers.
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Paying attention to this new terrain, I have brought to light here the peculiar structure
of chamber music which operated an aesthetic shift beyond the dichotomy in Confucianism
between “proper” and “improper,” which, I argue, could appeal to a wide audience in music
venues. These findings lead us to consider the discordance between music discourses
deploying Confucian rhetoric and the vernacular music scene in the Late Chosŏn. In
particular, I explored the specific place of chungin singers who deeply engaged in the
production and circulation of chamber music in the reshaping of the vernacular vocal genre
kagok as “proper tune.” Chungin musicians, many of whom came from among the petty
officials of Seoul, were marginal intellectuals who faced obstacles to social advancement and
chose to be amateur musicians. But their music activities outside the court paved the way for
the release of feelings as part of genuine human nature in mediating the cultural encounter
between the upper class and commoners and musical boundaries between the cultivated and
the vulgar. Most notably, chungin singers in the Late Chosŏn were more than proxies
employed to meet the musical demands of the upper class, who regarded art as a tool or
trivial talent. These singers were not hired court musicians and did not exactly coincide with
the Confucian model like amateur music lovers from the yangban, but instead became a new
type of professional performer in the vernacular music sector.
During the first half of the Chosŏn period, court music that aimed at canonization of
the a-ak was given primacy in music discourses. Chamber music in the Late Chosŏn presents
the way secular music genre was incorporated into the dominant culture, and professional
musicians became arbitrators in the reformulation of aesthetic experiences through the
medium of music that embraced emotion and natural human desire in the private music
sector. The aesthetic intervention of chungin musicians in chamber music indicates their
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specific agency in helping to develop a novel form of music in a way that cut across
subculture and mainstream culture in infilterating the bedrock of Confucian orthodoxy. In the
next chapter, I will shift my focus to the female musicians, who played another vital role in
chamber music venues.
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Chapter 3. Supplements for Rites and Music: Yŏak (Female Musicians) in Late Chosŏn
Korea

Introduction
In Chosŏn Korea, yŏak 女樂 were “female musicians” who performed instrumental
music, songs, and dances at the official ceremonies and banquets hosted by the royal court
and local governments. The term also referred to the music performed by those musicians. In
this chapter, I shed light on the specific position of these female musicians in the pre-modern
social structure, paying close attention to the comprehensive term kinyŏ 妓女 which
encompasses the roles of musician, entertainer, and courtesan, and evolved out of the various
official duties of the female government slave. In particular, I explore the varied conditions
of kinyŏ in Late Chosŏn period who simultaneously carried out music activities in the private
sector, including the chamber music field and kibang 妓房 (kinyŏ houses in the pleasure
quarters) as well as performing these tasks at government events.
First, I analyze the debates on the yŏak that intensified in tandem with the denigration
of sogak (music of secular origin) in court music. Although yŏak played a crucial part in
official events of the royal court and local government, they were a subject of constant
controversy among officials and literati due to the gender ideology of the female performers,
which was, in many cases, entangled with political motivations in domestic and international
politics. The investigation of the linkage between yŏak and sogak, both of which were
stigmatized as a marker of lewdness, includes an analysis of the conflicting views of
Confucian scholars and officials towards the physicality of yŏak and the effects of the music
performed by female musicians in the sacralized space of bureaucratic politics during the
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Chosŏn period.
Second, I discuss the systematic transformation of yŏak and the mechanism of music
practice that led to the survival of yŏak until the end of the Chosŏn dynasty. Particularly,
through investigation of the change of policies on the yŏak after the Japanese invasion and
Imjin War (1592─1598), the Manchurian invasion (1636—1637), and the collapse of the
Ming state (1644), I clarify the way that the musical activities of yŏak were promoted on two
levels—on the one hand, in the reduction of court music, and on the other, in the flourishing
of chamber music in the private sector.
Third, I pursue the trajectory of the public life of yŏak, who were required to fulfill
obligatory duties for both the Royal Music Bureau and prefectural music bureau. By looking
into the junction between the governmental music institutions and the venues for chamber
music in the private sector, I clarify how kinyŏ manifested themselves as professional
performers in the public domain through long years of training. In addition, I look at the
material condition of kinyŏ who handled their own expenses related to their activities as
yŏak. This work will bring to light the social circumstances of kinyŏ who relied on individual
patrons or agents called kibu 妓夫—literally “kinyŏ’s husbands”—in informal ways.
Fourth, I pursue the configuration of singing kinyŏ who made a name for themselves
in private music venues and how they interacted with the chamber music community as
members of music ensembles in the Late Chosŏn period. In particular, I will focus on the
accomplished kinyŏ who took the part of yŏak at royal banquets while simultaneously being
active in the chamber music field. Through analysis of music sources and song collections of
the eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries, I examine the ways the kinyŏ who sang duets
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with chungin (second status) singers resonated with audiences and the close relationship
between chungin singers and singing kinyŏ, paying attention to apprenticeship in chamber
music practice.
Last, I delve further into the multifaceted relationships between kinyŏ and chungin
groups who assumed the various roles, formal and informal, in the private music sector in the
Late Chosŏn. The examination of the personal song collection compiled by a chungin singer
will display what the intimate relationships between influential chungin and top-ranking
kinyŏ meant within the cultural context of the time. Furthermore, I examine the emergence of
the kibu from a group of chungin who had worked as minor officials in the royal court since
the eighteenth century. Exploring the character of kibu who engaged in coordinating the
kinyŏ’s activities in the chamber music field and the kibang of Seoul, I parse the shifted
environments in which kinyŏ were compelled to pursue musical careers and economic
activities across the government events and the private sectors in the Late Chosŏn.

The Interpellation of Female Musicians from the Pre-modern Era
Yŏak, first institutionalized in the Koryŏ dynasty (918—1392),350 were female
performers who participated in royal ceremonies, at official banquets held by the king, at
diplomatic rituals for greeting foreign envoys, and at various court events such as ball games
on horseback, hunting, and archery in the Chosŏn period.351 It has been frequently

For the historical origin of yŏak which dates back to the Three Kingdoms Period (57 BC─668 AD) and its
first institutionalization at the state level in the Koryŏ Dynasty, see Yi Nŭng-hwa, A history of kisaeng, 28-49.
351
Kim Chong-su, A study of royal banquets and yŏak, 151–162. As examined by Kim Chong-su, there were
several types of official banquets at court: royal banquets included hoeryeyŏn 會禮宴 (banquets for harmony
between the king and the servants), chinyŏn 進宴 (banquets for celebrating national holidays, the birthdays of
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confirmed that that the motive for installing yŏak was so that they could perform music and
dance at the naeyŏn 內宴 (banquets for female guests including the queen dowager, the
queen, other female members of the royal family, and the wives of high officials) as well as
at royal ceremonies hosted for and by women, such as chunggung chinha 中宮陳賀 (rituals
for the queen on her birthday, New Year’s Day, and the winter solstice), and ch’injamnye
親蠶禮 (the symbolic ceremony of farming silkworms conducted by the queen and other
female members in the court) from the outset of the dynasty.352 Their installation was based
on the Confucian convention called naeweobŏp 內外法 (the Inside-Outside rule) which
regulated direct contact between men and women because of which the namak 男樂 (male
musicians) in charge of woeyŏn 外宴 (banquets for male guests including the king and high
officials) were unwilling to perform for court ladies.
Previous studies have postulated that the origin of yŏak in the Chosŏn period can be
found in the installment of the ŭinyŏ (royal female physicians) system established in 1406
under the reign of King T’aejong to treat female patients in the court, considering the ŭinyŏ
as the main constituents of yŏak.353 However, this argument requires modification, because
the official and full-fledged activities of ŭinyŏ as yŏak were implemented in the seventeenth

the royal family, the enthronement of a Crown Prince, and other special events), yangnoyŏn 養老宴 including
kiroyŏn 耆老宴 (banquets for elderly members of the court) and kiyŏngyŏn 耆英宴 (banquets for respecting
and giving solace to senior officials over 70) and sagaengyŏn 使客宴 (banquets for foreign envoys from China
and Japan). See ibid., 57–59.
352
女樂, 爲慈殿內宴, 而不得卒革耳 (Sillok, January/16/1519/Chungjong); 臺諫請革女樂, 傳曰:
"予亦欲革, 只以內宴及中宮陳賀之時, 有動樂節次, 不可革也 (Sillok, February/27/1519/Chungjong).
353
Chang Sa-hun, Yŏmyŏng ŭi tongsŏ ŭmak (The Eastern and Western music at the dawn of a new era) (Seoul:
Pojinjae, 1974), 12–15; Chang Sa-hun, A history of Korean music, 196; Song Bang-song, A synoptic history of
Korean music, 242–243.
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century.354 Indeed, yŏak emerged as court musicians in 1395 under the reign of King T’aejo,
the founder of the Chosŏn dynasty.355 They were managed by the Royal Music Bureau
referred to as the Kwansŭp togam 慣習都監 (later Changagwŏn 掌樂院) from the
beginning, and were distinct from ŭinyŏ, other court ladies who belonged to the Naeŭiwŏn
內醫院 (The Office of the Royal Physicians) or Hyeminsŏ 惠民署 (The Office of
Benefiting the People).356 One account from the Veritable Records of the Chosŏn dynasty
corroborates that the court accommodated yŏak near the East Gate of the royal palace under
the reign of King T’aejong.357 Also, according to the record by the literatus Sŏng Hyŏn,
the yŏak who received music and dance training in the Royal Music Bureau stayed in a
village near T’aep’yŏnggwan 太平館 (Hall of Great Peace)—the residence for Chinese
envoys—along with akkong (instrumental players), and participated in royal ceremonies
including envoy receptions.358
More notable is that, as Kim Chong-su indicates, yŏak performed songs and dances at
both great and small banquets, even woeyŏn including banquets for foreign envoys, as well
as naeyŏn. Even the definition of naeyŏn as a royal banquet exclusively for women went
against the practice, according to some records which state that naeyŏn were not necessarily
held for the ladies of the court.359 The gendered division between naeyŏn performed by

This view was first refuted by Kim Chong-su. See Kim Chong-su, A study of royal banquets and yŏak, 38).
I return to this issue below.
355
上曰: “夜作管絃, 車駕輕出, 駕前驅女樂, 予將改之”(Sillok, April/25/1395/T’aejo).
356
For the accounts of Kwansŭp togam in charge of court music and the affairs of yŏak, see Sillok,
October/27/1393/T’aejo; March/23/1418/T’aejong.
357
作室于宮東門外, 欲置女樂也 (Sillok, November/30/1412/T’aejong).
358
予以禮曹判書, 提調掌樂院, 若客人宴享使臣賜宴慣習取才之時, 聽樂無虛日. 又往來大平館,
里四面皆伶妓家 (Yongjae ch’onghwa vol. 2; Taedong yasŭng vol. 1, 579-580; DB of Korean Classics).
359
Kim Chong-su demonstrated examples of showing that male guests, including the king, prince, and male
members of royal family, participated in banquets which were designated as naeyŏn (Kim Chong-su, A study of
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female musicians and woeyŏn performed by male musicians was a sort of ground rule built
on Confucianism, but it seems that it was not consistently applied in music practice. For
example, the fact that the Guide to the study of music (1493) entioned the use of female
musicians at woeyŏn consistently created confusion among Confucian scholars.360 It is likely
that during the first half period of Chosŏn yŏak performed extensively at court despite the
Inside-Outside rule, even though the disputes on yŏak reinforcing the demarcation of nae 內
(women’s space) and woe 外 (men’s space) became more aggravated in the court with the
passage of time.361 It was not until the early eighteenth century under the reign of King
Sukchong that restricting yŏak exclusively to naeyŏn was enforced.362
Regardless of the controversies surrounding the gender of yŏak in the public sphere,
however, extant albums containing paintings of banquets attest to how indispensable the
yŏak were throughout the Chosŏn period at royal ceremonies and official events of the local
government, from performance to event progress.363 The cradle of the yŏak system in
Chosŏn Korea was the local government that recruited and trained them with the aim of
making girls of the commoner and lower class into professional female performers.364 But in
taking a historical approach to yŏak in the Chosŏn period it is necessary to elucidate the term
yŏak 女樂, which had many alternate forms: ki 妓, kinyŏ 妓女, yŏgi 女妓, yŏgi 女伎,

royal banquets and yŏak, 73–82, 157, 162–166).
360
至於女樂之用於外宴, 雖載 樂學軌範, 自中古不擧此儀者, 是必有以也,
則旣未知其今日之果可援據 (Sillok, February/30/1705/Sukchong).
361
常時外宴則用男樂; 內宴則用女樂, 管絃盲人亦與焉 (Sillok, June/11/1606/Sŏnjo).
362
必可遵守, 正殿、法筵君臣慶會之時, 何可用不正之色、非禮之音乎? 上曰: “所達極是.
外宴勿用女樂事, 定式可也” (Sillok, August/30/1705/Sukchong). Kim Chong-su clarified this issue in her
book. See Kim Chong-su, A study of royal banquets and yŏak, 217.
363
For paintings of royal banquets in the Chosŏn period, see Chosŏnsidae yŏnhoedo (Paintings of banquets
during the Chosŏn dynasty), eds. Sŏ In-hwa and Yun Chin-yŏng (Seoul: Minsogwŏn, 2001).
364
Yi Nŭng-hwa, A history of kisaeng, 150. For the official record of yŏak, see Footnotes 153 and 154.
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yŏryŏng 女伶, yŏgongin 女工人, ch’angnyŏ 娼女, ch’angnyŏ 倡女, ch’anggi 娼妓,
ch’anggi 娼伎, ch’anggi 倡妓, kisaeng 妓生, kwan’gi 官妓, and kwanbi 官婢.365 These
many designations imply that female musicians of the time who undertook multifold official
duties had a complex social identity. The terms containing the Chinese characters ak 樂, ki
伎, ryŏng 伶, and kongin 工人, as found in the records of royal protocols, indicate the
figure of female court musicians/personnel who belonged to a hired artisan group, whereas
the terms with the graph ch’ang 娼 imply the mixed roles of “female entertainer” at
unofficial feasts and“courtesan” in the private domain. The ch’ang 倡 generally refers to
professional performers in folkloric arts, whereas the kwan 官 as in kwan’gi 官妓 and
kwanbi 官婢 specifies their social status as government maidservants or female slaves.
This variety of connotations of kinyŏ creates difficulty in translating the term into
English. The term ki in cultural areas using the Chinese character is complex due to its
association with the graph ch’ang 娼 which implied the providing of sexual services in a
pre-modern context.366 In the case of China, the representation of ji 妓 varied over time and

For the issue of designations of yŏak, see Kim Chong-su, A study of royal banquets and yŏak, 144–145;
Chŏng Yŏn-sik, “Chosŏnsidae kiyŏk ŭi silt’ae” (The condition of kinyŏ’s social position), Kuksagwan
nonch’ong (Treatises on Korean History) 107, National Institute of Korean History (2005): 37.
366
A scholar of practical learning named Yi Kyu-gyŏng 李圭景 (1788—1856) illustrated the etymological
origins of the term ki 妓 using sources from ancient China. His account attached obscenity to ki, citing a
statement from The Book of Changes 周易 that a fair countenance causes lewdness. In this vein, ki was
defined as a being who behaved obscenely. In The Annals of Wu and Yue 吳越春秋 and Old Tales 書言故事,
Yi found that the origin of the kinyŏ could be found in the installment of kinyŏ in barracks 營妓 to comfort
soldiers without wives under the reign of Emperor Wu of Han (157 BC—87 BC); 有人問中國與我東之有妓.
昉自何時. 其創置之義. 果何在. 《易》曰. 冶容誨淫. 是獨非誨淫之一端乎….《吳越春秋》, 句踐以寡
婦淫泆過犯. 皆輸山上. 士有憂思者. 命遊山上. 以喜其志. 按《書言故事》云. 古未有妓. 漢武始置營
妓. 以待軍士之無妻者. Yi also mentioned the sources containing the origin of kiak 妓樂 (female musicians)
in China, such as the collections written by Zhu Yizun 朱彝尊 (1629—1709) and Wang Shizhenin 王士禛
(1634—1711) in the Qing dynasty (Hwadonggiwŏn pyŏnjŭngsŏl 華東妓源辨證說, Nonsaryu 論事類 1,
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through the succession of dynasties, but it has generally been translated as “courtesan” in
Western academic circles. However, as Beverly Bossler argues, there is simply no English
word that conveys the range of activities associated with ji. Although she uses the word
courtesan, Bossler explains that it fails to express the most essential aspect of the ji's persona
as a performing artist—a dancer, a musician, a singer, or a poet. But notable in Bossler’s
investigation of ji is the various types of courtesan, that is, “women who belonged to a class
of entertainers,” in the Song dynasty. There were “government courtesans” (guan ji 官妓 or
yingji 營妓), who were registered by the state, and “household courtesans” (jia ji 家妓)—
often referred to as “concubine servants” (o'i shi 姬侍 or shiji 侍姬), “servant concubines”
(shi qie 侍妾) or simply “serving maids” (shi'er 侍儿)—who were privately owned by
individual families, and “independent courtesans” who “worked for a specific establishment
or procurer but belonged neither to the government nor to private households.”367 What
should be noted here is that the Court Entertainment Bureau (the jiaofang 敎坊) was
officially abolished in 1164 after a slow dissolution over the first few decades of the
Southern Song, as indicated by Bossler. From that time forward, in the case of China,
courtesan entertainment was supplemented with private courtesans who were active in the
pleasure quarters, usually having intimate relationships with clients from the literati. Until
the Ming and Qing dynasties, the individual courtesan was the prevailing form in the growth
of the art and entertainment business in urban areas.368

Kyŏngsa p’yŏn 經史篇 5, Oju yŏnmun changjŏn san’go 五洲衍文長箋散稿 (Collected works of Oju Yi
Kyu-gyŏng) vol. 20, published by Kojŏn kanghaenghoe (1993), 38–40; DB of Korean Classics).
367
See Beverly Bossler, “Shifting Identities: Courtesans and Literati in Song China,” Harvard Journal of
Asiatic Studies 62, no.1 (2002): 5–7, 23–24.
368
Ibid., 30–34. Beverly Bossler specifies that, in translation from modern Chinese, the term ji is frequently
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My interest is in the specific role of the kinyŏ in the Chosŏn dynasty, as compared
with her Chinese counterpart. In addition to performing the duty of musician at official
ceremonies promoted by the state and local governments, kinyŏ—presumably often
privatized as courtesans—played the role of entertainer serving male guests from the upper
class at informal banquets. And they were also involved with commoditizing their physical
and artistic assets at the kibang in the pleasure quarters in the Late Chosŏn period. Another
feature is that, under a system known as panggi 房妓, kinyŏ in local government were
selectively obliged to provide sexual favors to local officials and to soldiers at the frontier.369
Kim Chong-su argues that this panggi system in the Chosŏn era was only temporary,
implemented in 1636 at the forceful request of Qing envoys and lasting for less than ten
years. Kim asserts that when the Qing dynasty seized political power, the system was
officially abolished in 1643.370 However, these sources seem to reflect the revocation of
yŏak performances or services offered for Qing envoys by the panggi in the official protocol

rendered as “prostitute,” but as Edward Schafer has noted, the term prostitute would be “hardly adequate” to
designate “the rigorously trained and highly cultivated women who entertained at elegant banquets in the Tang
and Song” (ibid., 6).
369
Yi Nŭng-hwa, A history of kisaeng, 140–141, 150, 156.
It is confirmed that the panggi system was at first implemented in the Early Chosŏn to serve soldiers at the
front: 咸吉道監司曰, 古者邊鎭置娼妓, 以待軍士之無妻者, 其來尙矣. 今者邊鎭州郡, 亦置官妓, 以待
行客, 況道內慶源、會寧、鏡城等邑, 本國巨鎭, 居北極邊, 戍禦軍士, 遠離家室, 再經寒暑, 日用細事,
亦且難矣. 設妓女以待士卒, 庶合事宜 (Sillok, December 17/1436/Sejong). But, the definition of panggi
who were serving and providing sexual favors for officials temporarily installed in the local government and for
foreign envoys is found in sources as early as the seventeenth century such as Pan’gye surok 磻溪隨錄
(Occasional writings of Pan’gye) written by the literatus Yu Hyŏng-wŏn 柳馨遠 (1622—1673); 今也畜滛娼,
聞使客之來, 必令冶容姿, 姱衣裳而待之, 及其來也, 則行酒以侑之, 執樂以挑之, 稱之曰房妓.
而公然眤寢, 彼爲使客者, 亦曰官物取之無妨. 而不以爲嫌, 因以牽情溺欲, 害政事, 傷風敎 (Yŏak uhŭi
女樂優戲, Sokp’yŏn 續篇, Pan’gye surok 磻溪隨錄 (Occasional writings of Pan’gye Yu Hyŏng-wŏn) vol. 25;
DB of Korean Classics).
370
For Kim’s argument based on the Veritable records of the Chosŏn dynasty, Pan’gye surok, and T’ongmun
kwanji 通文館志 (Compendium of the Interpreters’ Bureau,1720], see Kim Chong-su, A study of royal
banquets and yŏak, 181.
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with the Qing state after 1643,371 which does not mean an eradication of the panggi system
per se. Though it disappeared from public ceremonies, it still survived in the local
administration and private sector. Obviously, panggi were distinct from the typical form of
individual courtesans in the pleasure quarters because they were identified as a type of lowerrung local government personnel who served as female government slaves, according to
sources dating back to the early seventeenth century.372 My focus, however, is that yŏak was
the primary official duty of kinyŏ, as hinted from multiple sources: female musicians
comprising kinyŏ with artistic talents, who were not only in charge of official music and
dance performances in local government but also regularly, or whenever necessary, selected
and sent to the court to take part in royal ceremonies. Additionally, yŏak extended the scope
of their public lives as professional performers into musical arenas outside the court in the
Late Chosŏn.
I contend that the English term “courtesan” does not address the composite character
of the kinyŏ in the Chosŏn period. The “individual courtesans” in the Ming and Qing
dynasties had a place as artists and entertainers in the pleasure quarters beside urbane men of

其減使臣禮單勑曰: [….] 至於房妓、鷹犬, 盡行裁革, 只迎送宴接等儀如故 (Sillok,
October/8/1643/Injo).
372
國家設立官妓, 而禁其定夫, 使不得私自率畜者, 本爲慰悅使客, 今日之充備房妓, 固無不可也
(Sillok, June/14/1639/Injo).
The term panggi as used by the local government office is found in Mongmin simsŏ 牧民心書
(Admonitions on Governing the People) written by the literatus Chŏng Yak-yong丁若鏞 (1762—1836);
管庫者, 例以錢四百兩, 賂戶房, 裨將, 乞反庫日勿發, 房妓按例, 以賂票示之布衣 (Yongin 用人, Ijŏn
yukcho 吏典六條, Mongmin simsŏ 牧民心書 (Admonitions on governing the people) vol. 1, 4; Yŏyudang
chŏnsŏ 與猶堂全書 (Collected works of Chŏng Yak-yong) vol. 5, 283-284; DB of Korean Classics). Chŏng
also wrote that many of the governmental officials in local areas employed panggi who waited on them at a
high expense. Chŏng admonished them not to associate with panggi in order to preserve the integrity of the
administrator; 凡爲此者. 必云衣服飮食. 須有房妓. 以余觀之. 蓄妓之費甚鉅. 用其半以惠汲婢之良者.
使之供養. 終不相犯. 則其至誠純慤. 竭忠承奉. 必十倍愈於房妓 (Wisajehwang chŭngŏn 爲舍弟鐄贈言,
Chŭngŏn 贈言, Tasan simunjip 茶山詩文集 (Collection of poems and writings of Tasan Chŏng Yak-yong)
vol. 17; Yŏyudang chŏnsŏ vol. 1, 417–418; DB of Korean Classics).
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culture, and geisha in Edo Japan were known as performing artists and entertainers in the
licensed pleasure quarters.373 Compared with their Chinese and Japanese counterparts,
however, kinyŏ in the Chosŏn primarily subsisted in the yŏak system as part of the music
policies embodying Confucian rites that were managed by the state until the end of the
dynasty. Thus, kinyŏ gave a great deal of weight to their musical activities as hired
professional musicians within and outside the court, even though their role in the private
sector (including the kibang) was blurred, straddling both performing artist and entertainer or
courtesan or government maidservant.374 In this chapter, therefore, I unearth the trajectory of
the yŏak across the royal court and the private music sector to shed light on the specificity of
the kinyŏ in the Chosŏn period which, I argue, is more effectively manifested in the figure of
“female musician,” than “courtesan.”375

Yŏak and the Politics of “Lewdness”
A starting point in the development of my argument is the way in which the idea of
yŏak was crystalized as a social evil in tandem with the codification of a-ak in the Early

For discussions of the individual courtesans in Ming and Qing times, see Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner
Chambers: Women and Culture in Seventeenth-century China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994); WaiYee Li, “The Late Ming Courtesan: Invention of a Cultural Ideal,” in Writing Women in Late Imperial China,
eds. Elen Widmer and Kang I Sun Chang (Standford: Stanford University Press, 1997), 46–72; Judith T. Zeitlin,
“The Gift of Song,” 1–46. For issues of the geisha, see Timon Screech, “Going to the Courtesans: Transit to the
Pleasure District of Edo Japan,” The Courtesans’ Arts: Cross-Cultural Perspectives, ed. Martha Feldman and
Bonnie Gordon (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 255–273.
374
For the detailed examination of kinyŏ status as kwan’bi 官婢 (government maidservants or government
slaves), which was part of slavery system in Chosŏn Korea, see Hyun-suk Park, “The Government Courtesan,”
8–19.
375
For a study focusing on nyuyue (female music, female musicians) in China, see Joseph S.C. Lam, “The
Presence and Absence of Female Musicians and Music in China,” eds. Dorothy Ko, JaHyun Kim Haboush, and
Joan R Piggott, Women and Confucian Cultures in Pre-modern China, Korea, and Japan (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 2003), 97–120.
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Chosŏn. The stigmatization of yŏak in relation to that of sogak as lewd music is deeply
associated with the Neo-Confucian doctrines that laid the foundation of state policy as well
as the underlying philosophy of the intellectual spectrum of the time. As examined by
Bossler, in Song China, the emerging Neo-Confucian objections to courtesan entertainment
were centrally connected with the abolition of the Court Entertainment Bureau in 1164 and,
as Neo-Confucianism became the dominant literati discourse, attitudes toward courtesans
were likely to have become more rigid. For example, to assert the superiority of literati
ethics, writing in 1182 Neo-Confucianist Zhu Xi made a central issue of the “misconduct”
and “malfeasance” of government officials who were involved with courtesans.376 In the
ideological framework set forth by Zhu Xi, who espoused the idea that any “actions
motivated by human desire” against “the tian ii 天理 (heavenly pattern) of the dao 道 (The
Way)” were immoral, and the courtesan, as Bossler indicates, was “the embodiment of
desire” and “nothing short of abomination.”377 This was just the label that Chosŏn
Confucianists imposed upon the yŏak.
In the case of Ming and Qing China, however, it seems that courtesan entertainments
outside governmental control flourished in the urban pleasure quarters after the closing of the
Court Entertainment Bureau. In contrast, the Chosŏn dynasty (1392—1897) maintained the
yŏak system run by the state, conflicts with the Neo-Confucian creed notwithstanding,
thereby creating numerous clashes, compromises, and contradictions between ideology and
reality when officials encountered the yŏak in their daily lives as well as in the

Zhu Xi, Zhu Xiji 朱熹集 eds., Guo Zhai 郭齋 and Yin Bo 尹波, Chengdu: Sichuan jiaoyu chubanshe 18,
728–41; 19,745–72; cited from Beverly Bossler, “Shifting Identities,” 34.
377
Peter K. Bol, "This Culture of Ours," Intellectual Transitions in T'ang and Sung China (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1992), 341; Beverly Bossler, “Shifting Identities,” 34.
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implementation of yŏak as a social institution. Indeed, right after the establishment of the
Chosŏn dynasty, which adopted Neo-Confucianism as its state ideology, the presence of yŏak
began to be a problem. In the fourth year of King T’aejo (1395), the founder of the Chosŏn
dynasty, an inspector-general petitioned the king saying that having a feast at night and using
the yŏak in the royal parade would be a flaw in the proper rites.378 As part of the institutional
arrangements and the reconstruction of manners for Neo-Confucian statecraft, the yŏak
system that originated in the Koryŏ period was discounted as an evil custom of the previous
dynasty.379 The first implementation of a-ak, which was reconstructed at a court ceremony in
1433 under the reign of King Sejong, was concurrent with the move to the abrogation of
yŏak at royal events, including banquets for foreign envoys.380
Particularly, the use of yŏak at banquets for greeting Chinese envoys was part of the
pressing agenda associated with the alignment of the policy of Rites and Music. In the Early
Chosŏn, it was customary to have the yŏak perform tangak chŏngjae 唐樂呈才 (Chinese
court banquet dances) first and hyangak chŏngjae 鄕樂呈才 (Korean native court banquet
dances) afterward in honour of the Ming envoys as part of the protocol of the tribute system
that existed between Ming China and Chosŏn Korea.381 But when Ming envoys, including

古之聖人放鄭聲遠佞人, 良以此也. 禁女樂而不邇, 則人心悅而天意解矣….上曰: "夜作管絃, 車駕輕
出, 駕前驅女樂, 予將改之 (Sillok, April/25/1395/T’aejo).
379
前朝之季, 政敎陵夷, 禮制大壞, 士習民風, 俱爲不美, 以至於亡. 自今爲士大夫者, 飭乃身勤乃職;
爲民庶者, 守乃分供乃役, 毋僥倖以苟得, 毋放僻以自逸, 以成禮義之俗 (Sillok, October/5/1395/T’aejo).
380
至是, 始用軒架雅樂及舞童之伎, 不用女樂, 隣國使客之宴, 亦不用女樂云 (Sillok,
January/1/1433/Sejong).
381
According to Hur Yŏng-il referring to materials including the Veritable Records of the Chosŏn dynasty and
Tongsa kangmok 東史綱目 (Outline of the history of Korea, 1778) by An Chŏng-bok 安鼎福 (1712─1791),
the repertoire of court dances at banquets for Ming envoys in the Early Chosŏn included tangak chŏngjae such
as Oyangsŏn (Dance of the Five Fairies), Yŏnhwadae (Dance of the Lotus Stand), P’ogurak (Ball-Throwing
Dance) and hyangak chŏngjae, such as Abangmu (Clapper Dance) and Mugo (Drum Dance). For more detail,
see Hur Yŏng-il, “Chosŏnsidae sasinyŏn ŭi t’ŭkching kwa pyŏnhwa yangsang” (The characteristics and
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Duanmu Li (端木禮), visited Chosŏn Korea in 1401, they refused to acknowledge the yŏak
performance at the banquet as part of proper rites382 and the reaction of the Ming envoys
against the yŏak triggered a controversy in the Chosŏn court. The records of Ming envoys
such as Ni Qian 倪謙 (1415─1479) and Sima Xun 司馬恂 (?—1466) who both visited
Chosŏn Korea in 1450 under the reign of King Munjong also contain the comment of
Chinese envoys who claimed that yŏak performances were a Korean barbaric custom, which
was such a humiliation for Korean civil servants.383 The petition of literatus Kim Chong-sŏ
金宗瑞 (1383—1453), who strenuously insisted on the abolition of yŏak, and King Sejong’s
reaction, present the two diametrically opposed attitudes towards this issue at the time. Kim
remonstrated:
The Rites and Music system of Chosŏn Korea would be comparable to its Chinese
counterpart. Previously, the Ming envoys, including Lu Yong 陸顒, Duanmu Zhi
端木智, and Zhou Zhuo 周倬 praised the well-organized Rites and Music system of
the Chosŏn era, but abhorred its inclusion of yŏak. Although our a-ak is properly
installed, it is inevitable that we get rid of yŏak now…. Not just the highbrows but
those of inner court, sages and fools, regard the yŏak as filthy.384
King Sejong responded to this memorial by Kim thusly: “Yŏak was used in Korea long
before now. If we suddenly abolish it and let the male musicians sing, it would be out of tune

variations of the banquets for foreign envoys in the Chosŏn period), Taehan muyonghakhoe nonmunjip (Dance
Research Journal of Korea) 71, no. 2 (2013): 253–256.
382
帝遣通政寺丞章謹、文淵閣待詔端木禮, 來錫王命. 女樂入, 使臣曰: “女樂可除.” 上曰: “鄕風如是.”
使臣曰: “然則暫行樂奏,” 謹等亦不樂 (Sillok, June/12/1401/T’aejong).
383
中國公宴, 不用女樂, 遵正禮也. 我朝未革, 因舊習也. 往日太宗之時, 使臣端木禮來, 見女樂, 深以
爲非, 不許一陳. 此一可恥也. 今年春, 使臣(兒謙/倪謙), 司馬恂等來, 下馬之夕, 見女樂之集曰: ‘此夷
風也’. 斯亦一大辱也. 夫以禮義之邦, 女樂有何所益, 而自取玷辱之名若是哉? (Sillok,
November/22/1450/Munjong).
384
左副代言金宗瑞啓曰…. 我朝禮樂, 侔擬中華. 昔王人陸顒、端木智、周倬等, 奉使而來, 觀禮樂之
備, 亦稱盡美, 但以女樂之雜, 爲嫌, 小臣意謂雅樂雖正, 而未革女樂, 則不可也. 則不獨識者非之, 中
朝之人無賢愚, 皆鄙女樂也 (Sillok, July/28/1430/Sejong).
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or off pitch. Therefore, it is not able to be easily changed.”385 In this dialogue, King Sejong
gave priority to the preservation of music performed by yŏak—part of hyangak (Korean
native music)—over the Confucian cause. Despite the persistent objections of officials to the
use of yŏak at royal events,386 Sejong adhered to his policy of keeping yŏak along with the
tradition of hyangak,387 citing the authority of Emperor Gaozu of Han (256—195 BC) and
Emperor Taizong of Tang (598—649 AD) who had used yŏak, and, in so doing, choosing not
to stand with the contemporary Ming court, which saw it as dissolute.388
Furthermore, King Sejong raised a more realistic reason for maintaining yŏak, that is,
the problems in employing boy dancers: their short viability—they were usually eight years
old and grew to maturity in just two or three years’ time—and the burden of paying for their
costumes and embellishments, both of which made them less attractive than the installment
of yŏak, whose long-term availability and use of their own devices for public activities was a
more practical choice.389 The debates on yŏak lasted more than two hundred years until the
reign of King Kwanghaegun (r. 1608─1623). These debates ran in two opposing directions:

上嘉納之, 仍曰: "女樂之用, 其來已久, 遽革之, 而以樂工登歌, 則恐未合於音律而齟齬矣,
故未能輕改耳” (Sillok, July/28/1430/Sejong).
386
以娼妓之舞, 雜於鍾磬之間, 似乎不可 (Sillok, April/25/1432/Sejong); 慣習都監提調啓:
"今於會禮養老及宴隣國使客, 竝用男樂, 獨於宴朝廷使臣, 仍用女樂, 恐不可也. 當革習俗, 一遵華制,
不用女樂 (Sillok, March/7/1435/Sejong)
387
“The King said to Maeng Sa-sŏng: People claim that the use of yŏak at banquets for envoys should not be
allowed. It would be possible to use namak (male musician) in place of yŏak. But I am afraid that it would be
out of tune. I am concerned that the costumes for the civil and the military dance are not the same as those of
China. How would they think of it, while watching it nearby? But it would definitely not be possible to abandon
hyangak in pursuit of Chinese music”; 上謂孟思誠曰: "人言會禮不可用女樂, 若罷女樂,
而男樂足觀則可矣, 若不合音律, 則奈何? 且文武舞者之服, 恐不似中原, 其於旁觀何? 欲用中朝之樂,
而盡棄鄕樂, 斷不可也 (Sillok, August/2/1431/Sejong)
388
上謂喜等曰: “樂之爲用大矣. 禮曹請革女樂, 皆用男樂, 然三代以還, 用女樂尙矣, 如漢高祖、唐太
宗皆用之, 房中之樂, 安可無也?” (Sillok, April/17/1443/Sejong).
389
我國家人物甚少, 財用不敷, 若用男樂, 須用八歲以上者, 不數年而壯大, 則不可用矣, 且其資粧, 皆
資於國, 人且難繼, 而財又不足, 爲之奈何? 若女樂則自備資粧, 而貌久不衰. 且婦人房中之樂, 安可無
也? (Sillok, April/17/1443/Sejong).
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one insisting on the validity of yŏak as part of Korean indigenous custom in court music
practice, and the other based on the primacy of Confucian rites which advocated following
Song and Ming China’s abolition of it.
During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, yŏak performances at banquets for
foreign envoys were continually implemented despite the rising stigmatization of their use in
rites as improper and growing pressure for their discontinuance. The stereotyped
representation of yŏak was as lewd sogak, antithetical to the most virtuous and elegant aak,390 but the issue of yŏak was more than a matter of music because it was the music and
dance performed by “kinyŏ,” which intensified the “lewdness” due to their gender. The
denigration of yŏak as emblematic of lewdness reached its peak under King Sŏngjong (r.
1469—1494) and King Chungjong (r. 1506—1544).391
One of the frequent appeals made to the king was that yŏak should not be included in
the formal ceremonies conducted at the Main Hall of the court because their presence could
cause a failure of the proper rites in hoeryeyŏn (banquets for the harmony between the king
and his servants) that should be held in a solemn and reverent atmosphere.392 The issue was
about the corruption of public morals that the presence of yŏak might have created.
Scorching critiques were written aimed at condemning the prevalence of consuming music
and employing yŏak at private feasts which, they claimed, caused the male members of the
royal family and male government officials to privatize kinyŏ as objects of pleasure or as

Sillok, December/17/1506/Chungjong; October/21/1510/ Chungjong; August/29/ 1517/Chungjong;
February/2/1519/Chungjong.
391
Sillok, January/15/1472/Sŏngjong; October/24/1510/Chungjong; August/19/1520/Chungjong;
April/5/1630/Injo.
392
Sillok, January/15/1472/Sŏngjong; January/9/1473/Sŏngjong; October/11/1616/ Kwanghaegun.
390
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concubines.393 Furthermore, the ministers sometimes raised the issue of propriety in the
court by tackling the use of yŏak by the king at such official events as archery and covert
feasts which employed them at night to entertain the king, the prince, the royal families, and
officials.394
Nonetheless, kinyŏ seem to have been continuously privately employed and used as
objects of bestowal or exchange among upper class males as part of the p’ungnyu culture
throughout the Chosŏn period, irrespective of retribution by the state.395 The privatization of
kinyŏ reveals a fracture between discipline and desire, but, more problematic was what seems
to have been a loophole in the yŏak system itself, one that was grounded in local government.
The overt custom that vested the local magistrate with the power to provide the governors,
secret censors, and envoys who were away from their families with the service of kinyŏ—the
panggi system—seems to have been the structural cause of the lack of discipline.396 This
suggests a blurry spot in the privileged officials’ daily life caused by a contradiction between

For remonstrations over the private use of yŏak by government officials, see Sillok,
November/17/1486/Sŏngjong; May/6/1504/Yŏnsan’gun; August/25/1517/Chungjong;
September/18/1519/Chungjong; April/25/1662/Hyŏnjong. Even though the privatization of the kinyŏ who
belonged to the local government or temporarily stayed in Seoul was officially banned and was penalized by the
state, many reports reflect that royal family members and high officials frequently violated this regulation. One
way was to emancipate kinyŏ from slave status by means of soksin 贖身 or songnyang 贖良 (purchasing
freedom). See Sillok, July/14/1549/Myŏngjong; August 2/1479/Sŏngjong.
394
成俔等, 又啓曰: "近連日觀射, 聖體無乃有勞乎? 且用女樂, 臣等, 固知殿下, 不邇聲色,
外人豈盡知之?" (Sillok, August/3/1479/Sŏngjong).
395
For example, the case of petty officials in the court offering P’yŏngyang yŏak to the prince created trouble
under the reign of King T’aejong (Sillok, March/27/1413/T’aejong). Under the reign of King Sejong, Yi Chŏp, a
local official from Kwangju province, was punished for bestowing two kinyŏ on the grand prince Yangnyŏng, a
brother of King Sejong (Sillok, January/23/1419/Sejong). Under the reign of King Sŏngjong, officials, including
Pak Kŏn, Kwŏn Kyŏng, and Yum Hyo-son, were punished for bestowing of kinyŏ one another (Sillok,
May/27/1479/Sŏngjong). For accounts of slander, jealousy, murder, and fornication revolving around kinyŏ, see
Sillok, November/27/1403/T’aejong; November/13/1429/Sejong; December/10/1486/Sŏngjong.
396
Yi Sŏng-im examined the general custom of local districts which included intimate relationships between
officials and panggi, which were contrived and assisted through the networking of the yangban community. For
more detail, see Yi Sŏng-im, “Sipyuksegi yangban kwallyo ŭi woejŏng” (The affairs of yangban officials in the
sixteenth Century), Komunsŏ yŏn’gu (The Journal of Korean Historical Manuscripts) 23 (2003), 32–37.
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the official restriction on privatization of kinyŏ meant to prevent the breakaway of
government property and the implementation of panggi in local districts that virtually
fostered the intimate relationship between the officials and kinyŏ.
More notable, however, is how the stereotyped image of yŏak as the root cause of
disorder and ruination was deeply intertwined with domestic politics and international
diplomacy during the first half of the Chosŏn. Internally, yŏak disputes among officials and
Confucian scholars were largely motivated by the wish to curb the power of the king and the
royal family, the rival political faction, and sometimes to individually attack a specific
official using the excuse of a Confucian cause.397
But the most conflicting controversies on the use of yŏak and sogak in their
connection to internal politics occurred under the reigns of Kings Sŏngjong (r. 1469—1494)
and Chungjong (r. 1506─1544).398 It is believed that the intense debates on the abolition of
yŏak that began at the accession of King Sŏngjong to the throne, were due in part to the
collision between the Hun’gu 勳舊 (Old Meritorious Faction) and its rival, the new
progressive bureaucrat faction called Sarim 士林 (Newly Emerging Faction). The Sarim

Appeals to the king regarding the harmful effects of yŏak reached their peak under the reign of Yŏnsan’gun
(r. 1494—1506) whose excessive enjoyment of feasts mobilized thousands of yŏak. According to the Veritable
records of the Chosŏn dynasty, the number of yŏak in the court amounted to 2, 000 at the time with two
renamed groups: unp’yŏng 運平 and hŭngch’ŏng 興淸. For more detail, see Sillok,
December/24/1504/Yŏnsan’gun; January/15/1505/Yŏnsan’gun; January/4/1506/Yŏnsan’gun;
July/3/1506/Yŏnsan’gun. In 1501, an official named Ǒ Mu-jŏk 魚無跡 appealed to the King, claiming that the
current evil of yŏak would be ten times more serious than Buddhism and Taoism (Sillok,
July/28/1501/Yŏnsan’gun). Kwanghaegun (r. 1608─1623) who was another king who incurred censure for his
undue employment of yŏak from the servants. See Sillok, October/11/1616/Kwanghaegun;
September/17/1617/Kwanghaegun; September/27/1618/Kwanghaegun.
398
Under the reign of King Sŏngjong, lewd songs with lyrics about love affairs as well as the use of yŏak in
court performances were heavily censored; 特進官李世佐啓曰: "方今音樂率用男女相悅之詞,
如曲宴、觀射, 行幸時, 則用之不妨, 御正殿、臨群臣時, 用此俚語, 於事體何如 (Sillok,
August/13/1488/Sŏngjong).
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faction, armed with Neo-Confucianism and using ideology, was the side targeting the
revocation of yŏak. After the Kimyo Purge in 1519 under the reign of King Chungjong, the
Sarim faction collapsed and the use of yŏak performers was revived at morning assemblies in
the court and local government chambers, but upon the ascension of King Sŏnjo in 1567,
when the influence of the Hun’gu permanently ended and the Sarim faction seized power, the
policy of yŏak lost momentum.399 It happened that, in these periods, the disciplinary action
of the officials who caused trouble with the kinyŏ was directly connected with the political
confrontation between these rival factions. For instance, one source recorded that the
competition between two high officials, Yu Im 尹任 (1487—1545) and Im Paek-ryŏng
林百齡 (?—1546), revolving around a kinyŏ named Ongmaehyang 玉梅香, triggered the
fourth literati purge, called the Ŭlsa Purge, in 1545.400
It seems evident that the politics of “lewdness” connected with yŏak and sogak in the
royal court during the latter part of the fifteenth century and the first part of the sixteenth
aggravated the stigmatized image of kinyŏ in the public sphere. The archetype of the
menacing yŏak who had a corrupting effect on state policy can be traced back to the
Confucian classics.401 The image of the female musician who might have a deleterious effect
on the governance of the monarch—as in the case of Ji Huanzi 季桓子 (?—492 BC), the
head of the Ji family in The Analects—was taken as the representative reference for yŏak

The political confrontation between Hun’gu and Sarim continued for two centuries—the fifteenth and
sixteenth. For the issue of yŏak as the cause of political friction between Hun’gu and Sarim, see Sŏng Ki-ok,
“Akhak kwebŏm kwa Sŏngjongdae sogak nonŭi ŭi haengbang” (Akhak kwebŏm and the debates on sogak under
the reign of King Sŏngjong), Han’guk siga yŏn’gu (Korean Classical Poetry) 7 (2000): 252–263.
400
Yubunrok 幽憤錄 (Record of Ŭlsa Purge); Yi Nŭng-hwa, A history of kiseang, 157, 334.
401
In the Analects, there is a passage that reads: “The people of Qi sent to Lu a gift of female musicians. Ji
Huanzi received it and for three days no court was held. Confucius took his departure.” 齊人歸女樂,
季桓子受之. 三日不朝孔子行. See Analects 18:4 (Nonŏ chipchu, 362).
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throughout the Chosŏn period.402 As discussed by Joseph Lam, among the many improper
sounds in Chinese history—including “the excessive tunes of the Zheng state,” “the
entertaining tunes of the Song state and their female performers,” “the rushed tunes of the
Wei state,” and “the strange music of the Qi state”—music made by women seemed
“particularly corruptive” because “it seduced not only through sound but also through the
female physical presence.”403 The othering of female physicality itself as well as of female
sexuality were the common denominators in discussions of yŏak in the Confucian tradition in
both China and Korea. But other than that, consideration of the political terrain during the
early and mid- sixteenth century Chosŏn would indicate that the inscription into the depth of
cultural consciousness of yŏak who performed sogak as “improper carnal pleasures”
不正之色 and “incorrect tunes which run counter to rites” 非禮之音404 was one outcome
of vehement factional strife that lasted two centuries, particularly the ideological drive of the
Sarim faction in their pursuit of a complete reorganization of the Neo-Confucian Chosŏn
practice.
However, there are other issues I would like to raise. How did this political friction
impact yŏak performances in music venues? Did it alter the court music terrain in a way that
reduced the markers of lewdness? In the late sixteenth century, the mid-Chosŏn literatus Hŏ
Pong 許篈 (1551─1588) described his appreciation of yŏak music and dance at banquets
which, he thought, transgressed the moderate rhythm of music based on Confucian

For the citation of this passage of Ji Huanzi in Lu from the Analects as a critique of yŏak as a temporary
allurement sufficient to cause dysfunction in the discipline of state, see Sillok, January/10/1471/Sŏngjong;
June/10/1471/Sŏngjong.
402

403
404

Lam, “The Presence and Absence of Female Musicians and Music in China,” 97.
進宴時用女樂與否….何可用不正之色、非禮之音乎? (Sillok, August/30/1705/Sukchong).
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aesthetics:
The governor in P’yŏngyang gave a huge banquet, along with the military officials’
archery event in Nŭngnado. The performance of court dances, such as P’ogurak,
Hyangbal, and Mugo, was much louder than before. As for our current music, kagok
is obscene and the tune makes people sad. And the movement of dancing is frivolous
and speedy, so it is embarrassing to see. However, people are very attached to the
music and enjoy dancing tirelessly day and night. Does it make sense to wish for
harmony between heaven and man and the realization of social order with these
things?405
This passage contains a typical response against secular music played by female musicians at
banquets hosted by local governments. Hŏ Pong estimates yŏak performances as involving
inappropriate music that was perceived to disrupt the harmony between heaven and man and
the high and low social order. But notably, this record posits that audiences largely applauded
the alluring voices of female musicians in kagok performances and their “frivolous” and
“speedy” dances. Female musicians were usually the main target of the criticisms by the
literati in their discussions of the lewdness of the “tunes of Zheng and Wei” in that they
invoked evils by performing “songs full of the words of Buddhism—perceived as heresy
against Confucianism—as well as the affairs between man and woman.”406 But the
fragmentary sources suggest that many of the criticisms of yŏak by Neo-Confucianists were

監司張宴席 掛粉候於綾羅島 令軍官耦射 饌其進設 抛毬響鈸 舞童舞鼓之伎喧??擾 比昨日尤甚
我國之樂 歌曲淫褻 聲音哀楚 使人心悲傷 而其舞蹈進退之節 輕浮急促 不可正視 世之人方且爲歡喜
而觀之窮晝夜不厭 亦獨何心哉 以若所爲 求以和神人秩上下 不亦異乎 (Hagoksŏnsaeng choch’ŏn’gisang 荷谷先生朝天記-上 (Record of China by Hagok Hŏ Pong [the first volume]); Han’guk munjip
ch’onggan vol. 58, 1991; SWM, 68–69).
405

臣爲掌樂院正, 觀之女樂, 多不正, 皆以男女相悅之詞歌之, 甚爲褻慢. 如此不正之音, 不當用於燕
饗 (Sillok, September/29/1509/Chungjong); 傳于政院曰: "近年以來, 國家之音樂, 率皆訛舛無章. 人心由
是而流蕩, 典樂之官亦不知音律之何如, 以至宗廟之樂, 竝皆不諧, 甚不當也. 歌童、舞童、樂生之類猥
多, 而舞童則有同女樂之狀, 須同議, 或革或減, 以正音樂, 何如. 且歌詞之中, 或干於佛道之語, 如男
悅女、女惑男之詞, 有同鄭、衛淫哇之樂, 亦可革而不用也. 非特不用於朝廷之上, 以至國都、委巷, 皆
不用焉, 則是亦放鄭聲之意, 而風俗自正矣 (Sillok, August/29/1517/Chungjong).
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responses to audiences who were mesmerized by them.
Nonetheless, on the discursive layer, it seems that the representations by Confucian
scholars of yŏak linked to the lewdness of sogak further reinforced the negative stereotypes
in the Late Chosŏn. As mentioned before in Chapter 1, in his biography of a zither player
named Min Tŭk-nyang 閔得亮, literatus Yi Tŏk-chu 李德胄 (1695—1751) argued that,
unlike the proper sounds of the music of Emperor Shun or Bo Ya, the playing of the zither by
female musicians created a licentious sound by expressing “too much emotion” and
captivating “people’s sensations,” ultimately leading to a distraction of the mind.407 Martina
Deuchler argues that the Confucian transformation of the Chosŏn society reached its climax
in the course of the seventeenth century through a profound patrilineal reorganization of
social institutions.408 This social change indicated by Deuchler seemingly corresponds to the
case of yŏak. Remarkably, the debates on the lewdness of yŏak in association with sogak
among officials and literati drastically decreased in public discourse by the time of the reign
of King Injo in the early seventeenth century.409 This external mark hints at a fundamental
shift in the operation of yŏak in the Late Chosŏn.

妓女得其淫泆之聲, 悅耳而蕩情矣 (Mindŭngnyang chŏn 閔得亮傳, Hajŏngsŏnsaeng munjip
芐亭先生文集 (Collected works of Hajŏng Yi Tŏk-chu) vol. 2; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan sok vol. 75 (2009);
HMM, 31–32).
408
Deuchler, The Confucian Transformation of Korea, 283, 286, 295.
409
In the Veritable records of the Chosŏn dynasty, the number of accounts of yŏak under the reign of King Injo
is 13, as compared with 179 accounts under the reign of King Chungjong and 52 under the reign of
Kwanghaegun. Of the 586 total accounts of yŏak, 433 (around 74%) were produced during the first half of the
dynasty from T’aejo (r. 1392─1398) to Kwanghaegun (r. 1608—1623), while 153 accounts (around 26%) were
produced during the second half of the dynasty from Injo (r. 1623─1649) to Kojong (r. 1683—1897) (Retrieved
from http://sillok.history.go.kr/search/searchResultList.do).
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The Law of Survival of Yŏak (Female Musicians) in the Late Chosŏn
The yŏak system continued to exist with the support of various groups, each of which
had a different political agenda. Regardless of the tenacious objections of the abolitionists,
many officials supported yŏak, emphasizing their use at naeyŏn to entertain senior female
court members such as the queen dowager and the queen, as one way of realizing filial
piety.410 Other than the ideological cause, a more practical pretext for the support of yŏak—
the primary rationale of kinyŏ system in East Asia─is the usefulness of kinyŏ, especially the
panggi that were mobilized to satisfy the physical needs of officials dispatched to the
provinces411 or soldiers guarding the front.412 This stance was the perception manifested in
the Early Chosŏn period but never withdrawn. Indeed, the authorization of the installment of
panggi seems to have been one realistic ground for retaining yŏak as a social institution to
the end, despite concerns about the privatization of kinyŏ by the officials.413
However, the alteration of the yŏak system was clearly noticeable from the
seventeenth century throughout the social fluctuation at the ideological and political levels.

國家女樂, 當痛革之, 前日革罷之時, 未能盡革者, 爲慈殿也 (Sillok, August/29/1517/Chungjong);
女樂, 非禮也, 非正也. 以殿下之聖明, 豈不知女樂之爲非禮、非正, 而必欲復設者, 特以悅親無方,
將爲慈殿而有此務悅之擧也 (Sillok, March/20/1610/Kwanghaegun).
411
For example, Hŏ Cho 許租 (1369─1439), a minister during the reign of King Sejong, stated: “The physical
desire between man and woman is an instinct that cannot be repressed. Kinyŏ in local government are all public
property that can be taken by officials. If the kinyŏ system is abolished, the young government officials might
violate women from ordinary families and all great men eventually might be in trouble. Therefore, I think it is
not desirable to abolish the kinyŏ system.” 許文敬公操心淸厲… 男女人之大欲. 而不可禁者也. 州邑娼妓.
皆公家之物. 取之無防. 若嚴此禁. 則年少奉使朝士. 皆以非義. 奪取私家之女. 英雄俊傑. 多陷於辜.
臣意以爲不宜革也 (Yongjae ch’onghwa vol. 9, Taedong yasŭng vol. 2, 651; DB of Korean Classics).
412
我國禁邊將率畜妻妾者, 祗爲用度不足, 又恐貽弊而已. 若專廢妓女, 則累年離家遠戍之人, 寧禁其
情慾乎? 或至於奪軍民妻妾, 則爭鬪難禁, 雖非正道, 亦是土俗, 何可卒革? (Sillok, November
5/1510/Chungjong); 故外方有妓官, 使命之往, 亦必有弊云. 邊鎭則不得已有之矣, 內地有妓官,
加革罷事, 問于大臣 (Sillok, January/11/Chungjong).
413
娼妓本爲歌舞而設, 朝官一經而悅之, 以公家之物爲己私有, 是豈美事? 如此之類必多, 其盡推之
(Sillok, June/17/1487/Sŏngjong).
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Notably, the diplomatic practice which reflected the geopolitical realities between Chosŏn
and China during the transitional period from Ming to Qing exposes the issues of the survival
and variation of yŏak in the Chosŏn. As pointed out above, it is likely that the installment of
yŏak in relations with Ming China created a cultural conflict between the two countries, and
between the Chosŏn ministers: one side that identified yŏak as part of Korean native custom
and the other that followed the Neo-Confucian criteria when it came to proper rites.414 But
the use of yŏak was sometimes likely to be imperative as a diplomatic strategy in
coordinating relations with foreign states. Until the sixteenth century, music and dance
performances by yŏak were routinized at banquets for foreign diplomats including Ming,
Japanese, and Jurchen envoys.415 In particular, the issue of using yŏak at banquets for Ming
envoys triggered disputes—a kind of psychological warfare—in diplomatic procedures
between Ming China and Chosŏn Korea. For example, when yŏak performed the court dance
at the Mohwagwan 慕華館─one of the guest houses for foreign envoys—in 1520 under the
reign of King Chungjong, one of the scribes recorded:
The king should regulate himself in a right way even when he is alone in a quiet and
secluded place. The curtain of the hall was unfolded high and the King’s face was
looking downward solemnly and the attendants in full dress were lining up from side
to side. In this state, the female performers, who were voluptuously made-up,
performed the lewd arts. How can this accord with the meaning of Confucius who
tried to banish the sound of Zheng?416

For yŏak at banquets for receiving foreign envoys as part of Korean native custom for generations, see
Sillok, April/7/1509/Chungjong; February 8/1537/Chungjong.
415
It was customary to provide yŏak performances at banquets for Ming envoys held in villages such as Ŭiju,
Anju, Pyŏngyang, Hwangju, and Kaesŏng, while the envoys were traveling around the local areas on their way
to their final destination, the royal court in Seoul. In local areas, Ming envoys had the chance to appreciate
diverse performances including folk arts and martial arts by clowns and entertainers as well as court dances
performed by yŏak (Sillok, March/2/1460/Sejo; March 4/1537/Chungjong; April/5/1539/Chungjong).
416
史臣曰: "人君雖處幽獨, 當以正自律. 殿幕高張, 天顔肅臨, 左右侍從, 莫不整齊, 乃使妖粧冶面, 以
呈其淫放之技, 是豈孔子放鄭聲之意耶?" (Sillok, September/10/1520/Chungjong).
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It was common to find this kind of nitpicking by Ming envoys who problematized the
diplomatic procedures and rites of Chosŏn on the basis of the protocol of the Ming Royal
edict.417
However, not all Ming envoys responded in this way. Some of them were willing to
enjoy yŏak or watch yŏak performances as a tribute to the king on the grounds that they were
part of Korean rites and music.418 There were cases of Ming envoys who were at first
reluctant to watch such performances for ideological reasons, but enjoyed them once they
were underway.419 There were also cases that involved envoys who ostensibly expressed
their appreciation of yŏak performances but were nevertheless discomfited by them.420
Therefore, Chosŏn officials had to be flexible when it came to the employment of yŏak when
they encountered different Ming envoys.421
The application of various strategies was required for Chosŏn officials to be ready for
possible disputes concerning the use of yŏak when it came to Ming envoys. For example, in
1505, Yŏnsan’gun urged officials to prepare answer sheets in anticipation of questions that

Certain Ming envoys directly requested the withdrawal of yŏak performances because they did not conform
to the propriety of the Chinese court. In these cases, yŏak were replaced by boy dancers; 宴時始進女樂,
天使曰: 女樂中朝所不用, 速去之. 臣曰: 大人路上寂寥, 殿下遣此, 聊以慰之耳, 何却爲? 天使固辭,
遂用男樂 (Sillok, February/18/1476/Sŏngjong). There were frequent subtle scuffles between Chosŏn officials
who wanted to hold the banquets in the Korean way and Ming envoys who, operating from a Confucian
perspective, refused to appreciate yŏak performances (Sillok, March/7/1488/Sŏngjong).
418
上告兩使曰: “宴禮用樂, 自古有之, 今日禮宴, 宜用樂矣. 女樂, 本國舊俗, 今請用之.” 正使曰: “殿
下敬朝廷, 故欲備禮樂而行宴禮, 不可不依命矣" (Sillok, March 10/1537/Chungjong).
419
將入女樂時, 遠接使請於天使曰: ‘女樂, 國俗也. 禮不可無樂, 請用之.’ 天使以無難色而答曰: ‘觀風
採俗, 古亦有之, 而且致敬俺等之事也. 用之何妨? 但暫用卽止可也.’ 然不復禁止, 以終其宴, 而且有樂
色 (Sillok, March/2/1537/Chungjong).
420
天使於楊花渡遊觀時, 女樂不令設之, 而勤政殿請宴時, 亦令不入女樂. 又見伴送使 乃鄭士龍也. 書
狀, 則開城府宴享, 又令不入女樂云. 天使外雖致謝, 內或有不滿之意而然也 (Sillok,
March/20/1537/Chungjong).
421
Sillok, February/8/1537/Chungjong; June/2/1593/Sŏnjo.
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might be asked by Ming envoys, including those pertaining to the yŏak issue.422 Depending
on the individual inclination of envoys⎯refusal or acceptance⎯either yŏak or boy dancers
were employed at the banquets.423 The elastic policies of the Chosŏn court regarding yŏak in
relation to the Ming state shows how the ruling class of the Chosŏn took multiple stances in
relation to the Ming state under a tribute system based on the hierarchy between China and
Korea. For example, when the literatus Sŏ Kŏ-jŏng 徐居正 (1420—1488) greeted Ming
envoys at a banquet during the reign of King Sŏngjong, one of the envoys insisted that the
Chosŏn should follow the norms in the Da-Ming Jili 大明集禮 (Collection of Court Rituals
of the Ming dynasty) as Vietnam and the Ryukyu Kingdom had done. But Sŏ Kŏ-jŏng argued
to the King that the Da-Ming Jili was just a record of decorum for China, and there was no
reason for Chosŏn to follow them.424 One more example is found in the appeal to the king
by several officials including Kim Yŏ-sŏk 金礪石 (1445—1493), the inspector-general in
the Department of the Censorate:
Every country has its own customs and to use yŏak would not ultimately be a big
problem. Though there is a regulation that forbids government officials from
privatizing kinyŏ in China, yŏak are still provided at banquets held in private houses.
They employ actors who perform puppet plays at royal banquets. How would it be
possible to think that is better than yŏak? This is also a result of the observance of
old customs. Even though we do not abolish yŏak, we never would become a country
that does not know courtesy.” 425
傳曰: "天使若問何不用女樂, 當答曰, 前此大人例皆却妓, 故不用也. 若問朝官何以皆着紗羅綾叚衣,
當答曰, 時王之制如是也. 若問何以皆帶牌, 當答曰, 人心不同, 欲相箴警也" (Sillok,
July/3/1505/Yŏnsan’gun). On the other hand, it is found that Japanese envoys did not raise any objections to the
use of yŏak, and usually seem to have enjoyed them at banquets (Sillok, September/18/1612/Kwanghaegun;
August/3/1714/Sukchong).
423
Sillok, December/19/1492/Sŏngjong.
424
遠接使徐居正來復命, 上引見問曰: “天使所駁何禮?” 對曰: “天使欲行《大明集禮》, 語臣云:
‘《大明集禮》行於天下久矣. 如交趾、琉球尙能行之, 矧本國禮義之邦, 而不行可乎?’ 臣對曰:
‘《大明集禮》只行於中國, 我國何所據而行之?’” 有頃使臣將至, 上具冕服, 率百官迎詔, 至景福宮,
使臣頒詔勑如儀 (Sillok, February/20/1476/Sŏngjong).
425
司憲府 大司憲 金礪石等上疏, 略曰: 四方列國, 各有風俗,
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Obviously, when it came to the issue of yŏak, a certain circle of officials manifested a more
rational and self-regulating view of the relativization of the customs of each country or the
decentralization of the cultural hegemony of the Ming state.
But the social variations of Chosŏn society that began at the end of the sixteenth
century as a result of outside influences such as the Imjin War (1592—1598) launched by
Japan, the Manchurian invasion (1636─1637), and the collapse of the Ming state in 1644,
which was followed by the founding of the Qing empire, brought about a sweeping
restructuring of the social mechanisms including policies on music. There is a record
indicating that permission to hold performances by yŏak and blind musicians at the royal
court was revoked after the Imjin War under the reign of King Sŏnjo—probably
temporarily.426 But, there was a more definite marker of the abolition of yŏak who belonged
to the Royal Music Bureau in 1623, although this did not indicate the complete dissolution of
the yŏak system that took root in the local government.427 The abrogation of the yŏak
belonging to the Royal Music Bureau entailed a considerable reduction in the yŏak system
itself, by limiting the installment of yŏak only in the naeyŏn and the intermittent recruitment
of yŏak from local governments only if required.428 Furthermore, the separate use of yŏak

事之無害者….今中朝雖有官吏宿娼之禁, 不能頓革, 其私宴饗, 則皆用之, 至於朝廷宴饗,
例用倡優雜戲, 此何愈於女樂? 此亦因循不革之驗也. 今雖不革, 必不爲不知禮之邦也 (Sillok,
December/29/1491/Sŏngjong).
426
但內宴當用女樂, 而女妓及管絃盲人, 亂後竝爲革罷, 非朝夕卒然可辦 (Sillok, June/11/1606/Sŏnjo).
427
又啓曰: “女樂之設, 乃昇平全盛時事也. 經亂以後, 廢而不擧, 至于廢朝, 廣集倡妓, 使之出入宮掖,
耽樂無度, 荒亂極矣. 今當更始之日, 不可不痛刮此習, 用戒覆轍. 請命革罷.” 上從之 (Sillok,
March/23/1623/Injo).
428
A Sequel to the National Code (1746) shows that the irregular recruitment of yŏak from local governments
on a smaller scale was codified in the eighteenth century; 進宴時 女妓五十二名選上 有特旨則加減
(Sŏnsang 選上, Yejŏn 禮典, Comprehensive Compendium of the National Codes, 411). This is one
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only at the naeyŏn and male musicians and boy dancers at the woeyŏn based on the InsideOutside Rule had been firmly institutionalized since 1705, during the reign of King
Sukchong.429
However, the disbanding of yŏak belonging to the Royal Music Bureau brought about
the mobilization of other court women such as ŭinyŏ (female physicians) and ch’imsŏnbi
(seamstresses) to perform at court banquets as substitutes. As indicated by Kim Chong-su,
until the end of the Chosŏn dynasty, the ŭinyŏ and ch’imsŏnbi took charge of the
performances of court dances at the naeyŏn along with kinyŏ selected from local
governments at irregular intervals.430 Therefore, it is hard to assert with certainty that,
beginning in 1623, kyŏnggi 京妓—kinyŏ who belonged to the royal court—had completely
vanished because royal female physicians and seamstresses filled in for yŏak, irrespective of
the curtailment of ceremonial expenses in the reinforcement of Neo-Confucian morality in
court policies.
Around 1644, after the building of Qing state, the modified yŏak system was the
diplomatic protocol followed for banquets for Qing envoys. First, the repertories of court
dance were selected only from hyangak, unlike the mixture of tangak and hyangak of earlier
times.431 According to the T’ongmun kwanji 通文館志 (Compendium of the Interpreters’

documentary proof of the change in the yŏak system in the Late Chosŏn.
429
必可遵守, 正殿、法筵君臣慶會之時, 何可用不正之色、非禮之音乎? 上曰: “所達極是.
外宴勿用女樂事, 定式可也”(Sillok, August/30/1705/Sukchong).
Kim Chong-su argued that the reduction in the scale of yŏak and restricting the use of yŏak only to naeyŏn
was due to the settlement of Neo-Confucian order in all aspects of society since the Sarim faction enthroned
King Injo in 1643, after the establishment of the Qing state. see Kim Chong-su, A study of royal banquets and
yŏak, 215–217, 221–222.
430
Ibid., 261–293.
431
The research of Cho Kyŏng-a clarifies that the repertories of court dances which were performed at
banquets for Ming envoys in the early and mid- Chosŏn included eleven kinds of court dances: three tangak
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Bureau, 1725), the instrumental music of hyangak, such as Yŏmillak (Enjoyment with the
people), Pohŏja (Pacing the void), and Chŏngŭpak (Song of Chŏngŭp county), and hyangak
court dances, such as Abangmu (Clapper dance), Hyangbalmu (Dance of hyangbal), and
Mugo (Drum dance), were performed at the tea ceremony for Qing envoys when they arrived
at the royal court.432 The second point is that yŏak performances were replaced with
performances by boy dancers.433 The use of music and dance of Korean native origin
without music of Chinese origin, the replacement of yŏak with male musicians and boy
dancers, the reduction in the scale of performances, and the simplification of ceremonial
processions at banquets for Qing envoys all hint at the reshaping of the Chosŏn status in
diplomatic procedures with Qing China at the time. This change of diplomatic protocol
signals the reduction of the formalities for “respecting the great” 事大 in a more selfcontained position that chose the vernacularized court music repertories in hyangak. What is
notable in this period is that, by employing boy dancers and forgoing yŏak, the officials of
the Chosŏn court were no longer blamed by Chinese envoys on the issue of yŏak.

court banquet dances of Chinese origin (Oyangsŏn, Yŏnhwadae, P’ogurak), two hyangak court banquet dances
of native origin (Abangmu, Mugo), two dances created under the reign of King T’aejong and four new dances
created under the reign of King Sejong, all of which were dedicated to Ming envoys under the tribute system.
But at banquets for Qing envoys in the Late Chosŏn, the number of court dances was reduced to only four:
Kwangsumu, Abangmu, Hyangbalmu, and Mugo, which were much simpler forms of hyangak court dances
performed by boy dancers. See Cho Kyŏng-a, “Chosŏnsidae chungguk sasin ŭi ch’um hyangyu” (The dance
appreciation of the Chinese envoys in Chosŏn dynasty), Muyong yŏksa kirokhak (The Journal of the Dance
Society for Documentation & History) 35 (2014): 184–190.
432
Ipkyŏng yŏnhyang ŭisik 入京宴享儀式 Sadae-ha 事大–下, T’ongmun kwanji 通文館志 (Compendium
of the Interpreters’ Bureau) vol. 4, trans. The King Sejong Memorial Association (Seoul: The King Sejong
Memorial Association, 1998), 220–221.
433
The Compendium of the Interpreters’ Bureau contains the record of the boy dancers 樂童 who performed
three times in the procession of banquets for Qing envoys held in Ǔiju—the Northwest province (Yongman
yŏnhyang 龍灣宴享, ibid.,199–201). This record also includes the fact that yŏak had been installed at the
banquet for Ming envoys and, from 1636 to1643, the service of panggi was provided for Qing envoys, but it
was abolished in 1643, the twenty first year of the reign of King Injo (ibid., 225).
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Furthermore, a notable change is found in the attitudes of Chosŏn scholars towards
the banquet ceremonies in comparison with the Qing state. The record of Chosŏn envoys
who joined in the art performances of the banquets held in the Qing palace suggests that
Chosŏn was perceived as a prime mover in the embodiment of rites and music in the
Confucian tradition, holding a critical stance on the repertories of the banquets of the Qing
State. For example, when an official-scholar named Sŏ Ho-su 徐浩修 (1736—1799) visited
the Mountain Resort in Beijing as an envoy to celebrate the eightieth birthday of the
Qianlong Emperor 乾隆帝 in 1790, the performances at the banquets were mostly
theatrical, such as the play “Journey to the West” 西遊記, along with miscellaneous art
performances which prevailed at the Qing palace at the time.434 Sŏ Ho-su described the
subject matter and the characters in the play as mainly Buddhist and Taoist.435 On the
dramatic development of the play, Sŏ Ho-su commented that, if Confucian themes such as
loyalty, filial piety, and fidelity had been chosen in order to influence the customs in an
enlightening way, contemporary Qing music could have embodied the ideal meaning of
ancient Chinese music.436 On the fifth day of August in 1790, when Sŏ Ho-su watched
scenes of huangmen (eunuchs) flirting with girls in the play performed at the Yuan Ming

This record by Sŏ Ho-su describes the banquets for foreign envoys from tributary states such as Chosŏn,
Vietnam, Laos, Myanmar, and Taiwan, which were held in 1790 at a royal villa called the Mountain Resort
避暑山莊, located in North Beijing (Sŏ Ho-su, Yŏnhaenggi 燕行紀 (A record of travel to Beijing) [the 2nd
section], Yŏnhaengnok sŏnjip (Collections of travels of Korean envoys to China) vol. 5, trans. the Committee
for Promoting National Culture (Seoul: Kyŏngin munhwasa, 1976), 182–183).
435
For example, performances at the Mountain Resort in Beijing on the sixteenth day of July in 1790 included
a play that consisted of sixteen acts and featured characters such as a Taoist hermit, a Buddha, God, a ghost, and
the deity. The temple where thirty-two statues of Buddha were sitting on the lotus pedestal and hundreds of
statues of Buddha’s disciples were arrayed and a Buddhist chant was recited is described as the background of
the play. The Buddhistic setting is also combined with Taoist images of legendary Taoist hermits and places like
Kunlun 崑崙 Mountain (ibid., 182–183).
436
Ibid., 184.
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Palace (the Old Summer Palace located in northwest Beijing), he deplored the “lewd” and
“obscene” things the performers did in such a solemn place where the emperor was sitting
high off the ground and the foreign envoys from other countries were lining up.437 This
review by a Chosŏn Confucianist who was arguing for formality at the banquets hosted by
the Qing court shows that Chosŏn envoys were taking the very position of the Ming envoys
who problematized yŏak performances at banquets hosted by the Chosŏn court in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
These elements reflect a material change in court music practices, namely,
seventeenth-century modifications of the policy on rites and music, including those at
banquets for foreign envoys. But would it be possible to assert that the matter of lewdness
introduced by yŏak into the everyday lives of those in the royal court and government
officials was swept away in the second half of the Chosŏn, when the Neo-Confucian order
began to take substantial root in all aspects of society? Kim Chong-su claims that from 1623
yŏak had not been allowed to join even small or unofficial banquets in the court except the
naeyŏn.438 But there are records that indicate a mobilization of the ŭinyŏ and ch’imsŏnbi at
unofficial feasts and banquets both inside and outside the court in the Late Chosŏn.
According to a 1769 account, there was an inspection during the reign of King Yŏngjo that
culminated in the tracking down of literati who privatized kinyŏ and then led to the
punishment of a yangban who had hidden an ŭinyŏ in his house.439 The kinyŏ with the title
of ŭinyŏ in this record is identified as one selected from the prefectural music bureau for a

Sŏ Ho-su, Yŏnhaenggi [the third section]; ibid., 269–270.
Kim Chong-su, A study of royal banquets and yŏak, 233.
439
命京兆, 搜檢士夫之畜妓者以聞. 初士人金基長, 當進宴時, 潛匿醫女於其家,
惠民提調鄭亨復索出而囚之 (Sillok, April/16/1769/Yŏngjo).
437
438
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royal banquet. In this period, the state intended to send the selected kinyŏ back to their
hometowns right as soon as their work was done in order to prevent them from causing
trouble with government officials in Seoul. However, this record provides evidence that the
privatization of kinyŏ by the yangban was still a problem: even a scholar with no government
post was living with a kinyŏ, not to mention much higher officials.440 Interestingly, this
account also mentions that those who got punished for the privatization of kinyŏ included a
large number of petty officials and military officers from the second status, which signals the
deep involvement of chungin group in kinyŏ affairs in the private music sector at the time.441
Nevertheless, it seems apparent that disputes surrounding yŏak in public discourse
had been markedly reduced since the seventeenth century and that Confucian doctrines had
become the dominant platform for shaping the policy of rites and music at court.442
However, I argue that the issue of lewdness arising from the privatization of kinyŏ was not
entirely overcome. Rather, the criticism of yŏak in the Late Chosŏn was likely a shift in focus
from the royal court to the private sector or local districts. Yŏak, along with sogak, one type
of court music, survived the severe criticism in part by being advocated as native Korean
customs during the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries.443 However, as presented by the

選妓之待朝卽送者, 禁宗臣武臣之惑亂也. 于今觀之, 儒衣儒巾者, 其亦率畜, 儒生若此, 況搢紳乎?
(Sillok, April/16/1769/Yŏngjo).
441
拿入畜妓者朝官儒生, 或削職或放逐, 武人或中庶, 決棍或加刑, 諸軍門各司官及下隷,
因而獲罪者甚衆 (ibid.).
442
For example, gender regulations like the Inside-Outside Rule were more strictly applied as part of the
decorum of court events, as presented by the literatus Sŏng Hae-ŭng 成海應 (1769─1839): “In [“minor rules
of ritual” (曲禮) from] The Book of Rites, it is prohibited to talk about women in the royal court. Even just
mentioning women in public is not right. Therefore, how is it possible to associate with women nearby?
『禮』, “公庭不言婦” 言之固不可, 況昵乎哉 (P’agiak 罷妓樂, Yŏn’gyŏngjae chŏnjip 硏經齋全集
(Collected works of Yŏn’gyŏngjae Sŏng Hae-ŭng) vol. 12; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 273, 286; HMM,
164–167).
443
The literatus Yi Ik portrayed the music practice that consistently installed the court dances performed by
yŏak regardless of the relentless denouncement of them as follows: Court dances, such as Hŏnsŏndo (Peach
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literatus Sŏng Hae-ŭng, it can be seen that the discourses on yŏak in the Late Chosŏn
focalized the plight of local officials who were exposed to the music of local kinyŏ:
In our custom, the installment of kiak (music performed by kinyŏ) was promoted for
the officials who work for the local government and for envoys. They are all the
people entering the royal court. Even the officials who are robust and well-conducted
get confused by kinyŏ and behave as they please, once they go to the local districts.
Even though it does not exactly violate the state norms, they don’t feel ashamed of
their indulgence in lewdness. It is evident that the local government makes light of the
regulations of the royal court.”444
This comment suggests that, in the systematic cutback of yŏak in the royal court beginning in
the seventeenth century, the Confucian scholar’s concern targeted the music activities of yŏak
in local government as an indicator of lewdness that could destroy the integrity of the
yangban officials.445 More significantly, even allowing for the reduction of the scale of yŏak,
this systemic fluctuation had a lot to do with the flourishing of chamber music outside the
court in Seoul in the Late Chosŏn, and the fact that the enjoyment of yŏak performances
never eroded but was reformulated in the private sector including kibang at pleasure quarters.
Therefore, I argue that the issue of yŏak in the Late Chosŏn should be considered within a
dual frame that simultaneously accommodates the fortification of the Neo-Confucian

offering dance) and P’ogurak (Ball-throwing dance) are nothing more than the licentious and ugly motions of
singing kinyŏ. Aren’t they disturbing the king’s mind when performing the dance in the spacious garden of the
royal court? Our dynasty still follows the old traditions without abolition. To employ yŏak would be a shame in
the course of achieving a divine and bright world; 其獻仙桃抛毬樂 不過聲妓醜之態 豈宜奏之廣庭
以蠱君心之荒亂哉 至我朝猶循以不改 竊爲聖明世耻之 (Taesŏngak 大晟樂, Sŏngho sasŏl 星湖僿說 vol.
13; SWM, 126).
444
國俗, 置妓樂, 爲使客, 而令之 使客, 皆出入公庭之人也. 雖或以强方自持者, 每出外邑, 自以爲妓
固爲我而設, 押昵縱恣, 未 害於防範, 由是, 流連荒淫, 不知其恥. 外邑之輕 朝廷, 此其一端也
(P’agiak 罷妓樂; HMM, 164–167).
445
After the coup by members of the ultra-conservative Westerners faction 西人, who had replaced the Greater
Northerners 大北 as the ruling political faction, dethroned Kwanghaegun (r. 1608—1623), King Injo was
crowned. The first measure introduced by King Injo was to liquidate the legacy of the previous regime by
abolishing yŏak—which had flourished under the reign of Kwanghaegun—in the court in the name of clearing
the corruption of morals. See Sillok, March/23/1623/Injo.
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platform that effected the abatement of yŏak in the court and its reterritorialization outside
the court in the secular music sectors.

The Duties of Kinyŏ (Female Entertainers; Courtesans) from the Royal Court to the
Local Music Bureau

During the Chosŏn period, kinyŏ was the general title given to various female
performers: musicians, entertainers, courtesans, and public maidservants. It is hard to extract
just one aspect from the composite body of kinyŏ that performed the various “physical labour
services” 身役 required of female government slaves in the pre-modern social system.
However, I trace the public image and the role of yŏak as professional musicians in this
section because it was clearly the decisive factor in allowing the kwan’gi (government kinyŏ)
to survive for more than five hundred years despite Neo-Confucian disapproval.
It is hard to pin down the exact number of kinyŏ due to the absence of systematic
records. Putting together the fragmentary data, the demographic charts of kinyŏ who
belonged to the local government and the kinyŏ selected for royal ceremonies differ
depending on the regime. As presented in A Sequel to the National Code (1746), which
catalogues the circumstances of the Late Chosŏn period, there was a huge change in the
overall scale of court music between the first and second halves of the dynasty. Compared
with the Early Chosŏn, the number of aksaeng—commoner male court musicians—who took
charge of the a-ak in later years declined from 297 to 195, and the number of akkong—lower
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status male court musicians—who took charge of the sogak declined from 518 to 441.446 In
total, the number of male musicians decreased by 179 (including 102 aksaeng and 77
akkong), but this law book reveals that in the Late Chosŏn period the number of yŏak
declined even more drastically: from 160 to 52—almost a third of the number in the Early
Chosŏn period, though there was an exceptional clause: the special royal command that
could adjust the number of yŏak in demand for royal banquets.447 According to the
intermittent and fragmentary records of the yŏak from the Veritable records of the Chosŏn
dynasty, the number of yŏak in the Early Chosŏn fell in the neighborhood of one hundred to
160.448 It is presumed that the number of yŏak who joined the royal banquets was one
hundred to 120 on average, albeit not consistently.449 But in 1624, the second year of the
reign of King Injo, the number of yŏak who joined royal banquets was eighty and in 1743,
the nineteenth year of the reign of King Yŏngjo, the number of kinyŏ who were selected from
the local governments for the loyal banquet decreased from fifty-two to thirty-five.450 These
records are likely evidence of the remarkable reduction in the number of yŏak at royal
banquets that resulted from the abolition of kinyŏ who were affiliated with the Royal Music
Bureau in 1623 and the random recruitment of kinyŏ from the local governments from that

右方樂生 一百九十五人 (比元典減一百二人) 右方樂師五人(比元典加三人) 樂工四百四十一人
(比元典減七十七人) (Asogak 雅俗樂, Yejŏn 禮典, Comprehensive collection of the National Codes, 410).
447
進宴時 女妓五十二人選上(有特旨則加減) (Sŏnsang 選上, Yejŏn 禮典, ibid. 411).
448
Under the reign of King Sejong, the number of yŏak at court banquets fell between 108 and 125 (Sillok,
March/16/1423/Sejong; March/18/1447/Sejong). Under the reign of King Chungjong, the number of yŏak at
court banquets was 158 (Sillok, October/27/1510/Chungjong). In the period of Kwanghaegun’s sovereignty
(1608─1623), the number of yŏak was 123 (Sillok, February/26/1623/Kwanghaegun).
449
Chang Sa-hun argued that court dances like Ch’imhyangmu 沈香舞 (Dance in the Perfume of Aloes),
which was introduced in the Guide to the study of music (1493), required 100 kinyŏ, and Sŏnyurak 船遊樂
(Boat dance) required at least 40 kinyŏ, but the number of kinyŏ who belonged to the royal court averaged 80,
meaning they were short by 40-50 kinyŏ. See Chang Sa-hun, “Female music in the Chosŏn period,” 18–19.
450
Sillok, October/16/1624/Injo; July/18/1743/Yŏngjo.
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time.
According to the Royal protocol of banquets in 1744, under the reign of King
Yŏngjo, fifty-two yŏryŏng 女伶—the designation used for kinyŏ in the royal protocol—from
eighteen district towns participated in the banquet celebrating the fifty-eighth birthday of the
great Queen.451 In 1795, the nineteenth year of the reign King Chŏngjo, thirty-one yŏryŏng
performed songs and court dances at the banquet for the sixtieth birthday of the Queen’s
mother, which was held at the Pongsudang palace in Hwasŏng, Kyŏnggi province.452 In
1829, under the reign of King Sunjo, seventy yŏryŏng joined the performance at the banquet
held in Chagyŏng palace.453 In 1868, the fifth year of the reign of King Kojong, twenty-six
yŏryŏng performed several court dances at the same time as 108 akkong at the banquet for
the sixtieth birthday of the great Queen.454 These records suggest that compared with the
earlier period fewer yŏak that featured twenty-five to seventy female performers were staged
at the naeyŏn in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.455

Yŏngjo kapcha chinyŏn ŭigwe 英祖朝甲子進宴儀軌 (Royal protocol of banquets in 1744), Han’guk ŭ
makhak charyo ch’ongsŏ 韓國音樂資料叢書 (A series of archives of Korean musicology) vol. 30 (Seoul:
National Gugak Center, 1992), 34–36; retrieved from http://www.gugak.go.kr/site/search/integratedSearch.
In the royal protocols of the Late Chosŏn, yŏryŏng were divided into two types: chŏngje yŏryŏng 呈才女伶
and siwi yŏryŏng 侍衛女伶. The former included yŏryŏng who performed court dances (called mu-ch’abi
舞差備) and vocal parts (called ka-ch’abi 歌差備), while the latter referred to yŏryŏng who held the
ceremonial equipment or assisted in the procedure. Ch’abi 差備 was first used in the nineteenth century and
signified provisional personnel recruited for specific royal events. See Kim Chong-su, “Sipkusegi isipsegi ch’o
kungchung yŏnhyang ŭi akkamu ch’abi koch’al- yŏryŏng ŭl chungsimŭro” (A study on kach’abi and much’abi
at royal banquets-with a focus on yŏryŏng), Han’guk ŭmak yŏn’gu (Studies in Korean Music) 32 (2002): 131–
135, 260–261; Shin Kyŏng-suk, “Singers and trend of kagok,” 277.
452
Wŏnhaeng ŭlmyo chŏngni ŭigwe 園幸乙卯整理儀軌 (Record of King Chŏngjo’s visit to his father’s tomb
in 1795, Kyujanggak version), published by Suwŏnsi, 1996), 230–231.
453
Chinyŏn ŭigwe [Kich’uk] 進宴儀軌 [己丑] (Royal protocol of banquets in 1829), A series of archives of
Korean musicology vol. 3 (Seoul: National Gugak Center, 1980), 236-237); retrieved from
http://www.gugak.go.kr/site/search/integratedSearch.
454
Mujin chinch’an ŭigwe 戊辰進饌儀軌 (Royal protocol of banquets in 1868) (Seoul: Kyujanggak);
retrieved from http://kyudb.snu.ac.kr/pf01/rendererImg.do.
455
According to Song Bang-song, there exist 19 kinds of royal protocols related to banquets in the Chosŏn
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In addition, it is not possible to capture the exact demographic situation of the kinyŏ
who were registered with the local governments due to the lack of documents. Kim Tong-uk
first discussed the population of kinyŏ on a national level on the basis of township annals. He
claimed there were twenty thousand kinyŏ, which represents 0.5% of the national population
in Chosŏn society: each township (縣) had twenty, each county (郡) forty, each prefecture
(府) and region (牧) had sixty to eighty, and the headquarters of the provincial governor
(監營) had one thousand to two thousand kinyŏ. But this does not seem to be reliable because
Kim does not specify the exact sources he used to calculate these numbers.456 According to
the Veritable records of the Chosŏn dynasty, Ǒ Mu-jŏk 魚無跡, an officer under Yŏnsan’gun
(r. 1494—1506), stated that there were “thousands of” kinyŏ who belonged to the local
governments in such a small country as Korea.457 But this record reflects the fact that the
number of yŏak significantly increased under the reign of Yŏnsan’gun, which is considered
an unusual case.
As indicated by Yi Nŭng-hwa, the anthology entitled Imhap’ilgi 林下筆記 (Records
under forest, 1871) written by civil official Yi Yu-wŏn 李裕元 (1814—1888), stated:
Of the eight provinces of Chosŏn, the Northeastern part, Pukch’ŏng, is the local area
where the Music Bureau is the most prosperous with the kinyŏ music training system.
There is a saying that if people have three daughters, one will marry a farmer, another
will become a kinyŏ, and the third will become a shaman. On account of this custom,
the number of kinyŏ in this area amounts to 300 to 400. This applies also to the case
of the shamans. The scale of the Royal Music Bureau that consists of the chwabang
dynasty produced after the Imjin War and the Manchu invasion. For the overall contour of these materials, see
Song Bang-song, Ǔigwe sogŭi uri ch’um kwa ŭmak ŭl ch’ajasŏ: Chosŏn ŭigwe ŭi haeje wa saegin (Searching
for our music and dance in royal protocols: The annotation and indexing of the royal protocols in the Chosŏn
period), ed. Song Bang-song (Seoul: Pogosa, 2008).
456
Kim Tong-uk, “Ijo kinyŏsa sŏsŏl: ijo sadaebu wa kinyŏ e taehan p’ungsoksajŏk chŏpkŭn” (Introduction to
kinyŏ history in the Chosŏn dynasty: An approach to the manners of the literati and kinyŏ), Asia yŏsŏng yŏn’gu
(The Journal of Asian Woman) 5 (1966): 81.
457
今我國家, 幅員數千里, 州郡娼妓, 無慮數千人 (Sillok, July/28/1501/Yŏnsan’gun).
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(a-ak) and the wubang (sogak) is not as large as that of Pukch’ŏng, which seems to be
the biggest one.458

This statement suggests that the headquarters of the provincial governor which stationed
military camps like Pukch’ŏng in the northern part of the country managed the largest
population of kinyŏ—as many as three hundred to four hundred. Though the exact number of
kinyŏ in the Late Chosŏn is unknown, it is estimated that the actual number in local
governments in general was far fewer than that of Pukch’ŏng, allowing for the policy of
reduction of the yŏak system that began in the early seventeenth century.459
Another issue that arises in the exploration of the public life of kinyŏ as female
musicians is age. In 1519, under the reign of King Chungjong, there was an argument
regarding the corruption of public morals due to the presence of yŏak. One civil officer
proposed dismissing young kinyŏ from court ceremonies because he was concerned that the
officials might be infatuated with such young and beautiful women. The other officer
claimed that blind musicians could be an alternative, but his idea was rejected because blind
musicians were not able to conduct music performances autonomously in the way that kinyŏ

八路敎坊之盛. 無如北靑. 歌舞有俱敎師. 其俗生女三人. 則一嫁農家. 一充敎坊. 一賣巫祝.
所以妓女之數. 殆三四百名. 巫亦如之. 雖京國左右敎坊. 無以當之 (Ch’unmyŏng ilsa 春明逸史, Imha
p’ilgi 林下筆記 (Records under forest) vol. 27, 1; Yi Nŭng-hwa, A history of kisaeng, 323).
459
According to research by Yi Kyu-ri on the population of kinyŏ in local governments in the late nineteenth
century as found in township records, northern areas such as P’yŏngan and Hamkyŏng provinces had the
highest population of kinyŏ because P’yŏngan province, which included Hwangju, Chunghwa, Sŏngch’ŏn,
P’yŏngyang, Chŏngju, Kwaksan, and Ŭiju, was on the travel route used by Chinese envoys, and Hamkyŏng
province, which included Yŏnghŭng and Pukch’ŏng, was the site of military camps. P’yŏngyang had 180 kinyŏ,
which was the largest number. In her detailed analysis, Yi found that the number of kinyŏ in Pukch’ŏng was 39
in 1871 and 1894 (Yi Kyu-ri, “Ŭpchi ro pon chosŏn sidae kwan’gi unyong ŭi silt’ae” (The management of the
government kinyŏ system during the Chosŏn as viewed through township records), Han’guksa yŏn’gu (Journal
of Korean History) vol. 130 (2005): 161-164). But the township records produced in the Chosŏn period have
not been handed down intact and the section on female slaves in certain township records is, in many cases, left
out altogether. Therefore, it is hard to compile accurate statistics of the population of kinyŏ.
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could. Instead, “old kinyŏ” over the age of forty or fifty were recommended as they could do
the vocal parts and take charge of directing the whole performance process. Interestingly, this
discussion indicates that “old kinyŏ” were working as singers and conductors at royal
banquets and could understand the flow of rhythm and lead the music on the stage.460 That
is, their wealth of experience and accumulated skills made it possible for these women to
appear on the performance stage at banquets.
Within the cultural context of the time, “young kinyŏ” referred to girls ranging in age
from twelve to thirteen years.461 A story by Chinese vernacular writer and poet of the Late
Ming Dynasty Feng Menglong 馮夢龍 (1574—1645) titled “The Oil-Peddler Wins the
Queen of Flowers” circulated among Chosŏn literati. It talks about the prime age of kinyŏ as
courtesans at pleasure quarters.462
Among the courtesans’ quarters there is this convention: The first patron of a thirteenyear-old girl, too young to start working in the profession, is said to be a “tester of the
flower.” This happens because the madams are too greedy to care if the girl suffers,
and the patron wins only false fame rather than real pleasure. At age fourteen, the
flower “blooms” and begins to menstruate. This is the right time for the male and the
female to give and take. At fifteen, the flower is ready to be “picked.” A girl of fifteen
上曰: “內宴不可無樂, 中宮陳賀、受賀之時, 亦有動樂之節. 大臣、禮官, 皆曰: ‘當不去女樂, 而瞽
矇亦不可獨自節(樂)〔奏〕. 掌樂提調以爲: ‘宜用年少之妓, 以導樂節’, 此亦不可也. 知事李繼孟曰: “奏
樂則宜用瞽矇, 但使誰導其節奏乎? 且歌宜用老妓而舞不可廢, 則當使何人舞乎?.. 光祖曰: “童女, 不可
以穉少者爲之, 必用十二三歲人, 則少艾之色, 尤不可近也. 此則誤料也. 導節則宜用老妓… 上曰: “前
聞所議, 以爲多數, 預定四十、五十歲之女. 果以少艾之女爲之, 則反有弊焉.. 上曰: “宜用老妓爲導,
而但後將更選, 則亦有弊矣”(Sillok, March/1/1519/Chungjong).
461
童女, 不可以穉少者爲之, 必用十二三歲人, 則少艾之色, 尤不可近也 (ibid.).
462
“The Oil-Peddler Wins the Queen of Flowers” 賣油郎獨占花魁 is from Stories to Caution the World
醒世恒言, the second in a trilogy of widely celebrated Ming dynasty vernacular story collections, compiled by
Feng Menglong and published in 1624. This story is about the love between an oil seller named Qin Zhong and
a famous courtesan and includes conventions of the courtesan world. It is presumed that the customs of
courtesans in the Ming dynasty spread and influenced those of the Late Chosŏn in that this story was mentioned
several times by an anonymous writer in fourteen pieces among the literary records of kinyŏ entitled Sosurok
(Records of relieving woe), which contained the manners and customs of kibang in the Late Chosŏn. See Chŏng
Pyŏng-sŏl, Nanŭn kisaeng ida-sosurok ilkki (I am a kisaeng: Reading of the Sosurok) (Seoul: Muhak tongne,
2007), 23.
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in an ordinary home is still considered very young, but in the courtesans’ quarters, a
fifteen-year-old is considered to have already passed her prime.463
According to this passage, the prime age for being a courtesan was fourteen, as by age fifteen
she was already considered past her heyday. It is evident that kinyŏ registered by local
governments in the Late Chosŏn period carried out the role of courtesan when they
performed music and dance in the kibang as side work, though they were not considered
exactly the same as the individual courtesans in the Ming pleasure quarters. The convention
of considering young kinyŏ as the best asset for games or entertainments clearly derived from
the stance of male clients in the commercialized pleasure quarter─in Korea or China.
In the case of the Chosŏn, some records indicate that the starting age of local
government kinyŏ was approximately seven or eight years and that they began to host men in
private domains between the ages of twelve and fifteen.464 However, it is notable that kinyŏ
selected for royal ceremonies were mostly in their twenties and thirties, past the so-called
“prime” age for courtesans. Beginning in the eighteenth century, the Royal Protocols indicate
that the female performers at royal banquets ranged in age from teenagers to women in their
fifties. In particular, “old kinyŏ” ranging in age from their late forties to their seventies took
the role of head kinyŏ, that is music and dance masters, at banquets. The list of kinyŏ from
eighteen local towns who performed court dances and songs at the royal banquet held in

Feng Menglong, Stories to Awaken the World-A Ming Dynasty Collection vol. 3, trans. Shuhui Yang and
Yunqin Yang (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2009), 43.
464
For example, the Sosurok includes the story of the kinyŏ Myŏngsŏn from Haeju in the Late Chosŏn. In this
piece, Myŏngsŏn confesses that she was registered by the prefectural music bureau at the age of seven or eight
and established a relationship with a man at 12. See Sosurok (Records of relieving woe); Chŏng Pyŏng-sŏl, I am
a kisaeng, 22. In her poem entitled “Remembering past days” 憶昔, a kinyŏ poet named Kang Tam-un, who
belonged to the Music Bureau at Kimhae in the nineteenth century, wrote that she started the kinyŏ life at the
age of 8 and met a man at 15. See Kang Tam-un, Chijaedang ko 只在堂稿 (A collection of the poems of
Chijaedang Kang Tam-un), trans. Yi Sŏng-hye (Seoul: Pogosa, 2002), 97–103.
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1774 under the reign of King Yŏng jo shows fifty kinyŏ from eleven to seventy years old.

Table 1: List of Yŏak Who Performed at the Royal Banquet in 1744.

Age
Group
70-50

Number
(52)
4

Wŏlbin 月賓

44-40

1

Yangdaeun
陽臺雲
Haewŏl 海月
T’aejin 太眞
Naksŏn 洛仙

39-35

11

34-30

465

11

Name

Region of
Origin
Sŏngch’ŏn

Age

465

Position

70

vocal

Anju

61

Kongju
Sŏngch’ŏn
Andong

52
50
41

Ch’wijŏng 翠貞
Chonyŏ 曺女

Sŏngsan
Sangju

38
38

head kinyŏ
都妓
head kinyŏ
head kinyŏ
Chŏyong Dance
處容舞
vocal
Chŏyong Dance

Sannye 山禮

Anju

37

vocal

Oksŏm 玉蟾

Andong

37

Chŏyong Dance

Ch’aeok 彩玉

Andong

37

Haeran 海蘭
Sugŭm 壽今

Haeju
Kwangju

37
37

Idan 二丹
Ongnan 玉蘭
Sunnang 純琅

Haeju
Kyŏngju
Kyŏngju

36
36
36

Pingjŏng 娉貞

Sŏngch’ŏn

35

instrumental
music (kŏmun’go)
vocal
instrumental
music (hour glass
drum)
vocal
Chŏyong Dance
instrumental
music (kyobanggo
敎坊鼓)
vocal

Milsŏngun
密城雲
Ch’aeran 彩鸞

Anju

34

vocal

Sŏngch’ŏn

33

vocal

Punmyŏng 分明
Sangnye 尙禮

Sŏngch’ŏn
Hwangju

33
32

vocal
vocal

Royal protocol of banquets in 1744, 34–35.
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Age
Group

Number
(52)

Name
Hwanch’unaeng
喚春鶯
Oksŏm 玉蟾

29-25

24-20

8

9

Region of
Origin
Sŏngch’ŏn

Age

Position

32

vocal

Chŏnju

31

Wŏlyŏndae
月烟臺
Yebun 禮分
Tanae 丹愛

Naju

31

instrumental
music
(hour glass drum)
vocal

Wŏnju
Hwangju

30
30

Tugyŏnhwa
杜鵑花
Kwigŭm 貴今

P’yŏngyang

30

Kwangju

30

Pongmae 福梅

Wŏnju

28

Chuksŏn 竹仙

Kongju

27

Sŏlsangmae
雪上梅
Kirin 猉獜

Hamjong

27

instrumental
music (hour glass
drum)
vocal

Anak

26

vocal

Mongan 夢安
Ch’aeok 彩玉

Andong
Kyŏngju

25
25

Chŏyong Dance
Chŏyong Dance

Hyoae 孝愛
Ch’aeran 彩鸞
Sŏlsangmae
雪上梅
Tongwŏl 冬月

Anju
Anju
Anju

25
25
24

vocal
vocal
vocal

P’yŏngyang

24

vocal

Chagyŏnghwa
紫瓊花
Moktan 牧丹

Anju

24

vocal

P’yŏngyang

24

vocal

Poksŏm 福纖
Kaehwa 開花

Haeju
Chŏngju

23
23

Yangdaewŏl
陽臺月

P’yŏngyang

23

vocal
Peach Offering
Dance 獻仙桃
vocal

vocal
instrumental
music (kayagŭm)
vocal
instrumental
music
(panghyang
方響)
vocal
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Age
Group

19-15

14-10

Number
(52)

5

3

Name
Oksim 玉心
Sŏn’gŭm 善今
Hanga 姮娥
Songae 松愛

Region of
Origin
Sŏngsan
Ch’ungju
Anju
Sŏngch’ŏn

Hyŏnmae 顯梅

Age

Position

22
20
19
19

vocal
vocal
vocal
vocal

Haeju

17

vocal

Songdaeun
松臺雲
Tubin 豆賓

Anju

16

Sŏngch’ŏn

15

young kinyŏ
童妓
vocal

Wŏnae 元愛

Anju

13

young kinyŏ

T’aemae 太梅

Sŏngch’ŏn

11

young kinyŏ

Inae 仁愛

Sŏngch’ŏn

11

young kinyŏ

As indicated in the above table, the prime age of the accomplished kinyŏ who were
sent to the royal banquet was late twenties and thirties. Among the female performers at the
banquet in 1744, there were twenty-two kinyŏ in their thirties, which represented 42% of all
performers, and four over fifty, which was their official retirement age. Interestingly, the
oldest kinyŏ, a woman named Wŏlbin from the Sŏngch’ŏn area, was seventy years old but
joined the banquet as a singing kinyŏ, while three other women—Yangdaeun from Anju who
was sixty-one years old, Haewŏl from Kongju who was fifty-two, and T’aejin from
Sŏngch’ŏn who was fifty—participated in the performance as head kinyŏ in charge of
directing and conducting the performance. On the other hand, the number of relatively young
kinyŏ was less than half that of the older group: teenage kinyŏ ranging in age from eleven to
nineteen totaled eight (15%), while kinyŏ in their twenties amounted to seventeen (32%).
This figure also shows that compared with the selected kinyŏ who performed court
dances including the Chŏyong Dance and the Peach Offering Dance, and played instruments
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such as the kŏmun’go, the kayagŭm, the changgo (hour glass drum), the kyobanggo (flat
drum suspended from a frame), and panghyang (metal chime with sixteen bronze slabs), at
the banquet in 1774 singing kinyŏ formed the largest part of the cohort (60%). This ratio
implies that, after kinyŏ belonging to the Royal Music Bureau were abolished and
notwithstanding the supplementary role of court ladies such as ŭinyŏ and ch’imsŏnbi as yŏak,
royal banquets were still in need of skilled female singers from the prefectural music bureaus
who took charge of the vocal part called akchang 樂章─akka samchang 樂歌三章—
written in verse form.466
Kinyŏ also carried out various tasks at banquets: performing court dances, playing
instruments, singing, holding symbolic objects such as the bamboo pole 竹竿子, the scroll
簇子, the golden ruler 金尺, flowers, brushes 筆, or yellow umbrellas 黃蓋, as well as
serving the table 卓 and the trays 盤.467 Records from the royal banquet held in 1795 at the
Pongsudang secondary palace located in Hwasŏng to celebrate the sixtieth birthday of King
Chŏngjo’s mother show that kinyŏ between twenty and thirty years of age (representing
about 68% of the total) were pivotal in the court performances, and that the proportion (29%)
of seniors, i.e., those aged between thirty and sixty years, was greater than that of the teenage
group, which amounted to about 16%, as shown in the table below.

For detailed description of yŏryŏng who sang the akchang in the middle of the ceremony, see
Chinch’an ŭigwe [Hŏnjong Musin] 進饌儀軌 [憲宗 戊申] (Royal protocol of banquets in 1848)
vol. 1 (Seoul: Kyujanggak), 40; retrieved from http://kyudb.snu.ac.kr/pf01/rendererImg.do.
467
Record of King Chŏngjo’s visit to his father’s tomb in 1795, 230–231.
466
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Table 2: List of Yŏak Who Performed at the Royal Banquet in 1795.

Age Group
50s and 60s
40s
30s

Number
(31)
2
3
4

25-29

10

20-24

7

15-19

5

468

Name of kinyŏ (Age)
Kyesŏm 桂蟾 (60), Yŏnsŏm 蓮蟾 (50)
Tŏgae 德愛 (47), Sŏji 西芝 (45), Ch’aedan 彩丹 (40)
Moae 慕愛 (35), Myŏnggŭm 明今 (32), Ryŏnae 蓮愛
(31), Ch’unun 春雲 (31)
Pundan 分丹 (29), Ch’angsŏm 昌蟾 (28), Tŭksŏn 得仙
(27), Yunae 允愛 (27), Yunok 允玉 (27), Yongdae 龍大
(25), Chŏlok 哲玉 (25), Tongwŏl 冬月 (25), Kyewŏl
桂月 (25), Kŭmryŏn 今蓮(25)
Unsŏn 雲仙 (24), Nanhwa 蘭花 (22), Maeyŏl 梅烈
(22), Sŭngae 勝愛 (21), Okhye 玉惠 (21), Pokchwi
福翠 (21), Ogi 玉伊 (20)
Yangdaeun 陽臺雲 (19), Sangae 常愛 (18), Kyŏnghŭi
景喜 (17),
Kŭmnye 今禮 (16), Pokhye 福惠 (15)

One noticeable case is that of the oldest kinyŏ, Kyesŏm 桂蟾, who was from
Hwansŏng in Kyŏnggi province and who took the role of head kinyŏ at this banquet. As one
member of a music ensemble led by the singer Yi Se-ch’un in chamber music venues,
Kyesŏm was a distinguished singing kinyŏ of the time in the private music sector.469
Interestingly, she presented herself at court performances at the age of sixty. The case of
Kyesŏm illustrates one reality of yŏak in the Chosŏn period: kinyŏ became exempt from their
official duties for royal events by law at the age of fifty, but some of them could be
emancipated from the register through a legal loophole involving “a payment of grain” called

468
469

Ibid., 230-231.
Sino-Korean short stories in the Chosŏn period vol. 2, 220–221.
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songnyang 贖良 or “a payment of other maidservants who would replace the position of
kinyŏ” called soksin 贖身, both of which were means of making a kinyŏ the concubine of a
particular man, mainly from the yangban. Nevertheless, kinyŏ could not completely escape
the main obligation of yŏak, which was to serve as accomplished artists for the state
whenever it called them for the entirety of their lives. Even kinyŏ who were emancipated
from the government register and became concubines of the yangban were obliged to take
part in official royal ceremonies, including naeyŏn and banquets for foreign envoys and
private feasts, when called to do so.470 But Kyesŏm is one case of a kinyŏ who performed at
royal banquets through her sixties, exceeding the retirement age as well as distinguishing
herself as a noted female singer in the chamber music field without leaving any trace of
having been a concubine. This implies the possibility of diverse forms of kinyŏ who
accomplished lifelong careers as musicians outside the stereotyped trajectory the general
kinyŏ followed.
On the other hand, when it comes to the kinyŏ’s public life as a musician, it is
imperative to understand the system of the prefectural music bureau, which functioned as a
virtual incubator for producing female performers for chamber music in private venues—in

One example is a story of Ch’ŏnjong 千終, an official whose mother Sŭngch’ŏn’gŭm 勝千金 was a kinyŏ
but became a concubine of the royal family under the reign of King Sŏngjong. Ch’ŏnjong challenged the king,
saying that though his mother was out of the kinyŏ register, she still ought to carry out the duties of yŏak at
various royal banquets and at private feasts of yangban families until she reached the age of 43.
Sŭngch’ŏn’gŭm was punished when she did not respond to the call properly; 伽倻令千終上書, 略曰, “臣則濫
蒙聖恩, 得冠帶, 與士大夫齒朝列, 而臣母女妓勝千金, 猶未免妓役. 如內宴時則已矣, 客人饋餉, 諸處
賜樂, 至於私家獻壽, 無不奔走, 少緩則該官縛束之箠楚之, 臣雖呼泣求救, 誰肯以臣母而寬釋之乎? 凡
京妓年滿五十則免役, 臣母今年四十有三, 則餘年亦不遠矣. 伏願殿下, 憐臣爲親之情, 特免妓役, 不勝
至願”.. 傳曰:.. "大抵妓有姿色、才藝者, 揀擇選上, 宗親卽作妾生子者, 載《璿源錄》, 因免母役, 則有
姿色者, 盡脫妓案矣. 內宴則已矣, 其餘賜樂及客人燕享, 一應諸處, 勿役何如? (Sillok,
January/24/1490/Sŏngjong). For more on this issue, see Sillok, January/1/1505/Yŏnsan’gun.
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the Late Chosŏn—as well as establishing the repertories for royal banquets. Kyŏbang kayo
敎坊歌謠 (Songs of the prefectural music bureau, 1872) written by Chŏng Hyŏn-sŏk
鄭顯奭 (1817─1899), a county magistrate in the southern area of Chinju, presents the
curriculum of songs, instrumental music, and court dances used to train kinyŏ and akkong in
the prefectural music bureau in the nineteenth century. In this source, the vocal genre
included ninety-seven kagok 歌曲 sung to ujo and kyemyŏnjo, eight kasa 歌詞 (narrative
songs), six ch’angga 倡歌 from p’ansori, two chapyo 雜謠 (folk songs), six kinds of
puppet plays 雜戱, and one tan’ga 短歌 (short lyrical songs) referring to sijo.471 The
Songs of the prefectural music bureau also included fourteen kinds of court dances that the
kinyŏ had to learn.472 Aside from Ŭiam ritual dance and Monk dance, most of the dances
found
in this record correspond to the repertories of court dances that were performed at royal
banquets of the time.473 However, notable in this source is that the vocal training at the

As clarified by the translator Sŏng Mu-gyŏng, among the 97 kagok, 33 in the first part were composed using
the p’yŏnga 編歌, the standardized mode of nineteenth century kagok repertories, and sung to ujo and
kyemyŏnjo by male and female singers in rotation. But the 64 pieces in ujo and kyemyŏnjo in the second part
were mainly yŏch’ang (songs for female singers), which constituted a part separate from namch’ang (songs for
male singers), which suggests that this material was used as a sort of textbook for the kinyŏ in prefectural music
bureaus. The eight kasa included Kwŏnjuga 勸酒歌 (Song for drinking), Ch’unmyŏn’gok 春眠曲 (Song of
spring sleep), Chŏsaga 處士歌 (Song of the hermit), Yangyangga 襄陽歌 (Song of Xiangyang town), Sangsa
pyŏlgok 相思別曲 (Song of longing), Maehwa t’aryŏng 梅花打令 (Song of the plum blossom), Haenggunak
行軍樂 (Marching music), and Kwandong pyŏlgok 關東別曲 (Song of the Diamond Mountains). See Chŏng
Hyŏn-sŏk, Kyŏbang kayo 敎坊歌謠 (Songs of the prefectural music bureau), trans. Sŏng Mu-gyŏng (Seoul:
Pogosa, 2002), 22–36.
472
Yukhwadae 六花隊 (Dance of the six flowers stand), Yŏnhwadae 蓮花臺 (Dance of the lotus stand),
Hŏnbando 獻蟠桃 (Peach offering dance), Komu 鼓舞 (Drum dance), P’ogurak 抛毬樂 (Ball-throwing
dance), Kŏmmu 劍舞 (Sword dance), Sŏnak 船樂 (Boat dance), Hangjangmu 項莊舞 (Dance of Xiang
Zhuang), Ŭiam pyŏlje kamu 義巖別祭歌舞 (Ŭiam ritual dance), Abangmu 牙拍舞 (Clapper dance),
Hyangbalmu 響鈸舞 (Dance of hyangbal), Hwangch’angmu 黃昌舞 (Dance of Hwangch’ang), Chŏyongmu
處容舞 (Dance of Chŏyong), and Sŭngmu 僧舞 (Monk dance) (ibid., 176–223).
473
Ŭiam pyŏlje kamu was a ritual dance commemorating a historic kinyŏ named Nongae from the Music
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prefectural music bureaus in the Late Chosŏn focused on kagok, which accounted for ninetyseven (81%) of the total 119 song texts, and many of them were the female part of a duet
with a male singer in a kagok performance. The following figure from Songs of the
prefectural music bureau depicts a scene of kinyŏ singing the main repertories with
instrumental accompaniment by fellow kinyŏ and instrumental players at the prefectural
music bureau.

<Figure 1> A Sketch of a Kinyŏ Singing Performance (女唱實演圖)

474

Bureau at Chinju in the late sixteenth century who sacrificed her life during the Imjin War. Monk dance was not
one of the court dances but a popular, local dance performed at the prefectural music bureaus and private music
venues (ibid., 206–215, 220–222).
474
Songs of the prefectural music bureau (the version of National Library of Korea); ibid., 54.
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This figure shows eleven musicians performing, including two kinyŏ, one playing the
kŏmun’go and the other the dulcimer at the top, four singing kinyŏ in the middle, and five
male musicians at the bottom: two playing the se-p’iri (small cylindrical oboe), one playing
the taegŭm (large transverse flute), one playing the haegŭm (two-stringed fiddle), and one
playing the changgo (hour glass drum).475 To the left of the figures is a list that indicates the
songs the kinyŏ performed in order: sixteen kagok (ujo and kyemyŏnjo—of the p’yŏnga
編歌; formalized repertoire of kagok), one sijo (short lyric song) with three stanzas, and four
kasa (narrative songs).
As Sŏng Mu-gyŏng explains, this illustration presents a prototype of chamber music
performance in private music venues where kinyŏ began by singing kagok to the
accompaniment of the samhyŏn yukkak, suiting the mode of p’yŏnga in a duet with chungin
singers—though four singers in the above figure are all kinyŏ—and next sang kasa including
the same repertories delineated in this figure, namely, Song of spring sleep, Song of the
hermit, Song of longing, and Song for drinking.476 The Songs of the prefectural music bureau
hints that the institutional training of yŏak in local music bureaus in the Late Chosŏn
embraced the musical demand of two sectors—official ceremonies hosted by royal court and
local government, and private domains for chamber music performances including kibang—
which were closely related in a complementary fashion.

The writing above the figures records the names of the musical instruments used in this performance. This
applies to the samhyŏn yukkak (three strings, six instruments): two p’iri, one taegŭm, one haegŭm, one
changgo, and one puk (barrel drum). See Han’gyŏre music dictionary, 877–878.
476
Ibid., 42–43.
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Here I raise questions of the physical circumstances of kinyŏ—not entirely due to the
coercion of the ruling class—that made it necessary to take on extra economic activities
outside their public duties, and the uncertain position of kinyŏ in which their privatization
was implicitly negotiable on some occasions, despite official prohibition. A look at the
payment system of the Early Chosŏn reveals a proclamation ordering that kinyŏ and female
physicians in the court be provided with rice once or twice a year.477 Aside from the supply
of rice, kinyŏ also had a chance to receive cloth as a reward after court performances
depending on the level of their art, as did male court musicians.478 However, as discussed in
Chapter 1, it seems that the regular provision of rice to court musicians including yŏak was
occasionally suspended due to the variable economic situation of the state.479 The overall
payment to kinyŏ, including irregular rewards, was not likely to support them and to pay for
their outfits and adornments enough. Furthermore, the supporting taxpayer system, known as
pongjok, which had become dysfunctional due to the collapse of state discipline right after
the Japanese invasion of Korea in 1592, aggravated the living conditions of kinyŏ who were
sent up to Seoul.480
Kinyŏ in local government received a certain amount of food and money from the

禮曹啓: “濟生院醫女等, 逐日仕官, 習讀醫書, 看病針灸, 勿論晴雨, 苦務倍重。 依女妓例,
一年兩度賜米.” 從之 (Sillok, July/25/1434/Sejong); 議政府據禮曹呈, 啓: “醫女率多外方之人,
雖居京中者, 其産業甚艱. 請依女妓例, 歲給米各一石.” 從之 (Sillok, April/12/1451/Munjong).
478
傳旨于禮曹: "今後工人宴幣, 上等例女妓, 給緜布各二匹; 樂工, 緜布各一匹、正布各一匹. 中等例
女妓, 緜布各一匹、正布各一匹; 樂工, 緜布各一匹. 下等例女妓, 緜布各一匹; 樂工, 正布各一匹.
其等第, 臨時取旨施行 (Sillok, November/18/1424/Sejong).
479
Sillok, February/23/1437/Sejong.
480
On November 9, 1620, under the reign of Kwanghaegun, the officials in the Royal Music Bureau appealed
to the King, informing him that kinyŏ and male musicians had not received wages and suffered from hunger and
cold for years because the support taxpayer assigned to them by government had fled; 掌樂院啓曰:
“本院屬妓工(等)奉足, (各道)各官以逃亡人苟充其數, 積年未捧, 飢寒切身, 每於坐起, 滿庭呼訴” (Sillok,
November/9/1620/Kwanghaegun).
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government as a reward for their labor, which managed it by collecting cloth from two
individual supporting taxpayers, just as in the cases of soldiers and of male musicians from
the lower class.481 One of seven narrative poems written by the literatus Yi Un-yŏng 李運永
(1722—1794) titled Sunch’angga 淳昌歌 (A song of Sunch’ang) contained real aspects of
the kinyŏ’s life in Sunch’ang, Chŏlla province—Southern Korea—in the mid-eighteenth
century:482
To live as a kinyŏ is heart-wrenching. / No farmland, no servant. / Who will give us a
handful of rice and a penny? / We manage to live on our own. / Every fifth day, we
take music lessons, / sewing and trimming cotton. /In accordance with our careers in
local government, we work day and night/ Tea service and bed service for high and
low officials. / But even a suit of clothes is not provided. / Trying to be equipped with
a wig and norigae (ornaments) for ourselves, / we just blame ourselves that we are
kinyŏ.483

This poem enumerates the detailed duties that the general kinyŏ were supposed to perform
for the local government. Aside from musical training as yŏak six times a month, they also
took charge of household chores for the local government, such as sewing and cotton care,
tea service, and even bed service for the government officials.484 But notable here is the poor
material base that prevented them from affording the raiments and ornaments necessary to
take part in banquets.

Kongch’ŏn 公賤, Hyŏngjŏn 刑典, National Code, 488.
“A song of Sunch’ang” as one of the seven narrative poems entitled Ǒnsa 諺詞 (Vernacular poetry and
prose) was first introduced by Sa Chae-dong. For bibliographical information, see Sa Chae-dong, “Ǒnsa
yŏn’gu” (A study on Ǒnsa), Minjok munhwa yŏn’gu (Journal of National Culture) 21, Korea University (1988):
27–33.
483
A song of Sunch’ang; ibid., 58.
484
According to research by Yi Kyu-ri, kinyŏ and maidservants in charge of carrying water, both under the
control of the local government, were treated worse than other public slaves, such as male slaves, male
musicians, female medical assistants, female cooks, and seamstresses (Yi Kyu-ri, “The management of the
kwan’gi system,” 180–183).
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In unofficial history books and literary works, kinyŏ were often represented as living
a luxurious life despite their low social status. For example, in a popular work of fiction
entitled P’oŭi kyojip 布衣交集 (The romance between commoners) that circulated in the
mid-nineteenth century, Ch’o-ok, the female commoner-class protagonist, described kinyŏ as
follows:
They always stay with heroes. They possess novel things and jewels. When they go
out, they sit on a saddle decorated with silver on a white horse. They come back to a
house which has a window with an embroidered silk curtain. They wear clothes made
of silk from the Qi and Shu regions of China. What they eat every day is rice and
clean food.485

The material abundance and cultural luxury of kinyŏ as portrayed in this text stand in contrast
with the representation of kinyŏ in the A Song of Sunch’ang. Presumably, this portrayal can
be applied to those kinyŏ who had rich patrons or became concubines of the yangban.
However, it should be noted that, from the view of women from the commoner or lower
class, as indicated in the P’oŭi kyojip, the ostensibly fancy kinyŏ, who always wore elaborate
decoration for banquets, might have been an object of envy and might have contributed to a
fantasy kinyŏ trope.
It seems that the cost of facilitating yŏak in official ceremonies at the royal court and
by local governments was borne by the state, while some Confucian scholars and officials
criticized the extravagant decoration of kinyŏ and the exorbitant costs of royal ceremonies.486

P’oŭi kyojip 布衣交集 (The Romance between Commoners), trans. Kim Kyŏng-mi and Cho Hye-ran,
Sipkusegi sŏul ŭi sarang (Love in Seoul in the nineteenth century) (Seoul: Yŏiyŏn, 2003), 201.
486
“It took around 50 rolls of all sorts of silk to dress up all kinyŏ who participated in the royal feast. Other
items used at banquets had a similarly high cost. A royal feast is a grand ceremony, but the use of yŏak was just
for pleasing people’s eyes… Why is there no concern regarding overspending the fortune from the King’s
Treasury that eventually causes harm to the people?”; 其中妓生紅丹粧所入諸色段羅五十餘匹, 他物稱是,
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However, kinyŏ who were concurrently deployed at private feasts—great or small—in Seoul
and local areas had difficulty affording the costumes and ornaments that were required.
Kinyŏ were responsible for their outfits and embellishments, and were reproached when they
were inadequately adorned.487 This untenable situation that required yŏak to come up with
the cost of the dresses and make-up expected for participation in a variety of banquets, to say
nothing of their living expenses, explains why kinyŏ needed individual patrons for their
public and private lives, even though this was illegal. I return to this issue in the last section
of this chapter.

Singing Kinyŏ in Chamber Music Performances
In the Late Chosŏn period, the yŏak in the royal court were replaced by the court
ladies such as ŭinyŏ (female physicians) and ch’imsŏnbi (seamstresses), whose official titles
were tangential to yŏak, except in the case of replenishing kinyŏ from the prefectural music
bureau when necessary. The later designation of ŭinyŏ as yakpang kisaeng 藥房妓生
(kisaeng belonging to the Royal Pharmacy) and ch’imsŏnbi as sangbang kisaeng 尙房妓生
(kisaeng belonging to the Royal Clothing Office) illustrates that they eventually became a

豐呈雖曰盛禮, 女樂之用, 只爲耳目之玩. 何必費盡如許帑藏, 不念傷財害民之戒乎? (Sillok,
August/9/1624/Injo).
“It is as if we deprive the hungry people of their food to make beautiful costumes. When it comes to the
items and expenses for a banquet, the price of one pear is as expensive as a bag of rice”; 謀爲娼妓衣裳,
恐其不艶麗, 直取諸飢民口吻之中, 而宴需營辦之浮費, 至於一梨直斗米 (Sillok,
August/3/1705/Sukchong).
487
One record written under the reign of Yŏnsan’gun contained the information that a kinyŏ who appeared at
the banquet without adorning herself properly was punished; 下衣粧不潔女妓推案曰: "決杖八十. 雖云家貧,
御前不宜如是, 幷鞫其夫罪之 (Sillok, June/1/1504/Yŏnsan’gun). It is presumed that the royal court did not
pay the expenses of their costumes and embellishments at this time because of overemployment of yŏak.
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major component of yŏak in the court and then extended their activities into the private
music sector in the nineteenth century.488 In the case of the selected kinyŏ who were sent to
Seoul for royal events, the court made a rule of sending them back to their hometowns
immediately afterwards.489 But, as discussed before, many flouted the rules.490 One trick for
getting around the law was to assign a kinyŏ to the post of ŭinyŏ or ch’imsŏnbi, which
presumably made it possible for her to remain in Seoul.491 Here I focus on the point at which
kinyŏ who sojourned in Seoul as ŭinyŏ or ch’imsŏnbi, whether legitimately or not, had a
chance to join the chamber music community.
There are records of accomplished female musicians who made their names in the
Early Chosŏn. For example, in his miscellaneous notes, literatus Kim An-ro 金安老
(1481—1537) praised the prodigious musical talent of the male musician Yi Ma-ji 李馬智,
who was a consummate master of the kŏmun’go during the reign of King Sŏngjong (r.
1469—1494). But perhaps the most representative case of a highly recognized female
kayagŭm player was that of Cho I-gae 曺伊介, because Kim thought of her as his female
counterpart.492 Another example can be found in the kinyŏ Sangnimch’un 上林春, who was

It seems that these two terms were newly coined in the late nineteenth century (Yi Nŭng-hwa, A history of
kisaeng, 438).
489
行內宴于光明殿, 命選上妓, 卽令下送 (Sillok, August/28/1766/Yŏngjo).
490
There were cases of yangban officials who privatized the local kinyŏ once they finished their official duties
at royal banquets; 選妓之待朝卽送者, 禁宗臣武臣之惑亂也. 于今觀之, 儒衣儒巾者, 其亦率畜,
儒生若此, 況搢紳乎? (Sillok, April/16/1769/Yŏngjo).
491
“Judging from reports, [some kinyŏ] were shifted into the post of ch’imsŏnbi in the Royal Clothing Office
before the Royal Music Bureau sent them back to their hometowns as soon as the banquet was finished. Was it
because there was no way to recruit ch’imsŏnbi? How was it possible to take the king’s command in vain by
sending kinyŏ back on the one hand and shifting some of them into ch’imsŏnbi on the other?”; 今聞樂院纔放,
未及下去, 而旋以鍼線婢, 被屬於尙方. 尙方鍼線婢, 豈無他可抄者, 而一邊放送, 一邊移屬, 終使成命,
歸於虛地 (Sillok, September/24/1665/Hyŏnjong).
492
“A female musician named Cho I-kae superbly played the kayagŭm, matching the virtuosity of Yi Ma-ji.
Both were called masters of the country”; 又有女師名曺伊介者. 妙於伽耶琴. 與馬智同時. 而各極其至.
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known as an excellent kŏmun’go player during the reigns of Kings Sŏngjong, Yŏnsan’gun (r.
1494─1506), and Chungjong (r. 1506—1544). As presented by the literatus Sŏng Hyŏn, she
was described as a top-ranking kŏmun’go master of the time.493
Compared to the early period, however, it is noticeable that, in the Late Chosŏn,
many of the female performers made their names as members of music ensembles in the
private music sector. Entering the chamber music scene in Seoul led by chungin singers and
professional musicians that provided high-quality performances in communion with
audiences, there were singing kinyŏ who earned their place singing the female parts in vocal
genres. One case of a distinguished female singer is that of the kinyŏ Kyesŏm 桂蟾 who, at
the age of sixty, joined the royal banquet held in 1875 as head kinyŏ of Hwasŏng, Kyŏnggi
province. According to a biography written about her by the literatus Sim No-sung 沈魯崇
(1762—1837), her family background was of secondary status, but, since she became an
orphan while still quite young, she grew up to be a singer with the help of yangban
patrons.494 Kyesŏm displayed her great talent at an early age, and through the support of a
literatus and music lover named Yi Chŏng-bo 李鼎輔 (1693—1766), she was able to
improve her singing skills over the years and reach a position as the top female singer in the
country. Sim No-sung stated: “When Kyesŏm sings a song, her mind seems oblivious of her

國朝工師推此兩人云 (Yongch’ŏn Tamchŏkki 龍泉談寂記 (A record of Mr. Dragon Spring’s talks in
solitude), Taedong yasŭng vol. 13, 119; DB of Korean Classics).
493
典樂金福樂工鄭玉京尤善鼓. 爲當時第一手. 有妓上林春. 亦寢近之 (Yongjae ch’onghwa vol. 1;
Taedong yasŭng vol.1, 561; DB of Korean Classics). For the records of Sangnimch’un’s activities as an
outstanding female musician, see Sillok, July/7/1504/Yŏnsan’gun; April/17/1505/Yŏnsan’gun.
494
Sim No-sung 沈魯崇, Kyesŏmjŏn 桂蟾傳, Hyojŏn san’go 孝田散稿 (Collection of Hyojŏn Sim Nosung’s writings); Nunmul iran muŏtsin’ga (What is the meaning of tears), trans. Kim Yŏng-jin (Seoul:
T’aehaksa, 2001), 80–81.
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mouth, and her mouth seems oblivious of her sound, which subtly reverberates through the
house.”495
But Kyesŏm was better known as the main member of a chamber music ensemble led
by a male singer named Yi Se-ch’un 李世春. Ch’ŏnggu yadam 靑邱野談 (Unofficial tales
from the green hills) contains stories about the singing kinyŏ Kyesŏm and other prominent
musicians of the time including singer Yi Se-ch’un, kŏmun’go player Kim Ch’ŏl-sŏk
金哲石, kinyŏ Ch’uwŏl 秋月 and Maewŏl 梅月, and yangban patrons such as a literatus
Sim Yong 沈鏞 (1711─1788). This music group, which also included Sim Yong, was
described as the “companions of song and kŏmun’go” 歌琴之伴 and chiŭm 知音 (a friend
who truly recognized musical talent).496 In the late eighteenth-century Pyŏngwa kagokchip
甁窩歌曲集 (Song collection of Pyŏngwa Yi Hyŏng-sang), one song that was widely sung
in chamber music performances was circulated as a piece by Kyesŏm.497 This trajectory
indicates that Kyesŏm acquired her nationwide reputation as a singing kinyŏ not just at royal
banquets but, perhaps, through her accomplishments in chamber music venues.
Another member of Yi Se-ch’un’s band was the singing kinyŏ Ch’uwŏl from the
Kongju area, who belonged to the Royal Clothing Office.498 In a narrative poem, the

當唱, 心忘口 口忘聲 聲裊裊在屋樑 於是名振國中. 州郡妓 籍京司 來學唱 以纖歸. 學士大夫多爲
歌詩道之 (ibid., 81).
496
及沈公之逝後 葬於坡州之柴谷 歌琴之伴 相與泣下曰 吾軰平生爲沈公風中人 知己也 知音也
(Sino-Korean short stories in the Chosŏn period vol. 2, 200–204, 411).
497
The song known as the piece written by Kyesŏm is as follows: “Just when did my green age go/ and this
gray overtake me?”/ Had I but known what time/ the changing was to take place…// But being in the way does
not block it;/ knowing the way would have led me to mourn” (The great compendium of Korean vernacular
songs, 4830; Songs of the kisaeng, trans. Constantine Contogenis and Wolhee Choe (NY: BOA Editions, Ltd,
1997), 48).
498
Sino-Korean short stories in the Chosŏn period vol. 2, 205–208.
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chungin intellectual Hong Shin-yu 洪愼猷 (1724—?) described the figure of Ch’uwŏl on
the stage as follows:
When Ch’uwŏl is singing, / it sounds like the Eight Musical Instruments of Yun-Shao
are in harmony. / Applauding in mirth, might it be music for the lady Mo Chou? /
Even after her song, the sound lingers over the crossbeam. / Is she an incarnation of
Han E?499
Like Kyesŏm, Ch’uwŏl was emblematic of female singers whose voices captivated people
throughout the country to the extent that she was considered equal to the legendary female
singers of ancient China. Another appraisal of Ch’uwŏl can be found in a poem written by
literatus Yi Ok 李鈺 (1760—1815):
Ch’uwŏl has become old,
but fascinated people just a few years ago
Smacking a folded fan to beat time,
she serenely starts to sing a tune of kyemyŏnjo.
Immediately, all the spectators get into her voice,
saying “mysterious, mysterious, mysterious!”500
These records present the prototypes of singing kinyŏ who fascinated audiences with their
charming vocal timbres and singing skills in chamber music performances.
On the other hand, instances of female musicians in the nineteenth century, when
chamber music attracted a more diverse audience, can be found in the collection Songs of the

秋娘一曲歌 韻韶八音和 拂塵古寞愁 遼梁今韓娥 (Hong Shin-yu, Ch’uwŏlga (A song for Ch’uwŏl),
Ijosidae sŏsasi (Narrative poems in the Chosŏn period) vol. 2, trans. Yim Hyŏng-taek (Seoul: Ch’angbi, 1992),
440). “Yun-Shao” designates the Royal Academy in ancient China. “A lady Mo Chou” refers to the legendary,
beautiful, talented woman in the ancient literature of China. “Han E” 韓娥 refers to a traveling female singer
in Qi whose sound was said to linger over the crossbeam for three days after her performance.
500
卽今秋月老, 年前可佩歸; 拍碎端午扇/低唱界面調/日時知我者/齊稱妙妙妙 (T’angjo 宕調, Iŏn 俚諺
(Women’s songs); Collection of Yi Ok’s writings vol. 2, trans. Silsihaksa Classic Literature Society (Seoul:
Somyŏng Ch’ulp’an, 2001), 314).
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green hills (Yuktang version) published in or before 1850.501 Several song texts written by
yangban patrons including Kim Min-sun 金敏淳 (1776─1859) in this collection give the
names of kinyŏ who were leading singers and kŏmun’go players in chamber music
performances as well as the names of attendees of royal banquets under the reign of King
Sunjo (r. 1800—1834). For example, “A song dedicated to eight ladies” mentions the singing
kinyŏ and kŏmun’go players, such as Tugyŏn 杜鵑, Hongdo 紅桃, Yŏngsanhong 映山紅,
Ch’unsim 春心, Manjŏmhong 滿點紅, Ch’oksŏngok 曯城玉, Kuksim 菊心, and Puyong
芙蓉. Another piece names six kinyŏ: Myŏngok 明玉, Ch’aebong 彩鳳, Hongnyŏn 紅蓮,
Wŏlsaek 月色, Yŏngjusŏn 瀛州仙, and Chugyŏp 竹葉.502 However, one interesting source
portrays Seoul in the Late Chosŏn period as a landscape where the activities of kinyŏ in
private music venues were more closely involved with a group of chungin who coordinated
cultural events and entertainment businesses in urban areas.
A long form kasa (narrative song) titled Hanyangga 漢陽歌 (A song of Seoul)
written by Hansan kŏsa 漢山居士 in 1843 describing the customs and everyday life of the
commoners in Seoul in the early and mid-nineteenth century included the folk festival play
called Sŭngjŏn 承傳, literally “the delivery of the royal command,” hosted by the chungin

Shin Kyŏng-suk claims that this collection reflects the chamber music performances supported by the royal
family and high officials including Kim Cho-sun 金祖淳 (1765—1832), the father-in-law of King Sunjo and
the minister Yi Myŏn-sŭng 李勉昇 (1766—1835), who were the actual lyric writers of this collection. For
more detail, see Shin Kyŏng-suk, “Singers and trend of kagok,” 276–287.
502
#538, #260, Songs of the green hills (Yuktang version), 142, 238. According to research by Shin Kyŏng-suk
based on the Royal protocols of 1829 and 1848, Myŏngok, Yŏngjusŏn, Ch’unsim, Hongdo, and Yŏnhwa
performed court dances at the banquet held in 1829 and Ch’aebong, Chugyŏp, and Hongdo performed at the
banquet held in 1848 (Shin Kyŏng-suk, “Singers and trend of kagok,” 291–292).
501
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pyŏlgam 別監 (Special director of the royal court). The cast list of this play included more
than one hundred pyŏlgam dressed in red silk uniforms, celebrated musicians of the time
such as the kŏmun’go master Im Chong-ch’ŏl 林宗哲, a few kagok singers including Yang
Sa-gil 梁四吉 and Kong Tŭgi 孔得伊, and top-ranking kinyŏ with the titles ŭinyŏ and
ch’imsŏnbi, such as Ch’uwŏl 秋月, Pyŏkto 碧桃, Hongdo 紅桃, Ilchŏmhong 一點紅,
Kwansanwŏl 關山月, Yŏnaeng 燕鶯, Puyong 芙蓉, Yŏngsanhong 映山紅, Ch’aebong
彩鳳, Kŭmok 金玉, Ch’osŏn 貂蟬, Manjŏmhong 滿點紅, Chugyŏp 竹葉, and
Paengnŭngp’a 白凌波, who were all active under the reign of King Hŏnjong (r. 1834—
1849).503 The repertoires of singing kinyŏ in this performance comprised representative
kagok tunes with ujo and kyemyŏnjo, trendy kagok tunes including Soyongi (uproarious) and
P’yollak (weaving), twelve kasa including the Song of spring sleep, Song of the hermit,
Ŏbusa (Song of the fisherman), Song of longing, Hwanggye t’aryŏng (Song of the yellow
cock), Song of plum blossom, as well as chapka (types of folk songs),504 and sijo (short lyric
songs), accompanied by instruments including the kŏmun’go, p’iri, and changgu.505
In addition, dancing kinyŏ performed the Boat dance, Drum dance, Taemu 對舞

Hanyangga 漢陽歌 (A song of Seoul), trans. Kang Myŏng-gwan (Seoul: Singu munhwasa, 2008), 94–101.
Among the kinyŏ group that appeared in Hanyangga, Hongdo, Puyong, Yŏngsanhong, Ch’aebong,
Manjŏmhong, Chugyŏp match the names of kinyŏ found in Kim Min-sun’s pieces from the Songs of the green
hills (Yuktang version). It seems that they were the same figures who were active in the first half of the
nineteenth century under the reign of King Sunjo and King Hŏnjong.
504
Song Bang-song defined chapka as “miscellaneous songs,” which musically indicates something semiartistic, a song that falls somewhere between a folk and an art song (Song Bang-song, Source Readings, 86).
505
“Moving the bridges of the splendid kŏmun’go and tuning the first and sixth strings/ How wonderful the
vibration sounds! / The slow prelude (tasŭrŭm) is long and melancholy. / The p’iri player moistens his tongue
with saliva. / The fiddler (haegŭm) resins his bow with pine resin. / Tightening his drum, the hour glass
drummer strikes it with a bamboo stick. / Our minds are carried away by the harmonious ensemble. / The
opening music over, a young kisaeng with beautiful eyebrows, correcting her hairpin, is ready to sing a
traditional song.” (A song of Seoul, 100–101; cited from the translation by Song (Song, Source Readings, 82).
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(Coupling dance), Nammu 男舞 (Dance of kinyŏ in male attire), and Dance of Xiang
Zhuang accompanied by the samhyŏn yukkak band which was composed of two p’iri, one
taegŭm, one haegŭm, one changgu, and one puk. Notably, this scene illustrates the way kinyŏ
performed court dances in private music venues to the accompaniment of the representative
instrumental tunes of chamber music like Yŏngsan hoesang, which suggests a fluidity
between court and chamber music.506 The Song of Hanyang shows that, in the urban
entertainment events hosted by the chungin officials, the songs and dances of the yŏak were
the pinnacle of the festival. Significantly, this event characterizes the activities of yŏak in the
Late Chosŏn at the intersection of the royal court and the private music community, thereby
blurring the seemingly plain boundaries between formal ceremony and entertainment.
What should be noted here is how singing kinyŏ contributed to the chamber
performances in terms of the production of musical effects. Among the lyrics of female
songs, the thematically largest part spoke of pain due to separation from a lover or the
longing for a lover from a distance. For instance, these female songs from the collection of
songs entitled Origin of kagok (1872) are representative of typical chamber music ballads:
■ Love is a lie / You said that you love me, but it is a lie/ You said that you visited me
in a dream, but it is a terrible lie/ Like me/ if you get no sleep at night, how could you
see me in a dream?”507
■ You cherished me / and I completely trusted you. / But where did you move the heart
you had given me? / For a long time before/ if you had not loved me / I would not be

“Heads tied with kerchiefs, dancing kisaeng follow the singing kisaeng. / A slow dance is presented along
with slow music- the Sang-yŏngsan (the first piece of the Yŏngsan hoesang) and Chung-yŏngsan (the second
piece of the Yŏngsan hoesang). / A fast dance immediately follows along with the accompaniment of the Seryŏngsan (the third piece of the Yŏngsan hoesang). / Oh! A goddess flying down from the Musan (Witches
Mountain)” (A song of Seoul, 103–104; cited from a translation by Song (Song, Source Readings, 83).
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#764-99, Origin of kagok (Kugagwŏn version).
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sad like this.”508
■ With the blood that has flowed out of my worn heart/ I will draw your face. / I will
hang it on the wall like a scroll. / Fondly, / I want to see it whenever I miss you.”509

These elegies represent the realistic voices of women who lost love, as distinct from the
clichés of poetic conventions of the literati who expressed their loyalty to the king by
borrowing female personas in the form of love songs: they reflect the actual state of kinyŏ
who had intimate relationships with men—mainly yangban—which ended up as sporadic or
temporary interactions in many cases.510
The raw emotion and explosive temper of love affairs expressed in the female songs
of kagok, as contrasted with the euphemistic rhetoric of the poems written by the literati, can
also be found in the kasa duets Ch’unmyŏn’gok 春眠曲 (Song of spring sleep) and Sangsa
pyŏlgok 相思別曲 (Song of longing), the most popular chamber music pieces sung by a
male singer and a kinyŏ. It is notable that these two songs containing lyrics expressing the
emotional ebb and flow of love were based on the narrative of the stereotyped meeting and
parting of a man from the upper-middle class and a kinyŏ in the pleasure quarters like the
kibang.511 This suggests one example of how song repertoires that functioned as a device for
releasing passion and affects circulated in a variety range of chamber music venues,

#758-93, ibid.
#732-67, ibid.
510
I return to this issue in Chapter 4.
511
The Song of spring sleep recollects the climactic moments of passionate love between two lovers who met
at kibang and the desire for eternal love from the viewpoint of the man, whereas the Song of longing focuses on
the deep sadness and agony of parting from the vulnerable stance of the woman—kinyŏ who were likely seen as
an object of erotic desire in the pleasure quarters. See “Ch’unmyŏn’gok” 春眠曲, Chuhae kasamunhak chŏnjip
(Collection of kasa), trans. Kim Sŏng-bae et al (Seoul: Chimmundang, 1981), 252–253; “Sangsa pyŏlgok”
相思別曲, ibid., 250–252.
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including commercialized entertainment zones, through the medium of a singing kinyŏ’s
voice.
The propagation and transmission of kinyŏ’s song and dance performances in
chamber music were essentially grounded in the kinyŏ community in the prefectural music
bureaus nationwide. As indicated in the examples of head kinyŏ from local areas from forty
to seventy years of age who participated at royal banquets, the experienced head kinyŏ
played a role in the training of young kinyŏ as professional performers as well as managing
their everyday lives in the local music bureau. It seems that the eminent singing kinyŏ like
Kyesŏm under the reign of King Yŏngjo (r. 1724─1776) played the role of music master,
teaching singing skills to young kinyŏ. There is a record that indicates that kinyŏ from all
over the country went to the nationally-known Kyesŏm to learn singing when they stayed in
Seoul.512
For royal events, the executive male musicians in the Royal Music Bureau took
charge of the music masters who trained the yŏak in voice, dance, and playing musical
instruments.513 However, when it comes to the issue of music masters in chamber music, it is
significant to note that chungin singers played a big part in teaching singing kinyŏ during the
flourishing of chamber music in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In the preface to
Yŏngŏnsŏn 永言選 (Selected songs), the additional collection included in the Songs of the
East in the mid-eighteenth century, there is a description of a chungin singer named Han Yu-

於是名振國中. 州郡妓, 籍京司, 來學唱 以纖歸 (Sim No-sung, Kyesŏmjŏn; What is the meaning of
tears, 252).
513
The royal protocols included a list of executive musicians who taught and directed the dance, song, and
musical instruments for selected kinyŏ from local areas for royal banquets (Royal protocol of banquets in 1774,
A series of archives of Korean musicology vol. 30, 1992, 34–35).
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sin 韓維信 (1690—1765) from the Taegu area learning kagok from his master Kim Yu-gi
from Seoul: “When Master Kim taught song, he first sang the repertory he was planning to
teach in order to trigger his pupil’s sensation. The curriculum was so tight and slow that his
pupils could not skip any step easily.”514 From this record it is evident first, that the
apprenticeship between singers based on hard training played a major role in the chamber
music community, and second, that the pupils of the chungin music masters included singing
kinyŏ.

<Figure 2> Norae hunjang (Song Master). Painted by Kim Chun-kŭn 金俊根 in the late
nineteenth century; The Collection of the Museum of Ethnology Hamburg.

盖公之敎人也, 必先唱明日所授者, 俾有感發興起之意, 而階級甚嚴, 不敢爲獵等計也 (Yŏngŏnsŏn sŏ
永言選序 (1762), Songs of the East (Pakssi version); The great compendium of Korean vernacular songs,
1236). Yŏngŏnsŏn 永言選 is known as the personal collection of songs compiled by the chungin singer Han
Yu-sin (Bibliographical explication, 15–17).
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<Figure 3> Kŏmun’go tanso ŏrŭnŭn moyang (Tuning the Kŏmun’go and Tanso). Painted by
Kim Chun-kŭn 金俊根 (pen name, Kisan 箕山) in the late nineteenth century; The
collection of the Museum of Ethnology Hamburg.

The painting on the left depicts a song lesson led by a chungin singer for kinyŏ, while the
painting on the right represents an instrumental collaboration between a tanso (the small
vertical flute) played by a male (chungin) musician and the kŏmun’go played by a kinyŏ.
As a corresponding literary source to these paintings, the narrative poem Ch’uwŏlga
(A song of Ch’uwŏl) by Hong Shin-yu describes how the distinguished singing kinyŏ
Ch’uwŏl learned kagok from a chungin music master:
At that time, one singer/ was ashamed of the vulgar sound/ and sought for the right
way of music. / Ch’uwŏl followed this singer and learned to sing under him / After
just one year, she lost her crudeness. / Day and night, she practiced singing. /The song
training lasted for three years.”515

時有郢人歌 白雪恥里巴 歌從郢人習 一年洗淫哇 寤寐喉舌間 唱吟三年間 (Hong Shin-yu, “A song
for Ch’uwŏl,” 439–440).
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By the time she was sixteen Ch’uwŏl had achieved fame as a singing kinyŏ in the Kongju
area and was sent up to the court, but the music training she got from the chungin singer over
the course of three years is evidence of a different mechanism that operated in the chamber
music community. In the poem, it is told that Ch’uwŏl learned to sing an old type of song
described as kojo 古調, which was distinct from vulgar songs.516 It seems that kojo referred
to a genre of kagok, i.e., Mandaeyŏp (a tune in slow tempo) or Chungdaeyŏp (a tune in
moderate tempo) as compared to Saktaeyŏp (a tune in fast tempo), which was designated as
sijo 時調 (new song), and was initially perceived as vulgar but was later produced with
more variation in the stylistic progression of kagok. This phrase hints at the way singing
kinyŏ inherited the lineage of kagok repertories in chamber music venues from chungin
singers.
The personal collection of songs by An Min-yŏng titled Collection of valuable songs
(1885) also illustrates the particular relationship between chungin singers and kinyŏ in terms
of apprenticeship and partnership in the chamber music field. In its preface, singer Pak Hyogwan describes An Min-yŏng as a music composer and music master who taught and
supervised many talented musicians.517 The villa of Pak Hyo-gwan called “P’ilun sanbang”
弼雲山房 (or “Unae sanbang” 雲崖山房) near Inwang Mountain and the villas of the
patron Regent Hŭngsŏn, such as “Asodang” 我笑堂 in Kongdŏktong and “Milwŏlbang”
米月舫 in Samgyedong, Seoul, seemed to function as studios for teaching instrument

今人賤古調 所歌皆咬哇 (ibid., 441).
周翁爲知己人 長幸陪過而爲之作數百闋新歌 要余校正高低淸濁協律合莭 使訓才子賢伶 被以管絃
唱 爲勝遊樂事 (Collection of valuable songs, 52).
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players and kinyŏ as well as venues for performing chamber music.518 The role of chungin
singers as music masters for singing kinyŏ lasted until the early twentieth century after the
abolishment of the government kinyŏ system in 1894.519 However, the relationship between
chungin males—including singers—and kinyŏ in the chamber music field paints a more
complicated picture in the music terrain of the nineteenth century. I turn to this in the next
section.

Patron or Music Institution: Chungin Singers and Kibu (Kinyŏ’s Male Agent) in the
Late Chosŏn

The Collection of valuable songs records that the singer, An Min-yŏng, who
interacted with various musicians while travelling around the country, had multifaceted
relationships with kinyŏ groups.520 Evidently An Min-yŏng was involved in recruiting kinyŏ
with artistic achievements from local districts to facilitate their activities in Seoul. For
example, according to one source, when he traveled around the southern part of Korea,
including the Tongnae (Pusan) area, An found a kinyŏ named Okchŏl 玉節 and stated: “I
have scouted excellent kinyŏ in local areas countless times. I did not imagine that I would

The descriptions of these venues are found in several pieces including #6, #22, #26, #37, #55, #56, #78,
#100, #130, #145, #165, #179 (ibid., 64, 76, 79, 86, 97, 98, 113, 127, 168, 185, 200–202).
519
The chungin singers of the late nineteenth century took the role of music masters in the early twentieth
century as transmitters of Korean traditional music and dance. For example, the chungin singer Ha Kyu-il
河圭一 (1867—1937), who was a member of the chamber music community called Sŭngp’yŏnggye 昇平契
in the late nineteenth century, became a dean at Chosŏn Chŏngak Chŏnsŭpso 朝鮮正樂傳習所─the first
private chamber music institution (in a modern sense)—and the head of the yŏak (female music) section in
charge of teaching kisaeng in 1911. For more detail, see Kim Chin-hyang, Sŏnga Hakyuil sŏnsaeng yakchŏn (a
memoir of a music master, Ha Kyu-il) (Seoul: Yeŭm, 1973), 123–130.
520
#179, Collection of valuable songs, 201–202.
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meet such a marvelous kinyŏ as Okchŏl in a remote village at the seaside.”521 Many kinyŏ
who joined both royal banquets and chamber music performances in the late nineteenth
century were discovered by An Min-yŏng. Among the total 181 pieces in the Collection of
valuable songs, fifty-six (one third) dealt with kinyŏ and amongst them, the real names of
thirty-eight kinyŏ from all parts of the country have been verified.522 These kinyŏ seem to
have consistently maintained ties with An Min-yŏng throughout the endless circuit of
relocating to Seoul for royal banquets whenever they were summoned and returning to their
hometowns when they were done. For instance, one piece in the Collection of valuable songs
describes that An Min-yŏng met Yŏnyŏn 姸姸 from Haeju in 1877.523 Indeed, the Royal
Protocol of 1877 confirms that Yŏnyŏn performed court dances at the royal banquet for
celebrating the seventieth birthday of King Kojong’s grandmother.524 The Collection of
valuable songs provides evidence for how these kinyŏ were active as members of chamber
music performances while they were in Seoul on official business and left when the events
had ended. For example, An Min-yŏng stated that the kinyŏ Wŏlchungsŏn 月中扇 from
Miryang stayed in Seoul for almost two years, from the spring of 1874 to the winter of
1876.525 This is one clue that in the intervals between royal banquets, the selected kinyŏ

閱歷名妓, 不許其數 而海隅遐陬 豈料玉節者哉 不可無一讚耳 (#21, ibid., 75).
In the Collection of valuable songs, many different kinyŏ had the same name, so confirming the exact
number of kinyŏ is unlikely. Amongst them, the kinyŏ who had a more intimate relationship with An Min-yŏng
were Oksosŏn 玉簫仙 from Haeju, Hyeran 蕙蘭 from P’yŏngyang, and Hongnyŏn 紅蓮 from Kangnŭng.
523
#78, ibid., 113.
524
Chinch’an ŭigwe [Kojong Chŏngch’uk] 進饌儀軌 [高宗丁丑] (Royal protocol of banquets in 1877)
(Seoul: Kyujanggak); retrieved from www.kyudb.snu.ac.kr/pf01/rendererImg.do.
Shin Kyŏng-suk first indicated that 17 kinyŏ named in the Collection of valuable songs were on the list of
female performers who participated in the royal banquets held in 1868, 1873, 1877, 1887 under the reign of
King Kojong (Shin Kyŏng-suk, “Singers and trend of kagok,” 293). But it is confirmed that two kinyŏ had the
same name, Yŏnyŏn⎯one from Haeju and the other Chŏnju—and the Yŏnyŏn who joined the royal banquet in
1877 was the one from Haeju.
525
密陽月中仙 昔年洛陽揚名者也 甲戌春又爲上京 丙子冬下去 (#147, Collection of valuable songs,
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sequentially joined chamber music performances in Seoul.526
However, An Min-yŏng had quite intimate interactions with several kinyŏ, beyond
apprenticeship or partnership in music performances or even chiŭm 知音—true friendship.
For example, he expressed his special feelings and affection for Oksosŏn from Haeju through
the eight songs in the Collection of valuable songs: the joy of having a music meeting
together; lament about parting; longing for Oksosŏn; and the happiness of reuniting.527 An’s
feelings for Oksosŏn as expressed through the medium of song certainly appear romantic.
Furthermore, the intimate relationships between An and certain kinyŏ represented in the
collection appear reciprocal, even though these songs only give his point of view. Love songs
dedicated to other kinyŏ—including Hyeran from P’yŏngyang and Hongnyŏn from
Kangnŭng—are also found in the collection.528 Indeed, fifty-six of the 181 pieces allude to
An’s personal attachment to thirty-seven kinyŏ. It is apparent that chungin singers like An
Min-yŏng wielded enormous influence over kinyŏ in their positions as music masters or
coordinators and so it cannot be confidently asserted that the romantic sentiments expressed
in these songs were entirely mutual, given the asymmetrical power structure.

169–170).
526
According to research by Kim Sŏk-pae, the chamber music association called Sŭngp’yŏnggye 昇平契 was
made up of 10 kinyo, including Kyewŏl 桂月 from Taegu, Haenghwa 杏花 from Kangnŭng, Yurok 柳綠
from Ch’angwŏn, Ch’aehŭi 彩姬 from Tamyang, Maewŏl 梅月 from Wansan, Yŏnhong 蓮紅 from Wansan,
Eŭnhyang 銀香 from Haeju, Hyangch’un 香春 from Chŏnju, Oksosŏn 玉簫仙 from Haeju, and Nongwŏl
弄月 from Chŏnju. See Kim Sŏk-pae, “Sŭngp’yŏnggye yŏn’gu” (A study on Sŭngp’yŏnggye), Munhak kwa
Ǒnŏ (Literature and Language) vol. 25 (2003): 274–275. Amongst them, five kinyŏ, including Kyewŏl,
Hyangch’un, Oksosŏn, and Nongwŏl, are identical to the kinyŏ in the Collection of valuable songs.
527
#22, #53, #113, #121, #123, #125, #143, #179, ibid., 76, 96, 137–139, 144–145, 146, 147–148, 165, 200–
202.
528
The pieces #47, #70, #119, #151, #159, #161 contain the feelings of An Min-yŏng for Hyeran and the pieces
#128, #139, and #146 display his ardent love for Hongnyŏn, to whom he promised to marry (ibid., 92, 107–108,
143, 152–153, 173, 162, 169, 180, 181).
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Furthermore, the intimate relationships between An Min-yŏng and multiple kinyŏ
break away from the conventional types of love affair. But the repositioning of kinyŏ as equal
performers or partners in relationships with chungin singers through the medium of music
performance, whether forced or voluntary, created a somewhat different cultural landscape in
Late Chosŏn when compared to the much more hierarchal frame between yangban and kinyŏ
at social gatherings. That is, even the personal rapport between An Min-yŏng and kinyŏ in
the Collection of valuable songs was based upon a musical interaction and affiliation that led
to strong ties among the community, regardless of the hazier aspects of his multiple
relationships with kinyo that might have concealed any negotiations between them revolving
around An’s absolute power in music circles.
Unlike the feasts hosted by the yangban to which kinyŏ were usually invited as
performers or entertainers, the private meetings of chungin musicians and kinyŏ entailed
were mostly represented as a type of collaborative music performance called “the meeting of
song and kŏmun’go” (歌琴之會) in An’s collection.529 One interesting example is found in
the postscript of piece #157 in the Collection of valuable songs, which contains an episode
involving a singing girl named Kŭmhyangsŏn 錦香仙—presumably not a kinyŏ but a
singing maidservant 聲婢 belonging to an individual household—who, although she was a
good singer, was known for her ugliness. When Kŭmhyangsŏn sang kagok (the tune of Isaktaeyŏp played in kyemyŏnjo) at the music meeting hosted by An Min-yŏng, the audience

余於庚午冬 與雲崖朴先生景華 吳先生岐汝 平壤妓順姬 全州妓享春 歌琴於山房 (#6, ibid., 64–65);
海州妓娟娟 於丁丑進宴時上來 而與碧江金君仲 有數夜歌琴之會 (#78, ibid., 78).
According to the postscript of piece #11, when he heard of the death of the kinyŏ Nŭngun from Tamyang
whose singing and dancing were outstanding, An Min-yŏng deplored the fact that her death meant the total
collapse of p’ungnyu culture in the southern districts; 潭陽凌雲已逝 湖南風流 從此絶矣 (ibid., 140–141).
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was entirely captivated by her plaintive voice that moved them to tears. After she performed
sijo, kagok sung to ujo and kyemyŏnjo and chapka, they were charmed and lauded her as a
virtuoso. An Min-yŏng commented that after her performance the singing girl suddenly
looked more beautiful than all the beauties in the State of Wu and Yue in ancient China.530
This anecdote suggests a slice of the chamber music field that valued the artistic abilities of
professional performers, including female musicians, irrespective of social distinction or
personal features.
As can be seen in the case of An Min-yŏng, representations of chungin singers
embrace the plural forms of relationships with kinyŏ: as music masters, music coordinators,
men of power in the music institution, duet partners, companions in song and kŏmun’go, and
as lovers. Besides this, one more issue I would like to address in this chapter is the presence
of another group of chungin called kibu (kinyŏ’s male agents) who were involved with music
and entertainment in the urban pleasure quarters in the Late Chosŏn. Their presence raises
the essential question of the mechanism by which kinyŏ launched themselves in the private
sector as a sideline with the tacit complicity of the government.
Starting in the Early Chosŏn period, kinyŏ legally belonged to a state system that did
not allow them to be privatized. In practice, however, there had long existed kibu, men who
took care of kinyŏ on an informal, private basis in local districts. In fact, the existence of kibu
was oxymoronic in that social regulations did not validate it. Kibu are first found in an

第使厥娥請時調 厥娥斂容端坐 唱蒼梧山崩湘水絶之句 其聲哀怨悽切 不覺遏雲飛塵 滿座無不落
淚矣 唱時調三章後 續唱羽界面一篇 又唱雜歌牟宋等名唱調格 莫不透妙 眞可謂絶世名人也 座上洗
眼更見 則俄者醜惡 今忽丰容 雖吳姬越女 莫過於此矣 席上少年 皆注目送情 而余亦難禁春情 仍爲
先着鞭 大抵不以外貌取人 於是乎始覺云耳 (#157, ibid., 177–179).
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account from the Veritable records of the Chosŏn dynasty compiled under the reign of King
Sejong. It contains a case in which a certain group of local people in Chŏlla province who
identified themselves as kibu accused a local magistrate of having an affair with a kinyŏ with
whom they were associated.531 It is presumed that the primary role of these kibu was to
materially assist kinyŏ when they carried out the duties of yŏak.
Under the reign of Yŏnsan’gun, the state shifted the coverage of the cost for
costumes and embellishments onto kinyŏ and thus the kibu’s existence was revealed to the
public. Kibuan 妓夫案 (the register of the kibu) was created by the Ministry of Rites and
the Royal Music Bureau in 1504.532 One record states that in that year the Royal Music
Bureau problematized the negligence of a kibu who did not equip his kinyŏ with colorful
dresses.533 This suggests that the government officially recognized the necessity of the kibu,
imposing upon them the liability of providing kinyŏ’s costumes, though this might have been
a temporary measure under the reign of Yŏnsan’gun, who unduly augmented the number of
yŏak. The record written under the reign of King Injo in 1639 shows that, although having a
kibu was officially banned, there were many situations in which kinyŏ had kibu covertly.534
However, a tacit acknowledgement of the kibu by the state—presumably due to the

今興俊、專等俱以妓夫, 同惡相濟, 先發牧使奸妓之言, 實是煽亂之源, 非徒汚染鄕風 (Sillok,
May/21/1430/Sejong). Another record contains a similar incident that occurred under the reign of King
Sejong: a county magistrate in the Kwangju area who had an affair with a kinyŏ was killed by her kibu;
申保安爲光州牧使, 奸州妓, 爲其夫所殺. 世宗委遣官鞫之, 歎曰: ‘許稠嘗勸我, 嚴上下之分,
慮有如此事也 (Sillok, April/23/1475/Sŏngjong).
532
禮曹與掌樂院書妓夫以啓.. 王將縱恣於群妓, 凡妓夫一切罪之. 及覽妓夫案, 知世傑私畜謫仙兒,
怒益甚誅之 (Sillok, May/6/1504/Yŏnsan’gun).
533
令禮曹及掌樂院點閱妓女粧服, 簿錄其妓夫某, 備某色衣, 後若陋汚則抵罪 (Sillok,
July/7/1504/Yŏnsan’gun).
534
憲府啓曰: "國家設立官妓, 而禁其定夫… 竊聞, 在京娼流, 本來不多, 而又爲私夫所匿,
不能備其數” (Sillok, June/14/1639/Injo).
531
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difficulties of controlling it—was codified in A Sequel to the National Code (1746) which
included an item that said that a kinyŏ would be penalized along with her kibu if she missed a
music lesson.535 These documents suggest that the state took an inconsistent stance on
kibu—neither full validation nor prohibition—who essentially ameliorated the government
kinyŏ’s poverty.536
It is known that the kibu were mainly from the yangban, although occasionally they
were men of wealth including military officers, petty officials, and merchants.537 However, a
noteable change in the Late Chosŏn was the emergence of kibu from the chungin who had
worked as minor officials in the court. The unofficial history Kŭnse chosŏn chŏnggam
近世朝鮮政監 (Mirror of Korean politics at the end of the Chosŏn, 1886) by scholar Pak
Che-hyŏng 朴齊炯 recounted that Regent Hŭngsŏn Taewŏngun (father of King Kojong)
certified four kinds of chungin as the kibu of kwan’gi 官妓 (government kinyŏ): pyŏlgam
別監 (special directors), military officers in the capital police 捕盜廳軍官, stewards
serving the royal court and relatives of the royal family 傔人, and warriors 武士. In this
record, Pak commented that other chungin groups in the court, such as runners in the Bureau
of Crime 禁府羅將 and the Royal Secretariat 政院使令, took the role of ch’angbu 娼夫—
the kibu of ch’angnyŏ 娼女 (courtesans). There are no clear descriptions of the different
roles of the kibu of kwan’gi and ch’angbu, but this classification indicates the gradation or

女妓習樂闕到者 並推治其夫 (Yejŏn 禮典, Sŏnsang 選上, Comprehensive collection of the National
Code, 411).
536
Yi Nŭng-hwa estimated that, beginning in the mid-Chosŏn period, kibu became increasingly common in
kinyŏ’s lives (Yi Nŭng-hwa, A history of kisaeng, 436). But it is hard to verify this issue due to fragmentary
data.
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Hyŏn Mun-ja, “Ijo kinyŏ chedo wa saenghwal yŏn’gu” (A study on kinyŏ system and their life in the
Chosŏn period), Asea hakpo (The Annals of Asia) 10 (1972): 260.
535
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diversification of the kinyŏ group in the pleasure quarters in the Late Chosŏn, a delineation
that distinguished the top ranking kinyŏ or government kinyŏ named kwan’gi from the
ch’angnyŏ (courtesans of the pleasure quarters) in official state policy.538
It is significant that this shift from invisibility to official approval of the professional
kibu from chungin officials in Seoul had to do with the change in the yŏak system in the Late
Chosŏn. Since the abolishment of the system of supervising selected kinyŏ by the Royal
Music Bureau in 1623, kinyŏ who went to Seoul for royal ceremonies were in need of
managers who could accommodate them during their sojourn there. More significantly, when
the selected kinyŏ from local areas and the yŏak—including ŭinyŏ and ch’imsŏnbi—residing
in the court joined in chamber music performances or began to be involved in the running of
kibang in the pleasure quarters, they required personal coordinators to take care of their
activities.539 Therefore, it should be noted that the professional chungin kibu was primarily
the product of the vernacular music practice affiliated with the urban entertainment sectors of
Seoul in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
The cross-border music activities of kinyŏ from court to kibang imply the reshaping
of the kinyŏ’s condition and positionality resulting from the fusion of their official duties of
yŏak and their services as female entertainers through a commodification of their physical
and artistic assets. The space of the kibang seems elusive, as it falls between cultural salons
and bars of ill repute, and is as complex as the composite image of the kinyŏ. It is the same

Pak Che-hyŏng, Kŭnse chosŏn chŏnggam 近世朝鮮政監 (Mirror of Korean politics at the end of the
Chosŏn), trans. Yi Ik-sŏng (Seoul: T’amggudang, 1981), 107.
539
For the contour of kibang in the Late Chosŏn, see Kang Myŏng-gwan, The space of producing literature
and art, 167–169. I will further discuss the issues of the kibang, including their characteristics as compared to
general bars and other forms of gay life in the urban area as well as depending on regional differences, in
Chapter 4.
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for kibu who, as patrons, assumed the role of pseudo-husbands: in Late Chosŏn the chungin
kibu in Seoul had multiple designations that included hubae 後陪 (guard servant),
chobanggun 助幇君 (pimp), and aebu 愛夫 (lover).540 The roles of the kibu in
relationships with particular kinyŏ look multifarious, but there is controversy regarding the
way kibu wielded their power over kinyŏ when they ran the kibang. Irrespective of the need
for further clarification of these questions, terms such as kibang and kibu, which were deeply
enmeshed with the lives of kinyŏ in the Late Chosŏn period, hint at a newly emerging system
that fused the circulation of music and dance in the public setting with the commercialization
of the arts. I will explore whether this structural change modified the social implications of
the kinyŏ’s body as a surrogate for performing arts and labor for the state and the ruling elites
in the next chapter.

Conclusion
The historical reconstruction of female musicians in Chosŏn Korea requires
elucidation of the complex term ki 妓 in a pre-modern Chinese and Korean context and its
specific activation in Korea. Given the degraded social status of kinyŏ, who were categorized
as government female slaves, it is not possible to extract yŏak, female musicians, from the
multiple faces of kinyŏ which included entertainers, courtesans, and maidservants. The issues
of yŏak in public discourse present the social implications of the female body which was
constrained by the double shackles of social status and the gender system in the Chosŏn
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Cited from Kang Myŏng-gwan, The space of producing literature and art, 183.
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period, but discourse analysis on yŏak and sogak in this chapter indicates how the public
images of yŏak were ideologically constructed and how deeply the definition of lewdness
was based on political motivation, whether domestic or diplomatic. Furthermore, though the
change in the yŏak system in the Late Chosŏn illustrates that the number of yŏak was
drastically reduced in court music after the Imjin War and Manchurian Invasion in the early
seventeenth century, my hypothesis is that the flourishing world of chamber music embraced
yŏak as part of the music community, and the musical activities of kinyŏ were consistently
promoted in the diversification of the governmental and non-governmental music sectors,
irrespective of the reinforcement of Neo-Confucian doctrines in an institutional framework.
The position of kinyŏ as professional performers crossing the royal court, prefectural
music bureau, and chamber music field lasted until the end of the Chosŏn dynasty. However,
the activation of the private music sectors in Seoul in the Late Chosŏn diversified the musical
activities of kinyŏ: on chamber music stages where they had their place as professional
performers and as equal members of bands or music associations, and in the kibang where
chungin kibu involved kinyŏ’s musical and cultural assets with the urban entertainment
business. Particularly, it is likely that the surroundings affiliated with chungin kibu created a
complex terrain which placed kinyŏ in a different kind of platform that might have controlled
their public and private lives on the micro-level. In Chapter 4, I investigate the narratives and
diverse voices of kinyŏ in their struggles to be recognized by high society or to find
alternative ways to survive with the advent of new music environments in the Late Chosŏn.
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Chapter 4. Performing Selves: Kinyŏ Crossing the Sublime and the Uncanny

Introduction
In the Confucian tradition, there were two opposing attitudes toward music in terms
of aesthetic evaluation—the sublime and the uncanny. The ideal form of music was the Shao
and Wu music of ancient China and was associated with the sentiment of the “sublime.”541
On the other hand, “the sound of Zheng” was deemed as licentious and a counterfeit of right
music, creating an “uncanny” feeling related to disruptive states (“dangerous” 殆 or
“disorderly” 亂 or “broken” 荒).542 Traditional Confucian aesthetics was based upon the
notion of ontological authenticity following Heaven’s principles (like the Way, Dao 道), the
ultimate source of all human values, as the philosophical and ethical ground of the aesthetic
sensibility.543 Moreover, in its connection to the proper rites as the “outward concretization
of one’s inner humanity,”544 the issue of aesthetics in cultural output such as literature or
music enhances ethical and political functions that are gauged in terms of their effectiveness

子在齊聞韶, 三月不知肉味. 曰：「不圖為樂之至於斯也！」(Analects 7: 14); When the Master was in
the state of Qi, he heard the Shao music, and for three months after did not even notice the taste of meant. He
said, “I never imagined that music could be so sublime” (The Essential Analects, 20).
542
See the Analects 15:11 (Nonŏ chipchu, 313; The Essential Analects, 45) and Akki, 969–970; Record of
Music 4 (James Legge).
According to Sigmund Freud’s rudimentary classification which combined the study of aesthetics with the
theory of feelings, “the sublime” refers to feelings of a positive nature such as those associated with the
beautiful, the attractive, and the delightful, while “the uncanny” refers to feelings related to that which arouses
fear, repulsion, and distress. See Sigmund Freud, “Uncanny,” Writings on Art and Literature, foreword by Neil
Hertz (Stanford University Press, 1977), 193. The aesthetic experiences of the sublime and the uncanny in the
Freudian context might not be exactly equated with those in the Confucian tradition, but I use these terms to
deliver the dichotomous frame of affects in musical activities related with cultural hierarchy in the Chosŏn
period.
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Gang Xu argues that, in Confucianism, “the aesthetic is believed to be the authentic manifestation of the
Dao, to form an essential constituent of a fully realized humanity, and to characterize the highest stage of
personal moral cultivation” (Gang Xu, “The Aesthetic in Confucianism Examined from Three Viewpoints,
Journal of Chinese History 26, no. 4 (1999): 425–27, 440).
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Ibid., 432–33.
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in enlightening people and maintaining social order. That is, it can be said that the sublime
refers to delightful feelings that come from the embodiment of moral cultivation while the
uncanny applies to feelings of dread and repulsion arising from a disturbance or a failure to
attain moral value and political order.
During the Chosŏn era, the rigid (Neo-) Confucian scheme of right and wrong placed
the blame for moral corruption among the public squarely on images that characterized kinyŏ
as uncanny beings. However, my focus in this chapter is on a series of sources, including
unofficial histories and literary works such as poems, lyrics, and novels, written by male
scholars or by kinyŏ themselves, in which the two contrasting images of kinyŏ—the sublime
and the uncanny—overlap. These heterogeneous texts weave tapestries of fact and fiction
that, in turn, constitute the complex layers of the kinyŏ identity. Therefore, in order to form a
historical configuration of kinyŏ, we need to go against the grain of the sources that
objectified kinyŏ through diverse lenses and in different frameworks.
In this chapter I question the representational frames of kinyŏ, whose bodies were
related to the multifarious social practices of the Late Chosŏn—the discipline of rites, music
sectors, gender and sexuality norms, and the commercialization of arts and intimacy—and
pursue the voices of these women, which have remained unheard or been misconstrued or
even appropriated. First, turning to the texts dealing with the uncanny image of kinyŏ, I
explore the internal layers of representations such as the psychological mechanism of male
authors underlying the act of othering kinyŏ as abject. Moreover, I pay attention to the
kinyŏ’s own counter-arguments in those texts that mark the stance of kinyŏ as the social
Other in the classed and gendered system. This approach will reveal the contested relations
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between the gazer and the gazed in the representations of kinyŏ.
Second, I analyze the literary writings of the kinyŏ themselves, who seemingly
internalized the dominant value system and achieved a refined aesthetic sensibility. By
looking into their poetic utterances, I discuss the complex structure of emotions that
disturbed the sublime in the process of self-reflection. Furthermore, I question the very
conditions under which kinyŏ relied on the language of the ruling elites in their literary
expressions and the social implications of the cultural literacy of these women, that is, their
capacity to use cultural media—literature, arts—and Confucian knowledge as a means of
self-representation.
Third, I explore the voices and agency of the established kinyŏ who earned their place
as eminent musicians at royal banquets and in the chamber music field. Comparing them to
the kinyŏ poets who used their literary activities as a form of self- discovery, I examine the
different tactics used by the renowned kinyŏ who strove to manifest themselves through
affective responses or to find ways to be recognized by mainstream society and to leave their
mark to the posterity as female musicians. In addition, I look into the way the accomplished
singing kinyŏ sought artistic integrity, trying to build a more independent life free from social
restrictions in the Late Chosŏn.
Fourth, I examine the characteristics of the kibang (kinyŏ’s houses in the pleasure
quarters) that brought high-level music and dance performances to these urban districts. In
particular, I focus on the different landscapes of kibang through a comparison of the kibang
in Seoul with those in provinces like P’yŏngyang. Ultimately, I clarify the specificity of the
kibang as a cultural space that represented not only a new circuit of music culture in a
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commercialized zone, but also the ambiguous and fluid positionality of kinyŏ who acted to
break down the conventional codes of social decorum and made visible the contested agency
of female subjects on the social borders.

Reading Against the Grain of Kinyŏ Images
In the Confucian Classics, as discussed in earlier chapters, the presence of female
musicians was closely connected with harmful vernacular music such as “the tunes of Zheng
and Wei,” which was antithetical to the sublime a-ak, and the abhorrence of female beauty or
sexuality itself.545 The conflicts felt by Confucian scholars regarding female music and
female musicians were clearly in play in Chosŏn society. Two indicators—the gender
attribute of female musicians as a cause of lewdness in the public sphere and the low status
of kinyŏ as public maidservants—enhanced the abjectification of the kinyŏ’s body in
discursive fields throughout the whole period.
A closer look at the disruptive images of kinyŏ produced in the Chosŏn period
uncovers a complex textuality that reveals the psychological mechanism of the male gazers
connected with female sexuality as well as the diverse strategies used by kinyŏ to confront
the sexual norms unfavorably applied to them. As one of cultural archetypes, manifested in
The Spring and Autumn of Master Lu 呂氏春秋 (compiled around 239 BC), the beauty of
female musicians and their licentious music was likened to “an ax that cuts short the lives of

For the vigilance of female beauty and negative comment about female sexuality as the opposite of virtue in
Confucian classics, see the Analects 9:18; 16:7 (Nonŏ chipchu, 176, 333; The Essential Analects, 26, 47).
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men and nations.”546 In the case of the official discourses on kinyŏ in the Chosŏn, in addition
to their representations as an embodiment of improper music, the predominant images in
literary works were of kinyŏ as femmes fatales, for example, “a fox seducing the prodigal by
fawning,” “a wicked figure who will ruin the country,” or “the pit which made the people fall
into it,”547 which clearly indicate that they were portrayed as a direct threat to the
androcentric bureaucracy. These images can be related to the Freudian idea of the uncanny in
that they were seen as a threat to notions of propriety, normalcy, and naturalness built into
social practices.548
For example, according to one anecdote from the Veritable records of King Sejo, one
day, King Sejo bid the royal families and ministers keep away from kinyŏ for the following
reasons.
[K]inyŏ do not belong to humankind. At banquets, a group of kinyŏ put on powder
which makes their faces thick, just like wearing an eerie mask. That is why we scorn
and loathe them.549

The image of kinyŏ wearing a grotesque powder “mask” conjures a liminal creature, both
human and ghost, both living and inanimate, one that does not belong to any dimension,
something strange and indefinable that disturbs the normative set of ideas and beliefs.550
However, the cultural iconology of the kinyŏ related to the abjectification of the female body

Cited from Lam, “The Presence and Absence of Female Musicians and Music in China,” 100.
Sosurok (Records of relieving woe); Chŏng Pyŏng-sŏl, I am a kisaeng, 203.
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Based on Freudian concepts, Nicholas Royle claims that the uncanny indicates a crisis of propriety. It entails
a critical disturbance of what is proper. It is a crisis of the natural, touching upon everything that one might
have thought was ‘part of nature’: one’s own nature, human nature, and the nature of reality and the world. See
Nicholas Royle, The Uncanny (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2003), 1.
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上每戒宗親、宰樞遠妓勿近, 曰: “此輩非人類也.” 當宴, 必令妓輩用粉厚塗其面, 狀如假面,
以賤惡之 (Sillok, July/4 [a leap month]/1463/Sejo).
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standing at the threshold raises more questions, namely, what are the internal motives that
fueled the creation of such grotesque female figures? And what remained invisible and
unheard in the crystallization of the uncanny kinyŏ?
Beginning in the early seventeenth century when the yŏak system in the royal court
began to be drastically reduced in scale, there arose a wealth of discourses aimed at
admonishing local officials to take care when exposed to the temptation of the kinyŏ in the
local music bureau. For instance, as mentioned earlier, in Mongmin simsŏ 牧民心書
(Admonitions on governing people) written by the literatus Chŏng Yak-yong 丁若鏞
(1762—1836), the local kinyŏ were represented as a mortal menace that could ruin good
governance, and likened to wily beasts that could destroy a decent scholar in a day.551
It seems apparent that some fears related to kinyŏ from the perspective of upright
governors—as represented by Chŏng Yak-yong—had to do with the inner realities of the
yangban themselves. Most of all, it is likely that kinyŏ were considered disrupters of the
emotional and moral equilibrium of the literati in the pursuit of self-cultivation. This
assumption could align with the claim that sexual abstinence underlies Confucianism, but it
would be more accurate to say that what classical Confucianism problematized most was not
desire so much as pleasure, an “excess” of which, Confucians believed, caused one to stray

Chŏng Yak-yong stated that “kinyŏ are creatures that easily show affection to any person and end up losing
human propriety. They inattentively leak local government official information through their secret lovers.”
Chŏng Yak-yong warned local government administrators to keep totally away from them and even avoid eye
contact. 每見拙朴深居之士, 初狎妓物, 其沈惑益甚, 衽席之間, 密語深謀, 信如金石,
不知此物面面流情, 人性已亡, 別有情郞, 無言不洩… 平生端士, 一朝遂爲癡人, 豈不可哀…
凡妓物妖豔，不宜交眄 (Yulgi yukcho 律己六條– Ch’ikkung 飭躬, Mongmin simsŏ 牧民心書 vol. 1:
Yŏyudang chŏnsŏ 與猶堂全書 (Collected works of Yŏyudang Chŏng Yak-yong) vol. 5, 319; DB of Korean
Classics).
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from the middle path.552 Indeed, the negative representations of kinyŏ are a projection of the
male fear of sexual indulgence that might disturb their equilibrium. For example, in the Ǒu
yadam 於于野談 (Ŏu’s unofficial histories) written by literatus Yu Mong-in 柳夢寅 (1559
─1623), an old kinyŏ states: “Among the officials who are staying at the local government
residence, it is hard to lure the man who is laughing and enjoying a joke with kinyŏ, and
easier to handle the man who overly protects himself against kinyŏ.”553 This can be read as a
psychological self-defense mechanism deployed by the yangban in order to ward off sexual
solicitation that might lead to emasculation, illustrating how the disdain and disregard of the
literati for kinyŏ were intertwined with the yangban’s anxiety over their own uncontrollable
desires, which they believed could collapse the moderation and balance of the idealized
Confucian self.554
Joseph Lam attests the “absence” of females in the textual and musical traditions in
Chinese history, indicating that the banishment of female music in androcentric proper music

“While there are no stirrings of pleasure, anger, sorrow, or joy, the mind may be said to be in the state of
equilibrium. When those have been stirred, and they act in their due degree, there ensues what may be called the
state of harmony. This equilibrium is the great root from which grow all the human actions in the world, and
this harmony is the universal path which they all should pursue”; 喜、怒、哀、樂之未發、謂之中.
發而皆中節、謂之和. 中也者、天下之大本也. 和也者、天下之達道也. 致中和、天地位焉、萬物育焉
(The Doctrine of the Mean 中庸 1:2; The Chinese ClassicsⅠ, trans. James Legge (Hong Kong: Hong Kong
University Press, 1960), 384.
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2006), 144.
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Using the motif of a man forgoing his integrity, a series of classical novels written in Chinese in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries mock the false consciousness of the literati who took an extremely ascetic
attitude toward kinyŏ or sexual desire itself. The representative novels include A tale of Chibong 芝峰傳, A tale
of Chŏnghyang 丁香傳, A tale of Chongok 種玉傳, and A tale of Oyuran 烏有蘭傳. These novels show some
sort of self-reflection or criticism of the hypocritical consciousness of sexuality from the point of view of the
yangban. But at the end of A tale of Chongok—as presented in other novels—the narrator states, “Drinking
spoils the personality and sexual desire blasts the body. Be aware of them again and again!” A tale of Chongok,
Chosŏnhugi set’aesosŏlsŏn (Collection of satirical novels of the Late Chosŏn), ed. and trans. Shin Hae-jin
(Seoul: Wŏlin, 1999). 148. This closing remark typifies a device used in these novels in which the disclosure of
male weakness is tied to didactic vigilance against the hedonic enjoyment of drinking and sexual pleasure.
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worked as “a camouflage for conflicted male desire and fear of female sensuality.”555 In the
case of Chosŏn society, female musicians and the music they performed “never vanished”
from the practice of either court or vernacular music. Rather, it appears that the continuous
operation of yŏak in the face of the denial of its existential value manifested itself in the
complicated responses—dualistic or self-contradictory—of kinyŏ. Yŏak was seen as a marker
of lewdness in the discourses on music, but numerous literary discourses produced a
prototype of kinyŏ in the everyday space, a courtesan of manipulative slyness who made
fools of the yangban who were dazzled by her. Notably, however, the satirical texts targeting
the image of the kinyŏ as unfaithful femme fatale contained a fear of those women as objects
of desire who disrupted the hierarchical connection between themselves and yangban in the
intimate domain.
For instance, one unofficial history titled T’aep’yŏng hanhwa kolgyejŏn 太平閑話滑
稽傳 (Collection of humorous tales of leisure, 1477) by the literatus Sŏ Kŏ-jŏng 徐居正
(1420—1488) includes the story of a young son of a yangban from Seoul who meets a kinyŏ
belonging to a local music bureau in Kyŏngju, his father’s new post. When they part, the
kinyŏ asks the young man for some part of his body as a token of his true love, and so he
pulls out a tooth and gives it to her. When he later hears that she is meeting another yangban
the furious young man and sends his servant to reclaim the tooth. At this request the kinyŏ,
laughing, throws a sack full of teeth down in front of the servant, saying:
He is such a stupid boy. How could he wish that kinyŏ could follow female virtues? It
is like asking the butcher not to kill animals. He must be a fool or a man with a
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troubled spirit. You can try to find his tooth in this sack, if you want.556

The mocking of the naïve young yangban presents a provocative image of a kinyŏ defying
the authority of the yangban as well as ridiculing those who were ignorant of the absurd
situation of kinyŏ in general in terms of the issue of chastity. The sarcastic laughter of the
kinyŏ in the story not only baffles the young yangban, who expected her to remain chaste,
but also aggravates the insecurity of the yangban about kinyŏ by disclosing the contradiction
of men’s perception of gender norms.
Chastity was a crucial element in the Confucian approach to the education of females.
But a point of extreme interest here is the way the kinyŏ were able to debunk the fantasy of
the chaste kinyŏ and escape the label of lewdness, both of which were, in fact, due to the
preposterous demands of the yangban who applied an impossible requirement of chastity
upon a group of women whose very profession required them to be unchaste. Yi Nŭng-hwa
indicated that kinyŏ who became concubines of (old) yangban men undoubtedly had secret
lovers (情人) and they were ready to open the back gate to greet them when the sun set (後門
開放). It is also known that the old yangban husbands usually overlooked these affairs.557
This indicates that kinyŏ followed a different idea of ethics in terms of relationships and
sexuality than did women of the yangban. However, it is interesting that, in the Late Chosŏn,
the chaste image of kinyŏ obliterating the indicators of licentiousness emerged as a female
icon in literary discourses, including poems, popular novels such as Ch’unhyang chŏn 春香

Sŏ Kŏ-jŏng, T’aep’yŏng hanhwa kolgyejŏn 太平閑話滑稽傳 (Collection of humorous tales of leisure),
trans. Pak Kyŏng-sin (Seoul: Kukhak charyowŏn, 1998), 284–286.
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傳 (A tale of Ch’unghyang), and biographies.558 Considering the material and social
condition of kinyŏ beneath the sublime images of the chaste kinyŏ in literary discourses, the
chastity of the kinyŏ—which may have been one of the life strategies they used to overcome
their otherness—presumably had more complex implications compared to that of women
from “decent” families.559 These sources illustrate the way the voices of kinyŏ are silenced
or rendered unintelligible in the representations of the tangled relationship between the gazer
and the gazed—powerful and powerless. Moreover, many of the records present the kinyŏ as
oxymoronic being with the spirit of the nobility and the body of a slave. In the next section, I
explore the multiple identities adopted by kinyŏ in music venues and in intimate interactions
with men from the upper-middle class, and the strategies they used to negotiate with and
stand against the world as they created their own narratives across social boundaries.

Narratives of Kinyŏ Poets: Speaking “in the Master’s language”
In Chosŏn society, with its Confucian values, there was a conspicuously contrastive
application of gender norms to two categories of women: the lady of the boudoir and the
kinyŏ. In Nǚjiè (Admonitions for women), written during the mid-late Han period (25—220
AD) by Ban Zhao 班昭 (45—116), a sister of the Chinese historian Ban Gu 班固 (32─
92), women were advised to internalize four virtues: first, not to be too intelligent; second,

For the issue of the chastity of kinyŏ in the Late Chosŏn, see Suh Ji-young, “Kyubŏm kwa yongmang ŭi
t’ŭmsae: Chosŏn sidae munhak sogŭi seksyuŏliti” (The gaps between norms and desire: Sexuality in the
literature of the Chosŏn period), in Kososŏl kwa seksyuŏliti (Korean Classic Novels and the Issue of Sexuality)
(Seoul: Pogosa, 2009), 9–35.
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For the analysis of ideas and practices about chastity across social status in the Late Chosŏn, see Jungwon
Kim, Negotiating Virtue and the Lives of Women in Late Chosŏn Korea, 58–161.
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not to be too eloquent; third, not to pursue external beauty, and fourth, not to be too
dexterous.560 Interestingly, the intellect, social skills, physical charms, and dexterity which
were discouraged in the ladies from decent families were exactly those that the kinyŏ were
expected to cultivate.
A poem written by the literatus Sŏng Hyŏn 成俔 (1439─1504) presents the criteria
for recruiting kinyŏ as follows:
Although people say a beauty pleases the eyes, / both autumn chrysanthemum and
spring orchid have their own characters respectively. / Talent should be combined with
physical beauty. / You should not confuse an eyeball of a fish with a gem.561
As the poem shows, the ideal kinyŏ combined intelligence, musical talent, and physical
beauty. The literatus Shin Hŭm 申欽 (1566—1628) described an outstanding kinyŏ whose
social skills and splendid looks captivated the yangban attendees at banquets thus: “Holding
the colorful bridle of a fine horse /is her figure bewitching, ornamented with seven treasures
/She turns her head hastily when she runs into a man /and wins his heart with the smile on
her face.”562 This suggests how the female virtues suppressed in Confucian norms were
effectively supplemented in the institutional realm through kinyŏ with their ornaments,
enticing figures, artistic sense, witty eloquence, and social skills. Kinyŏ, acting as a bridge

For the four female virtues, such as “female benevolence” 婦德, “Female words” 婦言, “Female
appearances” 婦容 and “Female work” 婦功, see Nǚjiè 女戒; Nǚ sìshū 女四書 (Four Books for Women),
trans. Yi Suk-in (Seoul: Yŏiyŏn, 2002), 37–40. It was in 1736 that Nǚ sìshū, with a preface by King Yŏngjo,
was translated into the Korean vernacular language to bring about the widespread diffusion of the Confucian
gender norms (Sillok, August/27/1736/Yŏngjo).
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between entertainment and social intercourse in high culture, were taught the Chinese
language and Confucian knowledge and schooled in the artistic and ethical sensibilities of
the yangban despite their low social standing. To be recognized as talented, they had to be
good at calligraphy, painting, and composing poems, to say nothing of singing and dancing.
In addition, in order to attract yangban, kinyŏ were required to develop a sense of humor, to
have a good personality and to act with faith and good will.563 What I focus on in this
chapter, however, is how the cultural literacy of kinyŏ, which was nurtured to support and
complement the culture of the upper class, transformed into the medium of expression for the
kinyŏ themselves in counter-narratives—albeit not entirely subversive ones—in the “master’s
language” against the prevailing conditions, dominant ideas, and conventions of their time.564
Some literary writings, albeit anonymous, captured the voices of kinyŏ from the
margin and articulated their vulnerable and precarious situations. For example, the narrative
poem “Kunsanwŏl aewŏnga” (A song of Kunsanwŏl lamenting her lost love) written by an
unidentified author in the nineteenth century contains the story of Kunsanwŏl 君山月, a
local kinyŏ who had an affair with a yangban named Kim Chin-hyŏng 金鎭衡 (1801—
1865), who was exiled to Myŏngch’ŏn, Hamgyŏng (the northern) province in 1853. In this
poem, Kunsanwŏl deplores the fact that, despite her chaste deportment, she was ultimately
deserted by her lover.565 Directly after they part, Kunsanwŏl expresses resentment towards

Ibid., 326–349.
I use the term “master’s language” as an analogy for the privileged linguistic diction and cultural power of
the yangban that marginalized the kinyŏ under the pre-modern status and gender system. The “master’s
language” was inspired by the essay of the American poet and writer, Audre Lorde who sought a new
theoretical framework, quite separate from the existing tools of privilege, focusing on the differences in gender
based on the social subdivisions of race, age, class, and sex (Audre Lorde, “The Master’s Tools Will Never
Dismantle the Master’s House,” in Feminist Postcolonial Theory: A Reader, eds. Reina Lewis and Sara Mills
(New York: Routledge, 2003), 25–28).
565
Kunsanwŏl aewŏnga (A song of Kunsanwŏl lamenting her lost love), trans. Yi Chŏng-jin, Hyangt’o
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her lover, saying: “Oh, hapless / How hapless the destiny of a kinyŏ is! / Yangban’s behavior
is so odd / How could it be so heartless?”566 Her frustration reflects not just the sorrow of a
broken heart but the voice of kinyŏ who were abandoned in the desolate reality of the local
music bureau after ending temporary relationships with yangban.567
On the other hand, the narrative poem Sunch’angga 淳昌歌 (A song of Sunch’ang)
by the literatus Yi Un-yŏng 李運永 (1722—1794) deals with the kinyŏ’s more
straightforward confrontations with their surroundings. It portrays a lawsuit between kinyŏ
and a petty official of a provincial town in the Sunch’ang area, which casts light on kinyŏ in a
collective rebellion against the improper exercise of power.568 In this poem, the resistance of
the kinyŏ against the petty official, a manager in the local government who falsely blames the
kinyŏ for his fall from a horse, indicates the organized force and solidarity of the kinyŏ group
in the prefectural music bureau as a footing for their everyday life as well as a venue for
music and dance training. As examined by Pak Yŏng-min in the analysis of the regulations of
the prefectural music bureau in Kanggye, P’yŏngan province in the nineteenth century, there
was a strict hierarchy within the kinyŏ community in the local music bureau: the tosang 都
上 (head kinyŏ) who took charge of directing the life of the kinyŏ in the music bureau as well
as managing the music and dance lessons; the haengsugi 行首妓 (senior manager of kinyŏ),

munhwa yŏn’gu (A Study of Folk Culture) 3, Institute of Folk Culture, Wŏnkwang University (1986): 87.
566
Ibid., 85.
567
“Now if I return to my place / to the empty room without him / My life with no prop / How will I live with
nobody to count on!” (ibid., 94).
568
The petty official falls from his horse while guarding a magistrate in Sunch’ang on September 14, 1785. The
petty official attributes his accident to a group of kinyŏ following the parade, stating that they drove the
magistrate to distraction, causing the official to fall. Due to his accusation, four kinyŏ are imprisoned, but are
released following demonstrations. See “A song of Sunch’ang”; A study on Ǒnsa, 49–58.
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the general kinyŏ, and the young kinyŏ.569 The authority of the head kinyŏ in particular, who
was in control of the management of the entire local music bureau, the punitive measures
used against the kinyŏ, the election of the senior manager, and the assignment of kinyŏ’s
duties in local government, demonstrates how the systematic—and presumably rigid—
discipline of the local music bureau worked.570
Interestingly, however, in poems written by the kinyŏ Kang Tam-un 姜澹雲 in the
nineteenth century, the prefectural music bureau was represented as a home where the kinyŏ
community shared the stuff of everyday life with their companions. The poems dedicated to
her fellow kinyŏ impart a deep sense of camaraderie and sympathy.571 They also include a
description of the simple pleasures she felt when she celebrated Tano 端午 (the national
festival on the fifth day of the fifth month of the lunar calendar) with her fellow kinyŏ.572
These poems hint at the way kinyŏ established bonds of affection within the local music
bureau, bonds that might have empowered them in their underprivileged life. This evidence,
albeit fragmentary, justifies the self-regulatory and mutually cooperative life system within
the kinyŏ group that made possible, to a certain extent, their collective voice. On a personal

Pak Yŏng-min, “Sipkusegi chibang kwana ŭi kyobang chŏngch’ek kwa kwan’gi ŭi kyŏngje hyŏnsil” (The
policy of prefectural music bureau in the nineteenth century and the financial condition of government Kinyŏ),
Minjok munhwa yŏn’gu (Journal of Korean Studies) 50, Korean University (2009): 28.
570
都上乃是妓廳中都班首, 而又掌檢飭之任. 行首以下諸妓等, 接待禮數之節, 一如戶長爲乎矣.
雖於言語間, 如或侵逼都上, 則該房內監, 隨聞見, 這這懲治, 爲之嚴立紀綱爲㫆 (Kyobang chŏlmok
敎坊節目 (Regulations on the prefectural music bureau), Kangju chŏlmok ch’ongnok 江州節目摠錄
(Comprehensive catalogue of the regulations in Kangju, Kyujanggak version); cited from Pak Yŏng-min, ibid.,
33–34.
571
Indeed, several poems were dedicated to her fellow kinyŏ, including Ch’wihyang 翠香 (“代翠香哭女”),
Okp’a 玉葩 (“戱贈玉葩”), and Ch’wiyŏm 翠艶 (“南山寒食哭翠艶墓”). Two of them express regret for the
death of her fellow, Ch’wiyŏm, and the death of the daughter of her fellow, Ch’wihyang (Kang Tam-un, A
collection of Chijaedang Kang Tam-un’s poems, 79–81, 85, 92–93).
572
約伴西陵端午日, 菖蒲花插趁佳期 (ibid.,117).
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level, however, the intellectual and cultural competence of the kinyŏ, including their ability
to write poetry in Chinese, enabled them to establish their presence by using keen satire and
giving witty responses to officials at banquets and social gatherings. This wit and spirit were
esteemed as the qualities of an excellent kinyŏ and were rewarded rather than punished.573
Nonetheless, the question remains: what mark did the literary attainments of the intelligent
kinyŏ make in their self-representation or identity politics?
Poems written by several kinyŏ were widely circulated throughout the Chosŏn period.
In his encyclopedic book, Yi Kyu-gyŏng 李圭景 (1788─1856) quoted the following
passage about excellent female poets from the P’aegwan chapki 稗官雜記 (Miscellaneous
records by a lowly official) written by Kwŏn Eŭng-in 權應仁 (1517—?):
When it comes to female poets, there were Udol 于咄 from Yongsŏng, and
Tonginhong 動人紅 from P’aengwŏn in the Koryŏ period, though their work was
not handed down. In the Chosŏn period, there were Hwang Chin(-i) 黃眞(伊), known
as one of three famous things in the Kaesŏng area, Maech’ang 梅窓 (or Kyesaeng
桂生 or Kyerang 桂娘) and Ch’uhyang 秋香 from Puan, Sŏlchuk 雪竹 and
Chwisŏn 翠仙 from Ch’ungchŏng province, Sŭngigyo 勝二喬 from Chinju,
Pongnang 福娘 from Puan, and Ilchihong 一枝紅 from Sŏngchŏn. I mention them
because it is remarkable for Ch’anggi 娼妓 (courtesans) to be good at writing
poems.”574

One example is an episode involving the kinyŏ Mujŏngga 無定價 from Py’ŏngyang that took place at the
time that an official called Yu Chin-dong 柳辰同 (1497—1561), who joined a party celebrating his new post
as a royal emissary in Py’ŏngyang, taunted a kinyŏ with the disparaging remark: “Have the Py’ŏngyang Music
Bureau already been abolished?” By this he meant that there were no excellent kinyŏ in Py’ŏngyang. Mujŏngga
responded by denigrated Yu Chin-dong’s qualifications, asking: “When would a new royal emissary be
appointed again?” The provincial governor was amused at her wit and awarded her a prize. See Yu Mong-in,
Ŏu’s unofficial histories, 149.
574
自高麗至我朝. 或有詩妓之可稱者. 略錄之. 以寓古人采風不遺之義. 權松溪應仁《稗官雜記》.
東方女子之詩. 三國無聞. 高麗只有龍城娼于咄. 彭原娼動人紅. 解賦詩云. 而無傳. 松京三絶黃眞玉.
按女妓梅窓桂生, 秋香. 湖西妓雪竹, 翠仙. 晉州妓勝二喬. 扶安妓福娘. 成川妓一枝紅. 皆能詩有名.
以娼妓而能詩者絶異 (Hwadonggiwŏn pyŏnjŭngsŏl 華東妓原辯證說, Oju yŏnmun changjŏn san’go vol. 20,
printed by Kojŏn kanghaenghoe (1993) 40; DB of Korean Classics).
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Admiration for talented kinyŏ who were good at poetry, as presented by Yi Kyu-gyŏng, can
frequently be found in the writings of the literati. One brief record by Sim No-sung 沈魯崇
(1762─1837) reveals that a kinyŏ learned to write poetry from a local official and tried to
publish her collection: “the poetic genius kinyŏ Iljihong 一枝紅 from Sŏngch’ŏn, North
Pyŏngan Province, first studied poetry composition in Chinese from a district magistrate
named Min Paek-sun 閔百順 (1711—1774) for three years and later made her name as a
poet through his influence.” Sim No-sung recorded that Ilchihong showed a bundle of poems
she had written to him when he met her in Sŏngch’ŏn, even though currently no documents
from her collection have been found.575
The literatus Yi Tŏk-mu 李德懋 (1741—1793) also evaluated the poetic competence
of kinyŏ, focusing particularly on the poetic faculty of Hwang Chin(-i), and classifying them
as sigi 詩妓 (kinyŏ poets).576 But with only a few exceptions, many of the poems written by
kinyŏ, which were undocumented or scattered as anonymous pieces, were produced and
circulated as song texts in chamber music venues and were later included in eighteenth- and
nineteenth- century collections of songs. According to the author of the indexes of The great
compendium of Korean vernacular songs, twenty-seven kinyŏ writers in total can be found in
152 song collections published in the Late Chosŏn.577 However, authenticating kinyŏ
authorship is problematic because of the musical environment itself in which songs were

知府知有奇才, 敎紅爲詩三年, 始知道. 紅之以詩名, 知府力也 (Sim No-sung, Cheiljihong chiphu
題一枝紅集後, Collection of Hyojŏn Sim No-sung’s writings; What is the meaning of tears, 205–207).
576
高麗有龍城娼于咄. 彭原娼動人紅. 能賦詩而不傳. 本朝松都妓黃眞. 艶色工詩.
自言花潭先生及朴淵瀑布與我. 爲松都三絶… 又有秋香, 翠仙. 亦皆工詩. 翠仙號雪竹 (Sigi 詩妓,
Ch’ŏngbi rok 淸脾錄 2, Ch’ŏngjanggwan chŏnsŏ 靑莊館全書 (Complete works of Ch’ŏngjanggwan Yi Tŏkmu) vol. 33; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 258 (2000), 31; DB of Korean Classics).
577
The great compendium of Korean vernacular songs, 1377–1386.
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transmitted orally. Thus, a certain kinyŏ who sang a specific song in a performance might
happen to be recorded as the writer of that song in the collections of songs even if she was
not. In addition to the blurring of singer and writer, the names of writers of some pieces may
have been switched with the names of other singing kinyŏ or even male writers over time.578
Many unidentified poems sung in chamber music venues were identified as having
been written by Maech’ang 梅窓 (1573—1610)─one of the outstanding kinyŏ poets from
Puan and often referred to as Kyesaeng or Kyeryang. For example, the song “I wish I flew
into the body of my beloved” was classified written by a chungin singer named Kim Samhyŏn in the song collection compiled in the eighteenth century. But in the early twentieth
century Yi Nŭng-hwa classified it as written by Maech’ang.579 As scholar Kim Chi-yong
explains: this confusion, due to the insufficient description of the authors of the popular
songs in the song collection Origin of kagok, led later scholars to attribute the pieces to
Maech’ang.580 This presumably occurred because Maech’ang sang a diverse selection of
songs in music venues, and in many cases, was understood incorrectly to have written them.
Moreover, the case of Maech’ang symbolizes the way kinyŏ’s poetic activity was
incorporated into music practice in such a way that their authorship as poets was less
valued.581

Many cases show that the names of song writers were switched in different collections. For example,
Kyedan’s song “The State of Chu is a big country” in the Songs of the green hills (Karam version, 1805) is
credited to Soch’unp’ung in other collections including Origin of kagok (Yuktang version) (ibid., 932-933).
579
#237, Songs of the green hills (original version), 356; #725-060, Origin of kagok (Kugagwŏn version); Yi
Nŭng-hwa, A history of kisaeng, 413. The song “With the blood that flowed out from my worn heart” was
recorded either as a piece by the literatus Shin Hŭm 申欽 (1566─1628) or by Anonymous (#131, Songs of the
green hills (original version), 216; #732-067, Origin of kagok (Kugagwŏn version). But Yi Nŭng-hwa also
classified it as written by Maech’ang (Yi Nŭng-hwa, A history of kisaeng, 414).
578

For more detail, see Kim Chi-yong, “Maech’ang munhak yŏn’gu” (A study on the literature of Maech’ang),
Sudoyŏsadae nonmunjip (Collected Papers of Sudo Women’s Education College) 6 (1974): 19, 21.
581
Maech’ang’s poems written in Chinese were compiled in 1668, but, though one of her famous poems entitled
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Significantly, Sino-Korean poems written by renowned kinyŏ poets were often
enjoyed as a part of the entertainment at social gatherings hosted by the literati. As indicated
by Park Yŏng-min, the poetic competence of kinyŏ recognized by the literati was usually the
production of impromptu verse created by scanning rhymes proposed by the hosts.
Furthermore, the presence of kinyŏ frequently functioned as a medium for stimulating the
yangban to include indecent and erotic sentiments in group poetry compositions, sentiments
that were not encouraged in the normative literary custom.582 The general attitude towards
kinyŏ at social gatherings is found in the deploration of the kinyŏ poet, Iljihong 一枝紅: She
was always regretful that most of the officials did not notice her poems, preferring instead to
focus on her physical charms.583
The particularity of the kinyŏ’s literary expressions in Chinese was predicated on the
predicament of these women, who were supposed to follow the standards of mainstream
literary tradition from the position of a minority under the exclusive cultural hegemony of the
ruling class in the Chosŏn era.584 As mentioned earlier, my focus in this chapter is on the
very condition that required kinyŏ to speak using the master’s words. Here, my question is
how the internalization of dominant Confucian values and literary diction affected the
creation of the self-narratives of kinyŏ which contained the conflicting voice of the Other. In
fact, the literary representations authored by a few kinyŏ poets, such as Maech’ang (from

“Petals rained from the pear trees” (梨花雨) was attributed to Anonymous in the Songs of the green hills (#367,
Songs of the green hills (original version), 502), it was recorded as Maech’ang’s (#724-59) in other collections
including the Origin of kagok in the nineteenth century (The great compendium of Korean vernacular songs, 828).
582
See Pak Yŏng-min, “The review on the Sino-Korean poems,” 337–343.
583
知府在官四, 繼知府來者, 至今十餘年, 多愛色, 不愛詩. 紅每恨之 (Sim No-sung, Cheiljihong chiphu;
What is the meaning of tears, 206).
584
For a similar stance on this see Pak Mu-yŏng, “Kinyŏ and Korean classics,” 12–13.
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Puan) in the late sixteenth century and Kang Tam-un 姜澹雲 (from Kimhae) in the late
nineteenth century, both of whom left individual collections of poems behind, ostensibly do
not show a straightforward defiance against but rather an acceptance of the internalized
mainstream value system. This invokes the idea that kinyŏ could not step outside the
language of the ruling circles that trained and structured them within the rigid codes of social
hierarchy. However, the poems written by Maech’ang and Kang Tam-un in classic Chinese
present a rather complicated tapestry of the self-consciousness of the individual kinyŏ
struggling to be recognized by the dominant culture or to make a shift in the social structure
from their place on the margin. Other than working to galvanize social intercourse at
banquets, the literary activities of kinyŏ as self-expression, despite the fact that few have thus
far been found, reflect their struggle with the social environment that underestimated their
subjectivity.
Even the celebrated kinyŏ Maech’ang 梅窓 (1573—1610), who was good at singing
and playing the kŏmun’go and renowned for her poetic genius, shows her sense of alienation
from the world in one of her poems entitled “Autumnal sentiments”585
Ashamed at begging food and roaming all my lifetime, I have just lived in love with
the apricot blossoms in the frosty moonlight. / Without knowing my intent to live
calmly, people failed me, instead pointing the finger at me.”586

According to the preface to Maech’ang chip 梅窓集 (A collection of the poems of Maech’ang) (Puan:
Kaeamsa 開巖寺, 1668), the hundreds of poems Maech’ang wrote were well known to everybody. Many of
them were scattered, but 58 that were transmitted among the petty officials of a provincial town were published
as her individual collection (Kim Chi-yong, “A study on the literature of Maech’ang,” 4).
586
平生耻學食東家 獨愛寒梅映月斜 時人不識幽閑意 指點行人枉自多 (Maech’ang, “Autumnal
sentiments” 秋思, Maech’ang chip 每窓集 (A collection of the poems of Maech’ang) (Seoul: National
Library of Korea); Yi Nŭng-hwa, A history of kisaeng, 354).
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In this poem, Maech’ang expresses a deep remorse for the precarious situation of kinyŏ who
live at the mercy of their patrons all their lives. “The apricot blossoms in the frosty
moonlight” seems to represent her self-image, and stands for her wish to live with integrity
despite the harsh realities. However, her conflicts with the social prejudices against kinyŏ as
presented in the last stanza articulate the irreconcilable gap between inner self and outer
world. Distinct from the many love songs which were attributed to Maech’ang, this poem is a
text that gives voice to the otherness of the kinyŏ from the point of view of the kinyŏ herself.
On the other hand, a collection of poems written by Kang Tam-un in the nineteenth
century reveals the more complicated and delicate inner landscape of a kinyŏ who became
the concubine of a yangban named Pae Chŏn 裵婰 (1843─1899).587 The pieces in her
collection indicate that she formed a relationship with Pae Chŏn at the age of fifteen, but had
to part from him and thereafter spent all her time longing and waiting for their intermittent
reunions.588 Notable here are the preface, postscript, and review of her collection written by
a group of literati which praise her poetic style: “immaculate and lucid sentiment and bright

Chijaedang 只在堂 was the pen name of Kang Tam-un. Based on the dates found in the preface and
postscript of the collection, it is presumed that the collection of Kang Tam-un’s poems was published in the
winter of 1877 or the spring of 1878 (The prologue, A collection of Chijaedang Kang Tam-un’s poems).
As described by Pak Yŏng-min, Pae Chŏn was a literary man who interacted with a political circle of
progressive intellectuals and the royal family like Regent Hŭngsŏn (King Kojong’s father) in the late nineteenth
century. The preface of Kang’s collection was written by Yi Chae-gŭng 李載兢 (1857—1881), a brother of
Regent Hŭngsŏn, and the postscript was written by another putative literatus An Kwang-muk 安光默 and the
review was written by Sangwu 尙友. The publication of Kang Tam-un’s collection was made possible through
an arrangement of Pae Chŏn who had connections with royal families. For more bibliographical information on
this collection, see Pak Yŏng-min, “Kang Tam-un, myŏnggi ŭi naejŏk sŏngch’al kwa pibun ŭi sŏsa” (Kang
Tam-un, the reflection and indignant narrative of a talented kinyŏ), Uri ŏmun yŏn’gu (Journal of Korean
Language and Literature) 20 (2003): 229–236).
588
“I was paired up with him at the age of fifteen. / But we could not be together for a year / This morning in
front of a mirror / pulling out my gray hair, I feel that my youth has gone”;
十五爲夫婦/芳年未破苽/今朝明鏡裏/鑷白感年華 (“Sentiment” 感懷, A collection of Chijaedang Kang
Tam-un’s poems, 31).
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images,”589 “elegance marked with emotion, distinct from decadent sounds such as “Song of
Bamboo Twigs” 竹枝詞—one of the popular songs in the T’ang dynasty—but rather
comparable to the eccentric poetic styles of the middle and Late Tang Dynasty,”590 and “a
brisk tone erasing a feminine taste (粉脂) with features of loftiness and beauty.”591 What the
yangban writers were responding to were the sublime sentiments of a lady of the boudoir,
such as “immaculate” 皭, “lucid” 不滓, “bright” 燦, “profound” 幽, “elegant” 雅, “brisk”
瀏, and “lofty and beautiful” 嫣. Indeed, many of Kang Tam-un’s poems seem to present the
incarnation of the chaste kinyŏ enduring a long wait and isolation with moderate
sensibility.592 Significantly, however, Kang Tam-un’s self-representation in her poems
discloses the fragments of inner voices that could not be completely sublimated through the
internalization of dominant norms in her antinomic situation: fidelity for an unpromising
love. My point is that unconstrained passion and latent indignation were incessantly lurking
beneath her elegant, poetic style.

余旣披閱, 根情苗言, 皭然不滓, 燦然如畵 (Yi Chae-gŭng, “The preface of Chijaedang ko,” ibid., 20–
22).
590
金陵女士姜澹雲, 蓋有情而工于詩者. 天才儁朗早悟文章, 緣情諸作, 深得中晩之妙…
而其情之所貫輸, 則雖尋常懷人, 憶舊之作, 固不同于竹枝棗竿靡靡之響也. 顔其堂而只在, 蓋取只在,
此山之義, 則其婉戀幽雅, 矢一靡他之情 又可知也 (An Kwang-muk, “The postscript of Chijaedang ko”
ibid., 23–25).
591
音調瀏瀏, 一洗粉脂, 天姿嫣然, 如見其爲人 (Sangwu, “A brief review of Chijaedang ko,” ibid., 26–
28).
592
For example, in the poem about the moment her lover was leaving for Seoul to take the civil service exam,
the image of Kang Tam-un sending him away seems similar to that of a legitimate wife who devotes herself to
the success of her husband without complaint: “Wind stirs the waves and the horse stops at the river bank. /
Please do not worry even if it should be a long separation, / but achieve your dreams. / Illness has turned me to
skin and bones. / I dare not complain to you about my yearning. / The scent of orchid and musk is everywhere /
I wish the cinnamon tree would change
東風吹逆浪立馬碧江憤/莫愁成遠別努力致靑雲/消瘦元因病相思敢怨君/不知蘭麝貴要染桂枝薰
(“Farewell at the river bank” 送山朗赴試臨江賦別, ibid., 36). The following line also shows her adamant will
for love: “It has been a long time since I lost contact with him. But how strong my love for him is!”
音書久斷情何極 (“In the autumn night” 秋夜寄長安, ibid., 64).
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The poetic language of Kang Tam-un, who appears to embrace the norms and
aesthetics of high culture, reveals its complexity in the selection of particular motives and the
sporadic release of vehement affect which mark the heterogeneous traits of her poetic
diction. That is, her poems are built on unstable layers of feelings such as anxiety, obsessive
emotional flows, even destructive impulses, which arose from the mixed emotions of
yearning for her lover, endless waiting and frustration, her desire to keep love and her fear of
losing it. In “Sending a letter off to a far-off distance” Kang expresses her frame of mind
using a metaphor:
You are a tall banyan tree, and I am a vine / Our branches will embrace each other for
a hundred years / I fear that an axe will come in search of wood / What should I do if
it chops off the root of our love?593

In the first line, the speaker identifies herself with a vine that coils around a banyan tree—her
lover—signifying a strong wish for a union with him. But the second line represents her
anxiety over losing love through the introduction of an intruder with an axe who might sever
the intertwined plants.
The banyan tree and vine in this poem are examples of paired symbols, often natural
objects or animals, that Kang frequently adopted. Pairs such as butterflies, magpies,
mandarin ducks, and white herons as metaphors for happy couples evoke the loneliness the
poet feels due to the absence of her lover as well as her envy of other couples and her own
longing to be part of a pair.594 Furthermore, her poems are infused with emotions like

郞作高榕妾女蘿/百年纏繞在枝柯/生來怕近搜林斧/割到情根奈爾何 (“Sending a letter off to a far-off
distance” 寄遠, ibid., 56–58).
594
These subjects are expressed in poems such as “Sentiment” 感懷, “A pair of butterflies” 雙蝶, “A crooked
stream” 曲漵, “Sending a letter off to a far-off distance” 寄遠, “A broken dream” 夢斷, and “A light boat”
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resentment derived from the broken union with her lover, and unrequited love.595 In the
poem “Sentiment,” the lines “after weaving the silk fabric with the pattern of a pair of
mandarin ducks, / I will certainly cut it with scissors / and add two streaks of my tears. / My
lover, please embrace it” expose a deep-seated grudge against her neglected love, a sentiment
that is occasionally found in the kagok lyrics sung by kinyŏ in chamber music
performances.596
Kang’s elegant sensibility and the temperate nature of her poems both conceal and
reveal emotions in turmoil and anguish resulting from her situation as a forgotten concubine
in the local music bureau, as presented by her use of the metaphor “a withered flower felled
by the wind.”597 The psychic realism she captured in her poems can be explained using the
classic Freudian concept of the return of the repressed. In psychoanalytic terms, this refers to
“the reappearance in dreams, symptoms, or parapraxes of material that have been subject to
repression.”598 The repetitive representations of paired objects and the resentment and
anxiety hidden in the motifs of amputating the symbolic emblems of eternal love with
scissors or axes in her poems could be the emotional symptoms of a chaste kinyŏ whose
desire was interrupted and repressed by the ideological tools of the pre-modern status and
patriarchal structure.

輕舟 (ibid., 31–33, 37, 47, 56–58, 74, 75).
595
“I met a virtuous man when I was fifteen / We made all the promises when we first made love. / How illfated my life is! / I look back a separated wild goose [….] It is hard to back down on the promise. / The half
piece of a mirror sticks with the other half as if it were waiting; 十五逢君子 結髮意綢繆/那堪妾薄命
離鴻顧侶儔 [....] 折釵難孤約 半鏡合如期 (“Recollecting the past” 憶昔, ibid., 99).
596
織出元央錦/雙刀剪不差/添寄兩行淚/願君好摩挲 (“Sentiment” 感懷, ibid., 31–32).
597
殘花眞薄命 零落夜來風 (“Late spring” 暮春, ibid., 71)
598
Andrew L. Colman, Dictionary of Psychology [2nd ed.] (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 657.
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Poems about the anguish of a grass widow 閨怨 waiting for a husband in an empty
boudoir were part of the conventional literary genre produced by women writers from
yangban families who were equipped with the morals of the nobility, as well as by the kinyŏ
group in Chosŏn society.599 However, the poetic voice of the chaste Kang Tam-un presents
the essential faults in the aesthetic ground upon which kinyŏ poets stood, faults which, due to
their social vulnerability and humble births, forced them to rely on the master’s tools. In the
following sections, compared with these kinyŏ poets, I will look into the different kinds of
self-manifestation and strategies for social recognition that were devised by singing kinyŏ in
music venues and discuss celebrated kinyŏ who placed themselves at the heart of culture and
politics.

The Aesthetics and Affects of the Humble
Personal talent such as poetic genius, intellectual brilliance, or social skills, along
with moral character such as righteousness, loyalty, or chastity, were key for kinyŏ who
wished to gain the status of myŏnggi 名妓 (celebrated kinyŏ) among the yangban in high
society. The unrivaled model was the kinyŏ Hwang Chin(-i) 黃眞(伊) from Songdo. As a
poet and singer, her chivalrous spirit and elastic temperament when confronting a man of
power, along with her self-confidence, have been constantly referred to and transmitted as
exemplary over time—from the Chosŏn era to the contemporary period.600 But what should

“Grass widow” means a woman whose husband is away for a short or long period of time.
The literatus Yi Tŏk-mu recorded an episode showing the charisma of Hwang Chin-(i) that captivated the
literati as much as her self-assurance and influence did at the time; “黃昏入士人家. 士人於燈影旖旎之中.
見其妖冶. 心知爲鬼魅狐精. 端坐誦玉樞經不絶口. 眞眄睞匿笑. 鷄鳴雨止. 眞嘲士人曰. 君亦有耳.
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be explored more deeply is the way competency in the arts—professional performance skills
in music and dance—was involved with the intense identity politics of kinyŏ as a means of
affirming what they were and as a tool to enhance their social recognition beyond the
mythologization of the personal image of outstanding kinyŏ like Hwang Chin-(i). This is also
linked to fundamental issues of how music functioned as a language for building new forms
of communication across social boundaries and how musical capabilities created space for
humble people such as kinyŏ who positioned themselves as aesthetic beings.
Mastering artistic skills such as singing, dancing, and playing instruments to become
a consummate performer was a matter of discipline of the body in which the musicians input
a code of music as a different sort of communication system. According to the record of the
literatus Yi Ok, the famous singer Song Sil-sol 宋蟋蟀—a member of the music ensemble
led by Yi Se-ch’un 李世春 in the late eighteenth century—practiced singing every day for a
year under a waterfall until he trained himself to shut out the sound of rushing water and hear
only his singing voice.601
There are also records of the steps renowned female musicians took in order to train
themselves to be music masters. The Ǒu’s unofficial histories by Yu Mong-in includes a
story of a female singer named Sŏkkae 石介 who was a sŏngbi 聲婢 (a singing

天壤間聞有名妓黃眞者乎. 卽我是也. 因拂衣而起. 士人悔恨不可及 (Sigi 詩妓, Chŏngjanggwan chŏnsŏ
vol. 33; Hanguk munjip ch’onggan vol. 258, 31; DB of Korean Classics). Several sources from the unofficial
history books including Songdo kii 松都奇異 (Interesting episodes of Songdo), Ŏu yadam, and Sŏngong
chisorok 惺翁識小錄 (Unofficial histories by Hŏ Kyun) convey powerful images of Hwang Chin-(i),
particularly her flamboyant behaviour and intellectual prowess which were enough to emasculate the yangban.
See Yi, Nŭng-hwa, A history of kisaeng, 335–340.
601
宋蟋蟀, 漢城歌者也. 善歌, 尤善歌蟋蟀曲. 以是名蟋蟀, 蟋蟀, 自少學爲歌, 旣得其聲,
往急瀑洪舂砯薄之所, 日唱歌, 歲餘, 惟有歌聲, 不聞瀑流聲 (Kaja Songsilsol chŏn 歌者宋蟋蟀傳;
Collection of Yi Ok’s Writings, vol. 2, 242–243).
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maidservant who belonged to a private household) of Song In 宋寅 (1517─1584), the sonin-law of King Chungjong. In this record, Sŏkkae is described as “a woman with eyes like a
twisted arrow and the face of an old monkey” but was lauded as “a singing virtuoso with the
voice of the century.” Furthermore, Sŏkkae is represented as a maidservant whose singing
absorbed her: when she was obligated to draw water from the well or gather medicinal herbs
in the field she was so immersed in singing a song and repeating it all day that she forgot her
duties.602 Yu Mong-in attributed Sŏkkae’s success to her tenacity and hard training.603
Through the responses of high officials who praised her outstanding artistic achievements in
poems dedicated to her, the record of the literatus Sim Su-gyŏng 沈守慶 (1516—1599)
indicates just how much the private maidservant Sŏkkae was admired as a singer.604 These
anecdotes suggest that female musicians who were acknowledged as singing virtuosos 名唱
were able to occupy an exceptional position in terms of the formation of social prestige for
their art, despite their low status and gender.
Indications of female musicians’ sense of self-esteem can be found in other cases as
well. A biography of Kyesŏm 桂纖, a singing kinyŏ of Seoul, written by the literatus Sim
No-sung 沈魯崇 (1762—1837) contains the story of her distinctive trajectory as a female

石介者礪城尉宋寅之婢也 顔如老獲玃眼如燈明箭… 使石介戴不桶汲水 石介之井
掛桶井欄終日歌…又使之採藥 筐出郊野田中 多拾小石唱一曲投一石于筐中 筐旣盈遂曲出一石于田
盈而復者再三 日暮空筐 而回 受笞猶不悛 明日復如是 礪城聞而奇之 使之學歌 爲長安第一名唱 (Yu
Mong-in, Ǒu yadam (Ǒu’s unofficial histories, Poyu section), trans. Yi Wŏl-yŏng (Seoul: Han’guk munhwasa,
2001), 436–437).
603
吁天下之事勤而後成 豈獨石介之歌也歟 懦而不立何事能就 (ibid.).
604
礪城君宋寅婢石介善歌舞. 一時無雙. 洪領相暹作絶句三首贈之.
鄭左相惟吉盧領相守愼金左相貴榮李領相山海鄭左相澈李右相陽元及守慶連和之. 他餘宰相亦多和.
遂成巨卷. 兩娥以賤倡. 得諸名相之詩, 拔藝豈不貴歟 (Kyŏnhan chamnok 遣閑雜錄 (Essays in idleness),
Taedong yasŭng vol. 13, 131); DB of Korean Classics).
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singer and her strong sense of identity in relationships. At an early age, Kyesŏm began as a
singing maidservant for a distinguished family. She relied on a yangban patron named Wŏn,
Ŭi-son 元義孫 (1726—1781) for ten years, but left him suddenly one night because his
words, though not specified, were hurtful or humiliating.605 Her uncompromising spirit
rebelled against being disrespected by a man of power as was obvious in her reminiscence to
an invitation from Hong Kuk-yŏng 洪國榮 (1748─1780), one of the most influential
bureaucrats who coveted power under Kings Yŏngjo and Chŏngjo. At that time, Kyesŏm was
forced by royal decree to serve the family of Hong, a meritorious subject of King Chŏngjo,
and to perform at banquets he hosted.606 Kyesŏm received acclaim and rewards from the
audiences who were holders of high office whenever she sang, but her recollections of the
feast were not flattering:
Did they really love musical talent and have an ear for song? They must have tried to
flatter the powerful. The worldly concerns seem like a dream. The time with Hong
was really ridiculous. It still makes me clap and laugh out loud even in my sleep.”607
Her retrospective look at her reluctant performances reveals how Kyesŏm disliked
associating with people like Hong who blindly followed power, deeming them incapable of
understanding her music and recognizing her true worth. Her clapping and laughing address
her ridicule of their lack of musical sensibility from the stance of an accomplished
professional musician.

元侍郞義孫慕名而畜之. 旣十年, 一言不合, 輒謝去” (Sim No-sung, Kyesŏmchŏn; What is the meaning
of tears, 81–82).
606
時逆賊洪國榮新釋權, 家居縱樂, 賜丘史, 纖與焉. 曺牒促纖來, 纖不得已赴之. 從國榮遊宴, 卿大夫
滿座. 纖一歌, 輒爭賜金帛 (ibid., 83).
607
纖至今言: 此輩豈愛才賞音? 媚主人耳. 世事皆如一夢. 國榮時事, 眞一可笑, 夢仍拊 掌笑呵呵不已
(ibid., 84).
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On the other hand, Kyesŏm shows how she maintained integrity in relationships with
the people with whom she truly communicated, as illustrated by another noteworthy episode
in this biography about the special connection between Kyesŏm and literatus Yi Chŏng-bo
李鼎輔 (1693—1766), one of her patrons with a deep knowledge of and affection for music
and musicians, and her odd ritual at his death.608 When Yi died, Kyesŏm grieved for him as
if she had lost her father. Even after the funeral, Kyesŏm went to his tomb every day and
showed her sadness by repeatedly singing one song and wailing. Kyesŏm’s unconventional
mourning ceremony sparked controversy among Yi’s family because it was not a proper
funeral rite and because it was conducted by an unauthorized actor, a kinyŏ.609 Kyesŏm’s
bizarre behavior became an issue within the community, but her grief released her from the
deep sense of loss she felt for a patron who really recognized her music and supported her
musical activities, indicating just how intensely she was invested in her affective response.
I would argue that the firm sense of identity as a musician exhibited by Kyesŏm was
a shared trait among the kinyŏ acknowledged for their song and dance, both for the public as
well as for the yangban in the Late Chosŏn. A similar episode can be found in the Haedong
yasŏ 海東野書 (Unofficial history in Korea), which delivers a story of another eminent
singing kinyŏ, Ch’uwŏl 秋月 from Kongju, a member of a music ensemble led by Yi Sech’un. This record deals with the reminiscence of Ch’uwŏl about three unforgettable clients
who caused her to feel disheartened at chamber music performances, mocking the arrogance,

太史 李公鼎輔老休官, 聲伎自娛. 公妙解曲度, 男女諸善唱者, 多出門下. 最愛纖, 常置左右, 奇其
才, 實無私好 (ibid., 80).
609
李公歿, 纖哭之如喪父. 時國家進內宴, 設局, 諸妓日聚局肄伎. 纖往來朝夕, 視公饋奠…旣葬, 治肴
漿, 走省公墓奠, 一盃, 一歌, 一哭, 終日而歸. 公家子弟聞之, 責守塚奴, 纖大恨之, 自是不復至. 與俠
少遊, 酒酣 歌竟, 往往泣不自定 (ibid., 81–82).
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miserliness, lack of musical taste, and vulgarity of people from the upper-middle class in
music venues.610 On the other hand, there are the records containing a different type of kinyŏ
figure, for example, kinyŏ Unsim 雲心 from Milyang in the late eighteenth century, a
master of the Sword Dance, a particular kind of court dance at the time. Her episode presents
a noticeable affective response from a kinyŏ in a social gathering with a group of dilettantes.
Ch’ŏngsŏng chapki 靑城雜記 (Miscellaneous notes by Ch’ŏngsŏng Sŏng Tae-jung)
by literatus Sŏng Tae-jung 成大中 (1732—1812) includes an account of Unsim in her old
age, when she travelled to many scenic spots throughout the country including the Kwansŏ
(northwest) area where the local kinyŏ were all her pupils who specialized in performing the
Sword Dance.611 One day, when Unsim climbed the famous rock Yaksan Tongdae 藥山東臺
(one of eight scenic views in the northwest area), she looked up into the sky and exclaimed:
“Yaksan is the most picturesque spot in the world and I am the most celebrated kinyŏ. A
person is born but to die. I can die here without regrets at this moment.”612 Then she tried to
jump off the rock but, thanks to a person who prevented it, she escaped death. The writer of
this anecdote, Sŏng Tae-jung, estimated that what made Unsim win fame was her very
splendid p’ungnyu (elegant taste) and the grit she exhibited in this scene.613 The Ipyŏn’gi 入
燕記 (Peking Diary) written by literatus Yi Tŏk-mu 李德懋 (1741—1793) contains the

See Ch’ugiimnosŏl kosa 秋妓臨老說故事, Haedong yasŏ 海東野書; Sino-Korean short stories in the
Chosŏn period vol. 2, 205–208.
611
雲心, 密陽妓也. 選至都下, 劍舞名於一世… 雲老而徧遊名勝, 關西劍妓, 多其弟子者 (Sŏngŏn
醒言, Ch’ŏngsŏng chapki 靑城雜記 (Miscellaneous notes by Ch’ŏngsŏng Sŏng Tae-jung) vol. 3; DB of
Korean Classics).
612
嘗登藥山東臺, 下臨絶壑萬仞, 雲適醉矣. 仰天嘆曰, 藥山天下名區, 雲心天下名妓, 人生會當一死,
得死於此足矣 (ibid.)
613
雲之風韻性氣如彼, 故能擅名一世 (ibid.)
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same story complete with Yi’s evaluation of Unsim’s aesthetic sensibility and great spirit. He
conjectured that Unsim’s state of mind at the moment that she suddenly tried to kill herself
was as follows: “If I would jump off a cliff and seek death, it is because I cannot go on living
after seeing such a magnificent spectacle as Yaksan Tongdae. Perhaps, posterity would regard
it as admirable.”614
An intriguing point here is the way Unsim’s mountaintop aesthetic experience
corresponds to the term “sublime” in Western aesthetics, namely, the experience of an
overwhelming sense of awe or mixed sentiments of fright and enchantment inspired by the
grandeur and vastness of natural scenery.615 As discussed at the start of this chapter, in
classical Confucian rhetoric related to aesthetics including the “sublime” and according to
the principle of moderation, uncontrolled emotions and the concomitant pursuit of the
extreme were to be avoided. Furthermore, within the Neo-Confucian context during the
Chosŏn, more weight was placed on “the good” (ethical value) than “the beautiful” (aesthetic
value) as manifested in the embodiment of the sublime that was deeply associated with moral
cultivation and the preservation of social order. In this respect, the feeling of rapture about
nature that led Unsim to an ecstatic state and the impulse to take her own life is captured as
the affect, distinct from the conventional Confucian idiom. Rather, it is suggestive of a
Romantic sensibility (in the Western terms) that occupied its own aesthetic realm as a source
of self-awareness, breaking away from the moral imperative.616 Interestingly, her affective

登東㙜. 眺望之良久. 忽慷慨語曰. 後世若曰. 密陽雲心. 登藥山東㙜, 不勝其樂. 擲死于㙜下,
豈不壯哉 (Ipyŏn’gi-sang 入燕記-上, Ch’ŏngjanggwan chŏnsŏ (Complete works of Ch’ŏngjanggwan Yi Tŏkmu) vol. 66; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 259 (2000), 200; DB of Korean Classics).
615
For the dynamic structure of the sublime, see Christian Helmut Wenzel, An Introduction to Kant’s
Aesthetics: Core Concepts and Problems (New York, Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2005), 110.
616
The Romantic philosophy reached its aesthetic apex during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
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response was held in awe by some of the literati, including Sŏng Tae-jung, who regarded it as
part of her “splendid p’ungnyu,” and Yi Tŏk-mu, who described it as “a brilliant affair.”617
These responses display the way the senior kinyŏ Unsim engaged herself in leading a social
circle composed of a group of elite connoisseurs and musicians, embracing the transgressive
realms of p’ungnyu beyond the normative Confucian standards, expressed as a strong
inclination towards aesthetic enjoyment.
The record of Unsim exemplifies a sphere in which accomplished old female
musicians who mingled with yangban art lovers and musicians in social gatherings in the
Late Chosŏn were agents who were central to its cause, not just boosters of p’ungnyu for
their audiences or patrons. As Sara Mills argues, the dominant, single viewpoint of the
omniscient observer of a landscape that evoked a sense of the sublime—from the Western
aesthetic term—was conventionally taken by males.618 Interestingly, the sublime experience
of Unsim and her romantic urge as an affective reaction to natural beauty situates the
professional female musician in late eighteenth-century Chosŏn as an aesthetic subject across
cultural and social borders. Affect can be defined as the “audible, visual and tactile
transformation produced in reaction to a certain situation, event or thing.”619 In particular, it
is connected with the “body’s myriad inter-implications” that transform the matter of affect
into an ethical, aesthetic, and political task, by transgressing the boundaries set by “habitus,”

centuries in Europe when the emotional overflow and aesthetic experience were emphasized as a conduit of
awakening individuality (ibid., 115–118).
617
傳以爲勝事 (Ipyŏn’gi-sang; 200; DB of Korean Classics).
618
Sara Mills, “Gender and Colonial Space,” Gender, Place & Culture: A Journal of Feminist Geography 3,
no. 2 (1996): 704–705.
619
Margaret Wetherell, Affect and Emotion, 1–2.
For example, as Elspeth Probyn writes, “shame is subjective in the strong sense of bringing into being an
entity or an idea through the specific explosion of mind, body, place, and history” (Elspeth Probyn, “Writing
Shame,” in The Affect Theory Reader, 81).
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which is tied to “social relations, social class and social positions, and thus to forms of
distinction and opportunity.”620 In this way, the affective intensities found in the anecdotes
of the singing and dancing kinyŏ, including Kyesŏm, Ch’uwŏl, and Unsim, take on some
political implications as a way of self-manifestation, a challenge against the social practice
that predetermined female musicians as social Others. The shame and deep sorrow of
Kyesŏm, the mocking laughter of Ch’uwŏl and the enchantment of Unsim depict a sense of
self-affirmation that propelled them to confront social decorum, mundanity, abuse of power,
and the cultural hierarchy that assigned aesthetic privilege, even though these affects are not
clearly captured as social action directly targeted at the change of the established habitus
itself.

The Kinyŏ Struggle for Recognition or Autonomy
The distinguished singing and dancing kinyŏ who captivated audiences with their
artistic skills provide examples of women actively formulating diverse tactics to prove
themselves and strengthen their position in society. One of the strategies was for a renowned
singing kinyŏ to publish a collection of poems which were written by high officials or
celebrated literati and dedicated to a kinyŏ, as a way of expressing their admiration of her
virtues and artistic career. In the custom of p’ungnyu culture, a number of poems written by a
yangban were dedicated to an individual kinyŏ (贈妓詩) which, in addition to the usual

Gregory J. Seigworth & Melissa Gregg, “An Inventory of Shimmers,” in The Affect Theory Reader, eds.
Melissa Gregg and Gregory J. Seigworth (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010), 4; Margaret Wetherell,
Affect and Emotion, 3. Margaret Wetherell connects affect with the term “habitus” (suggested by Bourdieu).
That is, for Bourdieu, social actors are bound to social fields by a strong affective grip and feel the ‘weight’ of
the cares and concerns generated by these social fields with a great emotional intensity. For more detail, ibid.,
107–109.
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praise for her unique charms and talents of a particular kinyŏ, mainly served to express his
passion for her.621 However, what is more notable is that some kinyŏ collected the poems
dedicated to them with the intention to publish them. To do this successfully the kinyŏ
needed, first of all, to be a respectable figure who received credit for her arts and talents,
thereby establishing a wide network of yangban willing to write poems for her.622 From the
perspective of the yangban, paying tribute to kinyŏ might blemish their reputation, but for
kinyŏ, receiving a poem from a prestigious official or literatus was a way of proving her
worth and making manifest her influence in mainstream society.
One example of a kinyŏ who successfully deployed this scheme is Sangnimch’un 上
林春, who was active during the reign of Kings Sŏngjong (r. 1469─1494), Yŏnsan’gun (r.
1494—1506) and Chungjong (r. 1506—1544). Many records describe her as one of the
greatest kŏmun’go masters of the time.623 It is known that the move toward the compilation

Yi Nŭng-hwa classified 113 poems written by the yangban as hyangyŏmsi 香艶詩 (Love poems dedicated
to kinyŏ). For more detail, see Yi Nŭng-hwa, A history of kisaeng, 264–310.
621

The pioneering work on this issue was done by Chŏng Wu-bong. Chŏng illustrated the contour of the
collections of poems dedicated to specific kinyŏ, by analyzing and cataloging 20 types that have passed down to
the present (Chŏng Wu-bong, “Chosŏnsidae kisaeng sich’ŏp ŭi chonjae yangsang kwa munhwasajŏk ŭimi”
(The collections of poems dedicated to kiseang and their significances in cultural history), Han’guk kojŏn
yŏsŏng munhak yŏn’gu (Korean Classical Woman Literature) 18 (2009): 421–454).
623
The records of Sangnimch’un’s activities as a yŏak can be found in the Veritable records of the Chosŏn
dynasty under the reign of Yŏnsan’gun; 今日乃七月七日, 故進小宴于大妃殿. 夫小宴, 豈必如禮宴乎?
嘗聞, 自祖宗朝亦令妓女短粧入內. 今日之事, 亦爲上殿, 其令掌樂院員, 領妓詣宣仁門.
如完山月、上林春、廣寒仙皆善藝者也 (Sillok, July/7/1504/Yŏnsan’gun);
運平召南兒、爲君來、上林春充假興淸 (Sillok, April/17/1505/Yŏnsan’gun).
622

The literatus Sŏng Hyŏn described her as a top-class kŏmun’go master of the time;
典樂金福樂工鄭玉京尤善鼓. 爲當時第一手. 有妓上林春. 亦寢近之 (Yongjae ch’onghwa vol. 1, Taedong
yasŭng vol. 1, 561; DB of Korean Classics). According to the writing of a literatus Kim Chŏng-guk 金正國
(1485—1541) in the Hyŏn’gŭm tongmunyugi 玄琴東文類記 (Encyclopedic compilation of kŏmun’go
literature in Korea), Sangnimch’un was evaluated as one of three kŏmun’go masters of the time that included
both Kang Chang-son 姜長孫, Kim Chong-son 金從孫 and her performance was appraised as clear and
tranquil 淸和 (Cited from Song Chi-wŏn, Han’guk ŭmak ŭi kŏjangdŭl (The masters in Korean classic music
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of her collection of poems began when Shin Chong-ho 申從濩 (1456─1497), a viceminister under King Sŏngjong, wrote a poem for her. This poem subsequently led to other
poems dedicated to her by other reputed officials, which culminated in the publication of a
scroll of poems modeled on the rhyme of Shin.624 What is particularly notable is that
Sangnimch’un published the collection when she was in her seventies. The P’aegwan chapki
稗官雜記 (Miscellaneous records by a lowly official) by Ǒ Suk-kwŏn 魚叔權 includes this
postscript to the poem written by the literatus Chŏng Sa-ryong 鄭士龍 (1491—1570):
A kŏmun’go player, Sangnimch’un is seventy-two years old now. Her artistic
achievements have still not declined. But she puts down the kŏmun’go and sheds tears
when she is in sorrow recollecting her past days. Her kŏmun’go melodies convey
plenty of resentment. Whenever she visits me, she asks me to write a poem for her
with a view toward perpetuating her name in history. I take mercy on her earnest
request and compose a poem for her.625

This postscript suggests that Sangnimch’un was eager to entreat officials to write poems
about her for publication after she had left her golden days as a female musician behind.
This quote provides evidence that Sangnimch’un’s aspiration was strongly motivated
by her desire to leave her mark for posterity by ensuring that any success by a female
musician was commemorated. I note that her remorse in the latter period of her life and her
desire to leave a mark after her death had much to do with the marginal status of kinyŏ
belonging to the government who had illegitimate children. Children of kinyŏ born outside

(Seoul: T’aehaksa (2012), 30).
Kyŏnhan chamnok; 130; DB of Korean Classics).
鄭湖陰乃題一律. 其小引曰: 琴妓上林春. 年七十二. 有其伎不衰感傷舊事. 輒放撥隕淚.
故聲調多怨. 每來乞詩. 欲留名身後. 憐其堅懇. 爲書一律云 (P’aegwan chapki 稗官雜記 (Miscellaneous
records by a lowly official) vol. 4; Taedong yasŭng vol. 4, 768; DB of Korean Classics).
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marriage or as the offspring of concubine kinyŏ and yangban fathers were assigned the status
of their mothers on the basis of the Matrilineal Rule of Succession.626 It is plausible to
consider Sangnimch’un’s attempt to publish her collection as part of the kinyŏ struggle with
their social marginalization on the periphery of patrilineal family genealogy, regardless of
their career success in music circles. This focus on leaving a mark led to the building of
family pedigree through matrilineal descent. Indeed, some records demonstrate that
Sangnimch’un’s collection functioned as a sort of family treasure which was passed down to
her daughter Musanun 巫山雲, also a kinyŏ, after Sangrimch’un’s death; indeed, Musanun
went on to collect more poems to commemorate her mother’s life.627
The example of Sangnimch’un shows that the publication of a poem collection offered
a foothold for kinyŏ to receive social recognition from mainstream society based on their
reputations and the influence they attained through their musical achievements. But the
kinyŏ’s active pursuit of collecting poems dedicated to themselves also brought about their
deep involvement with specific political events. For instance, Chosaeng ch’ŏp 趙生帖 (A
collection of poems dedicated to Chosaeng) contains stories of the kinyŏ Chosaeng 趙生
from Hongwŏn, Hamgyŏng province (in the northeast) in the seventeenth century, who had
interactions with two eminent literati in 1617 and 1618: Yun Sŏn-do 尹善道 (1587—1671)

According to the National Code, the children of female slaves were assigned their mother’s social status;
凡賤人所係從母役 (Hyŏngjŏn 刑典, Kongch‘ŏn 公賤, National Code, 490). For the government injunction
that required that a kinyŏ’s daughter inherit her mother’s status, see Sillok, January/11/1505/Yŏnsan’gun).
627
The anthology of Song In 宋寅 (1517—1584), who was part of the royal family in the court of King
Chungjong, includes the note that Sangnimch’un’s daughter, Musanun, asked him to write a poem for her
mother after Sangnimch’un died; 春死而其女巫山雲. 能傳厥業. 又寶此軸. 求續題于搢紳間. 間以示余.
玆敢效顰云 (Chegogi sangnimch’un sigwŏn 題故妓上林春詩卷, Iamsŏnsaeng yugo 頤庵先生遺稿
(Posthumous works of Iam Song In) vol. 2; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 36 (1990), 106–107; DB of Korean
Classics).
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and Yi Hang-bok 李恒福 (1556─1618), who were living in exile due to political
struggles.628 Chosaeng, who was widely known in the northern districts as a kinyŏ with a
chivalrous spirit 義妓, achieved her goal of collecting poems from the two literati and their
followers by standing on the side of a political community that was banished from power.629
As indicated by Pak Chong-hun, A collection of poems dedicated to Chosaeng included a
total eighty-one of poems composed by more than forty writers who were exiled to
Hamgyŏng province. Many of these poems were written as late as 1694, almost eighty years
after Yun Sŏn-do wrote his poem in 1617 and Yi Hang-bok wrote his in 1618.630 What is
notable is that writing a poem for Chosaeng was not just intended as a tribute to her chivalry
but was also a means of strengthening solidarity among resentful political exiles. This
collection illustrates how a kinyŏ earned her social place in affiliation with the literati who
benefited from her righteous spirit, which contributed to the amplification of political loyalty
to their faction. But, with a similar motivation to Sangrimch’un, who aspired to leave a
legacy behind through her matrilineal line, the collection of poems dedicated to Chosaeng
was later supplemented and handed down by her two daughters, Yesun 禮順 and Sŭngrye

The preface of Chosaeng ch’ŏp describes the process of publishing her collection including meetings with
Yun Sŏn-do and Yi Hang-bok who moved to Hamgyŏng province and the detail Chosaeng received poems from
them; 趙生洪原官娼也 明惠有秀性 廢朝時有進士尹善道上疏極言 奸臣罪狀 遂安置慶源
趙以酒來慰曰 上舍之言固直矣恐非時也 尹以詩謝之趙之名一日而傳於洛下
厥後白沙李相國亦言事謫北靑 過宿而家 初不知爲趙之家 而翌日始知知題一絶与之 (Chosaeng ch’ŏp
趙生帖 (A collection of poems dedicated to Chosaeng), Haenam yunssi munhŏn 海南尹氏文獻 (Archives of
the Yun Family from Haenam) (Seoul: Kyujanggak), 20–22).
629
洪原老官妓 趙生 其名曾以有義氣稱 余北遷時 亦來見 曁余到三川 以書相間 其義甚盛 前所稱非
虗也 (ibid., 24); 義娼芳烈 今傳女俠風聲 亦然志士忠臣 俱寂寞傷心 六十二年前 (ibid., 28).
630
See Pak Chong-hun, “Hongwŏn kisaeng Chosaeng kwallyŏn Chosaeng ch’ŏp ilgo” (A thought on Chosaeng
ch’ŏp related with kisaeng Chosaeng from Hongwŏn), Han’guk hanmunhak yŏn’gu (Journal of Korean Classic
Literature) 44 (2009): 272–285.
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勝禮, and her granddaughter Wŏljunggye 月中桂 after her death.631
The figure of the established kinyŏ who gained acclaim at the center of political
affairs is more evident in the case of Karyŏn 可憐 (1671—1759) from Hamhŭng,
Hamgyŏng province. According to the record written by Yi Ok (1760—1815), Karyŏn was
incredibly versatile: she was good at poetry, accomplished at reciting Chu Shi Biao 出師表
(Two Memorials) written by Zhuge Liang 諸葛亮, singing, and performing the Sword
Dance, playing the kŏmun’go and the tungso, and even playing go and dice well.632
However, Karyŏn showed more proactive strategies for obtaining social recognition, not only
by proving her artistic excellence but by appealing to the literati through Confucian virtues
and actively engaging in political affairs between rival factions.
By the beginning of the eighteenth century there were four major factional groupings
in the Chosŏn political sector: the Noron 老論 (the Patriarchs), the Soron 少論 (the
Disciples), the Namin 南人 (the Southerners), and the Pugin 北人 (the Northerners). By
the first quarter of the eighteenth century, the Patriarchs emerged as the most powerful, with

仁祖朝先人承 命試藝北關過此地 次白沙相公韻增趙妓即戊辰端陽也. 今余巡到玆邑 其女禮勝二娘
以其帖來示 遂感而題 (A collection of poems dedicated to Chosaeng, 27–28). The description of, Yesun and
Sŭngrye, Chosaeng’s daughters, and her granddaughter, Wŏljunggye 月中桂 who preserved and transmitted
Chosaeng’s collection of poetry can be found in the records of Yun Sŏn-do 尹善道 and Yi Hŏn-gyŏng 李獻慶
(1719─1791); 趙娘有二女 長名禮順 年己未 次名順禮 年乙丑; 古有趙生者 乃洪原妓也 (Che
honghŏn’gi chosaeng ch’ŏp 題洪獻妓趙生帖, Kosan yugo 孤山遺稿 (Literary remains of Kosan Yun
Sŏndo); Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 91 (1992), 285; DB of Korean Classics); 自此文人墨客之過此者,
莫不贈詩賞歡之. 凡爲四大軸 趙生之女 勝禮二娘及其孫月中桂 珍藏而世守之 (Hwayungosan unje
chosaeng ch’ŏp 和尹孤山韻題趙生帖, Kanong chip 艮翁集 (Collected works of Kanong Yi Hŏn-gyŏng) vol.
1; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 234 (1999), 13–14; DB of Korean Classics).
632
咸興之妓, 有名可憐者, 顔色甚好, 性倜儻如也. 粗解詩文, 誦諸葛亮『出師表』琅琅也, 善飮酒,
善歌, 兼能舞釰, 能犓琴品簫, 能棊與雙陸. 人皆稱之爲才妓 (Pukkwan’gi yagongnon 北關妓夜哭論;
Collection of Yi Ok’s writings vol. 3, 106).
631
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the members of the Disciples in second place, while the Northerners and Southerners were
relatively excluded from key offices and, in general, relegated to minor positions.633 In the
political turmoil that marked the reign of King Sukchong (r. 1674—1720), Karyŏn
proclaimed that she would be on the side of the Southern faction against its rival, the
Patriarchs, at the risk of her life. Her political fidelity triggered the production of poems that
eulogized her as a chivalrous kinyŏ on the side of the Southerners.634 Yi Hŏn-gyŏng 李獻慶,
one of the literati from this faction, met her when she was eighty-three and wrote about her:
Karyŏn is innately so apt and wise that she memorizes what she reads. She has a way
with words, agile, and leisurely, when dealing with people. At midnight, she recited
Chu Shi Biao and Chen qing biao 陳情表 (Petition Stating My Feelings) by Li Mi,
“Songs of the Five Sons” 五子之歌 from The Book of Documents, and the chapter
“Shivering with Fear” 觳觫章 from Mencius. The sound was almost like a wailing
that contained resentment and complaint. It resonated with people, making them shed
tears.635

In this quote, Karyŏn’s repertories of represented classical literary pieces and famous phrases
from Confucian scriptures were exactly attuned to the themes and interests of Confucian
scholars, which included loyalty, filial piety, and good governance. Furthermore, this excerpt
suggests how the affect from her performance was transferred to sorrowful indignation,
touching the Southerners in their political distress. Another Southerner, Ch’ae Che-gong 蔡

James B. Palais, Politics and Policy in Traditional Korea (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1991), 15–16.
633

For the Southerners and the Disciples’ faction who interacted with Karyŏn and wrote poems for her, see
Chŏng Wu-bong, “Sipp’alsegi hamhŭng kisaeng ŭi munhakchŏk hyŏngsanghwa wa kŭ ŭimi” (The literary
representation of kinyŏ Karyŏn from Hamhŭng in the eighteenth century), Hanmun kyoyuk yŏn’gu (Journal of
Korean Chinese Education) 34 (2010): 364–382.
635
可憐年八十三. 歷叙疇昔. 意氣慨然. 夜深爲余誦孔明兩出師表. 李令伯陳情表. 五子之歌. 觳章.
其聲嗚咽怨訴. 令人隕淚 (Unogi karyŏn pujŭngojŏl 遇老妓可憐 賦贈五絶, Kanong chip vol. 1; Han’guk
munjip ch’onggan vol. 234, 20; DB of Korean Classics).
634
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濟恭 (1720—1799), Chief State Councilor under the reign of King Chŏngjo, also
appreciated her intelligence and sharp wit that awakened the literati, and called her yŏhyŏp
女俠 (the female equivalent of a chivalrous fighter) in his poems dedicated to her.636
When the Southerners were toppled by the Patriarchs and the Disciples in the
political confrontation of 1694 under the reign of King Sukchong, Karyŏn was intimidated
but never surrendered, saying “I would be a servant of the Southerners, rather than a
concubine of the Patriarchs faction.”637 Karyŏn’s willingness to support the Southerners and
exchange political opinions with them though it put her at a high risk suggests that she placed
politics at the forefront of her own life, more than just taking the role of heightening the
festive or heroic mood at the social gatherings of political associations.638 An accurate
assessment of Karyŏn’s deep involvement in the mainstream political community is elusive
because her marginal position limited her reach into the halls of power, perhaps even
relegating her to a cheerleader for one political faction. However, her image as an archetype
of the chivalrous kinyŏ—which includes the kinyŏ Chosaeng—along with her unfailing
political fidelity despite threats from the rival faction runs counter to the dominant iconology
of kinyŏ as haeŏhwa 解語花 (a talking flower), which suggested that courtesans were
available for picking by anyone.639

咸興老妓可憐. 年八十有四. 唱出師表. 誦古人詩什不錯字. 間以譚諧皆理勝. 足令人警省.
薦紳士以女俠稱之. 固也 (Si-chaep’il rok 詩-載筆錄, Pŏnamsŏnsaeng chip 樊巖先生集 (Collected works
of Pŏnam Ch’ae Che-gong) vol. 8; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 235 (1999), 146; DB of Korean Classics).
637
寧爲南人婢, 不爲老論妾 (Karyŏnjŏn 可憐傳, Myŏngmidang hwuich’o 明美堂彙艸 (A draft copy of
Myŏngmidang Yi Kŏn-ch’ang) vol. 4; cited from Chŏng Wu-bong, “The collections of poems,” 365).
638
憐之匿六鎭, 聞有南人 以謫來者, 必往候之, 尙與之爲黨論 (ibid., 365).
639
The idiom “haeŏhwa” 解語花 as “a beautiful woman like a flower” originated in the story of the Tang
Emperor Xuanzong (685—762) in which Yang Guifei 楊貴妃 (719─756), a famous Tang beauty and consort
of Emperor Xuanzhong, is referred to in this way. See Renyu Wang 王仁裕, Kaiyuan Tianbao yi shi
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My focal point, however, is that Karyŏn also proactively pursued the publication of a
collection of the poems dedicated to her, just as Sangnimch’un and Chosaeng did, with a
view toward recording her name for posterity. In the preface of Karyŏn’s collection,
literatus Pak Yŏng-wŏn 朴永元 (1791─1854) presented how desperately Karyŏn arranged
for the compilation of the poems, casting around for prominent scholar-officials who would
be willing to write poems for her.640 This effort raises further questions of the underlying
desire of the celebrated kinyŏ, including Sangrimch’un, Chosaeng, and Karyŏn, to realize
poetry compilations in their names, collections which were later transmitted by their female
descendants.641 As compared with the kinyŏ poets who were granted publication of their
collections of poems in the name of the accreditation and promotion of the yangban
community, kinyŏ who collected poems from male writers with no poetic gift earned their
place through their own musical talents or admirable characters or political loyalty and their
activities in social circles and on the political scene. Obviously, both groups demonstrate the
ways in which the kinyŏ gained social approbation from high society by enhancing their

開元天寶遺事 vol. 2; 教育部重編國語辭典修訂本 (retrieved from
https://pedia.cloud.edu.tw/Entry/Detail/?title=%E8%A7%A3%E8%AA%9E%E8%8A%B1).
Yi Nŭng-hwa clarified the usage of haeŏhwa as a metaphor for kinyŏ in a poem written by the literatus Yi
Kyu-bo 李奎報 in the Koryŏ period; 書生舊習眼猶寒/未慣繁華爛熳間/解語花來方始笑/不須黃菊鬪名般
(Tonggukisanggukjip 東國李相國集 (Collected works of Yi Kyu-bo) vol. 6; Yi Nŭng-hwa, A history of
kisaeng, 7). Haeŏhwa as a kinyŏ name can be found in the Sillok, January/11/1505/Yŏnsan’gun;
October/15/1617/Kwanghaegun).
“Karyŏn played the kŏmun’go well… Her name was widely known to the officials in Seoul. Whenever the
officials visited Hamkyŏng province, they wrote a poem dedicated to her. In her old age, she came to Seoul
three times. Every time, she looked for noted literati to obtain a poem from them. The poems she received could
fill a box and she published a collection of poems entitled Karyŏn ch’ŏp; 善皷琹… 始憐之名. 膾炙都下.
冠盖過咸. 皆有贈詩. 旣老三入京洛. 遍謁名公鉅卿而求詩. 詩旣盈篋. 彙而粧之. 是曰可憐帖
(Karyŏnch’ŏp pal 可憐帖跋, Osŏ chip 梧墅集 (Collected works of Osŏ Pak Yŏng-wŏn) vol. 13; Han’guk
munjip ch’onggan vol. 302, 500-501; DB of Korean Classics).
641
As shown by Chŏng Wu-bong, Karyŏn’s collection was also handed down to her niece, Sojŏng 蘇情, and
later, to the prefectural music bureau in Hamhŭng province, although it does not survive today. See Chŏng Wubong, “The collections of poems,” 446–449.
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personal assets. However, I argue that the act of collecting poems dedicated to them was
linked to the identity politics of the kinyŏ to actively manifest and reshape their marginalized
social position in a patriarchal social order combined with a status system. Chŏng Wu-bong
estimates that the compilation of the collection of poems and its transmission through female
descendants brought about the building of a matrilineal genealogy of kinyŏ that bequeathed
the pride of a celebrated female performer’s or kinyŏ’s family lineage.642 But here I would
like to raise the issue of how the making of matrilineal genealogy by kinyŏ in the Chosŏn had
complex social connotations.
In the biographical and literary reconstructions of virtuous kinyŏ written by the
literati, the kinyŏ’s matrilineal line was represented as a blemish to be erased in order to
enhance the integrity of her chastity as compared to the highlighting of the paternal line of a
kinyŏ who was fathered by a member of the yangban. For instance, among the nineteenthcentury narratives about the suicide of the virtuous kinyŏ Chŏn Pul-gwan 田不關,643 one
that appears in an unofficial history book includes the following phrase in her voice:
I am from a yangban family even though my father is a military official. Although I
am a low-class woman, my root is yangban. I cannot disgrace my father. I would
rather kill myself than stain the body my father gave me.” Then, she wrote, using
blood from her finger, “Chŏn Pul-gwan dies by jumping into the water,” and jumped

Ibid., 442–443.
A literatus Chŏn Wu 田雨 (1841—1922) wrote a biography of Chŏn Pul-gwan from Manpo (northern
area), who killed herself to refuse the demand to provide a new local official with sexual service, in order to
keep her chastity for the previous official who had emancipated her from the kinyŏ register. See Chŏn Wu, Chŏn
Pulgwanjŏn 田不關傳 (A biography of Chŏn Pul-gwan); Han’guk ŭi yŏlyŏjŏn (Biographies of chaste women
in Korea), trans. Yi Hye-sun and Kim Kyŏng-mi (Seoul: Wŏlin, 2002), 438–439. However, the narrations of
Chŏn Pul-gwan’s death varied in different versions, such as the town chronicle, yadam (unofficial history book)
biography, and narrative poem. For more detail, see Ji-young, Suh, “Women on the Borders of the Ladies'
Quarters and the Kinyŏ House: The Mixed Self-Consciousness of Kinyŏ (Female entertainers) in the Late
Chosŏn,” Korea Journal 48, no. 1 (2008): 151–155.
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into the river.644
In this text, which suggests the deep intervention of the view of the yangban in the
development of the narrative, Chŏn Pul-gwan’s paternal lineage plays a pivotal role in the
verification of chastity as the inner motive of her death: she was willing to sacrifice her life
in order to maintain the honor of her yangban father. But it is ironic that her name literally
translates as “her father Chŏn (全) has nothing to do with (不關) his daughter,” which
implies her father’s evasion of paternal responsibility. The reason the government did not
legitimize the existence of the children of kinyŏ was the uncertainty of paternity, which relied
on the rule that a kinyŏ was not allowed to have a legitimate husband.645 The narratives of
the virtuous kinyŏ Chŏn Pul-gwan contain this antinomic motif: in order to keep her chastity,
she was forced to find the root of her existence in a father who had abandoned her.646
The symbolic act of establishing the socially degraded and invisible matrilineage of
the female musician can be interpreted as part of the kinyŏ’s active identity politics against
their Otherness in a way that used their celebrity as a means of appropriating the authority of
high officers and scholars. However, the Matrilineal Rule of Succession codified in the
National Code (1485) and applied to the kinyŏ’s children was one of the population policies
reflecting the interest and expediency of the upper class, which contributed to maintaining
the number of nobi 奴婢 (slaves) in Chosŏn society.647 From one angle, to make visible a

Chŏn’gwanbul t’usubobanmaek 全關不投水保班脉 (Wherein Chŏn Pul-gwan jumped into the water to
keep her yangban integrity); Yangŭn ch’ŏnmi 揚隱闡微 (A Collection of miscellaneous stories), trans. Yi Sinsŏng and Chŏng Myŏng-gi (Seoul: Pogosa, 2000), 211.
645
官妓妾産, 不得從良者, 旣無定夫而不能的知故也 (Sillok, September/13/1439/Sejong).
646
“Wherein Chŏn Pul-gwan jumped into the water to keep her yangban integrity”; A collection of
miscellaneous stories, 210.
647
For more details about this issue, see Yim Hak-sŏng, “Chosŏnsidae nobijedo ŭi ch’ui wa nobi ŭi chonjae
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kinyŏ’s family line through the publication of poem collection paved a way to preserve the
legacy of a celebrated female musician for generations by bequeathing her maternal heritage
to her female descendants. On the other hand, the matrilineal succession of kiŏp 妓業
(kinyŏ’s duties) to their lawfully unacknowledged daughters was essentially the social root of
reproducing kinyŏ and perpetuating their status as government slaves. The maternal fetter of
kinyŏ was straightforwardly expressed by the kinyŏ Kang Tam-un in her poem lamenting the
death of the young daughter of her fellow kinyŏ: “Don’t be born as a daughter of kinyŏ / Be
born as a virtuous man of a good family.”648 The making of kinyŏ’s matrilineal genealogy
was likely to intensify the paradoxical feature of kinyŏ whose mothers were the source of
noble heart and abject body.
Interestingly, among the narratives of kinyŏ’s self-representations or identity politics,
there was a craving for autonomy on the margin that ran contrary to the desire for the social
approbation that was necessary to be part of the mainstream culture. The biography of
singing kinyŏ Kyesŏm by Sim No-sung includes this description of a mature Kyesŏm.
In her early 40s, Kyesŏm thought of going up to the mountain in adoration of
Buddha. After hearing that Kwandong (the middle eastern part) was noted for its
scenic beauty, she sold her ornaments—hairpin, ring, clothes—and bought an estate
in the backwoods of the Chŏngsŏn area in order to build a house there. When she was
about to leave, all the people in Seoul who socialized with Kyesŏm in the old days
tried to dissuade her from leaving. But, saying goodbye to them with soothing talk at
a farewell party, Kyesŏm sighed out: “You are truly trying to stop me from leaving,
but just think about it. I am not so old now, so you all cherish me. But if I get old or
die, you will surely abandon me. And then, it will be too late to regret it. Therefore, at
this moment when I am not so old, I will abandon you in order not to be abandoned
yangt’ae” (The changes in the nobi system and the lives of the nobi in the Chosŏn dynasty), Yŏksa minsokhak
(The Journal of Korean Historical-Folklore) 41 (2013), 78–79.
648
他生莫作娼家女/好向侯門做好男 (Kang Tam-un, “Lamenting for Ch’wihyang’s daughter” 代翠香哭女,
A collection of Chijaedang Kang Tam-un’s poems, 79–81).
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by you some day.” Immediately after saying this, Kyesŏm left on horseback. In the
mountains, and wearing folded hemp clothes and straw shoes, she came and went on
the hill and to the river with a small basket to pick greens and mushrooms. Then, she
lived a quiet life, chanting the Buddhist scriptures day and night.649
Here Sim describes the dramatic turning point in Kyesŏm’s life when she left the mundane
world and built herself a hermitage in the mountains in search of a Buddhist existence. It was
not a complete retirement; nor was it entering the Buddhist priesthood, because she was
intermittently called on to perform at official banquets whenever the government needed
her.650 But this record presents the way Kyesŏm used her prestige as a female singer to
expand her autonomy on her own terms and to its maximum.651 In her choice to be a
Buddhist, Kyesŏm can be seen as an existential fugitive who removed herself from all social
relations, worldly success, and even the social constraints imposed on all kinyŏ. Considering
her distinguished musical career, Kyesŏm’s conversion to Buddhism seems to be quite
unusual because it represented voluntary isolation from mainstream culture in the pursuit of
spiritual emancipation. However, it is evident that this was made possible by her career and
reputation as a successful musician, which afforded her material independence and freedom

年四十餘, 忽慕道, 有入山之志. 聞關東多佳山水, 賣釵環衣被, 買田, 築室于旌善郡之山中. 將行,
舊與京師子弟多止之, 纖置酒留歡, 語姁姁, 各敍別, 慷慨歎曰: 公等欲止吾行, 意甚盛. 但公等思之,
吾今未老, 公等尙憐之, 老且死, 雖公等必棄之, 至時, 雖恨無及. 吾今未老棄公等,
不欲老而使公等棄吾耳. 卽 曰 匹馬 行入山, 扱短布裙, 納藁屝, 手持一小筐, 摘蔬菜, 往來山巓水涯.
日夜念經法, 泊然自居 (Sim No-sung, Kyesŏmchŏn; What is the meaning of tears, 82–83).
650
As mentioned before, she was obliged to join banquets hosted by Hong Kuk-yŏng in 1776 or thereabouts
and, at the age of sixty she was asked to attend the royal banquet in 1795 celebrating the sixtieth birthday of
King Chŏngjo’s mother.
651
“At the time when Hong Kuk-yŏng fell from power in 1779, Kyesŏm was exempt from her public duties as
a kinyŏ—presumably at the age of 50—and she shut herself in a remote cottage near P’aju, Kyŏnggi province
where her artistic mainstay, Sim Yong 心鏞 (1711—1788), lived. Kyesŏm’s life at this stage is portrayed as a
life in seclusion; she was a female Buddhist who recited the Buddhist scriptures every day and ate no garlic or
meat.” 國榮黜, 纖免籍, 將歸山中. 沈侯鏞喜風流, 愛聽纖歌, 纖從之遊亦久, 侯郊居在西畿之坡山…
堂前治小圃, 種蔬, 洞中水田數頃, 傭耕自給, 斷葷血, 日誦法室中. 鄕隣稱菩薩, 以菩薩行 (Sim Nosung, Kyesŏmchŏn; What is the meaning of tears, 83–85).
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of mobility. In this regard, her aspiration and determination in search of autonomy represent
another version of the kinyŏ narrative that included various forms of identity politics.

The New Economy of Pleasure: Seoul Kibang in the Late Chosŏn
It has been said that Seoul in the Late Chosŏn emerged as a cultural city—not just for
the upper-middle class, who established social circles pursuing p’ungnyu, but also for the
commoners, who enjoyed socio-economic leisure that included an increase in the urban
population and commercial activities.652 According to scholars of economic history, Seoul in
the Late Chosŏn was a relatively big city with a population exceeding 200,000 and a market
which was vitalized in the process of trading and distributing the essential commodities of
the residents. But the urban population of the seven cities of Korea that had ten thousand
residents was only 2.5% of the entire population, and 85% of the country engaged in
farming.653 Nonetheless, it is notable that cultural goods were consumed by a wide variety of
people in Seoul in this period.
A series of poems by scholar Yi Tŏk-mu (1741—1793) titled “Poetry of a whole map
of Seoul” 城市全圖 presents a dynamic picture of a thriving city based on
commercialization and a variety of cultural activities that were engaged in by the

For Seoul’s urban state-of-mind and the cultural activities of the yangban and chungin from the mideighteenth to the early nineteenth century, see Sim Kyŏng-ho, “Chosŏnhugi sisa wa tonghoin chiptan ŭi
munhwa hwaldong” (Poetry gathering and the cultural activities of social clubs in the Late Chosŏn), Minjok
munhwa yŏn’gu (A Journal of Korean Studies) 31, Research Institute of Korean Studies, Korea University
(1998): 99–235.
653
Yi Hŏn-ch’ang, “Introduction,” Chosŏnhugi chaejŏng kwa sijanggyŏngje ch’ejeron ŭi chŏpkŭn (An
approach to finance and the system of market economy in the Late Chosŏn), ed. Yi Hŏn-ch’ang (Seoul: Seoul
National University Press, 2010), 30; Yi Yŏng-hun, “Sipkusegi sŏulsijang ŭi yŏksajŏk t’ŭkchil” (Historical
characteristics of the market in Seoul in the nineteenth century), ibid., 401.
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populace.654 For example, in one of his poems Yi portrayed the vivid landscapes of the
streets of Seoul by describing, in turn, the intelligentia enjoying social gatherings and
banquets that included performances by singing boys and kinyŏ, the shape of a white pagoda
at Wŏn’gaksa 圓覺寺 temple in the center of the city, a big bell at Hŭngch’ŏnsa 興天寺,
another temple, and the crowd that incessantly surged into the downtown area.655 In
particular, this poem’s portrayal of Seoul along the city wall in the late eighteenth century
presents the sensitivity and life patterns of the highbrow in this urban area, as distinct from
the emblematic images of the rustic literati enjoying an idyllic life in local areas in earlier
centuries. The white, fourteen-story Wŏn’gaksa pagoda was a symbolic icon of the social
circle of the Yŏnam group of leading urban intellectuals which included Pak Chi-wŏn 朴趾
源 (1737─1805), Yu Tŭk-kong 柳得恭 (1748—1807), Pak Che-ga 朴齊家 (1750─1805)
and Yi Tŏk-mu, who lurked on the fringe of the political scene and were not only all
prominent scholars but also art lovers with fresh cultural tastes.656
Hankyŏngsa 漢京詞 (Verses on the scenery of Seoul, 1790), a collection of serial
poems written by the literatus Kang I-ch’ŏn 姜彛天 (1769—1801), comprises 106 pieces
that depict the scenery of Seoul in the late eighteenth century, which was being

The production of “Poetry of a whole map of Seoul” was inspired by King Chŏngjo’s 1792 command that a
whole map of Seoul be drawn.
655
雅集誰家謳靑童, 良讌幾處舞紅妓, 亭亭白塔大圓覺, 層給遙空十四累, 興天大鐘雲從街,
傑閣堂中翼斯跂, 來來去去去又來 (Sŏngsijŏndosi 城市全圖詩, Ajŏng yugo 雅亭遺稿 (A collection of
poems by Yi Tŏk-mu) 12, Ch’ŏngjanggwan chŏnsŏ vol. 20; Han’guk munjip ch’onggan vol. 257, 279; DB of
Korean Classics).
656
An Tae-hoe indicated that the new poetic sensibility of the yŏnam group was influenced by such Chinese
poets as Yuan Hongdao 袁宏道 (1568─1610), who belonged to the so-called Gongan-school (公安派) in the
Late Ming and Wang Shizhen 王士禎 (1634—1711) in the Early Qing. For more details see An Tae-hoe,
Sipp’alsegi hang’guk hansisa yŏn’gu (A study on Sino-Korean poetry in the eighteenth century) (Seoul:
Somyŏng Ch’ulp’an, 1999), 325–375.
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commercialized. These poems include references to various cloth shops, market places,
gambling places and the wide variety of people found on the streets of Seoul, namely
merchants selling flowers, dealers in antiques and paintings, commoners, professional
storytellers who recited the popular novels to the public, entertainers, traveling theater
groups, singing beggars, clowns, and so on.657
In this chapter, my primary concerns are the music venues for entertainment,
including kibang, which flourished in the urban environments of Korea from the late
eighteenth century through the nineteenth century. The kibang was known as a form of
pleasure quarter run by individual kinyŏ where commercialized music and dance
performances were offered along with other diversions such as drinking, gambling, and
flirtation with female entertainers.658 The term kibang has been identified with ch’ŏngnu 靑
樓, hyŏpsa 狹斜, kuran 勾欄, kigwan 妓館, and hwabang 花房.659 According to the
Veritable records of the Chosŏn dynasty, the terms ch’ŏngnu and hyŏpsa signifying the
pleasure quarters emerged in the mid-seventeenth century. Ch’ŏngnu was portrayed as “a
pleasure quarter for enjoying singing,” or “a playground for debauchees and a violent
place.”660 As clarified by Kang Myŏng-gwan, hyŏpsa, (“a curved street”), referring to a
kinyŏ’s private home, and kuran (“the parapet of the palace or the bridge”), referring to “the

Han’gyŏngsa 漢京詞 (Verses on the scenery of Seoul) Chungamgo 重菴稿 (Collection of Chungam Kang
I-ch’ŏn) vol. 1, Han’guk munjip ch’onggan sok vol. 111 (2011), 443–449.
658
Kang Myŏng-gwan outlined kibang as a pleasure quarter in his pioneering research. According to Kang,
kibang were mainly located in Pyŏkchang-dong (currently, the Chongno area) and the Street of Six Ministries
(currently, the Kwanghwamun area), which were the central areas of Seoul at the time (Kang Myŏng-gwan, The
space of producing literature and art, 167–169).
659
Ibid.., 168.
660
殷相以名家之子, 且有文華. 而靑樓唱歌, 物議賤之 (Sillok, October/10/1667/Hyŏnjong);
靑樓冶遊之客, 冒居國子之任, 多士之羞, 莫此之甚也 (Sillok, April/26/1675/Sukchong); 靑樓摺齒之悖夫
(Sillok, December/23/1727/Yŏngjo).
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place of prostitute or actress in Chinese urban amusement quarters,” also designated the
kinyŏ’s residence during the Chosŏn.661 In the Verses on the scenery of Seoul by Kang Ich’ŏn, the term hwabang 花房 (or 花坊) was used as an equivalent for ch’ŏngnu.662
It appears that the kibang were the venues for kinyŏ’s private business involving
monetary transactions, distinct from the government-operated music institutions such as the
Royal Music Bureau and prefectural music bureaus. As hinted at by Yi Nŭng-hwa, the kibang
were a product of the urban entertainment industry in the Late Chosŏn when the market
economy was activated by the circulation of coins.663 Regardless of the possibility that the
kibang or a similar form of pleasure quarter existed in earlier times, it is assumed that the
emergence of the kibang employing government kinyŏ was the structural product of an urban
environment that began to commodify cultural and recreational activities. This assumption is
based on entries found in official documents after the mid-seventeenth century.664
What makes a precise characterization of the kibang elusive is the fact that various
features were dependent upon the ranking of the kinyŏ themselves, ranking that was assigned
in accordance with their artistic accomplishments and personal awareness level. The usage of

Kang Myŏng-gwan, The space of producing literature and art, 168.
捴是花房簿籍身 (Verses on the scenery of Seoul, 445). 靑樓曾是上頭迎 (ibid., 447). Another usage of
hwabang to mean a kinyŏ house can be found in an account written during the reign of King Sŏnjo (Sillok,
April/17/1585/King Sŏnjo).
663
Yi Nŭng-hwa, A history of kisaeng, 450–451. Two economic factors in the activation of a market economy
in the Late Chosŏn were the implementation of taedongbŏp 大同法 (Uniform Land Tax Law) beginning in the
sixteenth century which made cloth and grain significant taxation tools and the issue of fiat money called
sangp’yŏng t’ongbo 常平通寶 (Ever Constant Circulating Treasure) that started in 1678. See Yi Hŏn-ch’ang,
“Chosŏnhugi sahoe wa ilbon kŭnse sahoe sangp’um yut’ong ŭi pigyo yŏn’gu” (A comparative study on the
distribution of goods between Late Chosŏn and Tokugawa Japan), Chaejŏng chŏngch’aek nonjip (The Journal
of Korean Public Policy) 1 (1999): 69.
664
Kang Myŏng-gwan mentions that kibang had been part of the urban entertainment culture since the Imjin
War (1592─1598) and Manchu Invasion (1636—1637) (Kang Myŏng-gwan, The space of producing literature
and art, 169). But in order to make the case entirely credible, more evidence is needed.
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kibang is found in the Veritable records of the Chosŏn dynasty written in 1738 during the
reign of King Yŏngjo:
Buddhist nuns’ temples outside the castle are heretical. The screened rooms and dark
places in temples are being used as a nest for widows from a commoner’s house to
engage in lewd conduct. Let the administrator in charge of the castle phase them out.
In recent days, the teachings of sages for the literati have been swept away. Ch’angga
娼家 and kibang have become the favorite places for the literati to visit. Ǔinyŏ
(female physicians) and ch’imsŏnbi (seamstresses) who belonged to the court play a
pivot role of p’ungnyu in those places.665

This quote indicates that the kibang system was not monolithic as that of the kinyŏ. First, the
involvement of the accomplished kinyŏ such as ŭinyŏ and ch’imsŏnbi in charge of female
music in the Late Chosŏn court suggests that kibang at the time functioned as centrally
located cultural sites that embraced a high standard of music and dance. But the term
ch’angga 娼家, literally “place of the courtesan,” mentioned along with kibang in the above
passage, complicates the character of the kibang that presumably included the services and
roles of kinyŏ as female entertainers or courtesans. On the whole, kibang has been noted as
an entertainment space that presented popular music, served drinks, offered games such as
Korean dominoes, dice, and even gambling, through the intermediation of kinyŏ.666
These presumptions notwithstanding, it is hard to clarify what kibang actually were
because there is no documentation showing that the government authorized their operation
and because the fragmented materials referring to them do not fully explain their operating

郭外尼舍, 已乖斥左道之義, 而複房幽室, 便作閭寡淫奔之窟, 請東郊兩尼舍, 竝令京兆卽日毁撤.
近日士大夫, 名檢掃地. 娼家妓房, 便作奔走之場, 針婢醫女, 各占風流之案 (Sillok,
December/21/1738/King Yŏngjo).
666
Kang Myŏng-gwan, The space of producing literature and art, 167–169.
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mechanisms. In this chapter I bring to light the kibang as one type of Chosŏn music venue,
distinct from other pleasure quarters such as the general bars called chusa 酒肆 and the
saekchuga 色酒家, which were likely prostitution bars,667 which perspective I base on the
premise that the advent of the kibang had to do with a systemic change in music practice, i.e.,
the reduction in the scale of court music and the flourishing of chamber music performances
in private sectors beginning in the early seventeenth century.
In his poem Verses on the scenery of Seoul (1790), which consists of 116 lines in
classical Chinese using a form of a quatrain in which each line has seven Chinese characters,
the literatus Kang I-ch’ŏn captured a wealth of scenes from the kibang of eighteenth-century
Seoul which featured musically accomplished kinyŏ.668 First of all, his description is quite
concrete: he portrays the surroundings of the kibang as being in harmony with nature and its
atmosphere as enticing to the passers-by,669 and makes especial mention of the paper lantern
hanging in the entrance and the wine jars in the front yard.670 It is noteworthy that this poem
tracks the scenes in which the kinyŏ who were running the kibang in downtown Seoul joined

酒肆固有君七者, 以善釀膳名, 至今曰君七家; 小姬酒肆曰色酒家 (Yu Man-gong 柳晩恭,
Sesip’ungyo 歲時風謠 (Songs of seasonal folk customs, 1835); cited from Kang Myŏng-gwan, The space of
producing literature and art, 162. Yi Nŭng-hwa indicated that the saekchuga, which was a bar that offered the
services of chakpu 酌婦 (a sort of prostitute), came to the surface under the reign of King Hyojong (r. 1469—
1569) when the fiat currencies activated the market (Yi Nŭng-hwa, A history of kisaeng, 450–451).
668
The first line of this work describes a lively landscape of downtown Seoul: The intersection of Sŏdaemun
(The Great West Gate of a castle town) leads in all directions. / Under the Chonggak (Korean belfry) people
gather like clouds. / In one second- floor pavilion, a bamboo blind is hanging in the daytime. / Near the south of
Paeogae Hill (in Chongno), there is a loud noise; 四達交街接白門, 懸鍾閣下漸雲屯. 重樓日午垂簾子,
梨峴南頭閙一番 (Verses on the scenery of Seoul, 443).
669
The sixteenth line: In Tongsŏng p’alri (eight kilometers away from the castle in the eastern direction), deep
in the village/thousands of peach blossoms came out splendidly. / A new wine with clean and young green-lentil
jellies is being filtered, / no doubt people step into the drinking house next to the willow tree;
東城八里洞門賖. 千樹紅桃恰放花. 冷嫰靑蒲新漉酒. 絶須尋入柳邊家 (ibid., 444).
670
The seventy-fourth line: “The paper lantern is hanging on the edge of the eaves. / Each jar is cheerfully
filled with new wine”; 紙燈掛柳出簷端. 百甕新醅滿意闌 (ibid., 447).
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the regular music training in the court to perform their official duties as court musicians.671
One line presents how kinyŏ from the prefectural music bureau learned new music scores, the
performance techniques of the orchestral suite called Yŏngsan hoesang and the vocal
repertories which were popular in the chamber music field of Seoul at that time.672 This
scene hints at the possibility that these kinyŏ propagated the trendy music of Seoul to the
local music bureau when they went back to their hometowns and brought back provincial
selections when they returned to the city.
The poem also reveals the music repertories the kinyŏ were performing in the kibang.
One plays the kŏmun’go and then starts to sing the Song of spring sleep which was part of a
popular repertory of twelve kasa (narrative songs) performed in the kibang.673 Kang also
includes descriptions of instruments and music trends along with comments on performances
in the kibang. The mention of instruments such as the saenghwang (mouth organ) and the
Western zither (dulcimer) suggests that small-scale chamber music performances were staged
in the kibang, ones that did not use the samhyŏn yukkak (three strings, six instruments),
which was the usual instrumental make-up of chamber music performances in the Late
Chosŏn.674

The twenty-eighth line: In the Royal Music Bureau, there is a regular meeting for music practice. / Today is
the time specially for yŏryŏng (yŏak). / On the corner of a wall under a weeping willow, a crowd of people
gather as a fog hangs around. / The girls all belong to the hwabang”; 肄樂梨園二六辰 今朝別喚女伶人.
垂楊墻角人如霧. 捴是花房簿籍身 (ibid., 445).
672
The thirtieth line: (A kinyŏ) pulling her luxuriant hair into a bun in the Seoul style, / She was sent up to the
court from Hamkyŏng province this year. / After learning the music score and practicing it, she wants to play
the tune of Yŏngsan hoesang under the music master’s instruction; 新移京㨾理雲鬟. 選上今年自北關.
願學魚鱗延六譜. 敎師門下按靈山 (ibid.,445).
673
The seventy-sixth line: “Her icy and jade-like face was naturally clear. / At a young age, she met a man who
put up her hair in ch’ŏngnu / The sound of the kŏmungo goes on at fancy feasts. / She starts to sing the first part
of Ch’unmyŏn’gok”; 氷玉容顔本絶淸. 靑樓曾是上頭迎. 華筵琹篴無端逐. 先唱春眠第一聲 (ibid., 447).
674
The thirteenth line: “The thirteen tubes of the saenghwang originally make a clear sound. / The dulcimer is
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The poem also evaluates the singing voice of kinyŏ Maewŏl—who I presume to be
one of the famous singing members of Yi Se-ch’un’s ensemble in the late eighteenth century,
though this is difficult to ascertain—when mingling with the musical instruments.675 Kang
adds that he prefers the clear sounds of string instruments like the kŏmun’go—which refers
to chul-p’ungnyu (string ensemble)—to that of wind instruments like pipes, tae-p’ungnyu
(wind ensemble), which is similar to samhyŏn yukkak.676 Furthermore, this poem clearly
indicates that music performances in the kibang were based on the trendiest repertories in the
urban areas of Seoul. For example, Ch’ŏnggugok 靑邱曲 (A song of the green hills), which
Kang I-ch’ŏn particularly admires, seems to have been one of the popular instrumental pieces
in vernacular music; ch’ŏnggu 靑邱 literally means “green hill” which implies “Korea” in a
geographical sense. In addition, in the description of a kinyŏ who is playing the singang 新
腔 (new tune), I would speculate that singang refers to “a brand new tune” or the specific
tune like Saktaeyŏp called a “new sound,” which was prevalent in chamber music venues in
the eighteenth century with a fast rhythm that competed with slow tunes from earlier
times.677
However, Kang I-ch’ŏn’s poems depict the character of kibang as a place of work for
kinyŏ through which they needed to supplement their meager official salaries. For example,

made of iron strings, which were installed in a horizontal direction. / Recently, I understood the technique of
Chŏnggugok (Tune of Chŏnggu) / The song of kinyŏ Maewŏl harmonized well with the music”;
笙管十三韵本淸. 西洋琹製鐵絲橫. 近來解按靑邱曲. 梅月嬌歌許和生 (ibid.,444).
675
For the Yi Se-ch’un music ensemble, see Sino-Korean short stories in the Chosŏn period vol. 2, 205–208.
676
The eleventh line: “I enjoyed listening to the playing of the tunes of p’yŏngjo and kyemyŏnjo on the
kŏmungo. The clear sound and high tone of the kŏmungo is better than that of the military music band based on
samhyŏn yukgak”; 弄罷大絃平界面. 絶知淸越勝三絃 (Verses on the scenery of Seoul, 444).
677
The sixty-third line: “Hiding her face shyly behind a folding fan with a gilt apricot design, (a kinyŏ) plays a
new tune on the instrument”; 金畫梅花團㓒扇. 半遮羞面按新腔 (ibid., 446).
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different kinyŏ who were working in the kibang are represented, including a young woman in
her so-called “prime” who aspires to meet a good patron or a future husband in the kibang678
and a retired old kinyŏ who still has to work at a street market to make a living.679 The
representation of an old singing kinyŏ indicates that she no longer adorns herself because she
no longer has visitors, although her voice is still tempting enough to amuse people when she
sings the tunes of kagok.680
Kang also depicts the way kinyŏ serve and entertain customers in the kibang where
the clients enjoy various amusements including kolp’ae 骨牌 (dominoes, also known as
Korean mah-jong), ssangnyuk 雙六 (dice), and t’ujŏn 鬪牋 (cards) for gambling.681 One
line presents an image of a skillful kinyŏ who treats clients adeptly and sometimes confuses
them, overtly flirting.682 He also captures the agonies of a kinyŏ who was not easily able to
meet a congenial man among her clients and the moment she aspires to be free like a
peregrine falcon, breaking away from the labors of performing music and song in the

The sixty-fifth line: “After putting on make-up finely and fixing her hair, / as the sun sets, she greets a man
from a rich and noble family. / A double-layered blanket with embroidered flowers and a bright red candle. / In
a perfume of lotus, we spend the flying time”; 善調臙粉理鬖髿. 日入迎郞富貴家. 花繡重茵紅蠟燭.
芙蓉香裡度年華 (ibid., 447).
679
The fifty-fourth line: “In the old days, her look was beautiful like a flower, / She often served at events held
at the front of the court. /Now she has grown old and with her husband under the bell tower /She sells colored
threads and cosmetics for a living”; 昔時顔色勝如花. 行閣頭邊接待多. 老向鍾樓携伴侶.
色絲鉛粉寄生涯 (ibid., 446).
680
The nineteenth line: “Her moon-like eyebrows and cloud-like hair are not so neat / because nobody visits
her place. / Though she is old, the coquettish voice is still pleasing to the ear. / She is singing the tunes of kagok,
and it is as if spring comes near”; 月眉雲髩厭調匀, 不復門前訪有人, 縱老嬌喉猶宛轉, 一塲歌曲後堂春
(ibid., 448).
681
The twenty-ninth line for cards, the sixty-eighth line for dominoes, the seventy-fifth line for dice (ibid., 445,
447, 448).
682
The forty-eighth line: “A glass is full of good wine and the sound of song is resonant. / The spring rain has
not cleared off until late. / A kinyŏ is throwing her eyes at men all the time, but it is not clear who is the
particular man she has in mind”; 流霞滿酌匝歌聲. 春雨旗亭晩未晴. 驀地眉波爲阿那. 衆中輸欵不分明
(ibid., 446).
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kibang.683 In the last line of this poem, the kinyŏ gets lost in the sense of futility she feels
among the people chasing pleasure through music and dance.684 Kang I-ch’ŏn’s poetic
representation focusing on the kinyŏ’s worries and a feeling of alienation among her clients
marks the landscape of the Seoul kibang as seen through the eye of the kinyŏ, rather than that
of her clients in pursuit of entertainment.
The literatus Yi Ok also wrote a series of poems in classical Chinese entitled Iŏn 俚
諺 (Women’s songs), describing the customs of the kibang and providing concrete images
of kinyŏ in the Seoul kibang in the late eighteenth century. The fifteen pieces in the T’angjo
宕調 (Debauched tune) section capture the subtle details.685 What is notable in Yi Ok’s
poems is his description of the music genres performed in the kibang: kagok in kyemyŏnjo,
popular instrumental tunes such as Yŏngsan hoesang, Hujŏnghwa, which was the
representative tune of the sogak genre in court music that originated in the Koryŏ dynasty,
and the tune called Kŭmgangsan (Kŭmgang Mountain), which is probably a piece of music
from a royal banquet.686 Interestingly, the fourteenth piece depicts a scene in which a kinyŏ

The twentieth line: “At close range, it is as if we understand each other. /But, virtually, through the eyes, I
feel thousands of layers of distance between us. / I wish I could become a peregrine falcon. /and not sing or play
the kŏmungo any more”; 不遠相看若爲心. 眼中猶是萬重深. 此身只願如松鶻. 沒計歌呼沒計琹 (ibid.,
444).
684
The one hundred sixth line: “In a light jacket and trailing skirt, / the frowning face with eyebrows shaped
like a distant mountain / is entangled with worries. / How would it be possible to enjoy the extravagant music of
Seoul for one hundred years? / Stopping singing, she just watches the dancing performers”; 窄窄輕衫曳曳裙,
遠山嚬黛鎖愁雲, 那將百歲京華樂, 不博傳歌對舞群 (ibid., 449).
685
It is found that Yi Ok’s perspective on kinyŏ is based on his less normative viewpoint of human desire. Yi
Ok defines t’ang 宕, which literally translates as “debauched,” as the deviation from the norm, adding that the
affairs of kinyŏ and the kibang in his poems are not so different from The Airs of Zheng and Wei in The Book of
Odes as expressions of natural human nature; 宕者, 佚而不可禁之謂也. 此篇所道, 皆娼妓之事.
人理到此亦宕乎. 不可禁制, 故名之以宕, 而亦詩之有鄭衛也. 凡十五首 (T’angjo 宕調, Collection of Yi
Ok’s Writings vol. 2, 312–313).
686
拍碎端午扇/低唱界面調 (ibid., 314); 聽我靈山曲. 章有後庭花. 篇有金剛山 (ibid., 315).
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is singing Sadangga 社堂歌 (A song of the temple)—a type of chapka (folk song)—and
the monks from the audience chant a Buddhist prayer in reaction to her performance.687
These poems suggest that the repertoires of song and dance in the kibang covered diverse
musical genres, including the tunes of sogak in court music, chamber music, and folk songs.
It can be assumed that the kibang customer base comprised a wider range of social classes
including merchants and even monks—not to mention the yangban and the chungin group.
This indicates that kibang were dynamic music venues open to clients from different social
backgrounds, compared to the somewhat exclusive chamber music society which was more
attuned to the taste of the nobility or the self-sufficient community of professional
musicians.
Moreover, several of Yi Ok’s pieces deal with the inside stories of kinyŏ who
worked in the kibang.688 One of them describes a kinyŏ who runs a kibang but still has
financial hardship that necessitates an individual patron.689 Interestingly, the eighth piece
portrays the image of a kinyŏ who tries to position herself as a decent girl and a professional
performer bent on working all night.690 One notable point in the scenes depicted is the
existence of the chungin kibu, who were deeply involved with the operation of Seoul’s

“When I sing Sadangga, / the monks donate money. /When my song reaches its climax, the monks chant
“Namo Amitabha Buddha” (homage to the Amitabha Buddha); 儂作社堂歌. 施主盡居士. 唱到聲轉處.
那無我愛美 (ibid., 316).
688
For example, in the first piece, Yi Ok represents a tricky situation in which a kinyŏ was perplexed about
physical contact with a client in the kibang; “Please, don’t put your head on mine. / I am afraid that camelia oil
will make your clothes dirty. / Please, don’t come close to my lips. / I am afraid that the red rouge will smear”;
歡莫當儂髻. 衣沾冬柏油. 歡莫近儂脣. 紅脂軟欲流 (ibid., 313).
689
“Please, don’t try to buy me. / Now, I am worried about my poverty, though. / My three thousand beads cost
a little more than fifteen bundles of brass coins”; 歡來莫纒儂. 儂方自優貧. 有一三千珠. 纔直十五緡
(ibid., 313).
690
“People try to cultivate relationships with us / but we are really chaste women. /Every night, with an large
audience, / we greet dawn in a brightly lit room”; 人言儂輩媒 儂輩實自貞, 逐日稠座中 明燭到五更 (ibid.,
314).
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kibang. The ninth piece depicts the chungin kibu who came to the kibang, such as a military
officer in the Police Bureau wearing a uniform of narrow sleeves and pyŏlgam, and special
directors from the court who wore red attire.691 As mentioned in Chapter 3, the chungin
kibu in the Late Chosŏn were not just clients but also managers of the kibang in affiliation
with the kinyŏ in Seoul. Kang’s Verses on the scenery of Seoul contains a brief description
of the formality and manners of the clients who visited the kibang at the time.692 Indeed,
much literary material has outlined the asymmetrical relationship between the chungin kibu
and the kinyŏ in the kibang, implying that the former wielded their influence at various
points, managing the activities of the latter in royal ceremonies and private banquets, as
well as in the kibang. Some records indicate that the chungin kibu established the procedure
of humiliating a kinyŏ when she first introduced herself in the pleasure quarters as a way of
exerting control over her. The chungin kibu, who were called woeipchang 外入匠
(Sardanapalian men in the kibang culture), or woeyŏpchang 外獵匠 (people seeking the
bizarre), devised the formality of the kibang and seized the initiative of training kinyŏ using
insulting methods such as sexual innuendo or harassment.693
A popular novel in the Korean vernacular entitled Keusa (Preaching on folly), which
was based on a script of twelve p’ansori (narrative songs) in an entertaining and humorous
style entitled Waljat’aryŏng (Song of military officials), also contains the customs of kibang

狹袖皆捕校 紅衣定別監 (ibid. 315).
The seventy-fourth line: “For the people sitting at the table who arrived earlier, the latecomer just says
“hello” to them without exchanging names”; 試向坐中逢着處. 不通名姓問平安 (Verses on the scenery of
Seoul, 447).
693
For this issue, see Woeipchang kyŏksik 誤入匠格式 (The formality in the kibang), Akpu 樂府 (Collection
of music bureau poems), ed. Yi Yong-gi, trans. Chŏng Chae-ho et al (Research Institute of Korean Studies,
Korean University, 1992), 698–700; Yi Nŭng-hwa, A history of kisaeng, 19. For a detailed annotation of
formality in the kibang, see Chŏng Pyŏng-sŏl, I am a kisaeng, 145.
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led by the chungin kibu in Seoul. Interestingly, this novel deals with competition among the
main clients of kibang, chungin kibu and merchants for one kinyŏ and involving a large sum
of money. The protagonist Kim Mu-suk is as a military official in Seoul, a rich playboy with
a talent for writing, archery, gambling, and singing, and with a good ear for music and
p’ansori.694 The heroine, Ŭiyang, is a selected kinyŏ from P’yŏngyang—a yakpang kisaeng
(ŭinyŏ) who belonged to the Office of the Royal Physicians—whose looks and behavior are
comparable to such legendary beauties as Wang Zhaojun 王昭君 and Yang Guifei 楊貴妃
and who has become the talk of the town.695 Mus-uk spends a fortune to purchase Ŭiyang’s
freedom from her lowly class and finally succeeds in taking her as his concubine.696 This
text illustrates the way the chungin kibu might take the position of a kinyŏ’s husband or
patron, one that had usually been occupied by a member of the yangban, indicating that they
were able to compete with the yangban in terms of wealth and talent in the entertainment
district. The symbiotic but asymmetrical relationship between the chungin kibu and the
kinyŏ in the Seoul kibang remains elusive. But it can be assumed that the specific
management system enforced by the chungin community in league with chamber music
practice functioned to limit kinyŏ empowerment in the working conditions of the kibang,
though it is hard to prove how much structurally commercialized the kibang was at the time.
Nonetheless, Sosurok (Records of relieving woe), the anonymous account of kinyŏ
written in vernacular Korean in 1894, reflects the voices of astute kinyŏ in the increasingly
commoditized Seoul kibang. During an argument with a client who considered kinyŏ to be a

Keusa (Preaching on folly, Pak Sun-ho version), Han’guk hakpo (Journal of Korean Studies) 65, annotated
by Kim Chong-ch’ŏl, 1991, 212–213.
695
Ibid., 217–219.
696
Ibid., 226.
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source of anxiety because they solicited men and would ultimately ruin the country, a kinyŏ
named Okso responded as follows:
Don’t make fools of the kinyŏ like flowers on the street / Even though you try to pick
them, would it be possible to have them all? / We could be a wife of some fellow, /
would he own what we are? / We don’t follow nobles and high officials / and how
can we attach to ruffians? / Hey, all you wanderers! / Do you know the innermost
intentions of the kinyŏ in the pleasure quarters or not?697

Okso’s statement affirms that nobody could possess or dominate the kinyŏ completely, even
if they were of humble status and served in the pleasure quarters. What is notable in this
passage is that Okso portrays all kinds of male clients as opponents who do not fully
understand kinyŏ, whether nobles or high officials or ruffians. Targeting the clients succeeds
in making a typology of men from the stance of kinyŏ: they stereotype the kind of men who
frequented the kibang: aebu 愛夫 (congenial men); chŏngbu 情夫 (men of good presence
and wealth, popular in the kibang); mimang 未忘 (men who are not good at expressing their
love to kinyŏ); hwagan 和奸 (men who give unconditional love to kinyŏ), and ch’iae 癡兒
(foolish men who are enraptured by kinyŏ).698 This classification displays the dynamics of
the reverse gaze in which these women placed themselves as desiring beings, as compared to
the representations of kinyŏ as objects of desire, aesthetic appreciation, or moral

Sosurok (Records of relieving woe); Chŏng Pyŏng-sŏl, I am a kisaeng, 182.
According to the annotation of Chŏng Pyŏng-sŏl, aebu was similar to Zheng Yuanhe 鄭元和, the male
protagonist in a traditional Chinese novella entitled Li Wa Chuan 李娃傳 (The Tale of Li Wa) written during
the Tang Dynasty, while chŏngbu was modeled after Ximen Qing 西門慶, the male character in the Chinese
vernacular novel entitled Jin Ping Mei 金瓶梅 (The Plum in the Golden Vase) written in the Late Ming
Dynasty. Mimang was modeled on Zhang Junrui 張君瑞, the male character in a traditional Chinese story
entitled Ying-ying chuan 鶯鶯傳 (The Biography of Ying-ying) written during the Tang Dynasty, while
hwagan was similar to the male character, in the story of Maiyoulang du zhan huakui 賣油郎獨占花魁 (The
Oil Vendor and the Courtesan) from the Illustrious Words to Instruct the World 喻世明言 by Feng Menglong
馮夢龍 (1574─1646) written during the Ming Dynasty (ibid., 184, 186, 188, 191).
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enlightenment by the male gazers of the time. In this source, the affect of the kinyŏ is likely
to be somewhat cynical in the demystification of love and their lovers from a pragmatic
perspective:
Perhaps, / aebu or chŏngbu or mimang, these words might be all ridiculous. / Even a
man of talent, / who lavished millions on his beloved kinyŏ, / tried to sell her / in
times of destitution away from home. / Sima Xiangru called on Zhuo Wenjun at
night/ at her kŏmun’go performance. / But after all he betrayed her and Zhuo Wenjun
became so pathetic. / In the kitchen, firewood ran out, / in the shed, there was no
more rice. / Generosity comes from storage, / and the belly has no eyes. / Probably, a
rich man would be the best for us.699

This quote reveals the kinyŏ’s skepticism regarding intimate relationships with men whom
they met in the kibang, while discrediting the integrity of love found in the Chinese classical
idiom, particularly the legendary love story between Zhuo Wenjun and Sima Xiangru.700 But
the kinyŏ’s cool-headed perception of reality parallels the idea of “seizing the day” in the
kibang, which boosted the jollification of the men.701 The Sosurok, whose authors are not
identified, does not reveal where the representational strategies of giving voice to kinyŏ came
from or when they were completed. However, the utterances of kinyŏ in the Seoul kibang
present not only a narrative of desire imagined from the kinyŏ’s point of view but also the
melancholic outlook in the pleasure quarters, in which the commercialization of art and

Ibid., 194.
Zhuo Wenjun 卓文君 was a Chinese poet of the Western Han dynasty (2nd century B.C.). She was a young
widow who fell in love with the poet Sima Xiangru 司馬相如 (179—117 BC). She eloped with him, but he
ended up betraying her (Lily Xiao Hong Lee, A.D. Stefanowska, Sue Wiles, Biographical Dictionary of
Chinese Women: Antiquity Through Sui, 1600 B.C.E–618 C.E (New York: Routledge, 2007), 257–259).
In another chapter of Sosurok, a kinyŏ who receives a love letter from a man states that “across all the ages
and cultures, the wooing words of men are not trustworthy. In this somber world, who is the man that is in love?
Thinking of my old days, you men are all alike.” See Sosurok (Records of relieving woe); Chŏng Pyŏng-sŏl, I
am a kisaeng, 229.
701
“Time just passes as a white filly runs, and our life is just like that of the mayfly. / Without play, what can
we do? / What else is the man’s great pleasure except boozing and womanizing? (ibid., 194).
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intimacy as mediated by kinyŏ accelerated the disillusionment of erotic fantasy outside the
pre-modern family system in the Late Chosŏn.

Which Fantasy, Whose Desire? Interstices of the P’yŏngyang Kibang
One critical point discussed in this chapter is that the kibang of the Late Chosŏn was
a specific type of pleasure quarter that varied depending on the gradation of ranking of
individual kinyŏ and on locality. The kibang operating system in local areas was likely tied
up with the distinctive structure of the prefectural music bureau as compared to more
commercialized urban environments such as Seoul. While the Seoul kibang were usually run
by kinyŏ and chungin kibu, the private kinyŏ houses in local districts were operated by a
kinyŏ and her suyang-ŏmi 假母 (foster mother), usually a retired kinyŏ who took the role of
the manager of young kinyŏ. The official retirement age of a yŏak whose public duties
included performing music and dance at governmental ceremonies in Seoul was fifty, but in
fact the actual retirement age of kinyŏ who were registered to local governments as public
maidservants was sixty-one.702 In fact, accomplished kinyŏ who were known for their music
and dance skills became head kinyŏ in their sixties, and some were sent up to royal banquets,
as presented in the royal protocols of banquets. But for most of the local kinyŏ, retirement
meant joblessness with no financial support in cases where they had no personal patron or

According to the Comprehensive Compendium of the National Codes, the public slave before the age of 15
and after the age of 60 was exempt from public duty, meaning that their official retirement age was 61;
奴婢年十五以下六十以上者…. 免公役 (Kongch’ŏn 公賤, Hyŏngjŏn 刑典, Comprehensive Compendium of
the National Codes, 267). Pak Yŏng-min indicates that kinyŏ belonging to local governments were usually
exempt from their duties at 61 as seen in the case of the able-bodied male called Changjŏng 壯丁who had to
serve military duty up to 60 years old or other kwan-nobi 官奴婢 (government slave). See Pak Yŏng-min,
“The policy of prefectural music bureau,” 6–7).
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husband; therefore, the general route after retirement of senior kinyŏ was likely to be running
kibang with younger kinyŏ.
One piece of evidence of the different landscape in the prefectural music bureau is
Nokp’a chapki 綠波雜記 (Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang kibang) written by Han Cherak 韓在洛 (1775—1883) in around 1830. It covers the lives of sixty-six kinyŏ in the
Pyŏngyang music bureau and the kibang.703 In the preface, a chungin intellectual named Yi
Sang-jŏk 李尙迪 nostalgically describes the music bureau in P’yŏngyang as being full of
top-ranking kinyŏ and evokes the fabled female figures and storied pleasure quarters in
ancient China as follows:
The famous spots near Taedong 大同 River and the kibang in P’yŏngyang have
vestiges of the Jianghan district of Wuhan City 江漢 near the Yangtze River 揚子江
and the Hanshui 漢水 (Han River). Da di qu 大堤曲—the old poem in the noted
pleasure quarters of Xiangyang 襄陽 (a city in Hubei 湖北) in Han and Tang
China—is relived. It is likely that the legendary females, such as Mochou 莫愁—a
singer in the Tang period—by the lake, the famous entertainer Taoye 桃葉—Wang
Xianzhi (王獻之)’s concubine in the Jin dynasty—on the pier, one of four Chinese
beauties, Wang Zhaojun 王昭君 in the city of Jingmen 荊門 in the province of
Hubei, and Zhuo Wenjun 卓文君—a Chinese female poet of the Western Han
dynasty—on the mountain Emei (蛾眉), are all incarnated and are throwing a
handkerchief at the hill near the river. This is a place like the brass-pot which melts

According to the bibliographical details of this source, the author Han Chae-rak was a rich merchant with a
literary education from a decent family. As indicated in the preface written in 1833 by the chungin poet and
painter, Yi Sang-jŏk 李尙迪 (1804─1865), the basic scheme of the Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang
kibang was taken from Ban qiao za ji 板橋雜記 (Miscellaneous reminiscences of the pleasure quarters in
Nanjing, 1697) written by Yuhuai 余懷 (1616—1696) that dealt with the well-known pleasure quarters in
Nanjing and the courtesans in the Ming Dynasty. “Ban qiao” 板橋, which literally translates as “plank bridge,”
was a metaphor for “kibang in Nanjing,” while “Nokp’a” 綠波, which literally translates as “green wave,”
signifies “kibang in P’yŏngyang,” the northern city of Chosŏn (An Tae-hoe, “P’yŏngyang kisaeng ŭl myosahan
sop’umsŏ nokp’ajapki yŏn’gu” (A study on the Nokp’a chapki that described the life of kisaeng in P’yŏngyang),
Hanmun hakpo (Korean Literature in Classical Chinese) 14 (2004): 276-284; Nokp’a chapki (Miscellaneous
notes on P’yŏngyang kibang, Samsan isudang version), trans. Yi Ka-wŏn and Hŏ Kyŏng-jin (Seoul:
Kimyŏngsa, 2007), 9–26).
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the gold.”704
In this preface, Yi Sang-jŏk projects his imagination of the mythical beauties and historical
pleasure quarters of ancient China onto the kinyŏ in the P’yŏngyang music bureau, which he
represents as “a place of pure song and superb dance“ and “the prosperous pleasure quarters
for a thousand years” in history.705 Here, the P’yŏngyang music bureau is seen as a successor
to the legacy of the splendid past in ancient China in terms of the history of female musicians
and beautiful women, its locality and temporality notwithstanding.
The family business for generations is put in the bag of the saenghwang (mouth
organ) and in pipe scores. The reputation of the family shines on their high forehead
and beautiful eyebrows. They are learning to put on the make-up of the palace of the
Chu 楚 dynasty, and pulling their hair back into a bun. Wearing silk socks, they are
trying to emulate the Tang beauty, Yang Guifei 楊貴妃. The erotic dream is flowing
and four seasons are all the time likely to be spring.706

In this passage, the images of kinyŏ from P’yŏngyang overlap with those of the women in the
palace of the Chu 楚 dynasty (907—951) and the Tang beauties. This trans-historical
admiration of the beauties is combined with the aspiration of the male clients for a dreamlike
romance or eroticism that might have materialized in the local music bureau or private kinyŏ
house, the kibang. Yi Sang-jŏk’s impression of the P’yŏngyang music bureau or kibang
typifies the fantasies of highbrow male clients who longed for the enjoyment of a highstandard art performance coupled with erotic passion across spatio-temporal boundaries.
However, it is apparent that Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang kibang contains plenty of

芙蓉綠波名區, 靑樓洞府, 見江漢之遺俗, 徵大堤之古詞. 湖上莫愁 渡頭桃葉 荊門生長明妃. 蛾眉
幻出文君, 紛捐於江皐, 信銷金之鍋子 (Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang kibang, 40–41).
705
淸歌妙舞, 無非絶世, 窈窕之人, 綠浪紅闌, 自是, 千年繁華之地 (ibid., 42).
706
世業笙囊譜, 家聲螓首蛾眉, 高髻學楚宮之新粧, 羅襪效楊妃之遺制 奢雲艶雨 四季恒春 (ibid., 44).
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the local features of the kibang and different voices of kinyŏ as compared to those of the
Seoul kibang in the nineteenth century.
First, this source vividly describes how retired kinyŏ were deeply engaged in
operating kibang in P’yŏngyang. The record of Kangsŏn 降仙 shows that she was famous
for her artistic achievement and beauty in her prime, but later became a foster mother
working with a young kinyŏ named Hwawŏl 花月 in the kibang.707 In the case of P’aeok
佩玉, her foster mother is described as a biased, greedy, and temperamental person who
finally cast her out of the kibang without even hair accessories or a dressing bag.708 On the
other hand, Hwasim 花心 is an example of a kinyŏ running a kibang with her biological
mother.709 Interestingly, these women in P’yŏngyang are fine examples of how young kinyŏ
established kibang close to their local government together with senior kinyŏ or hometownbased networks consisting of their maternal family which included both mother and
siblings.710 Those who inherited the musical talent and legacy of their matrilineal line
particularly represent the self-respect of the celebrated kinyŏ with elegant taste, as discussed
before.711 Presumably, their personal and regional backgrounds provided local kinyŏ with
more stability and room for maneuvering compared to those who were temporarily in Seoul

降仙花月假母也. 以色藝噪名 (ibid., 149).
佩玉… 內蘊孤特, 有不屑流輩之意. 其假母偏愎. 又貪麵蘖, 苛責姬無虛日, 姬曲意承奉, 然終至迫
逐, 出門盡掠 其首飾粧奩, 姬隻影無所於歸 (ibid., 112).
709
花心 天然無修飾之態, 其母布羣纔掩脛, 而尙爲客謀酒款接 (ibid., 113).
710
There were five kinyŏ who had siblings in the P’yŏngyang kyobang: Chugyŏp 竹葉 and Chukhyang 竹香,
Sŏmyang 纖孃 and Nasŏm 羅蟾, Kukhŭi 菊姬 and Yŏnghŭi 英姬, Kyŏngun 輕雲 and Kyŏngyŏn 輕燕,
and Kyŏngp’ae 瓊貝 and her unidentified sister; “竹香 竹葉弟也,” “纖孃 羅蟾弟也,” “菊姬 英姬弟也,”
“輕雲 輕燕同母弟,” “瓊貝…. 乃與其兄入京城….” (ibid., 67, 74, 102, 121, 132).
711
For example, kinyŏ Suae 繡愛 and kinyŏ Ch’aaeng 次鸎 are seen as examples of those who had pride in
succeeding their mothers’ status and screening their clients; 繡愛工歌舞…以傳世樂籍, 自持頗高,
不輕見客; 次鸎 樂籍世家 沈詳不煩 無句欄輕薄之態 有閨門靜女主饋治産之象 (ibid., 69, 84).
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and were obliged to rely on the chungin kibu for their public activities and accommodation.
What is of further interest in Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang kibang is their
unique atmosphere as cultural salons, as venues for chamber music and social gatherings
exclusively for members in the local area who were in search of a taste of elegance in the
arts, unlike the Seoul kibang which attracted a more diverse clientele. For example, in the
record of kinyŏ P’aesŏngch’un 浿城春, Han Che-rak described his impression of her kibang
as follows:
When I visited Pijajŏndong (P’aesŏngch’un’s house), on entering after raising a bead
curtain on a moonlit night, she was neatly sitting upright without any movement, like
a cloud hanging high in the sky. When the musicians started to play the kayakŭm and
the piri, her pure song resounded around the pillars of the house. That day, Choe
Wŏn-gyŏng 崔元卿 sang a song and Hong Han-jo 洪漢祚 played the yogo 腰鼓
(double- headed drum) and Kim Cha-yŏl 金子烈 played the p’iri and Pak Ŭl-ch’uk
朴乙丑 played the t’ungso (large vertical flute) and Kim Ch’ang-ryŏl 金昌烈
played the kayakŭm. These are all master musicians in the northwest region. The
performance on that day was the best one by the masters of the time.712

This scene in which Han Che-rak found himself in the P’yŏngyang kibang is one of a
performance of a chamber music ensemble consisting of professional singers, instrumental
musicians and singing kinyŏ. It was almost identical to the chamber music venue in Seoul
except the performers were local musicians active in Kwansŏ province (in the northwest).
The image of kinyŏ as professional performers is frequently found in Miscellaneous notes on
P’yŏngyang kibang. In the description of Nong-ok 弄玉, Han recorded that “She practiced
tuning up the melodies with other musicians every day with a placable flavor which was her

浿城春… 余訪於篦子廛洞時, 夜明月搴簾而入. 姬凝眸端坐, 高雲不動. 少焉絲管交轟, 淸歌繞梁.
伊日席上, 有崔元卿歌, 洪漢祚腰鼓, 金子烈笛, 朴乙丑洞簫, 金昌烈琴, 皆以聲律擅名關西者, 極一時
之選也 (ibid., 105).
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distinguishing feature.”713
Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang kibang also contains the repertories of classical
Chinese poems including the songs from The Book of Odes, which were sung by kinyŏ in the
P’yŏngyang kibang: for example, Sŏmyang 纖孃 was good at singing pieces by the poet Su
Shi 蘇軾 (1037—1101) such as the first Chibifu 前赤壁賦 (The Red Cliffs), a modified
Korean version of Bamboo Song 竹枝詞 by Liu Yuxi 劉禹錫 (772—842). Ch’aok 次玉
was also good at singing the Bamboo Song. Pyŏktohong 碧桃紅 was good at reciting
Classical Chinese poems including “Seventh Month” 七月篇 in The Airs of Bin 豳風,
from The Book of Odes, Tengwang Ge Xu 滕王閣序 (Preface to the Prince of Teng's
Pavilion) by the Tang dynasty poet Wang Bo 王勃, and The Red Cliffs by Su Shi. Pyŏkto 碧
桃 was good at singing Chegalga 諸葛歌 (A song of Zhuge Liang 諸葛亮) and Ch’oeran
最蘭 sang Samaengga 三鸎歌 (A song of three nightingales).714 Compared with the Seoul
kibang, where a variety of popular vernacular songs such as kagok, kasa, sijo, and chapka
were widely circulated, the P’yŏngyang kibang as described in Miscellaneous notes on
P’yŏngyang kibang featured the recitation of Classical Chinese poems and prose, thereby
suggesting that the atmosphere there favored the more classical and highbrow tastes of the
yangban, though these functioned in a space of social entertainment that also included games
of dice and kolp’ae, and drinking.715

713
714
715

弄玉 媚秀澹雅… 日與曲師簫客, 評習聲律, 綽有殊致 (ibid., 136).
Ibid., 67, 98, 100, 131, 134.
最蘭 風致秀朗, 辭氣瑰軼, 呼盧抹牌, 無不精敏 (ibid., 134).
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<Figure 4> T’an’gŭm 彈琴 (Tuning the Strings of the Kŏmun’go). Painted by Shin Yunbok 申潤福 in the late eighteenth- early nineteenth century; The Collection of
the National Museum of Korea.

<Figure 5> Yŏndang yŏin 蓮塘女人 (A Woman by a Pond). Painted by Shin Yun-bok 申
潤福 in the late eighteenth- early nineteenth century; The Collection of the
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National Museum of Korea.
The women tuning the kŏmun’go [Fig. 4] and saenghwang (mouth organ) [Fig. 5]
in the genre paintings of Shin Yun-bok were probably modelled after kinyŏ in the
local music bureau or kibang.
Another noteworthy point in Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang kibang is that it
represents a majority of the kinyŏ as cultured, intelligent, and versatile women who were able
to write poetry and prose in Classical Chinese, paint, and do calligraphy as well as perform
music, which presents the kinyŏ themselves as an embodiment, rather than just catalyzers, of
p’ungnyu. The kinyŏ portrayed in Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang kibang include
excellent painters and calligraphers as well as good poets.716 Among them, Chukhyang 竹
香 was an outstanding poet and painter recognized even by the yangban society in Seoul.717
Notable is the way Chukhyang presented herself as a kinyŏ who belonged to the local music
bureau and kibang. Among her surviving three poems, “To write a poem for a picture of
orchids” 竹香畵蘭詩 shows her inner consciousness as a kinyŏ painter:
Orchid with the scent of a beauty, its old oath is gone cold. /Just coming back, I look
into the poem, Li Sao 離騷 (Encountering Sorrow). /Which place was Jiangnan—
where you had a feast and painted bamboo trees? In the west wind, Ma Xianglan with
such a desperate heart!718

Hyŏnok 玄玉, Myŏngae 明愛, and Ch’aebong 彩鳳 are described as kinyŏ with special literary abilities,
while Chukhyang 竹香, Yŏnghŭi 英姬, Chinhong 眞紅, Manhong 晩紅, and Ch’oyŏm 初豔 were talented
at drawing bamboo trees or orchids and at calligraphy (ibid., 60, 63, 74, 79, 82, 85, 89, 91).
717
According to the commentary by Hŏ Kyŏng-jin, Chukhyang directly interacted with the author Han Che-rak
and the most progressive literati of the time in Seoul, such as Shin Wi 申緯 (1769—1847), Hong Sŏk-chu
洪奭周 (1774─1842), Yi Man-yong 李晩用 (1802—?), Kim I-yang 金履陽 (1755—1845), Kim Chŏng-hŭi
金正喜 (1786—1856). Her poems and paintings were recognized and circulated in this aristocratic cultural
circle. Chukhyang’s three pieces of poems written in classical Chinese were selected for a collection of poems
published by chungin poets and entitled P’ungyo samsŏn 風謠三選 and a series of her paintings about natural
objects have been handed down to the present time (ibid., 21, 74–75).
718
美人香草舊盟寒, 還向籬騷卷裡看, 酒墨江南何處是, 西風腸斷馬湘蘭 (P’ungyo samsŏn 風謠三選
(Third selection of poems of the common people) vol. 7 (1857), eds. Yu Chae-gŏn 劉在建, Ch’oe Kyŏng-hŭm
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In this poem, Chukhyang portrays herself as someone who loved drawing orchids and
reading Classical Chinese poems, which shatters the stereotyped images of kinyŏ in pursuit
of practical interests or acting as temptresses in the kibang. What is more interesting is
Chukhyang’s yearning for the Jiangnan 江南 culture of the Ming dynasty and the
recollection of Ma Shouzhen 馬守真 (1548—1604; courtesy name Ma Xianglan 馬湘蘭),
a famous Chinese courtesan and artist in Nanjing during the Late Ming.719 Chukhyang’s
identification with Ma Xianglan, who also liked to paint orchids and bamboo trees and her
empathy for the courtesan, perhaps because of her position as a kinyŏ serving clients in the
kibang, suggest that Chukhyang’s frame of reference was directed toward the cultural and
artistic icons of the thriving Jiangnan 江南 area in Ming and contemporary Qing China
rather than the fabled figures of ancient China. This is commensurate with the attitudes of the
members of the progressive literati circle in Seoul, including Shin Wi, Hong Sŏk-chu, Kim Iyang, and Kim Chŏng-hŭi, with whom she had contact and who actively accepted the
advanced culture streaming in from the Jiangnan of Qing China.

崔景欽 (Seoul: National Library of Korea), 177.
719
Jiangnan—“south of the Yangzi”—refers to the super metropolitan provinces of late imperial China
especially in terms of population, urbanization, wealth, culture, and political importance. These provinces
included Shanghai, Anqing, Changzhou, Hangzhou, Nanjing, Suzhou, and Yangzhou. See Antonia Finnane,
“Yangzhou: A Central Place in the Qing Empire,” Cities of Jiangnan in Late Imperial China, eds. Linda Cooke
Johnson (New York: State University of New York Press, 1993), 122–123.
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<Figure 6> The fourth painting, entitled “A Day Lily and Butterfly” from A Painting Album
of Birds, Flowers, and Bugs 花鳥花卉草蟲圖帖. Painted by Chukhyang in the
nineteenth century; The Collection of the National Museum of Korea.720

At the same time, kinyŏ in the P’yŏngyang kibang of the early and mid-nineteenth
century enjoyed hobbies that included the latest trends of the yangban as well as traditional
cultural activities pursuing p’ungnyu, namely poetry, calligraphy, painting, and music. For
example, the kibang run by Yŏng-hŭi is described as follows: “In her place, she put antique
items for appreciation and calligraphic works on the table, and displayed hanging silk screens
of a straw color. All day, she was neatly sitting, burning incense.”721 To collect antique

A Painting Album of Birds, Flowers, and Bugs by Chukhyang consists of 13 paintings of peonies, roses,
lotuses, birds, butterflies, and bugs. According to the analysis of Chukhyang’s paintings by Hwang Chŏng-yŏn,
there is the possibility that Chukhyang accessed the Chinese new painting style and was influenced by an early
Qing painter named Yun Shouping 惲壽平 (1633─1690). Hwang also presumes that Chukhyang could have
been affected by the painting techniques of the Qing State through interaction with the literati Shin Wi and Kim
Chŏng-hŭi who were well-versed in the cultural products of the Qing. For more detail, see Hwang Chŏng-yŏn,
“Sipkusegi kinyŏ chukhyang ŭi <Hwajo hwahwe ch’och’ung toch’ŏp> yŏn’gu” (A study on <A Painting Album
of Birds, Flowers, Bugs> by Kinyŏ Chukhyang in the nineteenth century), Asia yŏsŏng yŏn’gu (The Journal of
Asian Women) 46, no. 2 (2007): 74–75.
721
居所緗簾排几, 陳設器玩書畵, 盡日焚香端坐, 經其戶寂若無人 (Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang
kibang, 63).
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items, such as books, paintings, inkstones, tombstones, and pots for appreciation and to have
a mania for collecting eccentric items were practices popular among the literati due to the
influence of Qing culture in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.722 Most
interesting is the way these activities reflect the hybrid chronotope of the P’yŏngyang kibang
as a cultural site at the intersection of the archaic legacy of a highbrow culture which had its
roots in ancient China and the newest urban culture of Seoul and contemporary Qing. This
raises a question related to the location of kinyŏ in that specific cultural topography as a mix
of a new urban sensibility across geographical borders and classical local sentiment based on
native customs: how could the kinyŏ in the P’yŏngyang kibang be represented as cultural
agents exceeding their predetermined social marginality and geographical remoteness?
The grounds for the kinyŏ’s ability to place themselves at the forefront of culture lay
in the institution of recruiting kinyŏ from the local music bureau for royal banquets, which
moved them between the center and the province and gave them new experiences, allowing
them to take the role of mediating music culture between Seoul and the localities. For
example, Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang kibang mentions that several kinyŏ from the
P’yŏngyang music bureau were called to join royal banquets: four of these, including
Chugyŏp 竹葉, Tanyang 丹陽, Ch’aok 車玉, and Kyŏngp’ae 瓊貝, who were sent to
Seoul to be actively engaged in chamber music circles,723 are identified in the royal

Kinyŏ Nanyŏng 蘭英 is represented as having a mania for collecting odd stalactites; 蘭英
有綽約不群之態, 性好奇玩, 余有乳石嵌空透漏, 姬自來懇求, 再三不倦, 可知其殊癖也 (ibid., 110).
For the Late Chosŏn mania of collecting antiques, stationery, books, calligraphic works, odd objects, and the
newly emergent taste for natural objects including flowers, plants, and stones, which spread to the various
classes from the yangban elites, to the chungin and even to commoners during the flourishing of urban culture,
see An Tae-hoe, “Chosŏn hugi ch’wimi saenghwal kwa munhwa hyŏnsang” (Hobbies as a cultural phenomenon
in the Late Chosŏn), Han’guk munhwa (Korean Culture) 60 (2012): 72–93.
723
竹葉…自言秋來入京都; 丹陽…前遊京洛崧陽間; 車玉…妾曾李學士入京; 瓊貝…乃與其兄入京城
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protocols of the nineteenth century.724 The record of Chugyŏp indicates how local kinyŏ
were inspired by travel to Seoul and encounters with famous female musicians at royal
banquets as follows:
In the fall, I moved to Seoul and I participated in banquets held in magnificent
mansions and beautiful forests. And I set out on a boat on the Han River with the
famous female musicians of the court. Seeing the sights of mountains shining in
bright light and pavilions that were like flying, I realized how splendid and beautiful
Seoul is.”725
Furthermore, the voice of Kyŏngp’ae presents the way the local kinyŏ tried to narrow the
cultural gap between Seoul and the provinces and utilized their visit to Seoul as a leap
towards further sophistication:
Even though my hometown is a sort of big city, if I don’t develop my ability, I will be
behind the times. If so, how can I overwhelm the world? At last, I came to Seoul with
my sister and took a look at the renowned female musicians and gleaned the music
scores produced by the Royal Music Bureau. On my way home, I stopped by
Kaesŏng (a city with scenic spots) and climbed Chŏnma Mountain and Pagyŏn Falls
with poets and art lovers. It opened my eyes and enlarged my mind. Since my return,
I have made progress in singing and dancing and have been more highly reputed.726

The description of Kyŏngp’ae reveals the aspirations of a young local kinyŏ to make her
name as a performer by keeping pace with the music trends of Seoul and continuously
improving herself. One of her tasks in Seoul was to collect newly composed pieces of music

(Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang kibang, 55, 97, 98, 102).
724
According to the bibliography and subject index of the royal protocols of banquets in the Late Chosŏn
compiled by Song Pang-song, the list of yŏak in 1829 includes Ch’aok and Hyŏnok from P’yŏngyang who
performed court dances and took the role of ch’abi yŏryŏng (event personnel) (Song Bang-song, Searching for
our music and dance, 294, 295, 299). The names of Chukyŏp and Kyŏngp’ae can also be found in the records
of royal banquets in 1848 and 1868, even though there are no indications as to where they were from (ibid.,
313, 326, 351, 362–363, 378).
725
秋來入京都 遊宴甲第芳樹間 與兩院諸名姬, 汎舟江漢, 見山川映發樓觀飛, 驚知京師之壯麗
(Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang kibang, 55).
726
吾鄕雖一大都會, 苟不廣耳目, 終歸於埜, 安能壓倒一世耶. 乃與其兄入京城, 縱觀一時名姬, 摸得
梨園新飜諸曲, 歷入崧陽, 與風流韻士. 登天磨窺朴淵, 以壯心眼, 歸而歌舞大進, 聲名甚藉 (ibid., 102).
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from the Royal Music Bureau in order to disseminate them to the P’yŏngyang music bureau
and kibang. This suggests that the experiences of local kinyŏ in Seoul, including travel to
other local areas, ultimately became sources of their success and self-improvement.
Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang kibang describes the kinyŏ in P’yŏngyang in the
early nineteenth century based on the subjective vision of Han Che-rak, a highbrow kibang
client from a rich and decent merchant family. A majority of the kinyŏ in this record are
portrayed as chaste ladies of self-esteem and womanly virtue, that is, individuals of
independent and upright spirit, which seems incongruous with the kibang as a pleasure
quarter.727 The P’yŏngyang music bureau was one of biggest local music bureaus in the
Chosŏn, a historic site known for producing a number of accomplished kinyŏ and, as such, is
exceptional among the prefectural bureaus. However, it is significant that the utterances of
the kinyŏ in the P’yŏngyang kibang as presented in the Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang
kibang are quite different from the relatively constricted images and sarcastic voices of those
from the Seoul kibang where the chungin kibu intervened in the kinyŏ’s activities, as found
such literary sources as Sosurok (Records of relieving woe), Keusa (Preaching on folly), and
Akpu (Collection of music bureau poems). The emotional landscape of the P’yŏngyang
kibang also includes the distress of those kinyŏ whose basic condition was to commodify
their physical and artistic assets in monetary terms in the pleasure quarters.728

For example, kinyŏ Iljihong sates: “To be a kinyŏ is my destiny, but I cannot retreat from what I think nor do
I surrender to others by nature. I feel unpleasant and get awfully cold whenever I see my fellow kinyŏ soliciting
customers at the gate of the kibang. If things do not fit my way of thinking, nobody can change my will, even if
they offer a basket full of gold and beads”; 枝紅…嘗歎曰, 妾之流落樂籍命 也. 性不能屈志降人, 浮沈流
輩 如見人倚門之態, 自不覺心寒色沮, 苟非吾心之所適, 雖以籝金斛珠 日 來相訪, 寧可以撓吾志哉
(ibid., 92)
728
The examples are found in the records of Nasŏm and Ch’aok: “Once, a certain young client snatched
Nasŏm’s ring and said obscene words about it. Then, Nasŏm took it back in rage and broke it. She straightened
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However, the descriptions of individual kibang in Miscellaneous notes on
P’yŏngyang kibang raise the question of spatiality in the P’yŏngyang kibang of the Late
Chosŏn from a cultural perspective. Han Che-rak describes the kibang run by Hyŏnok 玄玉
as follows:
I visited Hyŏnok’s house, called Osŏnggwan (Five castles), with my friends who
were talented at writing poetry. After hurriedly arranging for cleaning the pine tree
garden, Hyŏnok spread a mat under the flowering pomegranate. Then she played a
yusugok 流水之曲 (one instrumental piece) on the kayagŭm. After playing it, we
tried to compose a poem in Classical Chinese, passing the cup around. Hyŏnok first
improvised the line: “You, noble scholars, visit here because you feel pity for the
withering flowers.” Her poetic faculty was as remarkable as her song.729

Here the kibang is represented as a cultural salon for enjoying p’ungnyu through the medium
of poetry and music, which was managed and led by the kinyŏ herself. As indicated by
Zurndorfer, one of the most important locations where courtesans made their mark as
talented and amusing companions in Late Ming China was the garden. At beautiful, rustic,
and artistic sites, people congregated to enjoy leisure pursuits in the open air.730 In this way
the scenery of Hyŏnok’s kibang overlaps with the place of the talented courtesan of
refinement and artistic accomplishment in Late Ming China. But it is important to grasp the
“in-betweenness” of the P’yŏngyang kibang, which were neither spaces for formalistic feasts

her face and rebuked him”; 羅蟾… 有一少年 取其指環而作褻語, 姬卽奪環, 以如意碎之, 正色切責之
(ibid., 65); “When I went up to Seoul with the scholar Yi…. I enjoyed myself in wealth and honor. But I ended
up coming back to my hometown, and now I am living in a kibang like a flower on the street. How sad my life
is!” 車玉…. 妾曾以李學士入京….極富貴之歡, 復歸鄕閭, 作此墻花路柳態, 人生豈不悲哉 (ibid., 98–
99).
729
玄玉…與二三詞客, 訪姬於五城觀(姬室名) 姬亟命洒掃松檀, 鋪荻簟於石榴花下, 援琴奏流水之曲,
曲終壺觴酒 數巡, 分韻賦詩. 姬先吟一句 曰 群賢來意屬晩花. 其綺腸穎發, 非特聲律而已也 (ibid.,
59–60).
730
Harriet T. Zurndorfer, “Prostitutes and Courtesans in the Confucian Moral Universe of Late Ming China
(1550—1644),” IRSH 56 (2011): 202–203.
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ruled by Confucian rites nor entirely commercialized spots, as compared with the bustling
urban Jiangnan theater district of Late Ming and Qing China or the overwhelmingly
prosperous pleasure quarters of Tokugawa Japan.731
I argue that the specific position of those who translocated themselves across the
disparate boundaries into such venues as royal banquets and chamber music practice
promoted by professional musicians was the key factor in establishing the P’yŏngyang
kibang as a somewhat autonomous territory for kinyŏ who accumulated cultural capabilities
in the music sectors. In particular, the amalgamated identity that sustained them as
professional musicians is evidenced by the authority or dignity of the kinyŏ as performers
who overwhelmed the clients in the kibang. For example, when Han Che-rak asked Pyŏkto
碧桃 to sing her signature song Chegalga (A song of Zhuge Liang) she gently declined,
asking “How can everybody listen to this song?”732 The representation of kinyŏ as aesthetic
subjects and independent agents in the Miscellaneous notes on P’yŏngyang kibang perhaps
includes another fantasy of their highbrow male clients. However, those contested images—
musician, courtesan, planner of self-initiated lives—embody the multifaceted portrait of the
established kinyŏ in nineteenth century Chosŏn. I argue that the images of kinyŏ in the
P’yŏngyang kibang substantiate that the differences and gaps among kinyŏ depending on

Yi Hŏn-ch’ang argued that, as compared with Japan where the urban population exceeded 15% of the total
population in the mid-seventeenth century, the urban population in cities with 5, 000 people was only 3.4% of
the whole population in Korea in the mid-nineteenth century (Yi Hŏn-ch’ang, “A comparative study on the
distribution of goods,” 81; Yi Hŏn-ch’ang, “Introduction,” 23–25). Yi Yŏng-hun also claimed that the structure
of the market in Seoul in the Late Chosŏn was not so active in terms of the diversification of commodities and
manufacturability and was, thus, unlike the dynamic commercialization of Japan that began in the mideighteenth century. It is said that Seoul in the nineteenth century remained an administrative city, and did not
become a commercial city (Yi Yŏng-hun, “Historical characteristics of market in Seoul,” 401, 434–436).
731

碧桃…守喜聽其諸葛歌一闋, 余要姬歌之, 姬笑曰 此曲豈可以人人聽耶. 一座大哄 (Miscellaneous
notes on P’yŏngyang kibang, 131).
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personal accomplishments and regions intensified the gradation of their rankings and
consequently accelerated the bifurcation of ki 妓 (as female musicians) and 娼 (as
courtesans) at the end of the nineteenth century.

Conclusion
To uncover the reality of kinyŏ as part of the Chosŏn era social institution whose
official duty was to perform music and dance, we need to disentangle complex layers of
cultural representation. In this chapter, questioning the representational frames of kinyŏ
which conceal myriad ruptures, I have attempted to untangle the jumble of desires and voices
less examined in the dominant studies of yŏak or kinyŏ from the privileged or institutionalbased viewpoint of “the representer” of the Chosŏn period and even of contemporary
scholarship. Intersecting the diverse spectrum of cultural domains found in official
documents, unofficial history books, literature, and personal records, I have explored kinyŏ’s
self-narratives, which included their struggles and challenges as “in-between” beings with
noble hearts and abject bodies, not effectively commensurate with the dominant discourses.
The narratives of the established female performers who made their names as poets or
musicians delve into the issue of the identity politics of kinyŏ in the face of the predicaments
due to their social otherness. Those hitherto unexplored stories also contain contradictory and
ambivalent facets in their (con) textual layers. It was crucial for kinyŏ to have poetic skills if
they wished to gain social recognition from high society, but such skills functioned more
often than not as a catalyst for boosting the entertainment in social gatherings hosted by male
yangban. Poems written by kinyŏ were, in a fragmented manner, circulated as song texts, but
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with little regard for their authorship. The self-representation of kinyŏ poets who left their
own poetry collections has a double layer: on one hand, the poems appear to internalize the
dominant values, relying on the literary conventions and cultural privileges of the ruling
elites, but examined more closely the texts expose the contradictory emotions that reflect the
inner conflicts of kinyŏ in their vulnerable position. More active forms of identity politics are
found in traces of accomplished kinyŏ, which bring to light the varied desires of female
performers who strove to prove their social presence within mainstream society or,
conversely, to seek alternative ways of living away from mainstream values. These divergent
paths demonstrate how the personal capabilities of kinyŏ and their influence over the public
as female musicians created an aperture that led to the reshaping of their marginalized
condition.
Lastly, I examined the positionality of those women who were engaged in economic
activities in the kibang, one type of pleasure quarter in the Late Chosŏn featuring a high level
of music performance by kinyŏ. My finding is that kibang were part of the music venues in
urban areas with varied terrain that operated differently according to region and the kinyŏ’s
individual capabilities, including artistic accomplishments and reputation. The specific
positionality of kinyŏ in the Late Chosŏn who adopted various social personas at the
intersection of royal events, local government ceremonies, and the pleasure quarters reveals
both insecurity and fluidity in terms of the construction of gender identity. Kibang were a site
for the amusement and erotic pleasure of urban males, but also an essential workplace for
kinyŏ, who used their chief assets as professional musicians to gain money and (to some
degree) status. It seems that the disparity of the kibang, ranging from commercialized
entertainment zones in Seoul to a more sophisticated cultural salon in P’yŏngyang, widened
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in the nineteenth century in tandem with a deepening gradation of the kinyŏ themselves,
which resulted in hierarchy contingent on musical caliber, social skills, and abilities. I argue
that it was not until the end of the Chosŏn dynasty that regionally different kibang became
the dominant mechanism that led to the standardization of all kinyŏ as part of the urban
entertainment industry.
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Conclusion: Supplementing Confucian Values and Beyond

This dissertation has investigated the emergence of the vernacular genre known as
chamber music in Late Chosŏn Korea and looked at the chamber music community, which
comprised a variety of professional musicians, including female musicians. Considering the
issues of music and musicians as a cultural topic, I explored the reasons behind the
flourishing of chamber music, a flourishing that brought about a rediscovery of emotion and
a reshaping of aesthetic communion through music in contestation with the (Neo-)
Confucian frame, which had been modulating the ideas and policies of music
throughout the Chosŏn period. Furthermore, I shed light on the driving forces behind the
creation of chamber music scenes that located musicians from the less privileged class at the
front of cultural production, focusing on social relations among performers, patron groups,
and audiences. My key findings and contributions include my examination and analysis of
three substantial subjects related to vernacular music and professional musicians.
The first subject I examined was the ways in which music discourses based on
Confucian ideas designed conceptual distinctions related to music in the process of
institutionalizing a-ak (Confucian ritual music) as orthodox. This investigation included the
cultural representation of the Yellow Bell pitch—the basic pitch of the Chinese tonal
system—which took root as an emblem of the musical absolute, the embodiment of
Confucian ideals, among the Confucian scholars. My analysis revealed that the Yellow Bell
pitch was a mobile term that led to semantic variations in tandem with the change in
scholars’ perception over time. This includes the de-canonization of the Yellow Bell pitch
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found in an argument by a literatus that entailed the revising of the “proper tune” according
to local Korean standards in the Late Chosŏn. I argue that the reappraisal of the Yellow Bell
pitch and the “proper tune” as signifiers of ideal music were linked with the social and
intellectual climate of the Late Chosŏn, which fostered the revaluation of vernacular song
despite the pervasive influence of Confucian orthodoxy on music.
The second issue was the taxonomy of court music in the Chosŏn period, a
classification that reveals the complex terrain of music discourses in the codification of a-ak
including the arrangement of aesthetic standards of music within Confucian tenets. I
examined the discursive propagation that essentialized the moral quality of music prior to the
ethnic value in hyangak (Korean native music) and the popular appeal of sogak (music of
secular origin), both of which were categorized as lewd. But this dichotomous classification
exposes conceptual clashes and discord in the rearrangement of disparate values. Moreover, I
noted the gap between music discourse and practice, manifested in the fact that hyangak and
sogak were integrated as essential parts of royal ceremonies and banquets despite their
characterization as lewd. This suggests that the music scene was not entirely commensurate
with the discursive domains affiliated with state policies that promoted the Confucian way,
which was also manifest in the case of chamber music in the Late Chosŏn period.
The third point was the social value of music performance in the Confucian context,
which differentiated amateur performers or connoisseurs from professional musicians
socially and conceptually. The music activities of the yangban, singing and playing the
kŏmun’go in their spare time, were part of the p’ungnyu (elegant taste) culture, which can be
construed as the habitus of the nobility, be it self-cultivation or the pursuit of joyfulness.
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However, the enjoyment of music in an amateur manner while remaining emotionally
moderate in Confucian terms occurred in tandem with the belittlement of professional
performance, which entailed a wide range of emotional release and refinement of musical
skills. I explored how this cultural hierarchy affected the flourishing of the vernacular music
sector that put professional musicians at the heart of musical innovation and consequently led
to their repositioning as creative and self-regulated performers in the private music field in
the Late Chosŏn.
My second subject was the chamber music practice that flourished during the decline
of court music beginning in the seventeenth century and was spearheaded by two principal
types of performers on the stage: chungin (second status) musicians and female musicians.
My first task was to examine at the prime producers of chamber music and its musical
identity in terms of aesthetic traits. Previous studies have referred to chamber music as
“music for the literati” which embodied the elegant taste of the nobility, despite the
contribution of the chungin singers as the main performers. Against this equivocal
assessment of chamber music, I identified the cultural bedrock that shaped chamber music,
the relation between music preference and the social class of the audience, and the
characteristics of the sonic qualities of chamber music. I traced the pivotal role of the
chungin in restructuring its musical properties as well as in organizing chamber music
practice in the production of their own subculture, which appropriated p’ungnyu, the habitus
of the nobility in Bourdieu’s terms, beginning in the seventeenth century. My analysis shows
that the ethic-aesthetic markers “elegant” and “lewd” became vital musical ingredients of
chamber music, triumphing over ideological interference and class markers. That is, the
distinctive border-crossing musical character of chamber music intersected both “elegant”
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and “lewd” sentiments through the combined deployment of tunes that varied in terms of
tempo, melody, rhythm, length, musical composition, and lyrics. The aesthetic turnout
demonstrates how the chamber music scene made it possible to break into mainstream
culture across social boundaries in the private music sector of the Late Chosŏn.
Another issue I investigated was how to valorize the intervention of chungin
musicians in building chamber music. I noted that the intellectual stream of the literati in
their discourses on music in the late eighteenth century included reconsideration of the
nuanced meanings of “lewd music” and the rediscovery of the value of “vernacular song” as
a vehicle of expressing “emotion,” distinct from the literary legacy of the yangban elites.
This move embraced the positioning of the vocal genre kagok in chamber music as a channel
for embodying “genuine” human nature—while destigmatizing its “lewdness”—by a group
of literati and chungin intellectuals in the publication of song collections. More controversial
is that kagok was reclassified as cultivated by the leading chungin singers in the nineteenth
century through the appropriation of the term chŏngŭm (proper tune) with which Confucian
scholars had designated a-ak for more than for three centuries. The elevation of kagok as
orthodox, despite its secular origin and different aesthetic footing from normative Confucian
standards, primarily signifies the practical motivation of chungin singers to secure authority
for chamber music at an institutional level. However, an additional question I addressed was
the point at which chungin musicians intervened in the vernacularization of the “proper tune”
in the private music sector—the materialization which suited local tastes and vernacular
sentiments—in the long-standing contestation with Confucian doctrines on music.
Contemporary scholars in literature have imagined chungin performers as proxies
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hired to satisfy the musical tastes of patrons from the upper class or bohemian aestheticians
who indulged in music and decadent pleasure, and with no agency to defy the powerful
yangban elites, despite their deep involvement with the stylization of kagok. But I argue that
it is critical to reconsider the specific location of chungin musicians beyond the previous
dichotomous framework that locked the chungin musicians in the fetters of social status.
Jacques Rancière suggests that aesthetics, when defined as a specific regime for not only
identifying the arts but also creating a new pattern of sense perception, can be a channel for
politics in a way that intervenes in restructuring the existing sensorial system. In a similar
way, the involvement of chungin musicians with an aesthetic shift in chamber music in both
discourse and practice can be located in the political dimension. Chamber music entered into
an affective site which incorporated Confucian taboos in official discourses—such as
Dionysiac impulses like emotion, desire, and lewdness—into a refined musical style. The
aesthetic reformulation of chamber music and discursive intervention into the “proper tune”
by chungin musicians had political implications: on one level, they catered their music to the
tastes of their upper-class audience, and on another, they undermined the integrity of
dominant Confucian discourses on musical quality.
The third subject of my research was the specific location of female musicians in
chamber music venues, which raised gender issues in the androcentric bureaucracy and
music sites. Female musicians in the Chosŏn era were generally designated as kinyŏ (female
entertainers; courtesans) from the status of government slave. In this dissertation, considering
the intricate social standing of kinyŏ based upon their humble origins, I traced the trajectory
of their public lives in the Late Chosŏn as yŏak (female musician), who performed at royal
banquets, at local music bureaus, and in the private music sector including chamber music
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venues and kibang (kinyŏ’s houses in the pleasure quarters). My first task was to clarify the
mechanism that propagated representations of female musicians as lewd in Chosŏn society.
In official discourses, a kinyŏ’s body was represented as a medium to embody “improper
carnal pleasures” and her singing voice as a vehicle to deliver “incorrect tunes which run
counter to rites.” I examined how the stigmatization of female musicians in tandem with the
persecution of sogak as lewd music was in large part motivated by realpolitik during the first
half of the Chosŏn dynasty. It can be said that the two centuries of factional strife as part of
the ideological drive to modify Chosŏn practice in a Neo-Confucian way aggravated the
abjectification of kinyŏ and led to the embedding of the denial of female physicality—more
accurately, sexuality itself—in the public sphere. I made clear that the intense controversies
surrounding the use of yŏak and sogak did not banish them from royal ceremonies, but
eventually led to a drastic reduction in the number of both court performances and female
musicians beginning in the early seventeenth century. Notably, however, the dwindling use of
female musicians in the royal court did not mean the disappearance of the kinyŏ but rather
signified an increase in the use of female musicians in the private sector in the Late Chosŏn.
The second task was to delve into the public image of kinyŏ on the performance stage
from prefectural music bureau to the royal court to the private music sector, including
chamber music venues and the kibang. The trajectory of kinyŏ and their activities illustrates
their lifelong careers as professional performers even past sixty-one, the age of retirement. In
particular, I brought light hitherto unexplored images of kinyŏ in chamber music venues,
where they found success singing solos (kagok) or duets with chungin singers as members of
music ensembles. Notably, the chamber music scene illuminates how closely kinyŏ and
chungin singers were tied as co-performers and in apprenticeship for disseminating and
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passing on both the music repertoire and their singing skills. Additionally, the literary
representation of the chamber music domain by the chungin singers includes
intimate/romantic relationships with kinyŏ that seem to have been relatively mutual and
symmetrical, with a sense of bonding as part of a music circle, as compared to those between
yangban and kinyŏ based on an unbridgeable class difference.
Furthermore, my analysis of the material condition of kinyŏ demonstrates how kinyŏ
wrestled with their meager government salaries, which necessitated the kibu, who likely
provided material support for their public activities. I also turned my attention to the urban
scene in which from the seventeenth century kinyŏ were involved with running kibang as part
of their economic activities when the scale of court music and yŏak performance in the public
sphere were markedly curtailed. I made it clear that what most distinguished kibang from
other types of pleasure quarters such as general bars was their facilitation of high-level music
performances by accomplished kinyŏ. But a point to consider regarding kibang in Seoul was
the emergence of state-approved kibu in the Late Chosŏn. These kibu from the chungin group
in Seoul took charge of managing the kinyŏ’s musical activities in the private music sector,
including chamber music venues, and deeply engaged with running kibang with kinyŏ, unlike
the previous illegitimate and invisible kibu, most of whom had probably come from the
yangban or the unidentified wealthy group. It can be said that the ambiguous character of the
chungin kibu who both managed and restricted kinyŏ came from the particular musical
environments of the Late Chosŏn, in which kinyŏ worked in a chamber music field
inseparably affiliated with the urban entertainment business.
However, the multiple music venues make manifest the singular condition of kinyŏ
who might have camouflaged their social personas, from the performer in royal rituals and at
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government events to the entertainer at exclusive social gatherings or commercialized kibang
to the courtesan in the private domain. I worked to grasp the voices of kinyŏ as paradoxical
beings—with a noble spirit and a lowly body—and attempted to tease apart the complicated
layers of kinyŏ identity in the Chosŏn. To this end, I explored the narratives of kinyŏ who
strove to attain recognition from high society or to withstand it by utilizing their particular
attributes such as musical or poetic talent or personal virtue. The literary competence of
kinyŏ poets whose poetic language usually functioned as a booster of p’ungnyu in social
gatherings of yangban also became the source of their self-reflection. However, the texts
present their ontological condition, namely the predicament of a minority who must rely on
the words of the privileged for self-representation.
In comparison, celebrated kinyŏ whose names were widely known in musical and
political circles employed more active and challenging strategies to attain social recognition
or to leave their mark for posterity and as a way of identity politics against their social
otherness. These included publishing poems dedicated to them by eminent literati and high
officials and the transmission of those collections as a token of the lineage of the kinyŏ’s
family in the increasingly patrilineal Chosŏn society. Here I paid attention to the existential
contradiction of female musicians who promoted the making of family prestige matrilineally,
which reproduced the fetter of kinyŏ with a noble heart and humble body. On the other hand,
the renowned female singer who retreated at the peak of her career, although rare, displays
the extent to which the musical accomplishments of kinyŏ could afford them enough
autonomy to find alternative ways of living beyond the confines of social convention.
The fourth goal was to discover what characterized the kibang as a cultural site and
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what was the positionality of kinyŏ who mediated the circulation of vernacular music in
entertainment zones in the Late Chosŏn. I clarified that kibang were not monolithic, but
varied depending on regional differences and each kinyŏ’s level of accomplishment and
awareness. My analysis shows that compared with the Seoul kibang, where chungin kibu
wielded a significant influence over their operation, local kibang had a somewhat different
mechanism, one that employed retired kinyŏ called “foster mothers” as overseers, and used
home-based networking linked to matrilineal lineage in an implicit affiliation with the
prefectural music bureaus. The records of P’yŏngyang kibang in the Late Chosŏn present the
kibang as a cultural salon run by kinyŏ with top musical talent, which was attuned to genteel
tastes for local highbrow clients who were granted exclusive access. This contrasts with the
Seoul kibang, which accommodated a wider range of urban residents, offering diverse and
cutting-edge musical trends including kagok and folk songs. The P’yŏngyang kibang as the
prototype for local kibang were less urbanized than Seoul’s and far less glamorous and
commercialized than those of Jiangnan in China or Edo in Japan, but represented an “inbetween” space, mixing the archaic local color with new cultural and intellectual streams
from Seoul and Qing as its reference. Furthermore, the records suggest that local kinyŏ were
placed at the core of cultural dynamics in the kibang, mediating musical exchange between
the center (the royal court) and the province, and actively improved themselves for their
encounters with various types of intellectuals and cultural luminaries in the kibang. I
conclude that the varied landscapes of kibang in different localities and according to the
kinyŏ’s personal resources reflect a heterogeneous music terrain in the Late Chosŏn Korea
that embraced disparate sentiments and desires underneath the reinforcement of Confucian
norms, which eventually intensified the gradation within the kinyŏ and diversified the ways
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female musicians could live.
The final point of inquiry was the positionality of kinyŏ based on their performativity,
which signifies not just playing music and dancing on stage but also the performance of
various roles allocated to low-status females. Those roles had to do with the liminality that
made kinyŏ oscillate precariously between the double standards of chastity and lewdness and
images of the sublime and the uncanny. As Judith Butler argues, gender is constructed within
the practices of repetitive social performance and through symbolic communication with
social conventions and ideologies. Based on this, I argue that kinyŏ “performed” chastity or
lewdness in their existential precarity as a tactic for bargaining with the dominant culture,
debunking the presumption of an internally coherent and invariable female identity in the
Chosŏn. The fluidity of the kinyŏ’s subjectivity related to sexuality is manifest in the music
domain, as evidenced by the gradation of kinyŏ based on musical achievements and cultural
literacy which consolidated their self-identification as aesthetic subjects in their repetitive
performances in music venues. A visible mark of the transformation of kinyŏ identity from its
humble origins came to the surface at the end of the dynasty, in the form of a new taxonomy
that indicated the divergence of arts from the kinyŏ’s sexualized body, as hinted at by Park
Che-hyŏng in 1886. This requires further investigation.
Jacques Derrida’s perspective in his term “supplement” offers a frame through which
to elucidate the social structure showing a particular relationship between the ruling elites
(Subject) and kinyŏ (Other). That is, kinyŏ represent “supplements” that added to the surplus
pleasure of the Subject or replaced it by performing everyday labor, art on the professional
level, and sexual service. However, kinyŏ became the subversive Other through various
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corporeal performances, which occasionally exposed the pretense (or failure) of the Subject
pursuing the moral wholeness of the Confucian ideal self. What was truly at stake was that
kinyŏ, as female musicians, interrupted the subaltern moment by creating new narratives for
themselves as arbiters of taste and aesthetics.
Neo-Confucianism had both ideological and political leverage in the music domain of
Chosŏn society. But the emotional and aesthetic interplay in chamber music venues suggests
“the structure of feeling”—what the populace of the upper-middle class felt as alive in the
music scene—in the Late Chosŏn associated with heterogeneous layers of sentiments that
merged in a Confucian setting. Furthermore, the idiosyncratic variations and identity politics
of the professional musicians who crossed the social distinctions and bounds attributed to
artisans, functionaries, and female slaves bring up the porous realities of Late Chosŏn society
beneath the umbrella of “Confucianization at all social levels.”
To shed more light on the social dynamics of vernacular music venues in the Late
Chosŏn Korea, I advanced a socio-historical approach that explored diverse methodological
strategies embracing such fields as musicology, cultural studies, and gender history, and that
stepped out of the narrowly framed disciplines. This research engages with not only the
scholarship on Korean music and musicians in the Late Chosŏn Korea but also the body of
knowledge on music in conjunction with affect and gender within the comparative context of
pre-modern East Asia and the West. Furthermore, it offers a historical exemplar to prove a
universal premise, namely how vibrant music scenes turn out cultural sites that effect
emotive and affective transformation with less ideological intervention across time and
space. Future topics for research will extend to the exploration of the reorganization of
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chamber music in early modern Korea, the transfiguration of female musicians as signs of
“tradition” or cultural icons in the colonial terrain, and the cross-regional and transnational
fields of music production and consumption in the contemporary period.
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